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DESCRIPTIVE ARTICLES, REGULAR FEATURES AND EDITORIALS ARE INDICATED BY CAPITAL LETTERS. 

ACCUMULATED Grid Charge, 376 
A.C. Filament Heating, 180 - Mains, 25- cycle, Adapting Sets for, 128 - Practice with Battery Valves, 332 
ACOUSTIC CONTROL, REVERBERATION AND THE 

LOUD SPEAKER, 46 
ADDING A,V.C. TO THE MONODIAL SUPER, 198 
Aerial Capacity, 132 - Connections, Alternative, 207 -- DOWN -LEADS, SCREENED, 261 -- Down -leads, Screened, 358 - Series Trimmer, 314 
Aerials, Short, Method of Coupling, 282 
Aeroplane Equipment, Belgian Air Force Order 50 Sets, 89 -5 -METRE TESTS FROM, 424, 451, 463 
Aircraft, Cranwell to Cape Non -stop Flight, 113 
ALBA SUPERHETERODYNE MODEL 50, 382 
Algiers Station Power to be Increased, 375 
All -Mains Set, The Simplest, 144 
ALL -WAVE MONODIAL (Editorial), 59 - MONODIAL SUPER (BATTERY SET), 57, 617, 109 - Monodial, H.T. Voltage, 180 
Amateur Call -Book, 101, 319 - Reception of American Stations on 1,750 kc., 68 - Relaying Contest, 133 
AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS : 

A. Forsyth GOFO communicates with WIDBM at Cape 
Cod on 150 Metres, 223 

Misuse of Call Signs and Unlicensed Transmitters, 309 
America, Proposed New Broadcasting Network, 154, 375 
AMERICAN A.C. -D.C. SET, UNIVERSAL KADETTE 

MIDGET, 273 - Amateurs, 291, 431, 461 - Broadcast Reception (Correspondence), 96 - Broadcasting, N.B.C. and Columbia Progress during 
1932, 28 - Broadcasting Station at the Disposal of the President, 223 - Short-wave Broadcasting Stations, 323 - Wavelength Troubles, 257 

AMPLIFIER DESIGNS FOR GRAMOPHONES, 63, 92 - for Headphones, 438 - H.F. PROGRESS, 190 - MODERN A.C., 125, 128 - TONE -CONTROLLED 12 -WATT, 115 
Amplifiers, Resistance- Coupled, 232 
Anode Current, Economising, 359 - Current Variations, 232 - Current, Measurement of, 216 
Apollo Gramophone Co., Ltd., Cabinet for the " Straight 

Three," 4 
A.R.R.L. Convention at Chicago World's Fair, 461 

1 
Athlone B /cg. Station, Irish Free State, 89, 229 - IRISH FREE STATE STATION, 337 - (Foreign Broadcast Guide), 418 
Atlantic Seaboard Broadcasting Co. in U.S.A., 242 
Atlas Q.P. Mains Unit, 265 
AUTOMATIC BIAS SCHEME, NEW, E. G. Bowen, 157 -- Grid Bias with D.C. Supply, 241 - VOLUME CONTROL, AN ESSENTIAL FITMENT 

(Editorial), 217 - VOLUME CONTROL, 134 
(Correspondence), 230 - Volume Control, Adding, 132 - VOLUME CONTROL (DIFFERENT SYSTEMS), 2, 29 

ATWATER KENT SUPERHET, MODEL 480, A.C., 292 
f¡A.V.C., ADDING TO THE MONODIAL, 198, 209, 224 

(Correction), 284 
(Correspondence), 264 - AN ADDITION TO THE MONODIAL (Editorial), 199 
(Correspondence), 330, 364, 380, 400, 418 - Double- control, 295 - for D.C. Sets, 295 - Grid -bias Battery for, 384 - Monodial, Screen to Avoid Hum, 282 - THE HISTORY OF, 236 - UNIT (Editorial), 233 - UNIT, 222, 234 

(Correction), 282 - Unit, Sources of Voltage and Various Suggestions, 298 - Valve Adjustment, 384 Q- Various Points to be Observed, 279 
l - with Diode, 232 

A.V.R.O., Dutch Broadcasting House, 133 

`) 

BACKGROUND Noise, Explaining, 298 - Quietening, 438 
Baffle, The Best, 410 
Baldwin Test Sets, 10 
Balloon Aerials, Experiments at East Pittsburgh, 309 - Ascent to Stratosphere from Belgian, 393 
BASS RESPONSE, INCREASING, 334 

Correspondence), 401, 418, 436 
BAl IsRY SET DEVELOPMENT (PENTODES IN 

QUIESCENT PUSH- PULL), 6 

B.B.C. and G.T.C. Dispute, 33 - and Listening Groups, 313 - Balance and Control Section, 327, 382 - " Empire Service " Pamphlet, 17 - New Wavelengths under the Lucerne Plan, 431 - Parliamentary Debate on, 187 
B.B.C. STATIONS AND STUDIOS: 

Belfast, 53, 229 
Bristol Repeater Station, 263 
Droitwich, 33, 49, 195, 309, 419 
Gloucester Repeater Station, 283 
Leeds, 53, 342 
Northern Ireland, 419 
Percentage of Breakdowns, 17 
Ulster Regional, Craigantlet Suggested Site, 195 
West Regional and National, 33, 195, 229, 297, 327, 343, 362, 

377 - Sunday Programmes, 452 - Synchronising Tests, West and London Nationals, 435 - Terminal (S. Lilly & Sons, Ltd.), 16 - Ultra-short Wave Tests, 187, 245 
Belfast, Search for Suitable site for New Station, 53 
Belgian National Radio Institute at Ixelle, 28 

Transmission Stopped at Radio La Louvière, 375 
Belgrade B/c Station, Power to be Raised to 40 kW., 11 
Berlin, New 120 kW. Station, 28 - No. 1 (WITZLEBEN) (ON THE SPOT), 156 -- Witzleben (Foreign Broadcast Guide), 446 
Beromunster Testing on Long Waves, 411 
Bias -limiting Resistance, 58 - from D.C. Mains, 216 - Improvised, 410 - Voltage Distribution, 295 
Bisamberg Station, Austria, 357, 393 
Blaj, Roumania, New Broadcasting Station, 192 
Blattnerphone used in County Celebrations, 187, 206 
Block L.T. Accumulator, 331 
Blue Prints and Booklets, 125, 262, 329, 415 - Spot M.C. I.oud Speaker, Model 45 P.M., 469 
BOOKS RECEIVED, 30, 48, 63, 108, 136, 156, 177, 323, 357, 

406, 427, 466 
Boult, Dr. Adrian, to Conduct Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, 

122 
Break -in Connectors, 256 
Bredow, Dr. H., Resigns Post of German Radio Commissioner, 

139 - Dr. H., to Reorganise Spanish Broadcasting Service, 164 
British General Components, 276 - Radiophone Q.M.B. Switches, 276 - Sets in Egypt (Correspondence), 364 
BROADCAST BREVITIES (Weekly) - " Stunts " (Correspondence), 348 
Broadcasting Hall at Olympia Exhibition, 435 - HOURS, SHOULD THEY BE CONTINUOUS I 

(Editorial), 79 it -in the Highlands (Correspondence), 214 - Transatlantic International, 463, 487 
Brush for Cleaning Inside of Sets, 231 
BRUSSELS NOTEBOOK (INTERFERING STATIONS), 52, 

148, 222 
Bryce Output Transformers, 454 
B.S.R. AMPLIGRAM, POWER GRAMOPHONE, 177 - Universal Mains Transformer, 420 
Buenos Aires " Radio Excelsior " 200 kW. Station, 393 
Burnham, Mr. W. W., Chairman of R.M.A., 168 
" Busco " Switches, 248, 331 
BUSH Q.P.P. BATTERY RECEIVER, 246 
Buzzer as a Modulator, 256 - with Constant Output, 425 
Buzzers, Points About, 241 

CABINET for the " Straight Three " (Apollo Gramophone Co., 
Ltd.), 4 

Cairo, Projected 20 kW. B /cg. Station, 49 
Canada, Broadcasting Station in, 393 - Radio Commission to take over Broadcasting Station, 168 
Capacities, Microscopic, 144 
Capacity, Transferred, Reducing, 144 
Carpendale, Adm. Sir C., 327, 377 
CAR SET, H.T. FOR, 352 - SET, STARTON SUPERHET, 409 
CARS, BUILT IN SETS FOR (Editorial), 233 - Fitted for Broadcast Reception, 323, 451 
Casablanca, CN8MC, Relays Rabat, 411 
CATALOGUES RECEIVED, 32, 72, 143, 296, 346 
Cathode Ray Television, Ediswan Special Tubes, 392 
CATKIN VALVE (Editorial), 333 - MARCONI AND OSRAM, 340, 365, 383 
Centring the Moving Coil, 166 
Changes of Address, 211, 331, 437 
Chassis Connections, 132 
Chiodelly, Signor, Manager, Director and Chief Engineer of 

Italian Broadcasting Company, 139 
CHOICE OF L.F. COUPLINGS (M. G. Scroggie), 64 

3 

Chokes, Mains H.F., 143 
CHOOSING A RECORD CHANGER, 98 - THE RIGHT RESISTANCE, FOR CURRENT- CARRY- 

ING CAPACITY, 371 
Christchurch, New Zealand, New Station, 393 
Class " B," Adding to Existing Battery Receiver, 425 - " B " AMPLIFICATION COMPONENTS FOR, 394 - (Correction), 411 - " B " AMPLIFICATION (Editorial), 199 -"B" AMPLIFICATION, NEW BATTERY OUTPUT 

STAGE, 200 - " B " AMPLIFICATION, PRACTICAL, 239 - " B " Conversion, 314, 358 - " B " ELIMINATOR, 268 
" B " ELIMINATOR, 264 
" B " Eliminator and Free Bias, 326 - " B " Eliminator Modified for D.C., 402 
" B " FERROCART RECEIVER, 240, 250 - " B " Reprint by C. A. Co., 357 - "B " Ferrocart, Output Transformer for Loud Speaker, 384 

CLIMAX BAND -PASS THREE (A.C.), 14 
Clix Insulated Socket, 54 - Wall Plug, 420 
Clocks, Radio -operated, 68 
CLUB NEWS, 77, 85, 115, 138, 172, 205, 215, 223, 227, 290, 322 
Cobee Compass Saw, 265 
COIL COUPLING THEORY, MUTUAL INDUCTION, 155 
COILS, Iron- cored. See Ferrocart and Solid Covered Coils. 
COLUMBIA " SUPERHET SEVEN," MODEL 356, 258 
Combined G.B. -H.T. Battery, 384 
COMPONENTS FOR CLASS " B " AMPLIFICATION, 394 - (Correction), 411 - Suspended by Their Leads, 45 
Condenser Sections, Checking, 266 
CONDENSERS, ELECTROLYTIC, 24 - for Ferrocart III; Matching, 402 - for Retaining Low Notes, 278 - Grid By -Pass, 18 - - Inductive and Non- inductive, 166 -,, in Series, 132 - Inverted, 151 - Non-inductive (Correspondence), 264 - Open -circuited, 396 

Testing by Headphones, 366 - Variable Adjusting, 120 
Continuity Tests, 207 
CONVERTER, SHORT -WAVE, UNIVERSAL A.C., 286, 300 
Copyright and Broadcasting in Public Places, Legal Decision, 

Cordo Screened, H.F. Chokes, 143 
CORRECTED A.V.C., USE OF DOUBLE -DIODE PEN- 

TODE, 386 
CORRESPONDENCE (Weekly) 
Coupling Condenser Capacity, 162 
Cracklings, Intermittent, Tracing, 9 

DALLOW Monodial Cabinets, 360 
Daventry 5XX Percentage of Breakdowns 1932 (Correspond- 

ence), 174 
Davey Fibre Needle Pick -ups, 211 
Dawnay, Col. A. G. C., Appointed Controller Output Division 

of B.B.C., 419 
D.C. Heater Circuits, 278 -- Mains Precautions, Isolating Pick -ups, 99 

Mains Short- circuits, 447 - to A.C. Change Over, Chester Corporation and Mr. 
Lakeman, 192 - to A.C., Fleetwood Council's Refusal to Change Wireless 
Apparatus', 113 

DECOUPLING LIMITATIONS, PARALLEL -FEED PRE- 
CAUTIONS, 137 

Delay Switch, Home -made, 438 
DETECTION, YESTERDAY AND TO -DAY, 193 

(Correspondence), 193 
Detector Circuit Decoupling, 282 
Detecter Overloading, 104, 231 
Diode and Pick -up, 100 
DIRECTION FINDING FOR AMATEURS, 458 
DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES (Weekly) 
Dix -Mipanta Test Meter, 469 
Donald, Sir Robert, Obituary Notice, 154 
DOUBLE -DIODE PENTODE FOR CORRECTED A.V.C., 386 - DIODE TRIODE -OSRAM MHD4, 355 - Superheterodyne, 88 
Droitwich Station, Order Placed for 100 kW. Transmitter, 49 
Dual Loud Speakers, 104 
Dublin, 2 RN, reinstated as Relay Station, 411 

"EARL" Loud Speakers, 276 
Earth, A Bad, 332 
" Earths," N.P.L. Researches on Electrical Properties of 

Different Soils, 88 
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Echoes, Debate Between Prof. Störmer and Dr. Van der Pol, 
113 

ECONOMY SMOOTHING, HUM -FREE RECEPTION, 164 
Eeles L.F. Transformer, 176 
EKCO SUPERHETERODYNE SH25, A.C., 118 - Travelling Squad of Engineers, 154 
ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE, 458 "- Music " in Algiers, 168 "- Music " " Wave -Walker " in Belgium, 205 
-Music" Concert in Berlin, 113, 133 

Electricity Supply Companies, Change over from D.C. to A.C., 
113, 192 

Electrolytic Condenser Polarity, 402 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 24 

(Correspondence), 77 - Condensers, Ifnpedance in, 216 
ELIMINATOR, CLASS " B," 268 
EMPIRE BROADCAST, HOW IT WAS DONE, 5 - Broadcasting, J. H. Whitley to Address Meeting of Royal 

Empire Soc., 11 - Broadcasting, 122, 139, 161, 167, 195, 327, 375, 377, 435 - Broadcasting (Correspondence), 174, 230 - BROADCASTING, RECEPTION LAGS BEHIND 
(Editorial), 367 

Erratic Contact, 282 
ESTIMATING LOUDNESS, 289 
ETHER CONGESTION (Editorial), 19 
Everest Expedition, Amateur Portable Transmitter, 133 
EVOLUTION OF THE GRAMOPHONE, 80 - (Correction), 113 -- OF THE SUPERHET, 182 
EXHIBITIONS : 

British Industries Fair, Feb. 20th, 133 
Chicago, " Century of Progress," 393, 461 
" Ideal Home," March 29th, 133 
Leipzig Fair, Ferrocart Coils in, 205 
Olympia, Aug. 15th -24th, 393 
Paris, Foire de Paris in May, 223 - Radio Salon, Versailles, June 15th, 223, 375 - Radio Salon, 10th Anniversary, Sept, 6th -17th, 223 
Physical Society, Jan. 3rd -5th, 34 
Royal Society of Arts, August 5th -31st, 291 
Television and Photo -Electric, April 5th and 6th, 242 

Extra Smoothing, 78 - SYMBOL ? (FOR IRON -CORED H.F. COILS), (Editorial) 
465 

FARADAY Building, Opened May 4th, 349 
FERRANTI CLASS " B " BAND -PASS FOUR, 361 - Class " B " Super Power Converter, 466 
Ferrié Research Fund, 463 
Ferrocart and Q.P.P., 332 - Coils in Germany, 83 - G.E.C. Licensed to Manufacture, 372 - HOW IT IS MADE, 203 - IMPORTANCE OF THE NEW COILS (Editorial), 145 - III (.A.C.), 146, 169 

(Correspondence), 230, 348 - III (Editorial), 163 
FILTER, INPUT, SECOND CHANNEL SUPPRESSION, 416 
Finland, Viipari Station, Power to be Raised to. 40 kW., 168 
FIRST DETECTOR (HOW THE SUPERHET WORKS, V.) 

448 
FIT A.V.C. TO YOUR RECEIVER, 234 
FIVE -METRE 'PLANE TESTS, 424, 451 - METRE WORK FOR AMATEURS, 368 
Fixed Pick -up Potentiometer, 99 
FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE, 381, 418, 446 - STATION LISTENING, RECEIVER DESIGN 

(Editorial), 69 - STATIONS, READERS' VIEWS (Editorial), 105 
France, Proposed Listening Tax, 28, 192, 3011, :357 - Tax Enacted, 431 - Sponsored Programmes, 275, 309 
Franklin Dry Electrolytic Condensers, 346 
Free A.V.C. Voltage, 384 - Bias, Disturbing, 151 
French Airship " General Ferrié," 192 - Broadcasting Proposed for India, 431 
FREQUENCY CHANGER AND I.F. AMPLIFIER (HOW 

THE SUPERHET WORKS, III), 412 - Tests (Correspondence), 262 

GANGED Tuning on Long Waves, 45 
Ganging, Causes of Misgauging, 314 

Long -wave, 207 
Garrard Radio- Gramophone Units, 248 
GECOPHONE SUPERHET, " OVERSEAS " MODEL, 212 
German Short-wave Stations at Zeesen, 291 - Broadcasting Stations Controlled by Ministry of Pro- 

paganda, 242, 357 - Broadcasting Stations, New Interval Signals, 242, 323, 357 - Receivers for 75 Marks, 323, 451 
Germany, Broadcasting Houses at Cologne, K,inigsberg and 

Berlin - Broadcasting in, 168, 242, 263, 357 - Reduction in Valve Prices, 411 
Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society, 431 
Goltdne Coil Chassis, 276 - Components, 374 - Screened Coils, 143 - Screened Down -Lead, 215 
GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER DESIGNS, 92 - Co., Ltd. v. S. Carwardine & Co., Ltd., Test Case, 205 - MOTORS, VARIOUS TYPES, 97 - Records, B.B.C. Distribution, 281 - THE EVOLUTION OF, 80 - (Correction), 113 - UNIT, B.S.R. AMPLIGRAM, 177 
Greece, Radio Salonica on 265 metres, 168 
Grelco Multi -plug Adaptor, 32 
Grid Bias Remotely Controlled, 180 - Bias, Self -adjusting, 38 - By -Pass Condensers, 18 - Circuit Decoupling, 366 

HARBROS Mains Leads, 72 
HEADING FOR DISASTER (PRICES IN U.S.A.), (Editorial), 

333 
HEADLINES FOR THE B.B.C. (Editorial), 127 

(Correspondence), 230 
Heater-Cathode Insulation, 326 

Heayberd Filament Transformers, 176 
H.F. AMPLIFIER PROGRESS, 190 - STAGE AND OSCILLATOR (HOW THE SUPERHET 

WORKS, II), 390 
" Het " Indoor Aerial, 346 
Hilversum and Huizen Change -over, 11 - New Transmitter, 411 
Himalayas, Proposed Short -wave Station for St. Bernard 

Monks, 291 
HISTORY OF A.V.C., 236 
Hivac Valves, 469 
H.M.V. SUPERHET AUTORADIOGRAM, MODEL 532 A. C. 

50 - SUPERHET SELECTIVE FIVE, MODEL, 438 - " Super Power " Loud Speaker, 211 
Holland, Israelite Vereening Radio Omroep (Unemployed 

Jewish Musicians), 275 
Political Talks by Refugees Banned, 275 

HOW THE SUPERHET WORKS, 378, 390;412, 428, 448, 460 
H.T. FOR THE CAR SET, 352 
HUM -FREE RECEPTION, ECONOMY SMOOTHING, 164 
100 METRES AND BELOW, 304 

I.E.E. ANTI- INTERFERENCE COMMITTEE (E World!), 455 
Igranic Condensers, 420 - Indigraph Dial, 346 - Transformer, T24B, 16 
Iliffe, Sir Edward Made a Peer, 431 
Incendiarism Experiments by Radio in Belgium, 242 
INCREASING BASS RESPONSE, 334 - (Correspondence), 401, 418, 436 
India and Empire Broadcasting, 375 
Indian Broadcasting, Proposed Relay to London, 349 
Input- Output Reaction, 402 
Institute of Wireless Technology, Examiner's Report, 223 
Interchangeable Kit Set for A.C. or D.C., 70 
INTERFERENCE CRUSADE (PROGRESS), (Editorial), 3!) - Electrical, 458 - Filter Circuits Which Intensify, 120 - FORMS (Editorial), 385 

From House Wiring, 338 -Trom Trolley-buses, etc. (Correspondence), 96 -- HOW INDIVIDUALS CAN HELP (Editorial), 24!) 
(Correspondence), 284 - International Conference in Paris, June 22nd, 323 - LOCAL, HOW TO TRACK IT DOWN, 255 -- PROCRASTINATION MUST END (Editorial), 79 - Proposed Building Regulation in France, 28 
Sundry Notes, 102, 275, 323, 327, 393 

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING UNION, REPORT ON 
INTERFERING STATIONS, etc., 52 - BROADCASTS (Editorial), 367 - DXers Alliance, 389, 451 - Listeners' Union, 431 

INTER -NATION BROADCASTS (Editorial), 127 
Irish Free State, Duty on Sets and Components, 49 
Iron -dust Cores (Correspondence), 470 
Italian Short -wave Stations Received in New Zealand, 451 
Italy, National Radio Week, 463 

JAPAN Adopts Regional System of Broadcasting, 89 - Broadcasting in, 357 
J.M. Condensers, 374 
Juan -les -Pins, Land Line Refused by P.T.T., 192 
Jugoslavia. See Yugoslavia 

KADETTE MIDGET A.C. -D.C. Set, 218, 273 
Kalundborg, Power to be Raised to 60 kW., 205 
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA (" ON THE SPOT "), 279 
KEEP POLITICS OUT OF LUCERNE (Editorial), 315 
Kellaway, Rt. Hon. F. G., Obituary Notice, 309 
Kemp, G. S., Obituary Notice, 28 
KEYBOARD AND LOUD SPEAKER, " NEO-BECHSTEIN " 

ELECTRIC PIANO, 67 
Kinva H.F. Chokes, 296 
Königswusterhausen, New Interval Signal 242 - Closing Signal, 275 
Kruckenburg, Dr., Appointed Managing Director of Reichs 

Rundfunk Gesell, 231 
Kruckow, Dr., Successor to Dr. Bredow as Commissioner of 

German Broadcasting, 192 

LABORATORY TESTS (Weekly) 
Lewcos I.F. Transformers and Volume Control, 454. 
Leakage, Effects of, 396 
Leipzig Broadcasting Station, 192 
L.F. Howling, 18 
L.F. Reaction, 332 - Stability Ensuring, 339 
LICENCES: 

Bavaria, Jan. 31st, 331,131 (N.W.), 133 
Germany, Jan. 1st, 4,307,722 (N.W.), 49 
Great Britain, Dec. 31st, 5,262,953 (N.W.), 68 
Great Britain Licences Issued and Prosecutions undertaken 

in 1932 (N.W.), 205 
Great Britain, March 31st, 5,498, 700, 309 
Great Britain, April 30th, 5,536,300, 375 
Holland, 280,610, 393 
Irish Free State, Dec. 31st, 31,034 (N.W.), 168 
Payment by Instalments Refused, 375 
P.O. Receipts ancFPayments to B.B.C. (N.W.), 154 
Switzerland, Dec. 31st, 231,000 (N.W.), 89 
U.S.A., 16,809,562 Homes Equipped Dec. 31st (N.W.), .192 

Light Beam Used in Broadcasting, 89 
Lisbon, Projected High Power Station, 201 - to be Opened in October, 451 
Lissen Transformers, 437 - Universal Coil, 331 
LISTENING AS AN ART, 149 
LJUBLJANA BROADCASTING STATION (ON THE 

SPOT), 381 
LOCAL INTERFERENCE, HOW TO TRACK IT DOWN, 255 
LOCATION OF THE SPEAKER, CASE FOR A SEPARATE 

UNIT (Editorial), 351 - (Correspondence), 418 
Lockwood Loud Speaker Cabinets, 248 

4 

Long -range Sets with Q.P.P., 71 
Long -Wave Ganging, 207 - Reaction, 298 
" Loose Coupler " Adding, 38 
Lotus Components 72 -4 -VALVE A. -C. RECEIVER 158 
LOUDNESS, ESTIMATING, 289 
Loud Speaker Grille Fabric, 143 - Speaker, Adapting to A.C. Quality Amplifier, 266 - SPEAKERS -ARE WE PROGRESSING ? 188 -- Speakers at White City Stadium, 68 -- Speakers (M -c and M -i) in Parallel, 366 
I.ow -power Tests on 7,164 and 14,328 kilocycles, 389 
LUCERNE CONFERENCE, KEEP POLITICS OUT 

(Editorial), 315 - Conference, Opens on May 15th, 275 - CONFERENCE, PROPOSED ALLOCATION OF FRE- 
QUENCIES, 373, 431 - ACCEPTED ALLOCATION, 450 - Conference (Sundry Notes), 205, 291, 297, 336, 349, 393, 
411, 431, 463 - CONFERENCE, WHAT WILL THE NEW WAVE 
PLAN BE ? 277 - PLAN, POINTS FOR DISCUSSION (Editorial), 199 - WAVELENGTHS, EFFECT ON RECEIVER DESIGN 
(Editorial), 403 

Luxembourg, 200 kW. Station, 11, 68, 154, 223, 309 - (Foreign Broadcast Guide), 381 
Lyons la Dona, Increase of Power, 357, 463 

McDANIEL Mains Transformers, 360 
McMICHAEL DUPI.EX FOUR -TYPE C.M.C. (BATTERY), 

280 
Madrid Conference, Power of Broadcasting Stations to be 

Limited, 11 - Projected 100 kW. Station, 357 
Magnavox " Magna " Loud Speaker, 72 
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT, 243 
Magnets, M.C. Loud Speaker, Energising, 326 
Magnus, Dr. Kurt Resigns Position as Managing Director of 

Reich's Rundfunk Gesell, 291 
MAINS SET, WHERE WE STAND TO -DAY, 184 - Transformers, Old Type. 358 
MAJESTIC SUPERHET, EARLSWOOD MODEL, TYPE 

261B (A.C.), 140 
MAKING MEASUREMENTS WITH THE PHOTOCELL, 445 
Maintaining Circuit Alignment, 78 
Manual and Automatic Control, 338 - VOLUME CONTROL, 287 
Marconi " Echometer " for Sounding Depth of Sea, 11 
MARCONIPHONE MODEL 254, 3 -VALVE RADIO- GRAMO- 

PHONE, 344 - (Correction), 357 
Maschwitz, Eric, in Charge of B.B.C. Entertainment Depart- 

ment, 139, 263 
Matched Circuits, 278 
Matching R. and A. Reproducers, 356 
MAZDA CLASS " B " VALVE, 383 
Measuring " Free " Bias, 126 
" Metocei " Down -Leads (Ward and Goldstone, Ltd.), 415 
Microphones, B.B.C. Return to Marconi- Reisz, 122 

- Improvised, 402 
MIDGET SETS, ARE THEY WORTH WHILE ? (Editorial), 

217 - UNIVERSAL MAINS SET, 218 
Milliammeter, Shunting, 295 
MINIATURE TALKIES, 389 
Misleading Measurements, 326 
M.K. Fuse Plug, 143 
MODERN A.C. QUALITY AMPLIFIER, 125, 128 - D.C. THREE, 12 - PRACTICE IN PICK -UP DESIGN, 96 
Monodial A.C. Super, Notice of Booklet, 48 - Heater Voltage, 162 - SUPER, ADDING AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL, 

198, 209, 224 
Monte Ceneri Broadcasting Station, Switzerland, 349, 357 
Morocco, Algiers and Rabat Stations to Increase Power, 411 
" Motor -boating," A Simple Cure, 45 
M.R.G. CONSOLE 3 RADIO -GRAMOPHONE, 36 
Multi -Knob Tuning, 402 
MURPHY A4 SUPERHET, 414 
Murray, Major G. as Consultant to Canadian Radio Com- 

mission, 291, 377, 452 
MUTUAL INDUCTION, THEORY OF COIL COUPLING, 

155 

"NATION SHALL SPEAK PEACE UNTO NATION " 
(Editorial), 105 

National Physical Laboratory, Conversazione, 375 - Physical Laboratory, New Radio Department, 349 
" NEO- BECHSTEIN " ELECTRICAL PIANOFORTE, 67 
NEW BATTERY OUTPUT STAGE, 200 - Medium Wavelength Proposed for Great Itritain, 161 - TUNING DEVELOPMENT, STATION SELECTOR 

DIAL, 395 
NEWS OF THE WEEK (Weekly) 
Noginsk, 500 kW.Russian station, 223 
Noise in London Streets Measured, 89 
Noisy Loud Speakers, Dutch " Association of the Victims of 

Radio," 11 - Short -wave Sets, 447 
Norway, Broadcasting Stations Controlled by State, 133 - Licence Fees, 133 
Norway's " Three -Year Plan," 393 
N.P.L4NNUAL REPORT, 401 

"OMEGA" 24 -Watt Amplifier, 433 
ON THE SPOT, 103, 156, 279, 381 
Opera, Suggestion for Station Devoted Exclusively to, 257 
Organ at Broadcasting House, 33, 73, 229, 342, 377, 4:35, 467 - (Correspondence), 125 - Electronic (Givelet and Couplex) at Poste Parisien, 257 
Ormond Drum Drive, 160 - Transformers, 420 
Oscillator Coil, Defective ? 58 - Reaction Adjustments, 23 
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OUTPUT STAGE WITH CLASS " B " AMPLIFICATION, - STpAGE, HAVE WE REACHED FINALITY ? 190 - TRANSFORMER DESIGN, 284 - Transformer, Position of, 838 - Valve, 2- or 3 -Watts Desirable, 78 
OUTSTANDING BATTERY SET DEVELOPMENT, 0 

FARMED Coupling Unit, 54 
Parallel -fed Transformers, 23 
PARALLEL -FEED PRECAUTIONS, THE LIMITATIONS 

OF DECOUPLING, 137 - Transformer Windings, 162 
Paris, Projected 120 kW. P.T.T. Station, 11 
Parliamentary Debate on Broadcasting, 139 
PARMEKO, 25 -WATT AMPLIFIER KIT, 359 
" Peak " Electrolytic Condensers, 300 
PENTAGRID CONVERTER (FREQUENCY CHANGER), 347 
PENTODE OUTPUT VALVE, 324 - SCREENED H.F., 221 - versus Triode, 282 
PHOTOCELL, MEASUREMENTS WITH, 445 - NEW USE FOR, IN PRINTING MACHINERY, 121 
Photoelectric Cells, Demonstration at Science Museum, 242 - Cell for Testing Liquids, 113 
PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION, 34 
Piccard, Prof., To Carry a Short-wave Transmitter in Next 

Ascent of his Stratosphere, 291 
PICK -UP CIRCUITS, 84 - DESIGN, MODERN PRACTICE, 90 
Pioneer New Process Speaker Frabric, 143 
" Pirates," Reward for Information Leading to Detection, in 

Czechoslovakia, 323 
Pix Invisible Aerial. 374 
PLAN DE LUCERNE. PROPOSED ALLOCATION OF 

FREQUENCIES, 373 
Poland, Amateur Transmitters Authorised, 11 - and B.B.C. Broadcasts, 53 
Polar Aperture Condenser, 346 
Police Wireless, Demonstration at Tottenham, 28 - Wireless at Brighton, 168 - Wireless, London Patrol Cars, 309 
Portugal, Projected 10 kW. Short-wave Station, 451 
Poste Parisien and " Eye Witness' " Account of Test Match, 73 - Parisien, New Interval Signal, 49 
Potentiometer, Cheap Form, 278 - Resistance Values, 120 
Power Output, Effect of Increasing, 78 - Radio -Gram, Adding H.F. Stage, 231 - Radio -Gram, Addition to H.F. Amplification, 314 
PRACTICAL AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL, 2, 29 - CLASS " B " AMPLIFICATION, 239 - HINTS AND TIPS (Weekly) - SHORT -WAVE RECEPTION (DOWN TO 2 METRES), 

316 - (Correction), 357 
Prague, New " Broadcasting House," 323 
Preh Potentiometers, 248 
Presland Terminal Cop, 437 
PRICE OF COMPONENTS (Editorial), 249 --- (Correspondence), 330, 430 
PRICES, A WORD OF WARNING (Editorial), 283 - (Correspondence), 381 
PROGRESS (Editorial), 181 
Promenade Conceits, 435 
Push -pull Valves, Balancing, 38 
PYE G/B BATTERY RECEIVER WITH Q.P.P., 178 

QUALITY v. COST (Editorial), 299 - QUESTION OF (PUBLIC DEMONSTRATIONS 
NEEDED) (Editorial), 1 

QUIESCENT PUSH -PULL (ADVANTAGES), (Editorial), 39 - Push -Pull, Adapting Existing L.F. Transformers, 104 - PUSH -PULL (OUTSTANDING BATTERY SET DE- 
VELOPMENT), 0 

(Correspondence), 125 
Push -Pull, Safety Resistance for, 121 - Demonstration of " Aerodyne- Hawk " Receiver, 133 - PUSH -PULL TWO, 26, 40, 116 

Q.P.P. Amplification, 180 - WITH TRIODES (Editorial), 145 - W17 H TRIODES, 152 - -- With Tristes, 210, 241 

o RADIOCRAZY," 186 
RADIO, GRAMOPHONE OF TO -DAY (VARIOUS TYPES), 

86 - Switch, 99 - Paris, French Government to Purchase, 49, 168 - Sales in 1932, 257 - Toulouse, Fire in Studio Buildings, 275, 309, 393, 431 - TOULOUSE (ON THE SPOT), 103 
R.A.F. Display on June 24th, 375, :397 
Rawswood Transformers, 374 
Reaction Circuit Connections, 162 - Coil, Adding, 23 
Reaction Condenser for Class 'B" Ferrocart Receiver In- 

sulation Necessary, 376 
Without a Reaction Coil, 78 

READERS' PROBLEMS (Weekly) 
" Receptra " Screened Cable, 388 
RECORD CHANGER, CHOOSING, 98 
Rectifier Output Leads, 23 - THE WESTINGHOUSE WESTECTOR, 173 
Keith, Sir J Rumoured Retirement, 467 
REMOTE CONTROL, " TELECONTROL," 401 
REPLACEMENTS, REPUTATION OF THE INDUSTRY 

(Editorial), 385 
RESISTANCE, CHOOSING THE RIGHT, 371 
Rectifiers' H.T. Units, 100 
" Regular " H.C. Battery 296 
Resistance -coupled Amplifier, 232 
REVERBERATION AND THE LOUD SPEAKER, 46 
R.G.D. SUPERSONIC RADIO -GRAMOPHONE 761D.C., 328 
R.I. Di -feed Transformer, 211 
Kola Dual Loud Speakers, 16 

Rotor -ohm Volume Control, 54 
Roumania, Import of Receivers Forbidden, 451 - Quota on Wireless Accessories, 68 
Royal Society of Arts, Prize for Wireless Inventions, 205 

SCHAFFER, Herr, Resigns Post of Chief Engineer to Getman 
Broadcasting System, 223 - W., Obituary Notice, 290 

Schools, Wireless (Correspondence), 331 
Second -channel Interference in Superhets, 376 - CHANNEL SUPPRESSION (INPUT FILTER). 416 
Sensitivity, Levelling Up, 425 
Seradex Resistors and Condensers, 437 
SCREENED AERIAL DOWN- LEADS, 201 - H.F. PENTODE, 221 - Pick -up Leads, 38 
SCREENING, EFFECTIVE AND INEFFECTIVE. 270 
SELECTIVITY AND TONE CORRECTION (HOW THE 

SUPERHET WORKS IV), 428 - Device, 151, 425 
S.G. Voltage, 360 
Short- circuiting the Pick -up Coil, 470 - with Safety, in Testing, 9 -- circuits, Internal, 470 -- -wave Adaptor, 338 -- -WAVE EVOLUTION (100 METRES AND BELOW), 

304 - -WAVE OPERATION, FIVE -METRE WORK FOR 
AMATEURS, 368 - -wave Receivers, Prolonged Tests Recommended, 166 - -wave Receiver, Inexpensive (Correspondence), 470 - -wave Reception (Correspondence), 380 - -WAVE RECEPTION (DOWN TO 2 METRES), 316 - (Correction), 357 - -WAVE SETS AND COMPONENTS, 310 - -wave (18 cm.) Telephony Demonstration in Paris, 357 - -wave (5 m.) Tests by G6QB from Crystal Palace, 357 - -wave Tests Between Moscow and Shanghai, 223 - -wave Tests for Arctic Expedition, 411 - -WAVE TESTS (5 m.) FROM AEROPLANE, 424, 451, 
463 - -wave (26.39 metre) Transmissions from Uruguay, 375 

SIDEBAND AND SPLASH, 43 
Sifam Multi -Range Test -Set, 32 
Signal Strength Indicator (Correspondence), 330 
SIMPLE TONE CONTROLLED 12 -WATT AMPLIFIER, 115 
Singapore, Projected Empire Broadcast Relay Station, 275 
SIX -SIXTY CHASSISET TYPE 3 -32 (BATTERY), 74 - -SIXTY " SUPER FIVE," 468 
SMALI. L.F. TRANSFORMER, 100 
" Sme " Soldering Paste, 346 
Smith's Anodes Battery, 160 
Smoothing, Extra, 425 - When Unnecessary, 332 
Soldering Tags, 376 
Solid -cored Coils, Wright and Weare and Varley, 388 
Solon Resin -cored Solder, 409 
Sonochorde Loud Speakers, 54 
SOUND FILM, 404, 420, 464 - Sales, Ltd., Class ' B " Unit, 364 - Sales, Ltd., Mains H.F. Chokes, 143 
South Africa, Wavelengths of Broadcasting Stations, 11 
Southend Radio Show, 113 
Sovereign L.F. Transformer, 32 
Spain, Microphone Authorised in Madrid Parliament, 300 

Sets for Village Schools, 49 
SPARTON SUPERHET, CAR SET, 409 
Stage -by -Stage Hum Tests, 438 
STATION FINDER, W /W, 8, 20, 44, 69 - Finder as Wave -trap, 45 - Finder, Modified, with Buzzer, 126 - Finder, Reversing Aerial Connections and re- Calibration, 

121 - Finder, Using an Anode Current Meter, 180 - Selecter Dial, Invincible Trust, Ltd., 395 
Stobart, J. C., Obituary Notice, 383 
" Straight Three " Adding Pick -up, 18 - Three " L.F. Instability Unlikely, 18 
Strasbourg State Broadcasting Station, 89 
Stray Capacity, Reducing, 410 
SUB -DIVISION, THE NEW TREND IN PORTABLES 

(Editorial), 439 
Sullivan-Griffiths Sub -standard Inductance Coils, 360 
SUMMER TIME, EFFECT ON DISTANT RECEPTION 

(Editorial), 207 
SUNBEAM U35 MAINS RECEIVER (A.C. and D.C.), 453 
Superhet, Double, 38 - HOW IT WORKS, 378, 390, 412, 428, 448, 40(1 - I -F Adjustment, 402 - Oscillators, 402 - Radio Gramophones, 358 - THE EVOLUTION OF, 182 

" The Wrong Beat," 58 - Without an Oscillator, 18 
Surplus Eliminator Output, 457 
Switzerland, Monte Ceneri Regional Station Nearing Com- 

pletion, 89 
Synchronising West National Transmitter, 362 
SYNTHETIC SOUND, 101 

T.0.0. Block Condensers, 211 - Dry Electrolytic Condenser, 160 
TELEVISION AND THE B.B.C. (Editorial), 207 -A PHANTOM AUDIENCE (Editorial), 421 - Projected Studio at Hollywood, 431 - Society, Meetings, Feb. 8th, 89 - Suggested Public Demonstrations by B.B.C., 263, 313 
" Tempel," Clocks, Elide Services, Ltd., 339 
Tessin, Monte Ceneri, Switzerland, Station to be Opined on 

April 1st, 205 
Test the Tester, 314 
Testing by Touch, 71 - for Continuity, 207 - Under Working Conditions, 256 
Thimble Connectors, 121 
Thourie, Near Nantes, Projected 120 kW. Broadcasting 

Station 375 
Tone Control for Speech, 9 - CONTROL OUTPUT UNIT, 321 
Too Many Operators (Correspondence), 76 
Toulouse. See Radio Toulouse 
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Tracing Intermittent Cracklings, 9 
TRADE NOTES, 160, 469 
Transatlantic Radio Chain, 205 
TRANSFORMER DESIGN (OUTPUT), 284 - SMALL L.F., 106 
Transformers, L.F. Broken Down, 358 - - Parallel -fed, 23, 396 
TRANSMITTERS' NOTES, 389 
Trier, N.W. German Relay Stations, 192 
Trimmer Adjustments, 376 
Trimming Condesner, 232 - Tool, 151 
Triodes in P.P., 216 
TRIX " EXPLORA " SHORT -WAVE SUPERHET, 398 
Tuning, Causes of Changing, 339 
Tubular Aerial Shield (Correspondence), 264 
Two -circuit Tuner Coupling, 326 - -UNIT PORTABLE, 430, 440 
TYPES OF GRAMOPHONE MOTOR, 97 

ULTRA -SHORT (15 cm.) Wave Demonstration in Paris, 357 -- -Short (5 in.) Wave Tests by GOQB from the Crystal 
Palace, :357 - -Short Wave Tests by B.B.C., 167, 452 - -Short Wave Tests in Portsmouth, 136 - SHORT WAVE TWO, 422 - -SHORT WAVES, EVOLUTION OF (100 METRES 
AND BELOW), 304 - - -Short Waves (5 metre) in America, 431 - -Short Waves in Holland, 240 

-SHORT WAVES FROM A 'PLANE, 424, 451 - POSTPONEMENT, 463 
" UNBIASED " (Weekly), :308, 444 
Unemployed at Halifax, Constructing Wireless Sets, 113 
UNIVERSAL A.C. SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER, 286.800 - Correspondence, 436 - Short-Wave Converter, 390 
Ilex Time Snitches, 176 

VALVE, DOUBLE DIODE TRIODE, OSRAif MHD4, 358 - FILAMENT, 31, 56 - NEW MAZDA, CLASS " B," 383 -THE CATKIN, 340 
Valves for Diode Detection, 120 - High -Magnification, 232 - Imported. Application to Compel Marking of Country of 

Origin, 89 - NEW, 407 
Variable -Mu Battery Sets, 339 
Vibration Insulation in Radio -Gramophone, 100 
Vienna (Bisamberg) Station, Directional Aerial, 133 - (Bisamberg) Station, Testing, :323 
VOICE FROM THE AIR, NEW ULTRA- SHORT -WAVE 

TEST (Editorial), 421 
Voltage Measurements, A Precaution, 266 - Measuiements in Mains -operated Set, 376 - Measuiements with Millianuueter, 58 
Voltmeter Errors, 410 
Volts and Amps, Various Measurements, 447 --on the Anode, 384 
VOLUME CONTROL, AUTOMATIC (DIFFERENT SYS- 

TEMS), 2, 29 - CONTROL, AUTOMATIC, 134 - Contiol, Economical, 282 - Control, Erratic, 162 - Control for Earlier Superhets, 266 - CONTROL, MANUAL, 287 - Controls, Twin, 100 
VOTE OF CONFIDENCE, PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE ON 

B.B.C. (Editorial), 163 

WALLACE, Dr. R. S., of the Australian Broadcasting Com- 
mission at B.B.C. Headquarters, 139 

\Varming up in A.C. Mains Sets, 298 
Water Distant Switch, 2115 
Wave- checking Station at Noiseau, 411 
WAVELENGTHS, PROPOSED NEW ALLOCATION AT 

LUCERNE CONFERENCE, 373 - UNDER LUCERNE PLAN. 450 
Wave -range Switches, Direction of Rotation, 447 
W. B. Earthing Switch, 205 - ̀ Mansfield " Loud Speaker, 170 
Wearite Mains Transformers, 296 - Whistle Suppressors, 132 
Welsh Wireless Terms, 275 
WESTECTOR, RECTIFIER FOR H.F. CURRENTS, 173 
Western England Television and Scientific Society, 291 
WEST REGIONAL (Editorial), 351 
What Does the Public Want ? (Correspondence), 70, 123, 142, 

174, 214, 230 -- WILL THE NEW WAVE -PLAN BE ?, 277 - STATION IS THAT ? " (Editorial), 19 
WHISTLE INTERFERENCE (HOW THE SUPERHET 

WORKS VI), 460 - Suppression and Push -Pull, 58 - Suppressor for Low- impedance Circuits, 104 - Suppressor Connecting, 78 - Suppressors, Wearite, 132 
Winding Air -Cored Chokes. 120 
WIRELESS AND THUNDERSTORMS (Editorial), 439 - Engineer " Notices, 330, 369, 401, 413, 451 - IN PUBLIC, A FAIR POLICY (Editorial), 283 - AND THE CAR (Editorial), 233 - World" Index and Binding Case for Vol. XXXI, 89 - Birthday Greeting from Holland (Correspondence), 348 
Wiring D.C. Sets, 71 
Woolen Amateur Transmitters, 133 
Workshop Hints, 358 
World Economic Conference, June 12th, 397 

YUGOSLAVIA, Belgrade and Ljubljana Stations to be Taken 
Over by the State, 257 - Projected Stations at Uszkub and Spalatao, 357 

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia, Projected 15 kW. Station, 68 
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ACCUMULATED Grid Charge (Diagram), 378 
A.C. Filament Heating (Diagram), 180 - Practice with. Battery Valves (Diagram), 332 
Ad -A -Gram, Radio -Gramophone Adaptor, 87 
Adaptor for Short-wave Reception (Diagram), 335 
Adding a " Loose Coupler " (Diagram), 38 - H.F. Stage to Power Radio -Gram (Diagram), 231 
Aerial for Five -metre Transmission, Impromptu, 368 - Very Short, Coupling for (Diagram), 282 
Alba Superheterodyne, Model 58, 382 
All Mains Set, The Simplest (Diagram), 144 - -Wave Mondial Super, 57, 60-62, 109 -111 - -Wave Output Stage Modified for Q.P.P., 216 
AMATEUR STATIONS: 

G6FM, F. D. Milner, Lower Edmonton, 322 
SMBUA, J. F. Karlson, GSteborg, Sweden, 175 
W3BAK, G. L. Hudson, Laurel, Delawere, 323 

American Elkonode Unit for Car Set, 352 
Amplifier Designs, 92 -95 - for World Economic Conference, 436 - H.F., Progress in Design, 190 -191 
Anode Current Variations (Diagram), 232 
Apollo Cabinet for the " Straight Three," 4 
Ariel and Prospero Over Entrance to Broadcasting House, 229 
Athlone Station, Control Room, 337 - Station, Masts and Station Building, 337 
. --- Station, Masts at Moydrum, 133 - Station, Transmitting Hall, 139 
Atwater Kent Superhet, Model 480, 292 
Automatic Bias for D.C. Mains Supply Set (Diagram), 241 - Bias Scheme (Diagrams), 157 - Record Changer s, 82 - Volume Control (Diagram), American Design, 2, 1-4, 29-30 - Volume Control, Double -diode Triode (Diagram), 134 -136 
Auxetophone Gramophone with Auxiliary Blower, 80 
A.V.C. Adding to the Mondial, 208 -210, 224 -227 - Additional Unit, 234 -235 - Monodial, Anti -hum Screen, 282 - The History of (Diagram), 236 -237 - With a Diode (Diagram), 232 

BALDWIN Test Sets, 16 
Bass Response, Increasing (Diagram), 334 -335, 418 
" Battery V -M Three," Transformer Coupling, 65 
B.B.C. " All Insulated " Terminal, 16 - Balance and Control Regulation, 363 - " Effects " Department at the Zoo, 377 
Berlin No. 1 (Witzleben), Masts and Entrance Hall, 156 
Berliner Gramophone, Early Type, 80 
Bias -limiting Resistance (Diagram), 58 - Voltage Distribution (Diagram), 295 
Blackpool Tower, Switchboard for 44 Loud Speakers, 206 
Block Plateless Accumulator, 331 
Blne Spot, Model 45 P.M., Moving -coil Chassis, 469 
Breslau Station and Mast, 277 
British General Components, 276 - Radiophone Q.M.B. Switch, 278 
Broadcasting House, Engineer Checl¢ng Quality of Trans- 

mission, 77 - House, Listening Room, 47 
Bryce, Output Transformers, 454 
B.S.R. Ampligram, 177 - Universal Mains Transformer, 420 
B.T.H. " Universal " Slow -speed Gramophone Motor, 97 
Built in Car Set, 242 
Burne -Jones Magnum Superhet, Adaptor, 311 
Busco Switches, 248 
Bush, Q.P.P. Battery Receiver, 246 -247 
Buzzer as a Modulator (Diagram), 258 - Shunted, 241 

C.A.C. Radio -Gramophone, 87 
Capacity, Transferred, Reducing (Diagram), 144 
Car Set, Built -in, 242 - Set, The Spartan Superhet, 409 
Catkin Valves, 340, 341, 365 - Valves Sent, Unpacked, by Post, 357 
Centring the Moving Coil (Diagram), 166 
Checking Condenser Sections (Diagram), 266 
Clarke's Atlas Q.P.24 A.C. Mains Unit, 265 
Class " B " Amplification (Diagrams), 200 -202 - " B " Conversion (Diagram), 314, 358 - " B " Eliminator, 268,289 - " B " Eliminator, Free Bias (Diagram), 326 - " B " Ferrocart Receiver, 240, 250 -254 - " B " Valve, 240B., 239 
Climax Band -pass Three. 15 
Clix Insulated Socket, 54 - Wall Plug, 420 
Cobee Compass Saw, 265 
Collaro Gramophone Motor, Model 32, 97 
Coloured Television, Loewe Cathode -ray Tube, 68 
Columbia " Superhet Seven," 258 -259 
Colvem K.S.W., Dual -range S.W. Coil, 312 
Components Suspended by Leads, 45 
Condenser Mounted in Inverted Position, 151 -- Testing in the Lorenz Factory, 168 
Condensers in Series and Protective Resistance (Diagram), 132 - Inductive and Non -inductive, 166 -- Variable, Adjusting, 120 
Connecting Pick -up to D.C. Mains Set (Diagram), 99 
Connector for Temporary Break -in, 256 
Continuity Testing Unit, 207 
Control Panel at Broadcasting House, Checking Amplifier Per- 

formance, 73 - Panel, Adjustments at Rear, 122 - Room at Broadcasting House, 63 
Controlling Grand Opera, 392 
Corrected A.V.C. (Diagrams), 386 -388 
Cordo Screened H.F. Chokes, 143 
Cossor, A.C., Short-wave Superhet, Model 359, 310 
Coupling Condenser Capacity (Diagram), 162 

DALLOW Monodial Cabinets, 360 
Davey D.P.2 Pick -up for Fibre Needles, 211 
D.C. Gramophone Amplifier, 94 -95 
-Mains Set, Isolation of Aerial -earth Circuit (Diagram), 447 

ILLUSTRATIONS 
Decoupling Condenser and Resistance (Diagram), 18 
Delay Switch, Home -made (Diagram), 438 
Dental Demonstration at WCFL, Chicago, 297 
Derby Day, B.B.C. Engineers Adjusting Microphones, etc., 419 
Detectors, Progress in Design, 193 -194 
Direction Finding for Amateurs, 456 -457 
Dix -Mipanta Test Meter, 469 
Door as Baffle for Loud Speaker, 410 
Double -control A.V.C. (Diagram), 295 - Diode Triode, 355 -356 
Driver Transformers, 239 
Dual -range Tuning Coils Unsuitable for Ganging (Diagram), 45 

"EARL" Moving -coil Loud Speakers, 276 
Economy Smoothing (Diagram), 164 -165 
Eddystone Short-wave Components, 312 
Eeles L.F. Transformer, 176 
Eelex Superhet, Short-wave Converter, 311 
" Effects " at Broadcasting House, Chains and Saw -mill, 195 
Ekco Service Oscillator, 34- - Superheterodyne S.H.25, 118 -119 
Electric Lifts and Interference Eliminators, 459 
Electrolytic Condensers (Diagram), 24 
Empire Broadcast (Sketch Diagram), 5 - News Bulletins, B.B.C. Staff Reading Letters, 161 
Energising Field Magnets of Loud Speaker (Diagram), 326 
Eric Resisters as Interference Suppressors, 353 
Estimating Loudness (Diagram), 289 -290 
European Statesmen in New York, 411 
Everest Expedition, Portable Set for, 136, 214 
Extra Smoothing (Diagram), 425 

FARADAY All -wave Superhet, 310 
Ferranti Class " B " Band -Pass Four, 361 

Class " B " Converter, 466 - Driver Transformers, 394 - Transformers Suitable for Q.P.P., 116 
Ferrocart " Class B" Receiver with Q.P.P., Output Stage 

(Diagram), 332 - Coils, Manufacture in Germany, 83 - Process of Manufacture, 203 - III, 146 -147, 169 -171, 348 - III Receiver with Catkin Valves, 383 
First Detector (Diagrams, etc.), 448 -449 
Five -Meter 'Plane Tests, Gypsy -Moth Aeroplane, 950 - -Metre Work for Amateurs, 388 -369 
Fixed Potentiometer for Pick -up, 99 
Fleming, Sir A., With " Catkin " and " Fleming " Valves, 357 
Florence Station and Masts, 277 
Frankfurt Broadcasting Station, 325 
Franklin, Dry Electrolytic Condenser, 346 
Free A.V.C. Voltage (Diagram), 384 
Frequency Changer and I.F. Amplifier, 413 

GANGED Rotor -ohm Potentiometer, 100 - Tuning Control (Diagram), 278 
Garrard Radio -Gramophone Units, 248 
G.R.C. Overseas Short -wave Superhet, 310 
Gecophone Superhet, " Overseas " Model, 212 -213 
Goebbels, Dr., Addressing a Meeting in Germany, 223 
Goltone Coil Chassis, 276 - Screened Down -lead, 215 - Screened Dual -range Coil, 143 - Sundry Components, 374 
Gramophone Motors, 97 - With Lumiere Diaphragm, 81 
Gramophones, Early Types, 80-82 
Grelco Multi -plug Adaptor, 32 
Grid Bias from D.C. Mains (Diagram), 216 - Bias, Remote Volume Control (Diagram), 180 - -Circuit Decoupling (Diagram), 366 

HARBROS Mains Lead, 72 
Harlie " Midget " High -speed Induction Motor for Gramo- 

phone, 97 
Heayberd, Filament Transformer, 176 
" Het," Indoor Aerial, 346 
Hivac Two -volt Valves, 469 
H.F. Stage and the Oscillator, 390 -391 
H.M.S. " Challenger " with D.F. and Transportable Sets, 291 
H.M.V. Radio -Gramophone 1923 Type, 81 -- Superhet Autoradiogram, Model 352, 50 -52 - Superhet, Selection Five, Model 438, 432 - " Super Power " Loud Speaker, 211 
Hum; Stage -by- stage, Tests (Diagram), 438 

1888810 Indigraph Dial, H.F. Choke and S.W. Coil, 312, 346 - Transformer, T.24B., 16 
Input- Output Reaction (Diagram), 402 
Interchangeable Kit Set for A.C. or D.C., 70 
Interference, Circuits Which are Liable to Intensify (Diagram), 

120 
Intermittent Faults, Tracing (Diagram), 9 
Invisible Fence, Infra -red Rays, by Siemens and Halske, Ger- 

many, 205 
Italian School- children Listening to Broadcast Lesson, 393 

J.B. Short-wave Special Condenser, 312 
J.M. Condensers, 374 

KADETTE Midget A.C. -D.C. Set, 273 
Kaunas, Lithuania, Station and Masts, 279 - Announcer, Mlle. Irene Garmiute, 279 
Kemp, G. S., 28 
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KFOX, Long Beach, California after the Earthquake, 263 
Kinva, H.F. Chokes, 296 
Kolster Brandes Model K.B.286 All -wave A.C. Superhet, 311 

LEEDS Studio, 342 -343 
Leipzig Studio, Announcer, 124 
Lewcos I.F. Transformer and Volume Control, 454 
L.F. Couplings, The Choice of (Diagram), 64 -65 
Lissen Transformers, etc., 437 - Ultra Short -wave Transportable Three, 311 - Universal Four -range Coil, 331 
Ljubljana Station and Microphone, 381 
" Local Distance " Switch and Balancing Condenser (Diagram), 

78 - Interference, Various Causes, 255 
Lockwood Loud Speaker Cabinet, 248 
Loewe Cathode -my Tube for Coloured Television, 68 
Long -wave Ganging (Diagram), 207 - -wave Reaction (Diagram), 298 
Lotus Components, 72 - Four -valve A.C. Receiver, 158 -159 
Lorenz Anti- fading Aerial Mast, 11 
Loud -speaker Insulated Against Vibration, 100 - Speakers (M.c. and m.i.) in Parallel (Diagram), 366 - Speakers, Progress in Design, 188, 189 
Lucerne Conference, Badge and Various Delegates, 373 
Lwow, Poland, Studio, 372 
Lyons, Ltd., C., " G.R." Instruments, 34 

MODANIEL Mains Transformers, 360 
McMichael Colonial Battery Superhet, 310 - Duplex Four Type C.M.C., 280 
Magnavox " Magna " Loud Speaker, 72 
Magnetic Circuit (Diagrams), 243 
Majestic Superhet, Earlswood Model, Type, 261B, 140 -141 
Mains Sets, Modern, 184 -185 
Manchester Air Port, Control Tower, 375 
Mansfield Junior Loud Speaker Cabinet, 210 
Manual Volume Controls (Diagram), 287 -288 
Marconi- Adcock Direction Finder at Pulham Aerodrome, 309 - C.A.T. 14 Transmitting Valve for Droitwich Station, 49 - Ultra -short Wave Set at Physical Society's Exhibition, 34 
Marconiphones, Model 254, 344 -345 
Mavox Six -valve Short -wave Superhet, 310 
Mazda AC /DD Valve, 3 - New Class " B " Valve, 383 
Measurements with the Photocell (Diagram), 445 -446 
Measuring Anode Voltage ( Dia;ram), 384 - " Free " Bias (Diagram), 128 - Volts and Amps. (Diagram), 447 
Mercury Rectifier at Bisamberg, 452 
" Metocel " Screened Cable, 415 
Microphone Presented to President Roosevelt, 281 
Microphones and Control Gear for Junior Carlton Club Dinner, 

397 
Midget Universal Mains Set, 218 -220 
Milan Station Viewed from the Mast, 406 
Miniature Talkies, 389 
M.K. Fuse plug, 143 
Model of Olympia Exhibition, 431 
Modern A.C. Quality Amplifier, 125, 128 -130 - D.C. Three, 12 -13 - Practice in Pick -up Design, 90 -91 
Monodial Super, 412 - Super with added A.V.C., 198 
Moving Coil Loud Speakers, Fitting Coils, 11 - Coil Loud Speakers Suitable for Q.P.P., 117 
M.R.G. Console 3, Radio Gramophone, 36 
" Mr. Robinson Crusoe " with Curious Receiver, 33 
Multitone Transformers Suitable for Q.P.P., 117 
Murphy A.4 Superheterodyne, 414-415 
Murrayy Major Gladstone, 223 
Mutual 'Induction, Coupled Coils, 155 

"NEO- BECH8TEIN " Electric Piano, 67 
New Zealand, Amateur Field Station, 22 
Nightingale Broadcast, B.B.C. Engineers, Fixing Microphone, 

etc., 400 
Noise -making in the " Effects " Department at Broadcasting 

House, 53 - Making in U.S. " Effects " in Columbia Studios, 102 

"OMEGA " 25 -Watt Power Amplifier, 433 
Organ for Broadcasting House, Voicing the Pipes, 28 - in Broadcasting House, Sii W. G. Alcock at the Console, 

435 
Ormond Logging Drum Dial, 160 -- Q.P.P. Transformers, 420 
Oscillator of Superhet (Diagram), 402 
Output Stage, Progress, 196 -197 

" PACE that Kills " (American Price- cutting), 349 
Parallel -fed Transformers (Diagram), 396 
Parallel -feed System of Coupling for A.V.C. Unit (Diagram), 298 - -feed Transformers, 137 -138 
Parmeko 25 -Watt Amplifier and Loud Speaker, 359 
" Peak " Electrolytic Condensers, 360 
Pentagrid Converter (Diagrams), 347 
Pentode Output Valve (Diagram), 324 -325 
Peto Scott " Adaptagram " Radio Gramophone, 87 
Pfennige[ Stencils and Wave Forms for Synthetic Sound, 101 
Photo -electric Cell Controlling Printing Machinery, 1.21 
Pick -up Circuits (Diagrams), 84 -85 - -up Connection (Diagram), 100 - -up Design, Modern Practice, 90-91 
P.O. International Telephone Exchange, Carter Lane, E.C., 5 
Polar Aperture Condenser, 346 -' - Type C Short-wave Condenser, 312 
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Police Equipment for Cycle and Car, 89 - Radio Equipment in Paris, 113 - Wireless Set for Side -car, 257 
Positions for Output Transformer (Diagram), 339 
Potentiometet Made from Carbon Resistor, 278 
" Power Radiogram " Resistance Coupled Stage, 64 
Practical Short-wave Reception (Diagram and Illustration) 

316 -319 
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Pressland Terminal Cop, 437 
Pnsh -pull Valves, Balancing (Diagram), 38 
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Second Channel Suppression (Diagrams), 416 -417 
Selectivity and Tone Correction, 428 - Device (Diagram), 151 
Seradex Resistors and Condensers, 437 
Series Aerial Condenser, 425 
Set Construction on H.M.S. Hood, 463 
Short- circuiting Connecting Link, 9 - -- Circuiting the Pick -up Coil (Diagram), 470 - -Wave Evolution (Diagram and Illustration), 304 -307 - -Wave Super- regenerative Receiver (Diagram), 470 
Sideband Splash (Diagram), 43-44 
Sifam Multi -range Test Set, 32 
Signal Strength Indicator (Diagram), 330 
Simpson's Elastic Turntable for Gramophone, 97 
Six -Sixty Chassiset, Type 3 -32, 74-75 - -Sixty Super Five, 468 
Small L.F. Transformer (Curves), 106 -108 
Smith's Anodex Battery, 160 
Smoothing Circuit for Modern A.C. Quality Amplifier (Diagram) 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
The Question of Quality 
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AFEW months ago the Corre- 
spondence columns of The 
Wireless World provided the 
platform for a long and almost 

heated debate on the subject of fre- 
quency range and quality, the argu- 
ment centring round the very vexed 
question of how far the frequency range 
must be extended before we can 
approach the ideal of faithful repro- 
duction of the original transmission. 
Although from its very nature this dis- 
cussion produced no positive conclu- 
sions, yet it was extremely interesting 
and informative, and must have opened 
the eyes of many readers to a better 
appreciation of the importance of 
frequency range in quality reproduc- 
tion. 

"Good Quality " 

There is, however, another aspect of 
the question of quality which deserves 
much wider consideration than is given 
to it at present. No one will deny that 
electrical reproduction, both of broad- 
cast transmissions and gramophone 
records, is capable of giving very 
satisfying results ; results which in 
some cases may not approach per- 
fection but which, nevertheless, are 
entitled to be described as " good 
quality." But, if a committee of 
judges of good quality were to take 
upon itself the task of going round and 
listening to individual sets throughout 
the country, we are afraid that the 
proportion of reproductions which 
would be accepted as coming within 
the category of good quality would be 
comparatively small. After ten years 
of broadcasting this may seem to be 
an unkind and rather pessimistic 
opinion to express, but we cannot help 
feeling that such an opinion would not 

be found to be an exaggeration of the 
position. 

There are several. causes which con- 
tribute to this unfortunate state of 
affairs ; in very many instances the 
receivers in use are not themselves to 
blame ; they may be quite capable of 
a good performance, but are being 
used under unsatisfactory conditions. 
An even more likely explanation of 
poor quality is that the users of the 
apparatus themselves have never been 
aroused to a consciousness of the 
limitations of the reproductions they 
have become accustomed to listening 
to. 

Comparison Needed 

It is only by comparison that we 
can hope to bring about a general 
education of the public to an apprecia- 
tion of a better standard. To achieve 
this result there appears to us to be 
only one straightforward method . to 
adopt, and that is to give the public 
frequent opportunities for listening to 
the reproduction of really good quality, 
so that when next they switch on their 
own sets the feeling of dissatisfaction 
will be so great that something will 
be done about it. 

As a start, we would like to see 
co- operative efforts made by the 
wireless industry aided, perhaps, 
financially by the B.B.C., to equip 
every railway station waiting room 
with a modest but good quality in- 
stallation, and so facilitate the educa- 
tion of the public to a higher standard 
of quality reproduction. There are 
other convenient places where such 
an installation could be put up, but 
railway station waiting rooms would be 
a very good beginning because they are, 
on an average, of the same dimensions 
as living rooms at home, and, therefore., 
suitable for equipment with receivers 
the equivalent of those supplied for 
domestic use. 
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Practical Automatic Volume Control 

Automatic volume control in a typical 
American design, showing the special 55 

type valve developed in that country. 

THE broad principles of automatic 
volume control have previously 
been explained in this journal,' 
and it may be said that such 

controls fall into two distinct classes -that 
in which a single detector valve is em -. 
ployed to provide both the L.F. signal and 
the automatic bias, and that in which two 
separate valves are used for the two func- 
tions. Each method has its own sphere of 
usefulness, and either may prove more 
convenient than the other under particular 
circumstances, for the choice of type of 
automatic volume control depends largely 
upon the design of the receiver. 

The diode type of control, with which a. 
single valve performs the two functions 
of providing the L.F. signal and of supply- 
ing the bias potentials, will be considered 
first, since it is the simpler to understand 
and to get into operation. As a concrete 
example, we will take a typical super- 
heterodyne of modern design and suppose 
that it consists of a variable -mu H.F. 
stage, a screen -grid first detector, and a 
variable -mu I.F. stage, the volume control 
being a potentiometer controlling the bias 
of both variable -mu valves. The second 
detector will be of the power grid type, 
worked with a signal input of some r volt. 

r Automatic. Volume Control, The IV'ireless World, 
August 12íh, 1932: Automatic Ila.in Control, 
The IVirele.... World, September 23rd and 30th, 
1932. 

The Application of Different Systems 

By W. T. COCK I\G 

As the first step towards a conversion 
to A.V.C., let us replace the grid detector 
by a diode of the type shown in Fig. i, 
and assume that the lead " A " is not con- 
nected and that the normal volume control 
is retained. The sensitivity of the set will 
immediately fall by 
the amount of ampli- 
fication obtainable 
from a power grid 
detector ; that is, it 
will fall to about one - 
twentieth to one - 
thirtieth of its normal 
value. It is obvious, 
therefore, that we 
shall have to add 
another stage of am- 
plification to make 
up for the loss. 

If the set were 
originally arranged 
so that the power 
grid detector fed the output stage directly, 
this extra amplification will usually be 
added in the form of an intermediate L.F. 
stage. Should the receiver already include 
such a stage, however, then it is probable 
that an additional I.F. valve would prove 
more satisfactory. 

From our experience with the unmodi- 
fied receiver, we know that the variable - 
mu valves are biased to about 5 volts for 
the reception of the stronger of distant 
stations, and that they need some 5o volts 
bias when the set is tuned to a strong local 
transmitter. With automatic control, the 
bias must be provided by the detector, and 
as a rough approximation we may assume 
that the bias voltage obtainable is equal 
to the detector input. It is immediately 
obvious that the control cannot keep 

volume constant. If a variation of bias 
between 5 and 5o volts be needed for 
certain stations, in order to provide this 
bias the detector input must vary between 
the same figures, which means that the 
sound output from the loud speaker will 

also vary. Actually, 
of course, the matter 
is to some extent re- 
lieved by the fact 
that working the de- 
tector at an abnor- 
mally high input 
means that less bias 
voltage will be re- 
quired. In practice, 
therefore, the varia- 
tion between a dis- 
tant and local station 
might be between 5 
and 3o volts instead 
of between 5 and 5o 
volts. The perfec- 

tion of the action also depends upon the 
number of controlled stages, and the 
greater the number of controlled valves 
the more nearly perfect will be the results. 
It is usually desirable to control the first 
detector, therefore, as well as the ampli- 
fying stages, and so we can definitely' 
settle upon employing a variable -mu 
valve at this point. 

THE great disparity between the 

signal strengths of the numerous 

stations now available with selective 

receivers and the bugbear of fading 
have led to the development of si'stems 

whereby the sensitivity of the set is 

automatically controlled. In this 

article the two rival systems -the 
diode and the square law control - 
are discussed and the particular ad- 

vantages of each are shown. 

Fig. I.- The diode detector provides one of 
the simplest types of A.V.C., for the bias may 

be tapped off from the point "A." 

The I.F. Stage 

The next point to consider is the stage 
immediately preceding the diode. As the 
detector may easily require an input of 
some 3o to 40 volts on a local station, the 
I.F. stage must be designed to give this 
output. An examination of valve curves 
reveals that a variable -mu type will not do 
this if it be biased negatively by more than 
about 3 volts. The normal bias for maxi- 
mum sensitivity will be 1.5 volts, so that 
there, is very little latitude for control in 
this stage, and in most cases we shall have 
to operate the valve with a fixed bias. 
Were two I.F. stages used, however, the 
control would be better, and the maximum 
detector input would be smaller, with the 
result that it might be possible to control 
the pre -detector stage. In general, full 
control is impossible with a diode A.V.C. 
system if distortion is to be avoided, and 
it is the common practice to feed back to 
it only a portion of the available bias 
voltage. 

We are now in a position to sketch out 
the modified receiver, and this will take 
the form shown in Fig, 2. It will be seen 
that only the H.F. and the first detector 
valves are controlled, and that the 
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Practical Automatic Volume Control - 
manual volume control takes the form of 
a potentiometer governing the input to the 
L.F. amplifier. The speed of operation 
of the control depends upon the values 
assigned to C and R, and, provided that 
their product remains constant, the actual 
values are unimportant. 

The speed of control is important. If it 
be too slow the sensitivity of the set rises 

however, provide very effective decoup- 
ling, so that this usually needs little con- 
sideration. 

The Double Diode 

An arrangement of the type of Fig. 2 
is capable of very good results, and there 
are several variations which can be intro- 
duced without affecting the general method 

amplifier in the usual way, no use being 
made of the D.C. potential developed 
across the load resistance. The other 
anode is fed in parallel through a con- 
denser, but in this case the L.F. currents 
which appear as a result of the rectifica- 
tion in this circuit are not used, and the 
D.C. potential across the load is employed 
for the bias. At first sight there is little 
difference from the normal arrangement, 

Fig. z. -The application of a diode control to a modern superheterodyne. It should be noted that the I.F. valve is not controlled . 

only slowly when tuning off a powerful 
station, and weak adjacent stations may 
be passed over. More important still, the 
sensitivity only decreases slowly on tuning 
in to a local station, so that momentary 
blasting may occur. If the operation be 
too fast, however, there is a possibility 
that the bias, and hence the amplification, 
may be affected by low notes in the desired 
transmission, and that distortion may thus 
appear. 

In general, the optimum speed has been 
found to be about one -tenth to one- 

Fig. 3 -The practical circuit of a full -wave 
diode control differs from the simple type 
only in needing a centre -tapped secondary to 

the I.F. transformer. 

twentieth of a second. A speed of one - 
tenth of a second may be obtained by 
giving the condensers C, of Fig. 2, values 
of o. r mfd. when the resistances R are 
each of I megohm. The faster speed will 
be found with the same capacity con- 
densers by using 0.5 megohm resistances. 
These components, as well as determining 
the time constant of the circuit, serve the 
purpose of decoupling the grid circuits 
of the controlled valves. The values 
adopted on the score of the time constant, 

of operation.. Instead of the single diode 
shown, it is possible to employ a double 
diode, such as the Mazda AC /DD, and 
obtain full -wave rectification. The circuit 
of the detector portion is shown in Fig. 3, 
and it will be seen that the input is applied 
in push -pull to the diode. It 
is important that the inputs 
to the two halves be equal, 
otherwise the fundamental 
frequency of the H.F. out- 
put will not be balanced out, 
and it should be pointed out 
that the true electrical 
centre of the input coil may 
not be identical with the 
mechanical centre. 

One of the disadvantages 
of all normal type diode 
A.V.C. systems is that they 
are always in operation. If 
it be desired to listen to a 
weak station, for which the 
full amplification of the set 
is needed, then less volume 
will be obtained from a set 
fitted with diode A.V.C. 
than from one with no such 
control. This is readily 
understandable when it is 
remembered that any 'signal 
on the detector, no matter 
how small, must result in 
some increase in bias to the 
early stages and some reduc- 
tion of their amplification. 

It is possible, however, to 
avoid this effect, and a 
simple method of doing this, which is 
particularly applicable with a valve such 
as the AC /DD, is shown in Fig. 4. It 
will be seen that one anode is connected 
normally to act as a diode, and the L.F. 
output from this circuit is fed to the L.F. 

and we are employing two anodes to do 
the work of one. 

If we bias the A.V.C. anode nega- 
tively, however, there will be no rectifi- 
cation in this circuit until the signal input 
exceeds a certain value ; but the other 

anode, not being biased, 
will always act normally. 
The result of this is that the 
automatic éolume control 
wilI not be operative until 
the detector input exceeds 
a certain predetermined 
figure. The aforementioned 
disadvantage, therefore, can 
readily be overcome, and a 
diode control of this type 
need cause no loss of sensi- 
tivity on weak signals. 

It xvill be obvious that 
there are many receivers to 
which the diode control is 
inapplicable. A diode must 
be used with a high load im- 
pedance, and this makes it 
difficult to obtain any high 
degree of tone correction in 
the coupling between the 
diode and the first L.F. 
stage. Tone correction, 
however, cannot be fitted 
in the coupling to the out- 
put stage, in most cases, if 
amplitude distortion in the 
preceding valve is to be 
avoided. Unless two L.F. 
stages are used as well as 
the output stage, therefore, 

tone correction with a diode detector be- 
comes rather difficult. 

It will be further apparent that a linear 
detector is not- the best for the provision 
of the automatic bias voltages. If distor- 
tion is to be avoided, of còurse, a linear 

The Mazda 
first British 
signed for 
detection and 
bulb has 
away to 

elect 

AC /DD -the 
valve de- 

full-wave 
A.V.C. The 

been broken 
show the 
rodes. 
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Practical Automatic Volume Contro! - 
detector must be used for demodulation, 
but a square -law detector is greatly 
superior for automatic volume control. 
With a linear detector, such as the diode, 
doubling the detector input merely 
doubles the bias voltage, but with a square - 
law detector, doubling the input quad- 
ruples the bias, and a much more perfect 

H.T.+ 

Fig. 4. -A method of diode control in which 
operation does not commence until the signal 

reaches a certain value. 

control is possible. Moreover, the usual 
types of square -law detector operate with 
quite small input voltages, so that it be- 
comes possible to control the last I.F. 
stage, and we get still a further gain. 

A Comparison 

This is well brought out by the curves 
of Fig. 5, which are calculated on the 
basis of a linear rectifier and two con- 
trolled stages for curve A and a square - 
law detector and three controlled stages 

50 
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STAGES 

iillll 
1 ._i1Ñ 11011111 ..mum 

VALVE A ' 
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ARE LAW CONTROL as THREE CONTROLLED 
STAGES Ell 

HR . ...1: 
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Fig. 5. -The above curves show the action of 
two types of control in a typical receiver. 
The superiority of the square -law type is 

evident. 

for curve B. With the diode type 
of control the input can only vary 22 
decibels for a 5 db change of output, 
whereas with a square -law detector and 
three controlled stages, the input can vary 
65 db for the same change of output. Put 
into the more familiar voltage ratios, this 
means that if the detector input is not to 
rise to more than 1,778 times its normal 
value, the input to the set from the aerial 
must not rise more than 12.59 times with 
the diode control, whereas it can rise to 
ß,778 times with the square -law control. 
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It may be argued that this comparison is 
not quite fair to the diode, since with the 
square -law control there are also three 
controlled stages. It will be clear, how- 
ever, that in the example chosen the com- 
parison is a good one, for the possibility 
of using an extra controlled stage is one 
of the advantages to be derived from the 
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employment of the low input square -law 
detector. In a receiver of different type, 
of course, the superiority might not be so 
marked, and there are undoubtedly cases 
where the diode is preferable, if only on 
account of its greater simplicity and the 
need for fewer components. 

(To be concluded.) 

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES 
S correspondents have pointed out re- 

cently in The Wireless World, inter- 
ference from spark signals is still a 
great nuisance at times upon the 

medium waveband. The two worst patches 
are from 5O0 to 55o metres and from 200 to 
about 240 metres. Down near the bottom 
of the band the number of broadcasting 
stations that can be interfered with by even 
a single spark transmitter is large owing to 
the great spread of a transmission consisting 
of heavily damped waves when the parallel 
capacity in the tuned circuits of the receiv- 
ing apparatus is reduced to a comparatively 
small amount. 

Spark signals apart, there has been very 
little serious interference with distant trans- 
missions. Atmospherics have never been 
more than intermittent background noises ; 

few stations of importance have suffered 
from heterodynes, and fading has not been 
troublesome on wavelengths above 300 
metres. 

Best Stations To -day 

Conditions have been almost ideal for re- 
ception of the long -wave stations, and these 
have come in well at all times. Motala is 
the only one of the long -wave stations that 
is not giving a first -rate account of itself so 
far as signal strength is concerned, though 
Oslo still suffers badly from heterodynes cf 
Russian origin. 

One of the best stations within the limits 
of the medium waveband is Katowice, which 
can now be relied upon at any time after 
about four o'clock. Bratislava and Bor- 
deaux Lafayette are also outstanding 
amongst the less well -known stations. 

Munich has shown considerable variations 
in its strength ; one wonders if experiments 
are in progress with the new transmitter. 
Vienna has been generally good, and Flor- 
ence is nearly always well received. Prague 
shows colossal strength, and Langenberg can 
be received at any time when it is working. 
Rome is generally good, but I do not find 
Stockholm so reliable. Madrid Union Radio 
is rather often interfered with, and strength 
is not so great as could be desired. Leipzig 
and Toulouse continue to furnish fine 
volume. Lwow is not qúite at its best, but 
Brno is generally worth trying for. 

Reliable Performers 
The two Brussels stations never fail to 

oblige when called upon, and Strassbourg is 
giving excellent reception. Milan has nights 
when it is not up to the mark, but, as a rule, 
this station is well received. Poste 
Parisien and Breslau are both immensely 
strong, though Göteborg is not well received. 

Genoa is sometimes good. Heilsberg, 
Turin and Frankfurt are all well heard, and 
Toulouse PTT often comes in well. When 
sparks are not troublesome Trieste, Nürn- 
berg and Fécamp provide good volume. 
Valencia seems to be returning -to strength 

once more, for loud speaker reception from 
this station has been possible on several 
recent evenings. 

Transatlantic Reception 
Conditions for transatlantic reception 

grow better and better. A good many 
people, I imagine, must hear American 
stations without realising that they are 
doing so, for there are several that can be 
picked up by rr p.m. if the required dial set- 
tings are known. brie of the most reliable 
for early reception is WCAU on 256.3 metres, 
and I have no doubt that this station is 
frequently mistaken for either Toulouse 
PTT or Hoerby. Similarly, W J JD on 265.4 
metres may be mistaken for Lille. He uses 
exactly the same wavelength, and may be 
heard as soon as the French station closes 
down. I notice that one correspondent 
suggests that this station may not have been 
previously heard in this country. Actually, 
I have past records of reception from WJJD 
as well as recent ones. Other good Ameri- 
cans at the moment are WIOD, WHAM, 
WPG, KMOX, WTAM, WTIC, WBZ, 
KDKA, WENR, WGY, WJZ, WLW and 
WEAF. D. EXER. 

Fer the " Straight Three " 
attractive but quite inexpensive oak A 

cabinet, specially designed for The 
Wireless World "Straight Three," has been 
submitted for approval by the 'Apollo 
Gramophone Co., Ltd., of 4 -5, Bunhill Row, 
London, E.C.r. Ample space is provided 

Apollo cabinet for the "Straight Three." 

for batteries, even of a larger size than are 
likely to be used with the set. A wooden 
" chassis," ready drilled, is included at the 
particularly low price of 18s. 

As an undrilled chassis is available the 
cabinet will be found equally suitable for 
housing other types of set. - 
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HISTORY can offer no precedent to the great 
broadcast on Christmas Day when wireless 

girdled the British Empire. The exchange of 
greetings was organised by the B.B.C. and made 
possible by the use of the Post Office beam tele- 
phone circuits and the ship -to -shore service. 

The programme opened at 2 p.m. (G.M.T.), 
and thereafter listeners were wafted to the R.M.S. 
Majestic in mid -Atlantic ; the cities of Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa ; then to 
the Empress of Britain in Port Said Harbour ; The Post Office international telephone exchange at Carter Lane, London, E.C., and finally to Sandringham, where His Majesty round which the whole Empire programme revolved. Picked operators handled 

the calls. The messages were passed through to the B.B.C. control room at the King broadcast a personal message to all his 
Broadcasting House. subjects. 

The globe shows at a glance how the historic Empire broadcast was carried out. The time factor played a large part, for it will be seen that at 2 p.m. (G.M.T.) Christmas Day was coming to an end in Australia 
while C ana d a was saluting the happy morn. 
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Outstanding Battery Set 
Development 

THE heart of many a conscientious 
set designer is broken when he 
tries to develop a battery set which 
will do justice to his ideals of 

quality of reproduction, for, whilst en- 
gineering knowledge tells him that a power 
output of about one watt is necessary, 
common -sense dictates that no H.T. bat- 
tery is obtainable at a reasonable cost 
which will supply this power. Even with 
a high -efficiency pentode the drain on 
the H.T. battery for the power output 
valve would be about 20 milliamperes. 

Moving -coil Output 

Several methods of reducing the drain 
due to the power valve on the H.T. bat- 
tery have been developed in the Mazda 
Radio Valve Laboratories. In one method 
about to be described two high -efficiency 
pentodes are operated in push -pull and are 
biased such that when no signal is re- 
ceived the H.T. consumption is negligible, 
and when a signal is received the anode 
current consumption is proportional to the 
amplitude of the signal. The result is 
amazing. A power output of 1.3 watts is 
obtained with a total H.T. consumption of 
only about 6 milliamperes at 120 volts 
H.T. This remarkable result opens up a 
new era in battery set design. A moving - 
coil loud speaker can be used, and a 
battery set can be built to give a perform- 
ance comparable with that of a mains set. 
The method is termed "the quiescent 
operation of pentodes in push -pull." 

Let us investigate how this high power 
output is obtained. When a valve is used 
normally a signal is applied to the grid, 
as shown at A, Fig. i. The bias G is given 
a value such that the greatest possible grid 
swing can be accommodated, i.e., with- 
out the grid being carried positive during 
one half -cycle or beyond the cut -off point 
Q during the other half -cycle. The anode 
current when a signal A is applied is shown 
at B. 

In quiescent push -pull operation two 
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Pentodes in Quiescent Push - pull 

By E. YEOMAN ROBINSON 

(Chief Engineer, the .17aaia Valise Laboratories) 

valves are used ; one valve amplifies one 
half -cycle whilst the other valve function:; 
as an amplifier during the succeeding half - 
cycle, each valve being substantially in- 
operative during the period when the com- 
plementary valve of the systeni is ampli- 
fying signals. The 
circuit arrangement 
for effecting this is 
shown in Fig. 2. The 
mechanism is illus- 
trated in Fig. 3. Fig. 
3 (a) shows the operat- 
ing conditions of one 
valve. The valve is 
biased to P,, i.e., 
substantially at th° 
cut -off point. When, 
a signal as represented 
at A, is applied to the 
grid, only alternate 
half -waves are ampli- 
fied and the anode 
current is as shown by 
the full line B, (Fig. 
3 (b)). The current in 
the complementary 
valve is shown by the 
dotted line C,. These 
currents are combined 
by the output trans- 
former to produce an 
A.C. current in the secondary winding as 
shown at D (Fig. 3 (c)). 

The mean anode current is shown by 
the dotted line E, in Fig. 3 (b), from which 
it will be seen that the H.T. consumption 
is proportional to the received signal. 
With a strongly modulated signal the 
anode current is high ; with a weakly 

modulated signal the anode current is low ; 

whilst in the intervals or pauses in a pro- 
gramme the current is negligible. Con- 
trasting this with single -valve operation, as 
illustrated in Fig. i, it will be seen that 
in this case the H.T. current is constant 

whatever the value of 

ERE is important news for 
A the battery set. user. An out- 

put push -pull system is described 
which is capable of giving i watts 
speech -- generous moving -coil vol- 
ume -for the remarkably small 
consunnptioll of 5 to 6 mA., which 
is well within the discharge capa- 
bilities of the smallest H.T. battery. 
This development will evoke wide- 
spread interest and open up -a new 
era in battery set design, for it 
means that those listeners uupro- 
vided with lighting mains can now 
enjoy the volume and quality of 
reproduction previously associated 
only with mains receivers. A con- 
structional set including pentodes 
in quiescent - push -pull will be 

described shortly. 

Fig. x.-The process of amplification when 
a valve is biased to the centre of the linear 

portion of the characteristic. 

the signal, and even 
when very weak 
signals are received 
the drain on the H.T. 
batteries continues. 
Since the output stage 
must be able to ac- 
commodate a peak 
signal corresponding 
to a 8o -ioo per cent. 
modulation, and the 
average modulation is 
only of the order of 15- 
20 per cent., the 
saving in anode cur- 
rent with quiescent 
push -pull operation is 
very great. 

The use of triodes in 
push - pull is well 
known, but in practice 
it is found that al- 
though efficient opera- 
tion can be obtained, 
only a very small 

power output is available unless the grids 
are carried to high positive potentials. 
This introduces serious distortion unless a 
specially designed input circuit is used. 
There is also considerable difficulty in 
matching the triodes, since all the valve 
constants must be matched. By employ- 
ing pentodes both these difficulties are 
overcome. A high power output can be 
obtained without running into grid current, 
and it is only necessary to balance the 
anode current of the valves, at the bias 
point. Further, this balance can be easily 
obtained by adjusting the screen voltage of 
one valve. 

Current Depends upon Signal 

When a single triode output valve is 
used the maximum theoretical efficiency is 
5o per cent. (i.e., the ratio of power output 
to power dissipated at the anode), but in 
practice the efficiency obtained is only 
about 20 per cent. With a single pentode 
the maximum theoretical efficiency is 

again 5o per cent., and with certain 
Mazda pentodes an efficiency of approxi- 
mately 45 per cent. is realised in practice. 
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Outstanding Battery Set Development - 
With high -efficiency pentodes operated in 
quiescent push -pull the theoretical effi- 
ciency is practically 8o per cent., and an 
actual efficiency is realised of well over 6o 
per cent. But this increase in efficiency, 
great though it is, is overshadowed by the 

Fig. 2. -Two high -efficiency pentodes in 
quiescent push -pull. They are biased back 
to a high value and the anode currents are 
equalised by taking separate tappings for 

the screening grid feeds. 

saving due to the fact that the average 
modulation of a broadcast signal is only 
15 -20 per cent., and the " waiting time," 
i.e., the time during programmes when 
there is no signal, is considerable. The 
H.T. consumption of pentodes in quies- 

TABLE I. 

H.T. Coisunption of Output Valves required for 
1.3 Watts Output. H.T. Voltage I20. 

Output Stage. Current. 

Triode. 
High- efficien -y pentode. 
Quiescent push -pull 

pentodes. 

55 mA. 
24 mA. 

6 -7 mA. 

cent push -pull depends, therefore, on the 
volume of sound at which the speaker is 
operated and the type of programme. It 
is higher for dance music than for a sym- 
phony concert. 

In Table I the H.T. consumption which 
would be required to give a maximum 
undistorted power -output of 1.3 watts is 
given for a triode, a high -efficiency pen- 
tode, and two high -efficiency pentodes in 
quiescent push -pull, when an H.T. voltage 
of 120 is available. The figures for the 
quiescent pentodes include the screen 
current and are the average over an 
evening's programme. 

Matching the valves 

Let us refer again to the circuit of Fig. 2. 
From a study of this it will be seen that 
several - features have been introduced 
which have been found to be essential for 
the successful operation of pentodes in 
quiescent push -pull. First, a resistance 
of 150,00o ohms is included in the lead to 
the centre tap of the secondary winding of 
the input transformer. The purpose of 
this resistance is to prevent parasitic 
oscillations being generated by the pen- 

WkeDen W0fffic1 

todes. Since the pentodes are connected 
in push -pull and high -gain valves are used, 
parasitic oscillations will be produced on 
peak signals, giving an unpleasant distor- 
tion, unless this anti -parasitic oscillation 
resistance is employed. 

Secondly, the primary of the transformer 
must be shunted with a resistance of ap- 
proximately 50,00o ohms. If this resist- 
ance is omitted it will be found that when 
the anode circuit of the detector valve is 
broken, either by disconnecting the H.T. 
lead or by pulling the detector valve out 
of its socket, a large voltage surge is pro- 
duced in the secondary of the transformer. 
This surge may put a high instantaneous 
positive potential on the control grids of 
the pentodes, with the result that the pen- 
todes may be damaged or the filaments 
even burnt out by reason of the high space 
current taken by the valve. 
The resistance across the 
primary of the transformer 
reduces considerably any 
danger from surge. It 
cannot be too strongly 
stressed that if this resist- 
ance is omitted and the H.T. 
circuit of the detector valve 
be broken the pentodes will 
probably be damaged. The 
value of the resistance will depend upon 
the make of transformer employed. It is 
therefore advisable to keep to the follow- 

, ing rule :- 
Do not break any circuits in the set or 

pull the detector valve from its socket 
unless the filaments have been switched 
off. Switch the set on and off by break- 
ing the filament circuit. 
The primary of the output transformer 

is fitted with a resistance -capacity filter for 
the purpose of keeping the load impedance 
in the anode circuits substantially constant 
throughout the audio -frequency range. In 
this connection it should be mentioned 

adjusting the screen voltages. In setting 
up the circuit the recommended bias 
should be applied and the screen voltages 
adjusted so that 'the' feed current of each 
valve is approximately 2 mA. when 
Mazda Pen. 22oA valves are employed, 
and 1.25 mA. when Mazda Pen. 220 valves 
are used. In order to provide the neces- 
sary gradation in screen volts- it is desir- 
able, but not essential, to use an H.T. 
battery which is tapped in 3 -volt steps. 

A 12o -volt H.T. battery will have a 
voltage of approximately 126 when 
first purchased, and at the end of its useful 
life will have 'a voltage of 95 to loo. 
Throughout the life of the H.T. battery 
the voltage on-the anodes and screens will 
therefore gradually fall. To avoid fre- 
quent resetting of the bias, the bias bat - 
tery should be discharged at the same rate 

TABLE II. 
Summary of Operating Conditions of Mazda Type Pen. 220 and 

Pen. 221M Valves in Quiescent Push-pull. 

Pen. 220. Pen. 220A. 

... ... ... ... 
Bias voltage (reconunended) .. ... ... 
Max. undistorted power output (nniliiwatts).., 
Plate-to-plate load for M.U.P.O. (ohms) ... 
(:rid swing per valve (R.M.S.) 
Quiescent anode current (mA.) (two valves)... 
Average anode current when operating (two 

valves) ... ... ... ... ... 

120' 
-6.8 
690 

411,000 
4.85 
2.5 

3.0 to 4.5 

121) 
- 14.5 
1,300 

. 1 8,0(111 
10.6 

3.5 to 4.0 

5.0 to 6.0 

as the H.T. battery by means of a dis- 
charge resistance. The average consump- 
tion of the Mazda Pen. 22o and Pen. 22oA 
valves, when used in quiescent push -pull, 
is given in Table II. With this informa- 
tion and the knowledge as to the H.T. 
consumption of the rest of the set, the 
value df the discharge resistance can be 
computed. 

There is one further minor point for 
providing perfect balancing : the outer 
grid of the pentode is connected to one 
end of the filament. For identification 
purposes, on the Mazda valve, the fila- 
ment pin to which this grid is connected 

B1 

(b) 

(a) 

Fig. 3. -(a) A single pentode biased back nearly to cut -off 
waves for two valves which are combined together by the 

type of output shown at (c) 

that, owing to the great increase of imped- 
ance with frequency of moving -iron 
speakers, these instruments cannot satis- 
factorily be used with pentodes in quies- 
cent push -pull. 

The pentodes are given a common bias, 
and the quiescent currents are balanced by 

point. (b) The anode current 
output transformer to give the 

is marked with the figure " 3 " on the 
base. This pin should always be con- 
nected to the negative L.T. accumulator 
and negative H.T. battery. Thus a little 
care is necessary in wiring up the sockets 
of the output pentode valves to see that 
pin No. 3 is connected correctly. 
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Outstanding Battery Set Development- 
Fig. 4 shows the maximum power out- 

put obtained from two Mazda Pen. 22oA 
valves in quiescent push -pull plotted 
against load impedance when 120 volts 
H.T. is employed. Second harmonic dis- 
tortion is negligible ; third harmonic dis- 
tortion limits the load resistance which 
can be employed. The percentage third 
harmonic distortion obtained is also 
shown in the figure. From these curves 
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Fig. 4.- Curves showing undistorted power 
output and third harmonic distortion for 
two Pen. 220A valves in quiescent push -2u11, 

working into various loads. 

it will be seen that with a load of 18,000 
ohms the power output obtainable is 1.3 
watts, whilst the third harmonic distortion 
is 5 per cent. When no signal is received 
the total feed current of the two valves 
is 4 mA. When a continuous signal of 
constant and maximum amplitude is re- 
ceived, the anode current consumption for 
the two valves is i6 mA., but on ordinary 
broadcast reception the average consump- 
tion is only 6 to 7 mA. This figure has 
been determined by leaving sets running 
for a whole evening's programme with an 
ampere hour meter connected in the 
anode circuit. The performance of the 
Mazda Pen. 220 and Pen. 220A valves is 
summarised in Table II. 

Output and Input. Transformers 
A word of warning is necessary with 

regard to the selection of the output trans- 
former for use in this circuit. The calcu- 
lation for the ratio of the transformer is 
different from that used for normal push - 
pull, because with large inputs only one 
valve is operating at a time, the other 
valve being inoperative during the major 
portion of the half cycle. When only one 
valve is in operation the output trans- 
former acts as a i : 2 step -up transformer, 
so that the equivalent speaker load across 
the whole primary -that is, the plate -to- 
plate load, is four times the actual work- 
ing load per valve. Referring once more 
to Table II, it will be seen that the 
recommended plate -to -plate load for the 
Mazda Pen. 22oA valve is i8,000 ohms ; 

the actual load in the anode circuit 
of the valve is, however, one -quarter of 
this, namely, 4,500 ohms. 

It is not generally realised that some 
output transformers are very inefficient, 
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and although there is ample power avail- 
able with two Mazda Pen. 220A valves for 
operating a moving -coil speaker, dis- 
appointing results will be obtained if the 
output transformer is of low efficiency, 
especially when the H.T. battery has run 
down in voltage. As a rough guide, the 
primary resistance of a transformer 
primary, measured from plate to plate, 
should be not moré than 500 ohms when 
Mazda Pen. 220A valves are employed, 
and 800 ohms when the Pen. 220 valves 
are used. If the transformer is otherwise 
correctly designed these figures will permit 
a transformer efficiency of approximately 
85 per cent. to be obtained. 

The best value of the filter for limiting 
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the rise in load impedance will depend on 
the high notes lost in the receiver due to 
side -band cutting, etc. It will thus vary 
according to the receiver and to the tone 
requirements of the user. As a rough 
guide a filter consisting of a o.oi micro - 
farad condenser and a 2o,000 -ohms resist- 
ance will be found satisfactory. If the 
reproduction is a little harsh, the resist- 
ance should be reduced, and if it is too 
mellow the resistance should be increased 
or may even be eliminated. 

The push -pull input transformer must 
be of high ratio to avoid overloading of 
the detector. A io : r ratio is a recom- 
mended value, giving a 5: I step -up to 
each grid of the pentode valves. 

In Next Leek's Issue 

The Wireless World STATION FINDER 
Gives a Direct Answer to the Question : 

"What Station Is That ? " 

ASWING of the indicating dial, and 
the name of the station that is being 
received is clearly shown on a large 

printed scale. Compare this with any of 
the usual methods of identification, which 
involve several operations and cross - 
references, and, as an example, take the 
well -known practice of calibrating a 
o -zoo or o -18o tuning dial in wavelengths. 

Simple enough for the beginner: accurate 
enough for the most critical. 

After a lengthy preliminary calibration, 
identification is secured only after four 
operations : (a) accurate reading of scale 
to at least half a division, (b) transfer of 
reading to calibration chart, (c) estima- 
tion of corresponding wavelength, (d) 
reference to station -wavelength list. 

The use of dials marked in wavelengths, 
even if the indications be correct and can 
be read with sufficient accuracy, involves 
operations (a) and (d). Similar cross - 
references are also necessary with most 
other devices. 

The Wireless World Direct -Reading 
Station Finder, designed for home 
assembly, can be put-together in an hour, 
and is as simple in operation as in con- 
struction. Although it is an electrical 

device, intended for external connection 
in the aerial circuit of almost any receiver 
without internal alteration, no valves or 
batteries are needed. It will double the 
interest of long- distance reception; and, 
while being simple enough for the new 
reader who has not previously undertaken 
the assembly of apparatus, will appeal 
equally to the experienced amateur. 

It is seldom that initial adjustments will 
take more than five minutes, as the 
Station Finder is almost self -calibrating. 
Although it is a precision instrument, 
designed to have an average error not ex- 
ceeding one -half of i per cent., the essen- 
tial components cost less than a pound. 

LIST OF PARTS 
1 Variable condenser, 0.0005 mfd. Log. mid-line 

Cyldon, Type DS 
1 Semi -variable condenser, 0.00007 max. 

Cyldon, Type ST70 
1 Special dial, din. diameter Cyldon 
1 Station Finder coil assembly Tunewell 
2 Twin socket strips, " Al, A2 "; " blank." 

Belling -Lee 
1 Cabinet Myers -Hunt Cabinet Co., Ltd. 
Serca: f, in. No. 4 R /hd., 2 in. No. G R /hd. 
Two length. ,1., ving; 2 yds. No. 22 tinned eoiy., 

THE BROADCASTER RADIO AND GRAMO- 

PHONE TRADE ANNUAL FOR 1933 

THE second edition of this invaluable book 
contains most of the features which proved 

r:,: such service in last year's publication, with 
srvcral important additional sections, includ- 
ing tabulated data, giving the total number of 
householders in each district and the number 
of houses on A.C. and D.C. supply, respec- 
tively. Localities where the mains supply is 
on standard synchronous frequency are also 
specially indicated. 

There is a useful series of Abacs which should 
prove of great assistance in radio servicing. 
The main provisions of the Import Duties Act 
of ,932. and the R.G.z (Radio- Gramophone) 
Agreement for the use of " key " patents are 
also given, the book is, in fact, filled with 
valuable information which will undoubtedly 
prove of service to the radio and gramophone 
trade alike. 

Pp. 232. Published by the " Broadcaster 
and Wireless Retailer," London, and supplied 
(to the trade only) for 5s. post free. 
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Practical 
HINTS AND TIPS 

AIDS TO BETTER RECEPTION 

WHEN operating a " quality " set 
which gives a large undistorted 

output, it is almost invariably found that 
the volume control setting which is satis- 
factory for reproduction of music is 
quite unsuitable when speech is being 

transmitted. Volume Tone will be excessive, and 
the speech will appear 
altogether unnatural. 
The obvious thing to 

do, of course, is to make suitable adjust- 
ments of volume for each type of trans- 
mission. This is satisfactory enough, but 
there is an alternative plan -that of 
reducing apparent loudness of speech by 
attenuating the lower audible frequencies. 
It may seem a retrograde step even to 
suggest such a scheme, which, of course, 
amounts to nothing more than the deli- 
berate introduction of frequency distor- 
tion. But it is a fact that this plan often 
gives better intelligibility at average 
volume than is attainable by other mear 
and is one which is widely adopted by 
critical listeners. 

Various methods of introducing bass 
attenuation have been discussed from 
time to time in this journal. Users of 
the " Monodial Super " and similar 
receivers based on this design may be 
interested to know that the scheme in 
question may be applied very simply to 
their receivers. Bass response may be 
reduced at will by shunting the coupling 
condenser in the tone- corrector valve grid 
circuit with a considerably smaller con- 
denser. The component in question, 
numbered Cry in the original description, 

Control for 
Speech 

plan entirely practical a switch should be 
fitted in order that the extra condenser 
may be thrown in or out of circuit at 
will. 

OF all the faults to which a wireless re- 
ceiver is liable, the most annoying 

are those of an intermittent nature. Like 
the traditional aching tooth, they are apt 
to cure themselves suddenly at the very 
moment when it is decided to make a 

determined effort to re- Tracing move the source of 
Intermittent trouble. Clearly, 
Cracklings patience is needed, 

and, unless one hap- 
pens to be particularly lucky, the location 
of the fault is likely to take some time. 

It will be assumed that the aerial has 
been temporarily disconnected, and, from 
the fact that intermittent cracklings still 
occur, it has been rightly deduced that 
they are due'to the receiver itself, and not 
to interference from external sources. In- 
stead of disconnecting components and 
testing them separately, it is generally 
quicker to localise the trouble by applying 
a series of short -circuits to the receiver, 
working in a logical sequence and rather 
in the manner usually adopted when trac- 
ing hum in a mains -driven set. 

If it be decided to follow this plan, the 
method of procedure illustrated diagram- 
matically in Fig. i will usually be found 
best. Although a simple battery- operated 
H.F.- det. -L.F. set is taken as an example, 
the scheme is clearly applicable to any 
type of receiver. 

Almost invariably it will be best to make 

Fig. r. -Where temporary short -circuits should be made when localising intermittent faults 
by a process of elimination. 

has a value of o.or mfd. ; the parallel - 
connected capacity may be of anything 
between 0.0005 mfd. and o.00a mfd., the 
best capacity being found by trial. A 
semi -variable condenser is very satis- 
factory for the purpose, and to make the 

a start at the output end of the receiver 
and to work backwards, " shorting " each 
grid circuit in the sequence shown in the 
diagram. If the noises cease as a result 
of a " short, " it may be assumed that all 
succeeding circuits are in order. As soon 

9 

as a point is reached where the " short " 
has no effect, it may be deduced that the 
fault lies between that point and the last . 
at which silence was obtained. 

Referring to the diagram, if noises per- 
sist after bridging the L.F. transformer 
secondary terminals (points A and B), it 
will be proved definitely that the fault is 
due either to the output valve, the loud 
speaker, the source of H.T. supply, or, 
just possibly, to the G.B. battery. 

But, on the other hand, if complete 
silence be obtained, we know that all these 
components are free from blame and that 
the fault lies nearer to the input or 
" aerial " end, and that investigations 

A handy connecting link for applying short - 
circuits without disturbing exiting wiring. 

must be carried a stage farther. This is 
done by " shorting " the detector grid 
leak (E, F) ; a recurrence of noise will in- 
dicate a faulty detector valve, H.F. choke, 
or L.F. transformer, while silence shows 
once more that the defect is still nearer to 
the aerial and that the short- circuit must 
be transferred to points M, N. Deductions 
will still be made in a similar manner. 

Short -circuiting with Safety 

In addition to the testing points men- 
tioned, others are shown in the diagram ; 

these may be regarded more or less as 
alternatives, to be used when they are 
more accessible, or even to narrow down 
the field of search. Points C, D are virtu- 
ally almost equivalent to A, B, while both 
K, L and G, H are in parallel with E, F. 
It is worth while pointing out that defects 
-particularly in H.F. circuits -are often 
more readily perceptible when the set is 
tuned to a fairly strong carrier wave while 
tests are being made. 

It will be fairly obvious that this method 
of testing offers the great advantage that 
none of the internal wiring of the receiver 
need be disturbed. If, at the won.', 
results are not entirely conclusive, the 
fault will have been localised in a single 
circuit, or, at any rate, in a small section 
of the receiver. 

As an aid to making tests of this nature, 
a length of flexible insulated wire with a 
crocodile clip at each end is most useful, 
as it enables the appropriate points to 
be bridged with a minimum of trouble 
and without the need for unscrewing in- 
accessible terminals, etc. 
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UNBIASED 

Arriving at the new unit. 

A Hot -water Unit 
IHAVE had to complain previously of. 

the looseness of technical expression 
adopted by many so- called wireless ex- 
perts, but little did I think that I should 
find the same sort of thing existing in 
the parent science of electrical engineering, 
or that I should have to reprove a member 
of the Institute of Electrical Engineers for 
his conduct in this respect. 

It so happened that, pursuing my policy 
of making my house an all -electric, all - 
radio one, I recently decided to install an 
electrical system of constant hot -water 
supply. I wrote asking for all details con- 
cerning running costs, etc., and in reply 
I received a long, meandering letter from 
the resident engineer of the Supply Com- 
pany to the effect that; so far as running 
costs were concerned, it had been found 
that the hot -water consumption of a family 
of six for baths and all other purposes 
worked out at about 3s. a week. 

Quite naturally I wrote back, asking 
what multiple or sub -multiple of a kilo- 
watt- hour was " the consumption of a 
family of six," as I had never previously 
heard of this new electrical unit. I ex -. 
pressed interest in my letter as to the 
manner in which this new unit was arrived 
at, for, as I explained, I could point to 
families of a dozen or more whose hot - 
water consumption per year worked out at 
considerably less than the daily require- 
ments of many families of one, and, if ex- 
pressed in electrical terms, would be rather 
smaller than the power consumption of a 
flash -lamp bulb. So far, the learned 
M.I.E.E. has vouchsafed no reply to my 
letter, but I am living in hope. 

Time, Gents, but - 
ISCARCELY expected that my appeal 

for help in the matter of clock move- 
ments would meet with such a magnani- 
mous response riot only on the part of the 
general public, but also of the many manu- 

facturers and vendors of these useful com- 
modities. Among the latter I am particu- 
larly indebted to Messrs. Ferranti, Messrs. 
Garrard, and Messrs. Hancocks for their 
very " timely " reminders of the existence 
of clocks other than those of the scullery 
variety. May I extend my cordial thanks, 
also, to those members of the public who 
have so kindly written to me on the 
subject. . 

By 

FREE GRID 

Alas, all has not run as 
smoothly as it might have 
done. So much have 
I missed the homely 
" tick " of the ordinary 

pendulum movement, which I slung out 
of my study in favour of a new electric 
instrument, that I have been unable to 
concentrate on my work. To restore my 
peace of mind, I have, therefore, been 
compelled to purchase a cheap spring - 
driven movement and fit it in the clock 
case at the back of the electric " works." 
Naturally, this device requires winding up 
periodically, and so one of the greatest 
advantages of a mains- driven clock is lost 
to me. 

A Synthetic Tick 

Surely it is not beyond the ingenuity 
of our manufacturers to turn out an elec- 
tric clock with a small extra motor or 
other device for the express purpose of 
creating a synthetic " ` tick. " I feel sure 
that it is the ghostly, " creeping " silence 
of these mains -driven timepieces -as the 
auctioneers like to call them -that is pre- 
venting many people from buying them ; 

consequently, there would be a large mar- 
ket for an instrument of the type I have 
mentioned. 

I notice from catalogues that electric 
clocks are now obtainable, not only with 
Westminster chimes, 'hut with an alarm 
movement as well, everything being elec- 
trically driven, and so the thing I ask for 
should be quite a small task for a manu- 
facturer's technical department to tackle. 
If they can't devise electrical apparatus 
for producing a realistic " tick," the least 
they can do is to put in a clockwork move - 
ment for this purpose, and couple it to a 
small mains -driven motor which, by quite 
a simple mechanism, could be made to 
wind it up automatically every time it 
ran down. 

It will be remembered that a gramo- 
phone motor operating on this principle 
was put on the market two years ago. I 
feel sure that, if electrical clockmakers fol- 
lowed suit, their enterprise would not go 
unrewarded. 

At any rate, I would guarantee the pur- 
chase of at least one Elec -Tick clock. 

For Services Rendered 
IHAVE received many " touching " 

letters since the publication of the New 
Year's Honours List last Monday, but I 
regret to say that responsibilities entailed 
in the upkeep of my position forbid me to 
reply in the "concrete " manner I should 
like. 

Troubles of a Gas Manager 
'0H, what a tangled web we weave, 

when first we practise to deceive " is 
an old maxim beloved by schoolmasters 
and other persecutors of the young ; but 
the truth of it has never been brought home 
to me so forcibly as the other day when 
I received an S O S from a friend whom I 
had not seen since pre -broadcasting days. 
He is manager and engineer of the gas - 
works in a provincial town some sixty 
miles or so from London, and by an odd 
chance his establishment adjoins the local 
electric light works. He is provided by 
his directors with an excellently appointed 
residence on the premises, and naturally all 
lighting and heating are done by gas, as 
anything electrical in his house would be as 
poor an advertisement for the stuff he sells 
as the sight of a doctor buying a bottle 
of patent medicine. 

In order to enjoy the very acme of 
quality, coupled with good volume, he had 
built himself an all -mains set with a four - 
hundred- volts -on- the -plate type of output 

Fame of colossal undistorted output 
had spread. 

valve. The electric light manager next 
door, being a kindly man, had supplied 
him with a carefully concealed power lead, 
and he had himself skilfully hidden his 
mains set, deceiving visitors with an osten- 
tatiously displayed three -valve battery 
receiver apparently coupled to his loud 
speaker. 

Unfortunately for him, the fame of the 
colossal undistorted output which he ob- 
tains (apparently) from this humble three - 
valve set has spread throughout the town, 
so that he is literally besieged by visitors 
demanding the circuit from him. Up to 
the present he has staved them off with the 
old excuse that the circuit is a seçret which 
he has promised not to divulge, but he 
realises that he can't keep this up for long, 
and has, therefore, sent for me to suggest 
a plan for getting him out of his trouble. 
It seems to me that a hurried departure 
from the town is the only way to avoid 
disaster. Any suggestions in this matter 
would be as welcome to him as the sight 
of land to a cross -Channel passenger. 
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NEWS of the W 
Still More Power 

THE power of the Beograd (BO- 
grade) broadcasting station is 

to be raised from 2:5 to 40 kW. 
A new 20 k \V. station is to be 

erected at Zagreb. 

Not Afraid 

MAY I see the captain?'" 
asked the young lady pas- 

senger. " He's forward, miss," 
replied the first mate. " Oh, I'm 
not afraid," said the lady, " Iwe 
been _out with radio salesmen.''- 
From the Mallard Magazine. 

Five Lady Announcers 
OGT of sixty candidates for the 

post, five lady announcers are 
competing at Radio Algiers for the 
final vote by listeners. The odds 
appear to be most heavily in 
favour of MdIIe. Coste, who, it is 
rumoured, gave great satisfaction 
at Poste Parisien during 1932. 

Let us hope, writes a corre- 
spondent, that this Judgment of 
Paris will not, like its classic 
precedent, provoke jealousy and 
trouble, of which there is already 
more than in the wireless 
domain ! 

Drastic Remedy 

IF 
the report is to be believed, 

Groningue, Holland, now pos- 
sesses the first " Association of 
the Victims of Radio." This 
comprises a group of citizens ex- 
asperated by the noisy. loud 
speakers of their neighbours. To 
obtain official support they have 
adopted the drastic remedy of 
renting rooms near the houses of 
official personages in the town, in- 
cluding the Governor of the Pro- 
vince, the Mayor, Deputy Mayors, 
Magistrates, and police officers. 
In these rooms they have installed 
gramophone pick -ups with power- 
ful amplifiers and loud speakers, 
and up to a late hour at night the 
dignitaries are feasted with music 
and song. 

Rumour has it that the Mayor is 
drafting an order which will put 
an end to these nocturnal atten- 
tions. 

Current Events in Brief Review 
Poles May Now be 

" Hams " 
THE Polish postal authorities 

have now authorised indi- 
viduals and associations to operate 
radio transmitters on all waves 
pruvide(I that the tests are of a 
genuine experimental or amateur 
character. 

A Correction 
IT is regretted that in our issue 

of December 16111, 1932, it was 
suggested that A.V.R.O. -the 
neutral broadcasting association of 
Rolland -had signed a contract 
for microphone facilities at Luxem- 
bourg. We are asked by the 
association in question to state 
that no such contract has been 
entered into. 

200 kW. from Paris ? 

A T Villejust, near Paris, the I1 French Government has de- 
cided to construct a 120 kW. 
broadcasting station to replace the 
present Paris PTT " poste," and 
we understand that the transmitter 
is already under construction by 
the Sc>ciaé Francaise Radioélec- 
trique. The wavelength of the 
S11111011 will be 447 metres. 

It is stated that, if necessary, it 
will be possible to raise the power 
to 200 k\ \'. 

Who's Huizen ? 

THE great Hilversum- Huizen 
cuutroversy has been reopened 

by the chaurge -,, r which occurred 
oil New Vt .r'- Day when the long - 
wave statier] at IInisen was handed 
over to the .A. \'.R.O. and 
V.A.R.A. organisations, who never- 
theless continue with the Hilver- 
sum announcement. Similarly, 
the K.R.O. and N,C.R.V. associa- 
tions, in taking over the Hilver- 
sum station, retain the Huisen 
announcement. 

So, for the next three months, it 
you hear Hilversum it's Huizen, 
and vice versa! 

LOUD SPEAKERS IN THE MAKING. A photograph taken in a factory showing a moving -coil being fitted in position. 

Echometer Reveals Errors 
THE Marconi " Echometer." the 

sound apparatus for r c' 
ing the exact depth of the sea 
under a ship, has undergone its 
first ship tests off the coast of 
Gambia, West Africa, in the 
trawler " Umberto Lupi." Dur- 
ing the trials the echometer re- 
witted many errors in existing 
charts of the ocean bed. 

" Concert Hall " Studio for 
Hilversum 

THE laving of the foundati::. 
stone of the new offices of 

A.V.R.O. Dutch broadcasting 
organisation in Amsterdam on 
December 17th is stated to be the 
prelude to big developments. 
\Vork is soon to be started ou a 
great new broadcasting building at 
Hilversum with a concert hall 
studio. 

200 Kilowatts Calling L ux 1ì11301J R G- Europe's giant 
transmitter -has sprung a 

surprise by starting tests vylth its 
maximum aerial flower of 2o0k \V. 
on a wavelength around 1,200 
metres, despite the fact that it has 
been refused a wavelength of this 
order by the Madrid Conference. 
The station has been heard at 
great strength on several recent 
mornings. 

Physical Jerks from South 
Africa 

P FIYSICAL Jerks" can be 
picked up any morning be- 

tween 1.45 and 5.20 (G.M.T.) 
broadcast from Johannesburg on 
49 metres. The station, ZTJ, also 
works on 447 metres. The mid- 
day programme can be heard be- 
tween 9 a.m. and 12 noon. South 
Africa's other large broadcasting 
stations are (-ape Town ("LTC), on 
371 metres, and Durban (!_TD), on 
415 metres. 

Radio Barter in Prague 
HE first permanent radio junk 
-sale has been inaugurated in 

Prague. The price Of new radio 
sets having been found prohibitive, 
Prague listeners have instituted a 
central exchange where accessories 
of all nationalities, makes, and 
vintage years can be bargained for. 
In this way the humble listener or 
set constructor can acquire the 
parts he needs without recourse to 
the radio profiteers. 

A New Power War ? 
THE decision of the Madrid Con- 

ference to limit the power of 
European broadcasting stations to 
200 kW. has resulted in a general 
urge for mare power among the 
lesser stations. It is understood, 
for example, that the projected 
power increase of the Brussels sta- 
tions from 15 to 75 kW. is a move 
to counteract the expected inter- 
ference from the new 120 kW. 
station at Bisamberg, near Vienna. 
Likewise, other countries are seek- 
ing to raise their broadcasting 
power up to the maximum number 
of kilowatts. 

77 

AN ANTI -FADING AERIAL. 
The Telefunken Company in 
Germany having set the fashion 
in aerials for accentuating the 
ground wave, the Lorenz firm 
has retorted with a new type of 
mast -aerial aiming at the same 
effect. The photograph shows 
a model of the Lorenz aerial. 

B.B.C. Chairman on Em- 
pire Broadcasting 

THE Right Hon. J. II. Whitley, 
late Speaker of the House of 

Commons and Chairman of the 
British Broadcasting Corporation, 
will address a meeting of the 
Royal Empire Society at the Hotel 
Victoria ou Tuesday, January 
17th, at 8.3o p.m. 

The subject of his address will 
be " Broadcasting to the Empire 
and the New Service," and the 
chair will be taken by Dr. 
Montague Rendall, who was a 
Governor of the B.B.C. from 1927 
until the end of 1932. 

Readers of Wireless World wish- 
ing to attend should make early 
application for a ticket-, or tickets 
(for which no charge will be made), 
to the Secretary of the Royal 
Empire Society, Northumberland 
Avenue, London, \V.C.2. 
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The MODERN D.C. THREE 
Constructing the Receiver and Making Initial Adjustments 

N last week's issue the chief considera- 
tions in designing a modern straight 
receiver for D.C. mains were discussed 
and stress was laid on the need for an 

energised speaker with a powerful mag- 
netic field. Owing to depleted anode volts 
the output from a D.C. ;et is often dis- 
appointing unless the speaker is exception- 
ally sensitive. Moreover, there are other 
advantages of high magnetic field 
strength, such as better reproduction of 
transients giving colour and character to 
speech and music. 

The tuning unit chosen for inclusion in 
the receiver has many circuit innovations 
which were explained at some length in 
the first instalment. Constant sensitivity 
over the wavebands is one development of 
importance, and a new aerial coupling 
scheme, which prevents slight misalign- 
ment of ganged circuits so often experi- 
enced with the more orthodox aerial coup - 
ling, is embodied. To improve selectivity 
and to ensure the highest possible rectifi- 
cation efficiency, a screen -grid detector is 
used. Curves under v:orking conditions 
were given, and demonstrated that this 
type of valve is more than 2:1 tames as sen- 
sitive as a typical- triode, and, furthermore, 
there is the minimum of dc- gauging of the 
preceding tuned circuit. 

The construction of the set should 
present no difficulty if reference is made 
to the various drawings and photographs 
in this and the first instalment. A start 
should be made with the Radiopak, which 
is bolted through the Plymax baseboard, 
and " local " earth is picked up under- 

By W. I. G. PAGE, B.Sc. 

heath at all the four points of anchorage. 
There are two terminals marked " DG,'' 
and, as these are electrically the same, it 
is found better to use the left -hand con- 
tact, this giving the 
shortest lead. The 
metal strip supplied 
with the potentio- 
meter holds both 
the latter compo- 
nent and the reac- 
tion condenser in 
position, and the 
whole assembly iS 

held away from the 
base of the Radio- 
pak by means of 
two distance pieces. 
It was found that, 
in order to provoke 
oscillation, o n 1 y 
quite a small reac- 
tion condenser was 
necessary, the 
value chosen being 
O.c0or5 mfd. This 
can be accounted 
for by the negligible 
damping of t h e 
tuned circuit by the 
screen -grid detector. 

The next components to be mounted 
are the two L.F. chokes and the three 
valve holders, which complete the upper 
deck. On the underside the only diffi- 
culty that is likely to take place is the 

wiring of the strip resistances, which are 
built up vertically above one another in 
series of three. It should be noted that 
the resistance nearest the baseboard in 
the pack close to the H.F. valve holder 
is R6, the middle resistance is R3, and the 

top member R4. 
In the other pack 
the order outwards 
from the baseboard 
is R9, Rio, and 
Rrr. Care must be 
taken to connect 
the Transfeeda cor- 
rectly. Terminal 
IITr is taken to the 
high -tension line, P 
to the H.F. choke, 
GB to Ci8 ' and 
R14, and HT2 to 
the decoupling con- 
denser C17. Th e 
speaker is con- 
nected by a four -pin 
plug and a four- 
membered flexible 
cable, the trans- 
former primary be- 
ing joined to the 
filament pins and 
the field to the grid 
and anode. 

The gramo -radio switch is mounted on 
a small aluminium angle bracket which 
is supplied with the Plymax baseboard, 
and, to avoid instability, screened leads 
must be used where shown in the wiring 
plan. 

After the set has been completed and 
the lamp holder adaptor or plug con- 
nected to the supply mains, it may be 
found that signals cannot be obtained, 
although the pilot lamp and valve heaters 
are seen to be alight. This is, of course, 
due to a reversed polarity connection, and 
the plug or adaptor must he changed 
round. The heaters of the D.C. valves 
take rather longer to warm up than those 
of the A.C. type, and full emission must 
not be expected until some forty seconds 
after switching on. 

The controls are arranged on a sloping panel 
which gives a pleasing appearance to the set. 

Practically all the wiring is confined to the under -baseboard where the decoupling 
and by -pass components are housed. 

Wavelength Calibration 

The balancing of the three variable 
condensers of the Radiopak is extremely 
simple. It is only necessary to set the 
tuning dial, which is wavelength cali- 
brated, to the wavelength of a station 
near the lower end of the medium band, 
and change all three trimmers by means 
of the insulated tool provided until the 
signal is at a maximum. Those living in 
London or the Home Counties would cali- 

For the convenience of readers constructing 
this sel, blue prints of the wiring diagram 
and general layout can be obtained from the 

publishers, price 1 /6 post free. 
1 
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The Modern D.g. Three - 
brate the set using the London National 
station, turning the dial to 261 metres and 
adjusting the three trimmers. Provided 
the balancing is correct at the lower end 
of the medium band, it will be found to 
hold accurately over both ranges. Gang- 
ing with this receiver will be maintained 
with a precision that is above the average, 
owing to two factors which militate against 
unequal stray capacity and inductance 
being thrown on to two out of the three 
tuned circuits. First, the aerial coupling 
is. unconventional and prevents the aerial 
reactance from de- ganging the first tuned 
circuit ; secondly, the screen -grid detector, 
having a negligible " Miller " load, does 
not disturb the third circuit. A 
word of warning is necessary in 
regard to the trimming opera- 
tion, for with mains in which 
the positive lead is earthed the 
whole Radiopak and all metal 
screening is " live," and it will be as well 
to slip a piece of thick paper over the near 
edge of the tuning unit while the adjust- 
ment is being made. The escutcheon is 
electrically isolated, and all the control 
knobs, including the radio -gramo switch, 
are " safe," as the grub screws, where 
these are used, are well countersunk. 

The background is particularly quiet, 
and hum can only be detected wlien the 
ear is within a foot or two of the loud 
speaker with either a positive or negative 

Vbsilsoo WOQtl 

earth on the supply. With mercury -arc 
systems, which, fortunately, are few and 
far between, a negative -earth supply will 
not give much trouble, but in a house 
where there is a positive earth a certain 
amount of hum will be heard unless addi- 
tional smoothing equipment is included. 
In this special case it will be as well to 

s3 

in the issue dated November 18th, 1932. 
The junction between the two condensers 
can be taken either to local earth (the 
Plymax baseboard) or be made the main 
earthing point of the set. If this does not 
effect a cure, more inductance must be 
put in series with CHI and CH2 and addi- 
tional capacity shunted to earth. Con- 
siderable improvement can also be ex- 
pected as a result of increasing the capa- 

city of C2 and including chokes 
capable of carrying 0.25 amp. 
in one or both of the heater 
leads. 

The back of the chassis, showing 
the three valves. The two screen - 
grid valves are metallised and 
screened leads are used for the anode 

connections. 

try the effect of two H.F. chokes of low 
D.C. resistance and a couple of series- 
connected I -mfd. condensers as described 
by W. T. Cocking in an article entitled 
" Design of D.C. Sets," which appeared 

High Sensitivity 

When tested a few miles 
from Brookmans Park the re- 
ceiver gave a good account of 

itself, and a number of stations free 
from interference were logged be- 
tween the two local- transmissions. 
Practically all the British and Con- 

tinental stations of entertainment value 
were received at good strength, and the 
property of the tuning unit of maintaining 
a .high sensitivity level at the upper end 
of the waveband was most marked. Sta- 
tions above, say, 42o metres, which usually 
require the assistance of reaction, came 
in at adequate strength without the use 
of -subsidiary controls. 

A s ¡reiuto, receiver built lo ¿hi; rt- 'sib., is aa,iluble /ur n;perliou al irr. 17, Fleet Street, London, 

DIMENSIONAL DATA AND WIRING PLAN OF THE MODERN D.C. THREE 

DG RFA HT E RFG A 

The use of tuning and intervalve L.F. coupling units considerably reduces the number of connections which have to be made. Care must 
be taken in wiring the strip resistances which are built up into packs. 
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SO far as that most important attri- 
bute of a broadcast receiver, its 
power of reproducing without dis- 
tortion, is concerned, the popular 

type of three -valve mains set need be in 
no way inferior to many more ambitious 
types of receiver ; indeed, its very sim- 
plicity may give it some advantage in this 
respect. In the matter of sensitivity, too, 
it can meet most requirements, thanks to 
modern high- efficiency valves and circuits. 
It is usually on the score of selectivity that 
the simple three -valve set may prove in- 
adequate to meet the demands of the long - 
distance listener, particularly when he 
happens to be situated within a few miles 
of a broadcasting station. 

The selectivity of a receiver, however, 
depends not only upon the number of 
tuned circuits included in the design, but 
also upon their efficiency, and, by paying 
attention to detail, it is possible to effect 
considerable improvement. In the Climax 
set under review this has been done, as 
the results amply demonstrate. Although 
no one would expect the selectivity to 
compare with that given by a superhetero- 
dyne, for instance, there is no question 
that it is unusually high for a three -valve 
set, and it compares well with that 
obtained with the average four -valve 
straight set containing four tuned circuits. 

At a distance of no more than nine miles 
from the Brookmans Park transmitters 
it proved possible to receive some six 
stations on wavelengths midway between 
those of the two locals, and the Scottish 
Regional station could be obtained clear of 
the London Regional. As these two 
stations are separated by only 46 kc., it 
will be seen that the spread of the local 
has been confined to remarkably small 
limits. The adjacent channel selectivity, 
as distinct from the power of eliminating 
a strong local, is also good, and all the 
more powerful of distant transmitters were 
receivable without serious interference 
from their immediate neighbours. 

Resistance - coupled H.F. Filter 

An examination of the circuit diagram 
reveals that the H.F. valve is of the screen - 
grid type, and is coupled to the power 
grid detector by the tuned anode circuit, 
to which reaction is applied in a conven- 
tional manner. In the pre -selector cir- 
cuits, however, an unusual method of 

WArrdezo WoQid. JANUARY 6th, 1933. 

The Climax 
BAND-PASS THREE 

A Self- contained A.C. Mains Set 

coupling has been adopted. Instead 
of the normal capacity or inductance 
coupling, resistance is employed. On 
the medium waveband a low -value 
resistance is common to both tuned 
circuits, and provides the requisite 
coupling, while on the long waveband 

the coupling is augmented by the connec- 
tion of a high -value resistance between 
the high- potential ends of the two tuned 
circuits. 

Good Frequency Response 

A variable condenser is connected in 
series with the aerial, and acts as the 
volume control, and it is in connection 
with this that the sole point of adverse 
criticism can be found, for the range of 
control which it affords is inadequate to 
deal with a powerful local. The difficulty 

FEATURES 
Circuit. -Screen -grid H.F. stage with 

tuned anode coupling and two - circuit 
resistance -coupled pre -selector. Power grid 
detector transformer coupled to a pentode 
output valve. Valve rectifier for the H.T. 
supply. 

General . -Self- contained receiver with 
mains aerial and moving - coil loud 
speaker, the field of which is energised 
from the smoothing circuit. Provision for 
use of a gramophone pick -up. 

Controls. -(1) Single tuning control with 
illuminated and calibrated dial. (2) 
Reaction control. (3) Combined wave - 
change, radio - gramophone, and on-off 
switch. (4) Volume control. 

Price. -16 guineas. 
Makers. -Climax Radio Electric, Ltd., 

Parkhill Road, Hampstead, London, 
N.W.3. 

can, of course, be got over by the simple 
expedient of disconnecting the aerial for 
local reception. 

The detector is transformer coupled to 
the output pentode, which in turn feeds 
the moving -coil loud speaker through a 
transformer. It is interesting to note that 
the bias resistances of both the output and 
the detector valves are not by- passed, nor 
are the grid circuits decoupled. This 
departure from normal practice naturally 
results in there being anti -phase feed -back 
from the anode to the grid circuit of the 
pentode, and the efficiency is reduced 
somewhat. Efficiency is of secondary im- 
portance to quality, however, and as the 
feed -back along a simple by- passed re- 
sistance is the same for all frequencies 
there can be no loss of bass. Actually, 
the insertion of the usual by -pass con- 
densers, without decoupling resistances 
also, would give inferior quality. De- 
coupling in the anode circuits is equally 

scanty, but this leads to no trace of observ- 
able feed -back effects, and the receiver is 
perfectly stable and has a satisfactory fre- 
quency response. 

The H.T. supply is obained by means 
of a valve rectifier, and the smoothing 
equipment is generous. Both the mains 
transformer and the choke are of large 
dimensions, and appear likely to perform 
their allotted functions indefinitely. The 
choke, in conjunction with electrolytic 
condensers, provides the initial smoothing, 
and this is completed by the field winding 
of the loud speaker ; the result of this com- 
bination is highly satisfactory, and there 
is a total absence of hum when the ear is 
at a distance of only six inches from the 
speaker cone. 

Mechanically, the construction is ex- 
tremely clean, and there is evidence of 
careful thought in the layout of compo- 
nents. The chassis is aluminium finished 
and is rigid, and the majority of compo- 
nents are located on its under side. The 
valves are readily accessible for replace- 
ment, and, as a safety device, the hinged 
back of the cabinet is so arranged that it 
cannot be opened while the mains are 
connected. 

The Controls 

The tuning controls consist of the knob 
controlling the calibrated and illuminated 
dial, the reaction control, and the corn - 
bined wave- change, radio -gramophone, 
and mains on -off switch. There is also the 
aerial volume control, and this is con- 
veniently fitted in a recess at the left -hand 
side of the cabinet. 

A mains aerial is incorporated, and 
proved surprisingly efficient. Even with- 
out an earth connection, numerous distant 
stations were available, but hand capacity 
to the volume control was then apparent. 
With an outdoor aerial and earth no trace 
of this effect could be found, and the set 
proved very simple to operate. The sen- 
sitivity was adequate for any ordinary con- 
ditions, and apart from the blanketing of 
the locals over certain portions of the 
tuning scale practically every worth -while 
station could be tuned in at full loud- 
speaker strength. 

As already pointed out, the selectivity is 
very high for this class of set, and the 
quality of reproduction also proved to be 
exceptionally good. Both low and high 
notes were well represented in the output, 
and no part of the frequency range 
appeared to be over -stressed. The undis- 
torted output obtainable is considerable, 
and the reproduction is singularly free 
from both harmonic distortion and notice- 
able resonances. 
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Highly Selective Straight Set 
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M P/ PEN 

DETECTOR VALVE 
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CONTROL 

TUNED ANODE 

COIL 
INPUT FILTER COILS 

RECTIFIER VALVE 

442 BU 

ELECTROLYTIC 

CONDENSERS 

HF VALVE AC/SG 

'Wireless World] 

WAVE -RANGE GRAMO 
AND ON -OFF SWITCH 

TO 
LOUD SPEAKER 

REACTION CONTROL 

TUNING CONTROL 

Circuit diagram and chassis details of the Climax Band -pass Three. An unconventional filter coupling 
is used in the pre- selector. 
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LABORATORY TESTS 
B.B.C. TERMINAL 

A NEW terminal made throughout of bake - "- lite and fitted with a neat dome -shaped 
head has been placed on the market by S. 

Lilly & Sons, Ltd., 
8o, Alcester Street, 
Birmingham. 

Known as the 
B.B.C. " All -insu- 
lated " terminal, 
it is designed to 
take either spade - 
e n d connectors, 
pin -type connect- 
ors, or bare wire. 
They are available 
in black or red and 
with all the usual 

B.B.C. " all -insu- 
lated " bakelite 

terminal. 

markings, and the price is 24d. each. 
Incidentally, the shank of the terminal is 

not insulated, so that when it is mounted 
on metal chassis or panels, insulating bushes 
must be used. 

ROLA DUAL LOUD SPEAKERS 
TIIE dual balanced pairs of Rola type F 
loud speaker units are available in a 

wide variety of combinations which include 
both permanent magnet and energised 
types. The pair tested comprised an F6 
(74in. cone) and an F7 (9in. cone) -both 
energised and with 2,000 -ohm field windings 
and hum- bucking or hum -neutralising coils. 

A single output 
transformer is fitted 
to the F6 chassis 
and supplies both 
speech coils in 
parallel. As a re- 
stilt, the distribution 
of current tends to 
counteract the 
effects of mechanical 
resonances and to 
produce a smoother 
overall response. 
The benefits of this 
arrangement a r e 

most marked at the 
lower end of the 
frequency scale and 
result in a particu- 
larly rich and full 
bass response with- 
out any trace of 
boom. The output 
is well maintained 
down to 7o cycles, and there is only 
slight falling -off even at 5o cycles. 

There is a detectable resonance between 
2,80o and 3,000 cycles, but this is not suffi- 
cient to cause shrillness, and the output in 
the middle and upper registers is well 
matched to the excellent bass response. 

Care is necessary in connecting the units 
to see that the coils move in the same phase. 
This is easily judged by ear ; if there is a 
poor bass response either the speech coil or 
the field winding on one of the units should 
be reversed. 

The price of the combination tested is 

:4 5s., and the makers are The British Rola 
Co., Ltd., 179, High Road, Kilburn, Lon- 
don, N.W.6. 

NEW RADIO PRODUCTS 
REVIEWED 

BALDWIN TEST SETS 

TY 
WO exceedingly useful test sets, -one for 
capacity measurements and the other 

for measuring resistances, have been de- 
veloped by the Baldwin Instrument Co., 24, 
Well Ball Road, Eltham, London, S.E.9. 
The former is described as the Mufer " 
Bridge, and has a range of from 0.00005 
mfd." to 4 mfds., the actual capacity of 
the condenser under test being read off 
directly from 
the scale. 
It is con - 
structed o n 
t h e bridge 
princi pie, 
and is ener- 
gised by a 
neon tube o s - 
c i l l a t o r 
which re- 
quires be -' 
tween 120 
and i6o 
volts, this 
being s u p- 
plied by an 
external battery. The current consumed is 
very small, being less than 0.1 milliamp. 

The bridge has two ranges, the lower 
extends from 0.00005 mfd. to 0.015 mfd., 
while the higher covers all capacities from 
0.015 mfd. to 4 mfds. 

On test we found this instrument to be 
exceedingly accurate, the largest error re- 

ponent under test is read off directly from 
the scale and two ranges are provided. The 
lower range extends from 0.5 ohm to 150 
ohms, and the higher range from 150 ohms 
to 40,000 ohms. 

Our tests show that the accuracy obtain- 
able with this instrument is exceptionally 
high, for measurements made with labor- 
atory sub -standard resistances failed to re- 
veal an appreciable error greater than that 
introduced in reading the scale over the 
major part of the range. Resistances can be 
measured within two per cent. of their 
actual value if a little care is exercised is 
reading the scale. 

Baldwin "Muter " con- 
denser test bridge and " Log - 

ohm " resistance bridge, Mark II model. 

The Mark I model costs 7os., and the 
price of the complete instrument, Mark II, 
is 1 ros. 

Rola type F6 and F7 mains energised units connected as a 
" dual balanced pair." 

a corded being a shade over two per cent. 
Over the major part of the scale the error 
was of the order of one per cent. only, which, 
considering the very reasonable price, which 
is but 75s., is exceptionally good. It may 
reasonably be regarded as a precision instru- 
ment. 

The " Logohm " resistance bridge is made 
in two types, a Mark I model and a Mark II 
model. Both embody the same general 
principle, the difference being that the Mark 
II style is a complete instrument and in- 
cludes a galvanometer and a small battery. 
The Mark I model includes the essential 
parts of the bridge only and requires an ex- 
ternal galvanometer and battery. 

The D.C. resistance in ohms of the corn- 

IGRANIC T.24B TRANSFORMER 
N4ADE by the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., MADE 

Queen Victoria Street, London, 
E.C.4, the Type T.24B intervalve L.F. 
transformer is available in two ratios, viz., 
1: 3 and 1: 5, the price being 5s. 6d. in 
each case. Tests made with a specimen 
1 : 3 model connected in the anode circuit 
of a valve of io,000 ohms A.C. resistance 
and with 1.5 mA. flowing in the primary 
show the amplification to be sensibly con- 
stant above Low cycles and up to 8,000 
cycles. The greatest increase does not 
exceed 1.5 decibels over this part of the 
audible scale as compared with the ampli- 
fication at 1,000 cycles. 

Below.l,000 cycles the amplification falls 
off gradually and the level is depressed by 
about 15 decibels at loo cycles. It is only 
below 300 cycles, however, that the reduc- 
tion in amplification becomes apparent. 
Considering the very reasonable price of 
the compo- 
nent its per- 
formance is 
quite satis- 
factory, for 
over the 
major part of 

Type T.24B 
Igranic L.F. 
transformer, 
ratio I :3. 

the audible scale the amplification Is suffi- 
ciently well maintained to preserve a good 
balance of reproduction. 

0000 
The 1933 Radio Catalogue recently issued by 

I)ayzite, Ltd., 17, Lisle Street, Leicester 
Square, London, \V.C.2, contains 120 pages 
devoted to illustrations and descriptive matter 
of the extensive range of proprietary receivers 
and components handled by this firm. 

Y4Z ii :'% 
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BROADCAST 
By Our Special Correspondent 

Why America was Cross 
WHILST' agreeing with the attitude 

adopted by the B.B.C. in the matter 
of the King's Empire speech, I can under- 
stand the annoyance of the American Press. 
Repeated requests had been made that His 
Majesty's speech might also be extended 
to the broadcasting networks in the United 
States ; when permission was refused, on 
the grounds that the broadcast was essen- 
tially of an Empire nature, the Americans 
were indignant. 

Very sad. But the United States are not 
part of the Empire, however much they 
%vould like to be! 
A Word for the Post Office 

By the way, it seems to me that not 
enough credit has been given to the Po -t 
Office for the major part which it play, 
in the great Empire programme on Christ- 

. mas Day. Actually, the whole of the 
" Round the Empire " feature was con- 
ducted from the international switchboard 
of the Post Office at Carter Lane, E.C., 
through which the messages passed to and 
fro between Broadcasting House and the 
scattered outposts of the Empire. 
How Others Heard 

More than this. The Post Office also re- 
transmitted the programme by beam tele- 
phony to Canada and Australia, which (pay,, 
the B.B.C.) were the only parts of the 
Empire remaining in touch with the pro- 
gramme from beginning to end. 

A New Record 
DURING 1932 the B.B.C. stations broad- 

cast for 58,163 hours with breakdowns 
amounting to only 0.023 per cent. of the 
total transmission period. This was even 
better than the year before, when the break- 
down percentage was 0.03. 
The Big Three 

The " Three Big Events " of the year 
were : The opening of Broadcasting House, 
the inauguration of Scottish Regional and 
that of the Empire broadcasting station. 
Provinces Not Forgotten 

Any suggestions that the provinces were 
not being adequately looked after by the 
B.B.C. were swept aside during 1.932 when 
the Corporation set about replacing studios 
and control gear all over the country. 

Edinburgh and Manchester were both pro- 
vided with studio accommodation second to 
none, while work is still proceeding at 
Birmingham on the new Midland Regional 
headquarters. Bristol will soon he provided 
with -studios and offices worthy to be asso- 
ciated with the centre of West Regional 
broadcasting activities. 
Success of Christmas " Proms " 

The Old Year went out with the promise 
of still better things to follow. The last - 
minute decision to install the rebuilt long - 
wave National station at Wychbold, Droit- 
wich, was announced during the last clays 
of the year, and it was on New Year's Eve 
that an important experiment began -the 
broadcasting of Christmas " Proms." 

The success of these new concerts is such 
that the B.B.C. have already practically 
decided to repeat the innovation a year 
hence. 

s` Ilr1eDemz WoQild, 

THE FIRST STAGE. On December 29th 
New York flocked to the opening ceremony 
of the great theatre which forms part of the 
"Radio City " now being erected on Broad- 
way. The photograph shows the imposing 

entrance. 

Curious? 
One curious feature of 1932 has been the 

absence of any great newcomers to the 
microphone. There has been no Kreisler or 
Caruso to burst upon the ether with a new 
style. 

No showman has stepped along to demon- 
strate that present-day broadcasting tech- 
nique is all wrong. 

We welcome the opportunity of 
congratulating both the Post 
Office and the B.B.C. on their 
splendid co- operation on Christ- 
mas Day which resulted in the 
most impressive broadcast yet 
staged. Let us hope that this 
great event may be the prelude 
to still greater achievements in 

the cause of Empire unity. 
1 ) 

An -Empire Pamphlet 
IN the making of B.B.C. pamphlets there 

is no end, but there seems reasonable 
excuse for the forthcoming " Empire Ser- 
yice " brochure, which will be chiefly for 
Empire consumption. It will tell briefly 
how the technical difficulties have been 
tackled at the Daventry short-wave station, 
how the programmes are being planned, and 
what the B.B.C. recommends that listeners 
should use in the way of receiving apparatus. 

As regards Empire receivers, the general 
consensus of opinion is in favour of the 
simple " superhet." type, but the problem 
is complicated by the fact that three dis- 
tinct classes of listener must be catered for. 

17 

BREVITIES 
The Simplest Set 

There are (a) the man with an electric 
mains supply, (b) the man with a battery 
charging plant within easy reach, and (c) 
the unfortunate who is many miles front 
even the smell of electricity, save in a 
thunderstorm. 

The last -named class of listener wants the 
simplest and most economical form of set 
going, a description which hardly applies to 
a superhet. 

" As You Were " at Daventry 
THOSE of you who dwell on the fringe of 

the Daventry (5XX) service area will 
have noticed the increased signal strength 
-in<-e a return was made to the original 
single -wire " T " aerial three weeks ago. 

Tests had been made on a high -capacity 
antenna, but although these provided some 
useful data for the design of the Droitwich 
aerial they were not otherwise successful. 

t,"..) 

Mr. Bartlett's Tours 
pROBLE141S of the day in foreign countries 

are to be dealt with by Mr. Vernon 
Bartlett in a new series of talks which be- 
gins next week. Mr. Bartlett, who has 
been broadcasting from various countries to 
British listeners, will return home for one 
brief talk on January 12th and will then 
explain to listeners his plans for the ensuing 
series which involves a further foreign tour, 
in the course of which it is hoped that he 
will be able to bring to the microphone some 
of the men prominent in the political and 
public life of various countries. 

tt,,1 

" Hassan " Revival 

jr is a sign of the growing antiquity of 
broadcasting that references are now 

made to " the older generation of listeners." 
These hoary folk are invoked by the B.B.C. 
in a publicity note concerning "Hassan " ; 

they, it is urged, will associate the name of 
Cecil Lewis, the producer, with this great 
poetic play by James Elroy Flecker, which 
was broadcast in November, 1926. 

The play is to be revived next month and 
will be broadcast in two parts. The music 
is by Frederick Delius. 

c.a 

The Flora of Portland Place 
THESE must be great days at. the Lang- 
-A- ham Hotel, which, of course, is the 
nearest hostelry to the new Broadcasting 
House. People are saying that already a 
definite track can be discerned on the road- 
way between the two buildings. This may 
be so, but I hesitate to associate the track 
with the new bar which, I am credibly in- 
formed, the Langham authorities have found 
it necessary to open recently. 

Since the B.B.C. began the charming 
practice of filling its window boxes with 
flowers, the Langham has followed suit. 

te-.1 

A Collection of Fossils? 
I ALWAYS visualise the staff of the B.B.C. 

as overflowing with the energy that 
comes with youth and a clear conscience, 
but one of their correspondents apparently 
holds a different opinion, as a letter recently 
arrived at Broadcasting House addressed to 
" The Curator, British Broadcasting Cor- 
poration." 
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READERS' PROBLEMS 
TIIESE columns are reserved for the publication of matter of general interest arising out of problems submitted 

by our readers. Readers requiring an individual reply to their technical questions by post are referred to 

" The Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be found 

at the foot of this page 

L.F. Howling 
ACORRESPONDENT tells us that his 

set works quite satisfactorily when it is 
used for the reception of near -by stations, 
but when reaction is applied for long - 
distance work there is a tendency for L.F. 
howling to develop. The set is a fairly 
conventional H.F.- det. -L.F. combination 
with grid leak detection. 

An effect such as this is generally to be 
ascribed to the use of a detector grid leak 
of excessively high value ; it may even be 
that the leak fitted is disconnected in- 
ternally, and that the valve is only 
functioning by virtue of incidental leakages 
across its base or holder. 

If the substitution of a new grid leak fails 
to put matters right, we suggest that the 
use of a lower ohmic valve than at present 
should be tried. 

Grid By -pass Condensers 
PROVIDED always that it be of fairly 

high capacity, ' any old condenser " 
is generally considered to be good enough 
for decoupling or by -pass purposes in the 
grid circuit of an H.F. valve. 

As the requirements here are perhaps 
rather less exacting than in an anode circuit, 
there is some justification for this attitude. 
A capacity of as little as o.002 mfd. will 
often serve the purpose, but in cases of 
doubt it is wise to play for safety, and to 
adopt the more or less standardised value 
of o. T mfd. 

TO DET 

TO GRID 
BIAS CONTROL 

Fig. r. -The capacity of the decoupling 
condenser C must be large in relation to 
that of the tuning condenser if accurate 
" ganging " is to be maintained. R is a 

decoupling resistance. 

The ill effects of using too small a capacity 
are particularly likely to be noticeable when 
the condenser is included as a part of the 
tuned circuit, and trouble is almost certain 
to arise when this circuit is one of a series 
controlled by a ganged condenser. Unless 
the by -pass capacity be very large in corr- 
parisón with that of the tuning condenser, 
perfect alignment of the circuits can hardly 
be obtained. 

For instance, a reader submits a circuit 
diagram, of which the part in question is 
reproduced in Fig. r. He finds that 
" ganging " does not hold, and asks for 
suggestions. 

A value of o.or mfd. has been assigned 
to the by -pass condenser C, which is 
effectively in series with the circuit L1 Cr. 
No such condenser figures in the circuit 
L2 C2, and so, even- if these two circuits 
have identical coils and tuning condensers, 
their alignment cannot be perfect, as a con- 
denser of o.or mfd. is small enough to affect 
appreciably the maximum capacity of the 
tuning condenser with which it is in series. 

We suggest an increase to 0.05 mfd., or, 
even better, to the standard value of 
o.r mfd. 

No Path for L.F 
SOME time ago attention was drawn to 

the fact that receivers with a simple 
tuned -anode H.F. coupling sometimes show 
signs of L.F. instability, especially when 
anode current for the valves is obtained 
through an H.T. battery eliminator. 
Briefly, the reason for this is that L.F. 
impulses may be fed hack to the detector 
through the associated grid condenser, and 
appreciable voltages may be built up across 
the grid leak. 

A correspondent, recalling this statement, 
goes on to ask whether the " Straight 
Three," described a few weeks ago, is likely 
to give trouble on this score. 

Although it is true that a tuned circuit is 
interposed directly in the anode circuit of 
the H.F. valve of this set, matters are so 
arranged that appreciable feed -back of L.F. 
voltages to.the detector grid can hardly take 
place. Although the anode circuit is tuned, 
it is almost completely isolated, so far as L.F. 
impulses are concerned, from the detector 
grid. 

Pick -up for the " Straight Three " 
SEVERAL readers have asked how a 

gramophone pick -up may be connected 
to the " Straight Three " (described in our 
issue of December 16th). 

Although more complicated change -over 
systems can be employed, it is more than 
doubtful whether their complexity is 
justified, and so we suggest the simple 
scheme shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2, 
where the additions are shown in dotted 
lines. 

The Wireless World 
INFORMATION BUREAU 

THE service is intended primarily for readers 
meeting with difficulties in the construc- 

tion, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of 
wireless receivers described in The Wireless 
ll'orld, or those of commercial design which from 
time to time are reviewed in the pales of The 
wireless World. Every endeavour will be made 
to deal with queries on all wireless platters, pro- 
vided that they are of such a nature that they 
can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter. 

Communications should be addressed to The 
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accom- 
panied by a remittance of 5s, to cover the cost 
of the service. The enquirer's name and address 
should be written in block letters at the top of 
all communication. 

This represents the basic circuit arrange- 
ment, and does not include a volume con- 
trol, which will in most cases be desirable. 
However, the diagram will serve as a guide 
to one querist, who states that his pick -up 
includes a built -in volume control ; in this 
case he may join the leads shown as going 
to the pick -up to the input terminals of the 
particular accessory that he is using. 
Actually, of course, the appropriate connec- 
tions to the controlling potentiometer will 
have been made internally by the unanu- 
facturers. 

s 

Fig. 2. -The simplest way of adding a gramo- 
phone pick -up to the "Straight Three." 

Those who are fitting a separate volume 
control potentiometer should join the ends 
of the resistance element directly across the 
pick -up ; the switch will then be connected 
to the slider, and the low -potential end of . 

the resistance to G.13. negative. 

Without an Oscillator 
THE fact that audible signals can be re- 

ceived with a superheterodyne when the 
oscillator valve is disconnected, or even 
totally removed, is not of necessity an in- 
dication that something is seriously wrong, 
although it certainly rather implies that the 
signal- frequency tuning system could be im- 
proved. 

For instance, if signals from two stations 
operating in channels separated from each 
other by a frequency equal to that of the 
I.F. amplifier are allowed to reach the first 
detector grid, they will, in combination, pro- 
duce signals of the I.F. amplifier frequency, 
and so both programmes will be heard 
simultaneously. 

A reader who has noticed this effect need 
not, in our opinion, be unduly perturbed. 
The stations are only heard -and that very 
feebly -when the volume control is at 
maximum ; under these conditions a local 
station may cause a heavy flow of grid 
current, with the result that one of the pre - 
selector circuits may be seriously damped. 
Selectivity will then be reduced, and the 
interference effect will be noticeable. In 
normal circumstances, with the oscillator in 
operation, these conditions are not likely to 
arise. 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
Ether Congestion 

Conditions Unlikely to Get Worse 

GREAT deal of exaggerated 
talk occurs to -day on the 
question of ether congestion 
and the difficulty of separating 

stations, and we are often told that 
sets of to -day are already mostly out 
of date and will be hopelessly unsuit- 
able in a short time to come through 
lack of selectivity. 

But let us examine the position from 
an unbiased point of view. It must be 
conceded at once that in this country 
the introduction of the alternative 
programme scheme put out of com- 
mission a large number of sets which 
were so unselective as to be unable to 
differentiate between, say, London 
Regional and London National. 

Steps were at once taken to meet 
this new situation by designing re- 
ceivers capable of giving selectivity 
sufficient to provide for foreign station 
reception tinder the most exacting 
conditions which can be imagined, 
namely, with a high power local station 
close by, when the foreign stations to 
be received were weak in strength by 
comparison. Increasing the power of 
foreign stations will, in a way, actually 
simplify the reception of these stations 
as alternatives to the local transmitter, 
for with field strength of foreign stations 
increased, any tendency on the part 
of the local transmitter to swamp them 
will be counteracted. 

Only pessimists would visualise a 
state of affairs in Europe where the 
broadcasting authorities disregarded 
any attempt at organisation and 
grabbed each other's wavelengths with- 
out regard to overlapping. If we 
anticipated such a possibility, then 
indeed the outlook for reception in 
any part of Europe would be a sorry 
one, but we need not have any such 
misgivings, for organisation must re- 
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main, as otherwise reception, even of 
the local stations, would soon become 
impossible. Except in a few par- 
ticularly ill- favoured localities, increase 
in power of Continental stations can 
only be regarded as a development 
which will give listeners a wider choice 
of programmes at better strength than 
they have hitherto enjoyed. 

"What Station Is That ?" 
A Direct Answer at Last 

LL listeners who ever hesitate 
over the identification of a 
foreign- transmitter -and who 
does not ? -*ill be interested 

in the new device described in this issue. 
Ordinary wavemeters, if accurate 

enough for modern conditions, are 
fairly satisfactory as an aid to the 
positive identification of foreign trans- 
missions. But, calibrated in the usual 
way, they have in the past failed to 
appeal to the average wireless user ; 

perhaps the main reason for their 
lack of popularity is the fact that 
identification is only secured after 
going through a more or less compli- 
cated series of operations. The 
Station Finder indicates the name of 
the station actually being received, 
all intermediate processes being elimina- 
ted. 

Such a station. identifier is easy 
enough to make, but the finished article 
will be quite useless unless it can be 
accurately calibrated. The most 
attractive feature of the W r'reless 
World Station Finder is that it is 
virtually self -calibrating, and that the 
simple initial adjustments that are 
necessary may be made without the 
use of instruments. 

The form in which the device is 
presented is certainly the best for 
general use, and it will operate satis- 
factorily with the majority of receivers 
without any alteration. 
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By H. F. SMITH 

HEN conditions are favourable, a good modern set 
will tune in a transmission at practically every scale 
division of a o -too dial. Probably the average 
listener cannot identify one -tenth of the stations 

receivable on such , a set .without a wearîsome wait for an 
announcement -which does not always come, and, if it does, 
may convey no clue to identity. Even if he has taken the 
trouble to calibrate his set, a somewhat complicated process is 
necessary before he can be sure of the station that is being 
received. 

No useful purpose would be served by a discussion of the 
shortcomings of the usual methods of identification, or by 
invidiously stressing the merits of the few receivers in the 
design of which a determined effort has been made to solve 
the problem. 

Until all receivers are station -calibrated 
in a definite and really dependable 
manner, it would seem that there will 
always be a use for a " Station Finder." 
Without a trial, it is difficult to realise 
the interest that it adds to long- distance 
reception. 

The simple device to be described in 
this article is a form of wavemeter, but, 
instead of being calibrated in wavelengths 
or on an arbitrary scale, has an indicat- 
ing dial directly marked in the settings 
corresponding to each important European 
station with an " official " place in the 
medium broadcasting waveband. It is intended to be inserted 
in the aerial circuit, and will function satisfactorily with the 
great majority of receivers, irrespective of the type of tuning 
dial fitted. Exceptions are those with automatic volume control 
and a few others which include a series aerial condenser of 
extremely low capacity. For use with these sets a buzzer and 
dry battery may be added, as will be described later, without 
prejudice to the accuracy, of the meter. 

After careful consideration and comparative tests, the absorp- 
{ion method of obtaining an indication was adopted. The most 

Practically 
Self-Calibrating. 

Operates Without Any 
Alteration to Existing Sets 

obvious advantages are simplicity and cheapness; but there are 
other strong points. A buzzer wavemeter is noisy, and needs 
periodical adjustment and renewal of its battery ; the absorption 
instrument, apart from requiring no maintenance, is silent in 
operation, giving its indication by reducing the loudness of 
incoming signals. As shown in Fig. t, the Station Finder 
comprises nothing more than a tuned circuit -coil and variable 
condenser -with means for coupling it suitably to the aerial 
circuit. 

Anyone with access to an accurate standard meter can 
construct and, given sufficient patience, can calibrate a station 
indicator, but special precautions have to be taken to ensure 
that an instrument that is virtually self -calibrating may be set 
up with the required degree of accuracy by the amateur, without 

special facilities. An error of more than 
about one part in 200 will lead to 
ambiguity between stations ; but the 
degree of accuracy implied is much easier 
of attainment than would appear, and 
the writer has made so many tests that 
he is convinced that no reader who is 
prepared to take reasonable care should 
fail to better this figure, as an average. 

A great deal depends on the tuning 
condenser, and the Cyldon component 
specified is highly suitable for this par- 
ticular purpose.. Discrepancies between 
individual specimens have in no case 
been found to be greater than can be 

corrected by the simple method of adjustment to be described. 
As an additional safeguard, the makers have undertaken to 
supply, for use in building the Station Finder, condensers which 
follow the same law as the specimen used in making the original 
calibration. 

Of almost equal importance is the tuning -coil assembly, of 
which the tuned section is wound with fifty turns of No. 22 
D.C.C. wire on a sin. paxolin former. The coupling coil, of 
six turns of No. 3o D.S.C. wire with a tapping at the fourth 
turn, is space -wound over one end of the tuned section. It is 

ERMINAL OF RECEIVER 

Fig. i.-Complete circuit diagram; external 
connections to receiver in dotted lines. 
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Direct- reading Station Finder - 
obviously necessary that all coils should be matched to a 
standard, and so arrangements have been made with Tunewell 
Radio to produce suitable 
assemblies with inductance 
values within the prescribed 
limits. 

Constructionally, there is 
not much difficulty in planning 
a layout for the few com- 
ponents needed, but care must 
be taken to see that the front 
panel is large enough for the 
station -indicating . dial, ' which 
has a diameter of yin. 
Although a plain square box 

z1 

rating dial must be prepared. The semi- circular scale printed 
at the head of this article may be cut out and pasted on a disc 
of good quality pasteboard, about, rain. thick and yin. in dia- 

meter, with a hole of a full kin. 

IT is natural that the majority of constructional articles 
should appeal only to a more or less limited number of 

readers. The Direct -Reading Station -Finder, on the other 
hand, will be. of interest to everyone who has a receiver 
capable of anything . more than localstation reception. 
Although the device is so accurate as to ensure positive 
identification .Of practically any medium -wave European 
station, it may be built and Operated successfully even by 
those with no previous experience- of home construction. 

would do as a container, ä loping front 
venient, as it allows the dial tò be read 
Myers -Hunt cabinet specially designed for 
is supplied in parts, at the suggestion of 
the components may be fully accessible 

panel is more con - 
more easily. The 
the Station Finder 
the writer, so that 
for assembly and 

TWIN 

1 

TERMINAL 

/ 
STRIPS 

o 

O r°_[J g,ò 

Fig. 2. Practical wiring plan. Inset: a slip of cardboard, shaped and 
marked as shown, may be screwed to the front panel as a datum mark. 

wiring, and thus avoiding the risk of damaging them, which 
is certainly increased when one is obliged to work in a 
restricted space. As shown in an accompanying photograph, 
all the parts may be mounted and wired with the base, front 
panel, and one side of the cabinet fitted together. Well- seasoned 
wood, which will not warp, is almost essential for the 
container. 

Relative positions of the components are comparatively 
unimportant, but a minimum spacing of a full inch should 
be given_ between the coil and tuning condenser. Initial 
adjustment of the trimming condenser is effected by means of 
-a screwdriver through a hole in the bottom of the box, and 
this component must be mounted so that its control screw -head 
registers with a hole of about Ain. diameter, previously 
drilled. Mounting of the coil and variable condenser is quite 
straightforward. 

Assembled and Wired in an Hour 
Those who are accustomed to building sets will find the 

wiring ridiculously easy, as there are only eight connections 
to be made. The coil terminals are numbered to correspond 
with both the circuit diagram and the practical plan (Fig. 2), 
and there is consequently no risk of error. It should be 
noticed that the lower end of the tuned coil '(terminal No. r) 
is joined to the metal frame of the tuning condenser, and also 
to the springy vane of the trimming condenser. 

To allow of better accessibility, the terminal strips through 
which connection is made to the unit are mounted on the front 
panel. That on the left -hand side carries sockets for connection 
of the aerial, marked At and A2, while the other, being blank, 
has been allotted arbitrary lettering ; R corresponds to the 
socket through which connection is made to the aerial terminal 
of the receiver, and S indicates a short -circuiting socket. By 
inserting the aerial plug in-this socket the station finder is thrown 
out of circuit entirely. 

After having assembled and wired the components the indi- 

in diameter through the centre. 
A 4in. tuning dial of conven- 
tional type is then mounted 
concentrically on the disc by 
means of Seccotine or similar 
.adhesive ; . it is advisable to 
roughen ;the, underside of the 
dial : with ,sandpaper before 
glueing it. Plenty of time 
should be- allowed. for the ad- 
hesive .to set thoroughly. 

Instead . of .this improvised 
dial a more workmanlike. and perrnarrent j.ob can be made by 
fitting one of the engraved ivorine_ discs which are being issued 
by the publishers of The Wireless- World. . One of these, scales 
may be glued to a 4in..dial-in the :same way, as .a pasteboard disc ; 

again, both surfaces should be roughened.: Finally, tho com- 
pleted dial is secured to the spindle -by , 

means of the grub- screw, an- indicating 
mark having. previously been fixed to. the. 
panel. The- zero mirk on the dial should 
coincide with this . indicator when the 
moving condenser vanes are. fully. ,out of 
mesh with the stator, . . .. 

We are now ready to start: operations. 
Rëmove the aerial from the receiver and 
connect it to a plug inserted in socket A2. 
Join socket to the aerial terminal of 
the. receiver. and make sure that absorp- 
'tiorr: is taking place. With the set tuned -, 
to a transmission at about 250. metres 
rotate the station 'finder dial slowly -until 
a point is reached where signal strength 
is reduced to a minimum ; a little practice 
and it will be possible to determine the . 
corresponding setting to within a small fraction of a degree. It 
should be noted that the " unders and overs " method should 
not be employed, as apparent signal strength usually varies 
asymmetrically about the point of resonance, rather as shown 
in Fig. 3. As the dial is steadily turned in one direction there is 
a sudden weakening, followed by a more gradual accession of 
strength to the normal level. Of course, a meter in the detector 
anode circuit is a useful aid to determining the correct tuning 

Fig 3.- Illustrating 
the asymmetrical 
effect of absorption. 

The cabinet 
has been pàrtly 
dismantled to show the 
simple construction of the 

Station Finder. 

point, but is by no means essential. 
So far, station indications given by the dial will have no 
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significance, as the operation of zero - 
adjusting has not yet been carried out. To 
do this, tune the receiver to a dependable 
station working on a wavelength of about 
'25o metres, and set the station finder dial 
accurately to the setting corresponding to 
that station. With a wooden- handled 
screwdriver adjust the trimming con- 
denser for weakest signals without touch- 
ing the dial ; this operation should be 
carried out with patience and extreme 
care. 

A check reading should now be made 
by tuning in another reliable known 
station at a much longer wavelength -say, 
about 50o metres. In order to get suffi- 
cient absorption it will generally be neces- 
sary to increase coupling by transferring 
the aerial plug to Ai. If the name of the 
station being received is now accurately 
indicated on the dial -and with a modi- 
cum of luck it will be -all is well, and no 
further adjustment will be necessary ; 

any station which adheres to its official 
wavelength may be identified with con- 
fidence. As a rule, use the A2 socket for 
stations under 30o metres and Ai for 
higher wavelengths. 

How Accuracy is Ensured 
If, on the other hand, there is a dis- 

crepancy at the top end of the tuning 
scale, a further operation is necessary. 
Irrespective of station indication, set the 
dial accurately for minimum signal 

For the benefit of readers who prefer 
not to use a cardboard indicating disc, 
an engraved ivorine scale for the 
Station Finder has been prepared. 
Applications for this scale, accom- 
panied by a remittance of 2/- to cover 
the cost, should be made to our pub- 
lishers, Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. 

strength on the longer -wave station, and 
then, without disturbing the position of 
the variable condenser vanes, slacken the 
condenser grub -screw and rotate the dial 
on its spindle so that it indicates accur- 
ately the name of the station. Secure the 
dial firmly again, and return to the 
shorter -wave station ; a very slight read- 
justment of the trimming condenser will 
now be necessary. 

In some cases it may be necessary to 
repeat these operations several times, not 
forgetting to transfer the aerial coupling 
plug to the appropriate socket for the 
long - and short -wave station. At each 
repetition the discrepancy will become 
less. 

It may be helpful to summarise these 
two zero -adjusting operations, which de- 
termine the accuracy of the instrument, 

LIST OF PARTS 
1 Variable condenser, 0.0005 mfd. Log. mid -line 

Cyldon, Type D5 
1 Semi -variable condenser, 0.00007 max. 

Cyldon, Type ST70 
1 Special dial, 4in. diameter Cyldon 

1 Station Finder coil assembly Tonewell 

2 Twin socket strips, " Al, A2 "; " l,lauk." 
Belling -Lee 

1 Cabinet Myers -Hunt Cabinet Co., Ltd. 

Screws: 6 in. No. 4 R /hd., 2 lin. No. 6 lt /Ld. 
Iwo lengths sleeving; 2 yds. No. 22 tinned copper wire. 
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although the second will seldom be needed. 
(i) Set dial to name of short -wave 

station and adjust trimmer for minimum 
signal strength. 

(2) Tune for minimum signal strength 
on long -wave station, and slip dial so 
that station name coincides with datum 
mark. 

JANUARY 13th, 1933. 

If occasion arises to repeat these opera- 
tions they should always be done in the 
sequence given. Never adjust the 
trimmer at a long wavelength or slip the 
dial at a short one. 

A specimen Station Finder is available 
for examination by readers at 116 -117, 
Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. 

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES 
THERE have been occasional slight at- 

mospherics of late, but they have 
never been sufficiently serious to cause 
any real interference with long -dis- 

tance reception. I notice, too, distinctly less 
spark signal interference, but heterodynes 
have unfortunately increased to some extent. 

Stations affected recently by heterodyne 
interference are Lyons Doua, the Ecole 
Supérieure, Beromünster, the Poste Parisien, 
and Bratislava. The cause of the hetero- 
dyne on Beromünster is something of a 
mystery. When it first occurred some weeks 
ago it was supposed to have been caused by 
an unauthorised station working in Berlin. 
This was closed down by the authorities and 
the heterodyne ceased temporarily. Now, 
however, it is worse than ever, completely 
ruining the Swiss station's transmissions. 
According to the U.I.R. Report for Novem- 
ber no fewer than three unknown stations 
were fairly regularly at work on wavelengths 
between those of Lyons and Beromünster. 

The 2o- kilowatt Italian station Bari, 
working on 269.8 metres, is often to be re- 
ceived, though the strength is not what elle 
would expect, particularly when compared 
with that obtained from the 7- kilowatt 
Turin. Bari unfortunately shares a wave- 
length with the 1- kilowatt Bremen, and if 
both are working simultaneously there is dis- 
tinct interference. The Athlone transmitter 
of the Dublin station appears to be at work, 
at intervals at any rate, though it would 
seem that it is not yet using full power, 
for the strength of the transmission is not 
greatly in excess' of that of the old Dublin 
station on its good nights. 

Transatlantic reception continues to be 
extraordinarily good. In addition to the 
U.S.A. stations it is frequently possible to 
hear transmissions from the Argentine, and 

I have once or twice picked up Mexican 
stations at very fair strength. 

Of the long -wave European stations. both 
Huizen and Kalundborg have shown a certain 
weakness on odd days recently. Motala, on 
the other hand, is improved, and I have from 
correspondents accounts of good reception 
from Reykjavik on 1,2oo metres, though 
this is a station that very seldom comes in 
well in my own locality. 

On the medium waveband there has been 
very little fading,' even below 300 metres. 
Wavelength- wandering on the part of cer- 
tain stations still continues to cause trouble 
towards the lower end of the band, but the 
number of stations in that region now receiv- 
able clear of serious interference is surpris- 
ingly good. Fécamp, in particular, is in ex- 
cellent form. Both Nürnberg and Trieste 
are well heard. Gleiwitz varies somewhat, 
though good reception is usual. Turin is 
very much improved and is to be heard well 
on most evenings. Both Heilsberg and Hil- 
versum are completely reliable, and Bord- 
eaux has been coming through splendidly 
for some time. 

Unhappy Neighbours 
Genoa is seldom heard at better than 

moderate loud speaker strength. Göteborg 
is still not at its best ; Breslau is well heard, 
but Milan and the Poste Parisien do not 
seem to be quite happy as next -door neigh- 
bours. - 

Brussels No. 2 and Strasbourg are always 
to be found. Hamburg is not constant, 
being occasionally very good, though some- 

'times quite poor. Toulouse has shown cer- 
tain ups and downs. Some station, not posi- 
tively identified, but probably Archangel, has 
caused occasional trouble with Leipzig, de- 
spite the latter's enormous strength. 

Madrid Union 
Radio can be re- 
ceived, though not 
as a rule strongly ; 

Berlin Witzleben, 
too, is not so strong 
as it was a week or 
two ago. Rome, 
Langenberg, a n d 
Prague have all been 
first rate. Florence 
shows a slight fall- 
ing off, and Brussels 
No. r has some- 
times been received 
at rather less than 
n o r in a 1 strength. 
Both Munich and 
Vienna have varied 
a good deal in 
strength, and Buda- 
pest, which until 
recently was gener- 
ally receivable long 

FIELD WIRELESS IN N.Z. Amateur transmitters in New Zealana 
have formed a chain of portable stations for use in emergencies. The 
photograph shows Wellington amateurs assisting in the search for a 

wrecked aeroplane. 

before dark, h a s 
once or twice been 
weak late in the 
evening. 

D. EXER. 
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Practical 
HINTS and TIPS 

ACERTAIN amount of care should be 
taken in arranging the leads which, 

in an A.C. set, connect the power rectifier 
to the reservoir condenser and smoothing 
apparatus. Of course, the need for 
adequate insulation has always been 

recognised, as the posi- 
tive lead is at a high 
voltage with respect 
to earth. 

Experience shows 
that, apart from the risk of insulation 
breakdown, there is a distinct risk of in- 
troducing hum if the leads in question are 
in inductive relationship with other leads 
and components in the receiver. The 
wave -form of the current flowing in these 
wires is such that troubles of this nature 
are particularly likely to be provoked. 

Rectifier 
Output 
Leads 

5 

aCC 
bcA >Z 
KW 
W° 
wz o ul A.C. 

Fig. i. -The rectifier output leads, shown 
in dotted lines, should be short and direct. 

Fortunately, it generally happens that 
the ' rectifier, power transformer, and 
smoothing components are all mounted in 
close proximity to each other, and so the 
trouble does not often arise. But it is 
worth while bearing in mind, when a set is 
fo be fed from a separate power supply 
unit that does not include smoothing equip- 
ment, that the reservoir condenser should 
be mounted close to the rectifier valve. 

The two leads which are likely to give 
rise to induction troubles are shown in 
dotted .lines in Fig. I. 

ONE of the advantages of feeding an 
L.F. coupling transformer through 

a resistance -capacity combination (instead 
of connecting the primary directly in the 
anode circuit of the preceding valve) is 
that bass response may be artificially 

" boosted. To do 
this, the value of the 
coupling condenser is 
so chosen that, in 
conjunction with the 

inductance of the primary, it will resonate 
at a very low frequency- towards the 
lower limit of audibility. 

Parallel -fed 
Transformers 

AIDS TO 
BETTER RECEPTION 

It sometimes happens that this state of 
affairs is brought about accidentally, per- 
haps by using for coupling purposes a 
condenser that happens to be available at 
the moment. In such cases all may be 
well, but there is a risk if the resonance 
happens to occur at about ioo cycles, 
that mains hum will be unduly accen- 
tuated and will be very difficult to 
eliminate by ordinary means. 

The simplest remedy for the trouble is, 
of course, to use a different value of 
coupling condenser- generally larger than 
the original component, although some- 
times a smaller capacity will be found to 
be actually better. This is largely a 
matter of trial and error. 

CONSIDERINÇ the relatively large 
number of tuned circuits in the 

average superheterodyne, it is surprising 
that in most cases this class of receiver 
can be persuaded to function in an 
entirely satisfactory manner with a mini- 

mum of difficulty. 
Oscillator The f e w difficulties 
Reaction that arise are, more 

Adjustments often than not, asso- 
ciated with the oscilla- 

tor valve or its circuits, and when results 
are not up to expectations, time may 
often be, saved by devoting attention to 
this part of the set before looking else- 
where for the trouble. 

Everyone knows that a superheterodyne 
receiver cannot work properly unless the 
valve in question is generating oscilla- 
tions. But it is not so generally appre- 
ciated that results may be poor, at any 
rate over a section of the tuning scale, if 
it is oscillating too fiercely. This state 
of affairs is generally due to excessively 
tight coupling between plate and grid cir- 
cuits, and it will sometimes manifest 
itself as a buzzing sound, audible in the 
loud speaker at certain settings of the 
tuning condenser. 

When results 'are for any reason unsatis- 
factory, and particularly when the effect 
mentioned in the previous paragraph is 
noticed, it is worth while to assure one- 
self that the reaction winding of the 
oscillator coil assembly has not become 
displaced. This coil is' so- wound 
on a small former, which is mounted in- 
side the main former on which the grid 
and plate coils are supported. Even if 
buzzing does not take place, it is possible 
that general results may be improved by 
a slight alteration in the position of the 
coil.; it must not, however, be moved to 
such an extent that self -oscillation ceases 
entirely at one end of the tuning scale. 

THE best -known property of reaction is 
to increase the strength of signals, but 

it has another application which is almost 
equally important. Properly used, it may 
be applied to increasing the selectivity of 
the set ; the usual procedure is to reduce 

input either by loosen- 
ing aerial coupling or 
by applying some 
other form of H.F. 
volume control, and 

then to make good the loss of signal 
strength thus brought about by increasing 
reaction. 

This is an important application to many 
" 2-H.F." sets that were designed a year 
or two ago. Many of these sets, now found 
to be insufficiently selective, do not include 
a reaction control. But even if the detec- 
tor grid tuning coil does not embody a 
reaction winding it is generally a fairly 
easy matter to add one without structural 
alteration. 

In most cases about thirty turns of fine 
wire -No. 36 D.S.C. is generally about 
right -will be sufficient for the purpose. 
As to the actual disposition of the extra 
winding, a good deal depends on the con- 
struction of the coils, and very often it will 
be possible to wind it in the form of a hank 
or piled winding. The best position will 
be such that the added coil is in inductive 
relationship with,both medium- and long - 
wave windings. As a rule it should be 
rather nearer to the latter to give satis- 
factory control on both wavebands. 

Where an external winding is not con- 
venient it may be preferred to wind the 
reaction coil on a short length of tube, 
which may be inserted inside the main coil 
former in the manner shown in the accom- 
panying sketch. The coil may be wedged 

Adding 
a Reaction 

Coil 

Fitting a reaction winding inside the former 
of an existing two -range coil. 

in position by means of a couple of thin 
slips of wood ; connections may be brought 
out through the wall of the main former, 
or passed through into the base, as may 
be most convenient. 
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INCE electrolytic 
condensers d i ff e r 
from all other types of 
condenser, not only in 

their construction but in their 
electrical properties as well, it is 
very desirable that all users of them 
should appreciate these differences and 
what they imply. It is true that electro- 
lytic condensers possess certain features 
in common with other well known types 
of condenser (such as paper or mica 
dielectric ones) in that they have metallic 
electrodes, separated by a dielectric, and 
give a capacity effect expressible in micro - 
farads ; but the nature of the dielectric is 

so different that entirely different char- 
acteristics result therefrom. 

How they Differ 

In all other types of condenser, the 
dielectric is a separate and tractable 
material -e.g., a strip of paper, or a sheet 
of mica -and it is assembled with the 
metallic strips or plates forming the elec- 
trodes or armatures of the condenser. In 
electrolytic condensers the dielectric is too 
thin and delicate to be able to be dealt 
with separately (even suppósing that it 
could be manufactured in a separate 
form). It is produced by an electro- 
chemical or electrolytic process on the 
surface of the metal sheet or plate that 
forms one of the electrodes of the finished 
condenser. This alone might justify its 
name of electrolytic condenser, distin- 
guishing it from other types ; but the 
difference extends farther, in that an elec- 
trically conducting liquid, or electrolyte, 
is still required to complete the condenser 
in order to provide an electrical contact 
or connection to the outer surface of the 
electrochemically prepared dielectric film. 
Fig. I may make the distinction clearer. 
Fig. I (a) is intended to represent a single 
layer or plate of an ordinary condenser, 
Mr being one of the metal electrodes and 
M2 the other. Between them, and as 
closely as possible in contact with both 
of them, is the dielectric sheet D, which 
may, for example, be mica or paper, 
while any minute interstices between the 
adjacent surfaces are usually filled with 
some filling or " ` impregnating " medium, 
such as paraffin wax or oil. In Fig. i (b), 
the main metallic electrode of the con - 
denser is indicated at Mr on the surfaces 

Their Properties and Uses 

By PIIILIP R. COURSEY, B.Sc., DI.I.E.E. 
(Chief Engineer, the DuGilier Condenser Co., Lid.) 

WHY/ 

have electro- 
lytic condensers 

made their appearance in 
recent receiver designs? 
And what are the special 
properties and advantages 
of these over the more 

familiar mica or paper _ dielectric 
condensers ? This article describes 
the construction of electrolytic con- 
densers of various types and gives 
the reasons for their employment in 
special cases. 

of which have been " formed " the 
electrochemically produced dielectric 
layer Di D2, closely adhering to it. Out- 
side this layer is disposed the other metal 
electrode of the condenser, designated by 
M2 M2', and shown in two parts for the 
purposes of the diagram. This electrode 
M2 M2', even if pressed up closely to the 
surface of the dielectric film Di D2, would 
be likely to touch it in a few places only, 
giving a very poor capacity ; so that the 
space between is filled with the working 
electrolyte E E. This is a conduct- 
ing material, liquid, paste or solid, and 
by making close contact with the whole 
surface of the dielectric layer Dr D2, pro- 
vides a good connection between it and 
the second metal electrode of the con- 
denser M2 M2'. 

Fig. I.- Comparison of structure of electro- 
lytic with ordinary condensers. 

The function of the electrolyte does 
not, however, end here. It would, if a 
perfect dielectric film could be prepared, 
but for various reasons these dielectric 
coatings are more or less pervious. They, 
have minute holes or perforations-per - 
haps only of molecular dimensions, but 
sufficient to permit the passage of a con- 
siderable current through them, and so 
produce practically a short -circuit be- 
tween the metal electrodes. The passage 
of the current, however, through the 
electrolyte decomposes it to some extent, 
liberating minute gas bubbles in the di- 
electric perforations and so largely seal- 
ing them against the passage of further 
current ; or, provided that the electrolyte 
contains the appropriate chemicals, actu- 
ally forming new dielectric film on the 
surface of the main metal electrode, and 
sJ more or less filling up the perforations. 
These actions of the electrolyte are quite 
as important as the contact making 
action, first mentioned, and contribute 
largely to the successful working of the 
complete condenser. 

Polarised Condensers 

In paper and mica dielectric con- 
densers, the nature of the metal used for 
the electrodes plays only a very secondary 
part ; in electrolytic condensers it is all 
important, since the essential dielectric 
film can be formed easily only on certain 
metals. Of the common metals, alumi- 
nium is the most suitable in this respect, 
and is the one used in commercial electro- 
lytic condensers. 

The dielectric film is produced on the 
aluminium electrode by electrochemical 
treatment in a solution such that oxidation 
of the metal takes place. The dielectric 
film thus consists mainly of aluminium 
oxide. The dielectric strength of these 
films-that is to say, the voltage that they 
will stand up to when made up into a 
finished condenser -is determined by the 
thickness of the film and its physical 
structure, factors which are both con- 
trolled by the nature of the electrolyte in 
which the formation of the film takes 
place, as well as by the details of the 
electrochemical forming treatment. 

In the completed condenser the alumi- 
nium electrode upon which the dielectric 
film has been formed must always form 
the positive pole of the condenser. Electro- 
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Electrolytic Condensers - 
lytic condensers are polarised, and in 
general terms, therefore, they are only 
suitable for use in circuits where they are 
subjected to unidirectional voltages, so 
that the current through them is not re- 
versed. In Fig. I (b) the electrode MI 
must always be positive, while the second 
electrode M2, which has no dielectric coat- 
ing on if, is the negative. 

Electrolytic condensers are funda- 
mentally different from other condensers 
in this respect. Since for the reasons 
already stated the working electrolyte 
between the metal electrodes in the 
finished condenser contains some chemi- 
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Fig. 2.- Voltage characteristic of electrolytic 
condenser. 

cal materials which can continue the 
oxidising or forming action on the di- 
electric film by the small leakage current 
flowing through the condenser, it follows 
that the correct polarity of the terminals 
of these condensers must always scrupu- 
lously be observed. Otherwise the di- 
electric coating will tend to go into solu- 
tion in the electrolyte and so be 
destroyed ; while at the same time the 
vigorous electrolytic action accompanying 
the comparatively large current which 
would pass in the reverse direction would 
liberate a quantity of gas, the pressure 
of which might fracture the condenser 
container. 

Leakage Current 

Another important feature wherein 
electrolytic condensers exhibit abnormal 
properties as compared with other con - 
densers is to be found in the leakage cur- 
rent which is always flowing through 
them when they are in use. This current, 
although small in value, is vastly greater 
than the minute leakage current which 
flows through the insulation of a paper 
or mica dielectric condenser. Electro- 
lytic condensers have no insulation resist- 
ance in the usually accepted sense of the 
expression. Actually, of course, the di- 
electric film of these condensers has a re- 
sistance amounting to perhaps 2 megohms 
in the case of a standard 8 microfarad 
450 -volt condenser-a value equivalent 
to an " insulation resistance " of 16 
megohm -microfarads, compared with 
which the corresponding figure for a good 

WkaDsoo WooM 
paper condenser of some thousands of 
megohm- microfarads is of an entirely 
different order. Furthermore, this figure 
is not a constant, but varies widely with 
the voltage applied to the condenser ter- 
minals, since the leakage current is very 
minute for low .voltages, rising rapidly as 
the voltage is increased beyond the rated 
value for the condenser. The mode of 
this variation for a typical condenser is 
depicted in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 gives the 
corresponding ,Sgures'of so- called " insula- 
tion resistance." . 

The shapes of these curves indicate 
further another feature in which electro- 
lytic condensers differ from paper or mica 
dielectric types. With the latter types of 
condensers the voltage applied to them 
can be increased up to a certain critical 
figure -the breakdown voltage -when 
sudden puncture of the dielectric occurs ; 

with electrolytic condensers, on the other 
hand, the value of the leakage current 
gives a very fair indication of the near- 
ness or otherwise to the maximum limit - 
ing voltage that may be applied to the 
condenser. Examining Fig. 2, it is seen 
that as the voltage is raised, the leakage 
current increases slowly at first, and then 
more and more rapidly. The larger in- 
crease generally determines the safe maxi- 
mum voltage. The reason for this is 
mainly a thermal one -when the leakage 
current becomes large, the energy loss in 
the condenser and the consequent heating 
occasioned thereby also becomes large. 
This generally results in a further increase 
in leakage current and the operating con- 
ditions then become 
unstable until fail- 
ure of the condenser 
occurs. 

Electrolytic con- 
densers show a 
measure of self - 
sealing effect, so 
that the failure of 
such condensers 
under excessive 
voltage may take 
several forms de- 
pending upon the 
particular construe- 
tion given to the 
condenser. Some 
of these condensers - the so - called 
" wet " types - 
have very fluid 
electrolytes, made 
usually of an 
aqueous solution of 
some salt or salts ; 
others -the semi- 
dry type -have a 
thick viscous paste -like electrolyte ; 

while still others -the " solid dry " 
type -have a hard, solid electrolyte. 
With the first type, excessive voltage 
punctures the dielectric film, and 
audible sparking takes place under the 
liquid. This causes heating and rapid 
evaporation of the liquid, both by 
the heat and the electrolytic action 
of the large leakage current. With 
the second type, excessive voltage pro- 
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Fig. 3.-" Insulation Resistance " of 
electrolytic condenser. 

duces ultimately charring of the mechani- 
cal spacer (cloth or paper) between 
the plates, by excessive local heat- 
ing. Puncture of the film may also take 
place, liberating gas, which will usually 
in such cases mechanically separate the 
plates by its sudden liberation, and so pre- 
vent them from producing a short circuit'. 
A momentary overload will thus reseal, 
much as with the wet type ; but a main- 
tained overload will likewise destroy the 
condenser by the overheating. With the 
third type, excessive voltage generally 
produces a much more sudden puncture 
much resembling that of the more ordinary 
condensers. 

The increase in the leakage current that 
occurs with excessive voltage acts as a 
certain measure of protection for the con- 
densers when they are used in radio 
receivers, as the increased load on the 
rectifier will tend usually to keep the 
voltage rise down ; but even so, thermal 
damage may still result if the overload 
persists. 

Electrolytic condensers differ from the 
more ordinary types of condenser in 
being operated usually at a voltage very 
much nearer the limiting value than is the 
case with paper or mica. With the latter, 
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Fig. 4.- Recovery curves for electrolytic condensers, plotted from tests 
on commercial condensers. Curve A shows poor, and curve B good 

recovery or " reforming " time. 

a ratio between the limiting puncture 
voltage and the working voltage of at 
least 5 to 6 is generally desirable ; while 
with the former a value round about 1.2 
to 1.5 is seldom exceeded. There is, 
therefore, with electrolytic condensers 
much less margin of safety to deal with 
voltage variations due to adjustments or 
other causes, which may or may not be 
under the control of the user of the radio 
set in which they are incorporated. 
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Electrolytic Condensers- 
Still another feature in which electro- 

lytic condensers differ from others shows 
up in their quantitative electrical proper- 
ties as their " power factor." The elec- 
trolyte is, from its nature, not a perfect 
conductor, but it possesses a certain 
resistance to the flow of current through 
it. With the wet types this resistance is 
usually fairly considerable, but with the 
drier types the very much closer spacing 
of the electrodes brings with it a consider- 
ably lower resistance value. The flow of 
alternating, or ripple current, through this 
resistance is necessarily accompanied by a 
loss of energy as heat, which is generally 
expressed numerically by the power 
factor. For the dry types a power factor 
of 5 per cent. to io per cent. is possible ; 

while for the wet types it may reach 
values as high as 25 per cent. to 3o per 
cent. The value of the power factor sets 
the limit to the maximum permissible 
ripple voltage which majr be superim- 
posed upon the normal d.c. voltage of the 
condenser without causing overheating 
and damage. Manufacturers of these con- 
densers usually specify limiting figure 
-which depends upon the particular form 
of their condensers. 

Intimately connected with this value of 
power factor is the effective value of the 
capacity of the condenser and the manner 
in which it changes with variations in 
the frequency of the ripple voltage. The 
series resistance of the electrolyte reduces 
the effective capacity of the condenser to 
alternating currents ; and as these con- 
densers are customarily used for smoothing 
rectified alternating currents, the effective 
a.c. capacity is the only one with which 
the user is really concerned. This value 
in microfarads is generally measured and 
quoted at 50 cycles, and with condensers 
having a small power factor the change 
betwcea 5o cycles and coo cycles (which 
is the normal ripple frequency for double 
wave rectification) is negligible. With 
high power factor condensers the differ- 
ence becomes more important. 

Pronounced Absorption Effect 

Finally, another point of peculiarity of 
these condensers resides in the degree of 
stability of the dielectric itself as corn- 
pared with, say, paper or mica. With 
these latter no changes in the condenser 
Should take place when the condenser is 
standing idle, unused, or with no voltage 
applied to it. With electrolytic con- 
densers some changes often occur under 
these conditions; but the trend of research 
and development is in the direction of 
eliminating these changes. When an elec- 
trolytic condenser has been standing idle, 
and a d.c. voltage is suddenly applied to 
its terminals, there is an initial rush of 
charging current just as there is with any 
condenser ; but this current does not im- 
mediately disappear, but only gradually 
decreases to the normal leakage value. 
This effect is analogous to the so- called 
" absorption " found with paper and 
mica condensers, but is much more pro- 
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pounced. With the best types of electro- 
lytic condenser this abnormal leakage 
current is finished for all practical pur- 
poses in a fraction of a minute, but with 
the older types it persisted for much 
longer periods. Typical values are shown 
by the curves in Fig. 4. 

Summarising the chief points regarding 
electrolytic condensers and the merits of 
their use, it appears that their sole advan- 
tages lie in their small size for a given 
microfarad capacity, and consequent 
lower cost ; while the attendant disadvan- 
tages are to be found in their peculiar 
properties, which, as indicated above, re- 
quire special consideration in the practical 
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use of the condensers. These special pro- 
perties almost limit their use to the 
smoothing of d.c. circuits, with a com- 
paratively small superimposed a.c. ripple 
voltage. In general, the design of these 
condensers must of necessity be a com- 
promise between the effects of conflicting 
properties and requirements, and taking 
everything into consideration the best 
compromise is probably found in _those 
types having the " semi -dry " or paste - 
like. electrolytes, which give a good all - 
round performance, while avoiding the 
special disadvantages associated with the 
extremes of both the wet and the super - 
dry types. 

In Next Week's Issue:- 

THE QUIESCENT PUSH -PULL TWO 
A Two -stage Local Station Battery Set giving 
Generous Moving -coil Output with a Total 

Working H.T. Consumption of 8 mA. 

THIS striking receiver, embodying 
the principles outlined in last 
week's issue under the title " Out- 

standing Battery Set Development," 
comprises a detector coupled by a high - 
ratio transformer to two Pen.22oA valves 
ill quiescent push -pull. The output de- 
livered to the moving -coil speaker, either 
from radio or gramophone, reaches the 
remarkable figure of about t.l, watts 
speech, although the H.T. battery used 
is only of the smallest type. Thus the 
listener without access to electric supply 
mains is now able to enjoy the volume 
and quality of reproduction hitherto re- 
garded as the prerogative of the mains 
user. The new development gives all 
listeners an equal opportunity to obtain 
reproduction and a volume -level consti- 
tuting a lifelike representation of the 
original. 

LiST OF PARTS 
.I rar the particular Hinke of role / W M ( Id a.sr(l i)1 

11, ;q;,,,,! ,,,",lel, veritable all, nu,iie, products are 

1 Slow motion variable condenser, 0.11005 mfd. 
Formo No. 10C 

1 Intervalve L.F. transformer, 0; I 

Sound Sales SS PP9 
M lilt Ow,. Feu rant i. 11.1.) 

1 Dual range coil 
I l.i's,a l 

1 Milliammeter, 0 -10, moving iron 
1 On-off switch, with clips for meter 
7 Valve holders, 5-pin 

Colvern RM2S 

Silam E66 
Benjamin Type B 

Junit 

1 Potentiometer, ^ -5, OM) ohms Rotorohm 
1 Pair G.B. battery clips Cripso 
1 Switch, :3-pt. Telsen 
1 H.F. choke McMichael Binocular Junior 
1 Reaction condenser, 0.0003 lard. Polar " Compas " 
2 Twin socket strips, aerial, e:iith, 2 pwi: np- 

Celling -Lea 
Dubilier 1 Grid leak, I ntey,ohm 

1 Metallised resistance, 5.000 ohms, I \c:,ll Dubilier 
1 Metallised resistance, 20,000 ohms, I \' lI Dubilier 
1 Metallised resistance, 75.000 ohms, 1 e.a tt Dubilier 
1 Metallised resistance, 150,000 ohms, 1 watt Dubilier 

A meter is included for matching the valves. 

MULTUM IN PARVO. The receiver chassis 
measures only 91 ins. x 8 ins. 61 ins., but 
the output is equal to that from a mains set. 

1 Fixed condenser, (1.005 natl. Dubilier No. 670 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0001 mfd. Dubilier No. 665 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0003 mfd. Dubilier No. 665 
1 Fixed condenser, 1 mfd., 250 volts, Ill. s,ukw 

Peak 
1 Fixed Condenser, "_ mR1s., 250 volts, D.C. s I,nn; 

Peak 
3 Wander plugs, i rid -f 

Belling -Lee " Bow Spring " 
1 Battery cable, 6 -way, 30 ins. Belling -Lee 
1 G.B. battery, 101 volts 
1 H.T. battery, 130 volts Dryclex Special Quiescent 

Push -pull, Yellow Triangle 
1 Loud speaker, with transformer Celestion QPT19A 
Cabinet milli wood panel, hasebo:ud and I,att,lns 

Clarion Radio Furniture. 
28,38, Mansford Street, 

Hackney, E.2. 
vystoflev, 1 or.. No. 22 tinned copper wire, etc. 

Screws, 12 ;in. No. 4 It; lid., S jiu. No. 4 It /lid.. b :in. 
No. 4 It/ lid., 4 :in. No. 4 l' /sk., 2 sin. No. 6 (link. 

Valves, 2 Mazda Pen.220A, 1 Mazda 11.L.2 metallised. 
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UNBIASED 
Simple and Good 

GADGETS have always been a source 
of delight. to me, but I must confess 

that when the Editor posted to me an 
advance model of The "Wireless World 
Station Finder I was rather dubious, 
having been stung more than once by so- 
called station locators and patent tuning 
charts of the jig- saw -puzzle variety. 

A few minutes' handling of the instru- 
ment speedily reassured me, however. 
To my mind, the great thing about it is 
its simplicity, there being no need for 
Bradshavian juggling with calibration 
charts and lists of stations ; even Aunt 
Agatha, with all her adroitness in these 
matters, would find it a difficult task to 
mess it up. 

I 
Is the Menace Real ? 
OFTEN wonder what is the real 
truth about the great trolley -bus 

menace to radio reception, as such conflict- 
ing reports seem to come from people who 

f4/ 
Averting the trolley bus menace. 

dwell near roads over which these jugger- 
nauts run. 

On the one hand, I read that it is quite 
easy for interference to be completely 
eliminated and, incidentally, that this has 
been done by the Southend -on -Sea Cor- 
poration ; yet, on the other hand, accord- 
ing to a well -known East Anglian journal, 
" very exhaustive tests were made in 
Ipswich about a month ago when it was 
admitted by the Post Office and the 
B.B.C. officials that there was no known 
method of eliminating these disturbances." 

Are the Gippesvicensian engineers in- _ 

competent, or can it be that the trouble 
has not yet been so completely elimin- 
ated in Southend as we are led to 
believe? Perhaps I shall be able to get 
an answer to this question at the Southend 
Radio Show, which I hope to visit on 
the 28th of this month. 

Set Tracking at Speed 
ACCORDING to one of the oldest of our 

weekly journals, the Post Office are 
now using a special detector van capable 
of doing its stuff while travelling at over 
seventy miles an hour, the idea being 

By 

FREE GRID 
to detect the presence of unlicensed sets 
used in cars. 

If the report be true, a wicked waste 
of public money is entailed. Cannot an 
ordinary detector van deal with the cars 
when they are in their garages? For the 
purpose of detection it does not matter 
in the least whether sets are being operated 
or not. The idea of providing a special 
high -powered van is rather Gilbertian 
and reminds me of the man who, having 
cut a hole in his study door so that his 
cat could come in without disturbing him, 
afterwards made four additional small 
holes for its quartet of kittens. 

Grave Form of Static 
IT is well known among ()Id listeners 

that in the early days of broadcasting 
a considerable amount of local inter- 
ference was experienced from electrical 
machinery installed in cinemas. In fair- 
ness to the managers and proprietors of 
these establishments, I must place it on 
record that in most cases, when a com- 
plaint was made, they went to consider- 
able trouble and expense in getting 
remedial measures applied to their 
machines by a competent firm of elec- 
trical engineers. 

Since those days, however, what 
Kipling calls " a baser breed without the 
law" seems to have arisen among the 
ranks of these gentry. Possibly the 
coming of the talkies has had something 
to do with it. 

Let a few facts speak for themselves. 
A friend in a small country town recently 
asked me to diagnose the cause of certain 
interference with radio reception which 
was troubling not only him but a great 
many of his neighbours. My investiga- 
tions leading me to believe that the 
trouble was coming from the local sob - 
stuff saloon, I hoped that a tactful inter- 
view with the manager would speedily 
put matters right. But before the inter- 
view took place I made the disturbing 
discovery that the interference was being 
deliberately manufactured in order to 
drive local yokels from the solid comforts 

Disturbing discovery. 

Suspected( 

of the fireside to the more exotic delights 
of the " hot house." It appears that the 
owner- manager of the little tin shack that 
does duty for a cinema, realising that 
radio was gradually weaning his patrons 
away from his pestiferous picture palace, 
had hit upon this plan of driving them 
back again, fully realising, of course, that 
the law could not touch him. 

If this sort of thing is allowed to go 
on unchecked it will not be long before 
the proprietors of tea -shops, art galleries, 
and museums adopt similar tactics, and 
pandemonium will be let loose. 

Although I am preparing a full report 
for presentation to the proper quarter, -a 
little publicity here and now may scotch- 
this snake in the grass. 

The Old Geyser 
IT would, to say the least, be boorish and 

unmannerly of me if I failed to give 
thanks in these columns to the many 
public- spirited citizens who responded to 
my appeal for assistance in a recent deli- 
cate mission. It will be remembered that 
it fell to me to make tactful representations 
to an old "geezer," whose practice it was 
to take power for her bath geyser from 
the 105 volts local electricity supply at an 
hour in the evening which was distinctly 
inconvenient to owners of mains radio 
sets. Advice came, not only from this 
country, but even from the Continent. 

Readers will be pleased to learn, how- 
ever, that I was spared the necessity of 
approaching the, lady by a purely coinci- 
dental action on the part of the local Elec- 
tric Supply Company, who suddenly 
decided to change the local voltage from 
105 to 24o. As the more advanced of my 
technical readers know, this action in itself, 
by more than halving the current, will do 
a like service to the voltage drop along the 
lengthy feeder line. Quite apart from this, 
however, the Electric Supply Authorities 
are endeavouring to persuade her to change 
her geyser for a modern electric thermal 
storage tank. I understand that, owing 
to the heavy and fitful loading which elec- 
tric geysers impose on the line, they are 
not looked ,upon with favour by Electric 
Supply Authorities. 

Thank You 
ISHOULD like to take this oppor- 

tunity to give somewhat belated 
thanks to all those readers who have 
been so kind in sending me little tokens 
of their esteem during this festive season. 
I have now enough hand -knitted bed- 
socks to last me for several years. 
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More Kilowatts 
BERLIN'S new 120 -kW.- broacl- 

casting station, replacing 
Witzleben, is expected 'to malte ifs 
first bow in the early summer. 

Joking at 7.30 a.m. 
POSTE Parisien is arranging 

morning broadcasts between 
7.30 and 9 o'clock consisting of 
news, physical training, jukes and 
gramophone records. Listeners' 
suggestions should be sent to 116, 
Ave des Champs Elysées, Paris. 

Dentist v. Decibels 
ACREWE dentist, complaining 

to the Town Council in regard 
to a noisy loud speaker, said that 
he had sometimes to wait till the 
noise stopped before administering 
an anesthetic, as it was impossible 
to hear whether the patient was 
breathing or not. 

House Builders and Man- 
made Static 

THE French semi- official news- 
paper, Le I'enips, publishes an 

article by M. Jacques Pipoul in 
which house builders are appealed 
to on behalf of radio listeners.- All 
specifications for new houses, re- 
marks the writer, should include 
provision for anti -static devices so 
that tenants can listen in comfort 
without disturbance from lift 
motors, electric bills, and the 
other usual sources of interferencé. 

Mr. G. S. Kemp 

MR. 
G. S. Klì\1P, wlio was 

Marchese - Marconi's first as- 
sistant when the young inventor 
came to England in 1596, has died- 
at the age of 'eveuty -six. A 
familiar figure at \Iarcoja House 
until quite recently, Mr. hemp 
had completed over thirty -five 
years of service with the company. 
It was in December, 1901, that 
he accompanieed Marconi to St. 
Jòhn's, Newfo.undland, and, beard 
the ' historic first radio signals 
across the Atlantic, transmitted 
from Poldhu, Cornwall. 

VD DeBeoo WOO ild 

News of the Week J 
Current Events in Brief Review 

Railway Time by Radio 
TWO hundred railway clocks 

on the French State Rail- 
ways around Rouen arc set daily 
by wireless from the Eiffel Tower. 
The master receiver at Rouen 
station is operated by a mercury 
relay which switches it on just 
before the morning time signal. 

Scope for Radio Architects 
BRUSSELS architects are being 

invited to submit designs for 
the projected " Broadcasting 
flouse" to be occupied by the 
Belgian National Radio Institute. 
at Ixelle, on the outskirts of the 
city. The present headquarters 

. are in a private house, and the 
main studio is an old dance hall. 

U.S. Broadcasting 
Flourishing 

DESPITE business depression in 
America, as elsewhere, -.the 

National Broadcasting Company 
and the Columbia Broadcast in 
System both report record n.- 
venues for eleven mouths of 
Up to November the two argan- 
isations had together prufite'l 
the extent of $36,1or',o93, as com- 
pared with $35,791.999. for the 

whole of 1931. 

The Listening Age 
THE majority of wireless lis- 

teners are between the ages of 
thirty and fifty, according to the 
investigations of the Austrian 

broad'casting authorities, who re- 
cently initiated a voluntary cen- 

'sus. Fifty per cent. of listeners 
are middle -aged, some 25 per 
cent. are classified as " old " ((ver 
fifty ?), and 20 per cent. young. 

These figures, as a correspondent 
points out, are valid only for 1933. 
Very 'soon all baby carriages will 
be. equipped with receivers, and 
children may eventually be born 
wearing natural headphones. 

AN HISTORIC GROUP. -The death of Mr. G. S. Kemp (seen on left) 
recalls the' famous occasion at St. John's, Newfoundland, in 19ói, 
when the young Marconi (seated in front) succeeded in picking up 
signals from Carnarvon on a kite aerial, his assistants being Messrs. 

Kemp and Paget. 

.... a 

A Popular Deputy . 

AFRENCH deputy has ad- 
vanced the fallowing reasons 

for voting against the proposed 
radin listeniñg tax :- 

(I) It would be too difficult to 
discover all the owners of wireless 
sets. (2) This " lamentable " tax 
would Put a stop to the wireless 
business, as listeners would. dread, 
rightly or .wrongly, that their ad -. 
dresses would be cim>municated to 
traders. (3) The set would be 
flung into the corner- and family 
groups around the loud speaker 
would become a memory of the 
past. - 

'JANUARY 131h, 1933. 

Happy Amateurs 

WHATEVER 
other interests 

may have suffered or failed 
to find satisfaction at the recent 
Madrid Conference, the amateur 
transmitters did well. Opposition 
to the amateur movement was 
offered by several nations, but a 
coalition of the English -speaking 
countries overcame all threats. 

Major Kenneth B. \Varner, 
'Chairman of the amateur delega- 
tions, has gratefully acknowledged 
the support of the United States, 
British and Canadian delegations, 
assisted by British Honduras. 

Radio for London Police 
ST. ANNE'S ROAD (Tottenham) 

Police Station, which will 
probably be one of the three 
new Metropolitan police wireless 
centres, was the scene of a special 
demonstration during the night of 

AN ORGAN FOR BROADCASTING. -- Voicing the pipes of the new 
£io,000 instrument for erection in the Concert Studio at Broadcasting 
House. The organ, which includes 2,326 pipes, is being built by the 

John Compton Organ Company. 

That Empty Inch 
AFEW days ago the head office 

of " His Master's Voice " re- 
ceived a telephone message from a 
lady who complained that there 
was an inch of space at the end 
of a recently purchased twelve - 
inch record. After it had been 
explained to her that the piece 
recorded had been tau lung for a 
ten -inch record, she expressed 
regret that in these days of 
economy the remaining inch had 
not been filled up with music, and 
enquired whether she could return 
the record for this to be done. 

Storm in a Teashop. 
SOME" time ago, according to a 

correspondent in Japan, a 
well -known tea shop in Kioto was 
infested with a plague of flies, and 
the proprietor, being of an in- 
ventive turn of mind, got rid of 
them by steaming the shop with 
two 'separate jets of steam from 
boiling kettles attached by wires 
to the abode and cathode-respect - 
ively of a 'battery. One cloud of 
steam laden with a positive charge 
Came into; collision with the oppo- 
site cloud negatively 'laden, and 
there ensued a miniature thunder- 
storm, which electrocuted 
flies. 

January 3rd and 4111, when tele- 
phony messages radiated from a 
station erected by an R.A.F. 
wireless section were bleated up in 
cars at such places as Potters Bar, 
Barnet, South Minims, Elstree, 
Hampstead and Ifendon. 

Less Education in German 
Ether 

GERMANY'S educational broad- 
casting concern, the Deutsche 

I1'elle, ceased to exist at midnight 
on December 3ist. This organisa- 
tion made use of the Konigswus- 
terhausen transmitter daily until 

and dealt almost exclu- 
sively in educational transmission. 
Its successor, the Deutschland- 

- sender G.nt.b.H, is responsible for 
all programmes from Konigswus- 
terhausen, and these, we learn, 
are to be less educational in 
character. The new station call 
is " Hier ist der Deutschlandsender 
Konigswusterhausen." 

High -voltage Valves 
MR -. EUGEN FORBAT, British 

representative for the Ostar 
Ganz high- voltage valves described 
in our issue of December 23rd, 
1931, will lecture on the valves at 
a meeting of the Bristol and Dis- 
trict Radio and Television Society 
on January loth, at 7.3o p.m. 
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Practical Automatic Volume Control 
The Square -law System 

(Concluded from page 4 of last week's issue) 

AST week's article concluded with a comparison of methods 
of automatic volume control, and, since it would appear J that the square -law type of control is more suited to our 
present purpose of adding A.V.C. to an existing set, let 

us see how we can do this in the case of a receiver of the type 
described at the beginning of last week's article. The receiver 
chosen, it will be remembered, was a modern superheterodyne 
with a variable -mu H.F. stage, screen -grid first detector, variable - 
mu I.F. stage, and with a potentiometer volume control regu- 
lating the bias of both variable -mu valves. 

The detector input will now be only about t volt, so that it is 
possible to control the I.F. valve, for an output of this order can 
readily be obtained from a variable -mu valve at a high bias 
voltage. 

The anode -bend detector is perhaps the nearest practical 
approach to a square -law rectifier, and it is ideally suited for bias 

Fig. 6. -The simplest connections for a square -law type of control 
are apparent. The time constant depends upon the values of Ri 

and CI, as well as upon those used in the decoupling circuit. 

control if the circuit be arranged in a similar manner to Fig. 6. 
It will be seen that the detector proper is of the normal distortion - 
less power -grid type, while a separate anode -bend detector is used 
for the provision of grid bias. In the absence of a signal the 
cathode of the control valve is biased positively, which means 
that its grid is biased negatively, by the tapping on the potentio- 
meter, to the point at which anode current just ceases to flow in 
the control valve orto a point slightly more positive. The grid 
circuits of the controlled valves are returned to earth through a 
resistance, which acts as the load on the A.V.C. valve. As no 
current flows through this resistance there is no voltage drop 
across it, and the bias is only the fixed minimum provided by 
other means for the H.F. valves. 

Delayed Action 

When a signal is applied to the control valve it is rectified, and 
anode current flows in the control valve. This current is more 
or less proportional to the square of the input, and flows through 
the resistance RI. As a result, there is a voltage drop across RI 
which is directly proportional to the current, and which is in such 

By W. T. COCKING 

a direction that the anode becomes more negative than the earth 
line. This voltage is applied directly, through the usual filters, 
from the point " A." to the grids of the controlled valves as grid 
bias. . By applying such a value of initial bias to the control 
valve that anode current does not flow until a certain signal input 
has been reached, the delayed action described for certain special 
diode connections can be readily obtained. 

One of the advantages of this type of control lies in the fact that 
little alteration to the funda- 
mental design of a receiver is 
necessary, for no limitation as 
to the use of tone correction is 
imposed. A high H.T. voltage 
is required, however, for the 
control valve needs a supply of 
some 5o to too volts, and this 
must be obtained in series with 
the supply for the controlled 
valves. In most cases this 
means a total supply of some 
250 to 300 volts. Where pro- 
vision is made for feeding the 
field winding of a loud speaker 
from the mains equipment, 
however, it will often be pos- 
sible to employ the voltage 
drop across the field for operat- 
ing the control valve. A further disadvantage lies in the fact that 
it is usually unwise to run the heater of the control valve from the 
same filament transformer winding as the other valves. 

The arrangement of Fig. 6 is usually employed in America 
with an anode -bend detector for the normal demodulation, instead 
of a power -grid type as shown. For good operation the control 
valve requires an input of some 5 to to volts on a local station, 
and an anode -bend detector also works best with about this value 
of input. Where both valves work on the anode -bend principle, 
therefore, the arrangement of Fig. 6 is entirely satisfactory. With 
a power -grid detector as a demodulator, however, it will often 
happen that the detector overloads before the full control is estab- 

jN the first part of this 
article the use of the 

Double Diode valve for 
automatic volume control 
was discussed, and the 
author explained how the 
valve could be used in 
a modern receiver. In the 
present article an alterna- 
tive method of A.V.C., 
known as the Square -law 
System, is explained, and 
the reader is shown how to 
apply it to existing sets. 

With the square -law A.V.C. system little alteration to the fundamental 
design of the receiver is necessary. 
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Practical Automatic Volume Control - 
lished, for the normal power -grid detector input is only some i 
or 2 volts. . 

A solution would obviously be to provide the control valve with 
an additional stage of amplification, but this is hardly practicable 
on account of the expense. It is well known, however, that the 
H.F. input to a detector appears also in the anode circuit, due to 
the normal amplifying action of the valve. In normal design we 
try to keep this anode circuit H.F. as small as possible by using 
a large -capacity anode -cathode by -pass condenser. Suppose, 
however, that we turn this normally unwanted amplifying action 
into account, and make the valve amplify, not only the L.F. 

JANUARY 13th, 1933. 

receiver, is outlined in Fig. 7, and it may be said that in practice 
it has proved extremely effective. The only disadvantage of the 
arrangement appears to be that the tuned input circuit of the 
detector is more heavily damped than usual ; but, as the damping 
in a superheterodyne is normally fairly heavy, this is of little 
moment. 

With a receiver of the type shown, it has proved possible to 
obtain such a degree of control that the audible volume from the 
loud speaker from the local station at a distance of only nine miles 
is no greater than that given by Langenberg. On tuning from one 
station to another in daylight, when the distant station is at its 
weakest, the ear can detect no apparent change in volume. 

Fig. 7. -The application of the square -law control to a receiver, showing the method of feeding the 
control valve from the detector anode.. 

potentials developed in the grid circuit as a result of rectification, 
but also the impressed H.F. signal. We can then feed the con- 
trol valve from the detector -anode circuit with amplified H.F. 
potentials without using additional apparatus, and we should 
avoid the difficulty of detector overloading. 

This may readily be done by making the detector load imped- 
ance high at the input frequency, and the simplest method of 
arranging this consists in the omission of the anode- cathode by- 
pass condenser and the choice of a-suitable H.F. choke for the 
usual filter circuit. This arrangement, as applied to a complete 

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY, by 
B. F. J. Schonland, O.B.E., M.A., Ph.D. Pp. 
TOO -f- viii, with twenty -five diagrams. Pub- 
lished by Methuen & Co., London. Price zs. Gd. 

The literature -at least the English 
literature -of " Atmospheric Electricity " is 
in a singularly uncollected form, and the 
book under notice is to be commended as 
giving a very comprehensive review of the 
subject in a single volume. It is one of the 
latest additions to Messrs. Methuen's series 
of monographs on physical subjects. 

It is perhaps a criticism of the work that 
-from a wireless point of view -it deals to 
only a very small extent with the ionisation 
of the upper atmosphere (i.e., the Kennelly, 
Heaviside and Appleton layer) that is of such 
importance in radio communication. While 
this is brought under review in its relation 
to the general subject of atmospheric 
ionisation at all levels, wireless readers 
might be inclined to imagine that the subject 
was worthy of more extensive treatment. 
Apart from this criticism the amount of 
information contained in the book is re- 
markable for a volume of its size. 

Starting with ionisation of the atmosphere, 
the author traces the various factors that 
contribute to this condition, including that 
described as " the penetrating ionisation." 
This agency is considered of sufficient im- 

There is, of course, a number 
of practical points connected with 
the fitting of an automatic 
volume control to an existing 
receiver, which will necessarily 
vary from set to set. It is hoped 
to deal- with these in a further article, and to put the whole 
matter on a practical basis by describing the modifications neces- 
sary to incorporate an automatic volume control in the 
Monodial A.C. Super\receiver. 

. 
H r.- 

NEW BOOKS 
portance to receive the next section to 
itself, with a review of the methods which 
have been used to measure it, and an 
account of the nature and origin of' the 
radiation. The third section deal3 with 
electric fields and electric currents in the 
atmosphere, particularly with the potential 
gradient in the neighbourhood of the earth's 
surface, closing with a discussion of the 
mechanism by which the earth's charge is 
maintained. The last section of the book is 
devoted to discussion of thunderstorms and, 
gives an account of the fields and field - 
charges due to thunderstorms, the electrical 
qualities involved, the formation of thunder- 
clouds and the mechanism of the discharge. 

J. F. H. 

Radio Engineering, by F. E. Terman, Sc.D. 
-A comprehensive treatment of the more im- 
portant radio phenomena, including the Pro- 
pagation of Waves, Circuit Constants, 
Resonant Circuits, Valves, Modulation, Trans- 
mission, Reception, Direction Finding, 
Measurements, Microphones, Loud speakers, 
etc. Pp. 688 -I-xi, with 417 diagrams and 
illustrations. Published by McGraw -Hill Pub- 
lishing Co., Ltd., London. Price 3os. 

Störschutz am Rundfunk= Empf;inger in der 
Praxis, by Heinrich Ike. znd Edition. Various 
methods of eliminating and avoiding electrical 
interference. Pp. 48, with 4o diagrams. Pub- 
lished by Rothgiesser und Diesing, A.G., Ber- 
lin, price R.M.i. 

Short Wave Wireless Communication, by A. 
W. Ladner, A.M.Inst.C.E., and C. R. Stoner, 
B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E.- Including a brief summary 
of the theory of Electromagnetic Waves and 
the Propagation of Short Waves, Problems 
of Reception, Commercial Receivers and Trans- 
mitters, etc. Pp. 348- 1-xii, with sol diagrams, 
frontispiece and twelve plates. Published by 
Chapman & Hall, Ltd.,. London. Price 155. 

Radio Research Board (of Australia) : Re- 
ports No. 2, 3. and 4.- Report No. z: Investi- 
gations on the state of Polarisation of Shy 
waves and height measurements of the Heavi- 
side layer in the early morning, by A. L. 
Green. Pp. 8o, with many diagrams. Report 
No. 3. The influence of the earth's magnetic 
field on the Polarisation of Sky waves, by 
W. G. Baker arid A. L. Green. Pp. 32, with 5 
diagrams and addendum. Report No. 4.: A 
preliminary investigation of fading in New 
South Wales, by A. L. Green and W. G. Baker; 
Studies of Fading in Victoria, on medium 
waves at short distances, by R. O. Cherry and 
D. F. Martyn ; Observations on Distant 
Stations in which no ground wave is received, 
by R. O. Cherry. Pp. 59, with many dia- 
grams. Issued by the Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research, Melbourne, Australia. 
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The Valve Filament 
Part I. -The Services which it Renders 

By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc. 

OR the expert as well as the novice 
it is sometimes refreshing and 
profitable to turn from the com- 
plicated details of construction to 

the simple things which lie at the basis 
of wireless communication. 

A receiving set in a 
shop window is like an 
engine with the boiler 
dry and cold. Switch 
on the low tension 
battery and the heated 
filament emits a copi- 
ous cloud of slow - 
moving and, for the 
moment, useless elec- 
trons - a process 
which is equivalent to 
filling the boiler with 
hot water. Switch on 
the high tension bat- 
tery and the electrons 
acquire energy as 
they are dragged 

.from filament to plate, 
a s steam acquires 

. energy when the oil 
"burners are lit beneath the boiler. And 

as the slide -valves control the energy of 
"the high -pressure steam, so do the valve 
grids compel the electrons to flow suitably 
round tha attached coils and condensers. 

We are accustomed to think of the 
electrons as emerging from the filament by 
a process similar to the evaporation of 
vapour from a wet surface, but in order 
to obtain a clearer picture of what is 
taking place we must examine the con- 
ditions inside the metal itself. It will 
presently appear that the stream of escap- 
áng electrons forms but a tiny fraction of 
a vast population of electrons imprisoned 
within the metal by a barrier which can 
only be surmounted by electrons which 
happen to be endowed with abnormally 
high velocities. 

drift from their anchorages. There is 
none of the tumultuous motion displayed 
by the scurrying molecules of a gas. This 
stability of solid matter can be demon- 
strated in the case of metallic crystals, 
such as those produced when a tungsten 

wire is drawn at a red 
heat through dies. By 

FAITIIFUL and silent service 
rarely looms lame in the public 

eye. In bris article an account is 
given of the activities which are 
invisibly at work within and around 
the filament of a valve. These 
activities, which a labours of 
hundreds of research workers have 
controlled and developed, cause the 
modern filament to continue for 
thousands of hours to emit a stream 
of electrons with the degree of 
smoothness and steadiness required 
for first - class reproduction of f 
speech and music. 

slow cooling of the 
drawn wire a single 
flexible crystal of 
several feet ill length 
can be produced. 

Ev en the most 
powerful microscope 
is unable to reveal the 
details of the crystal 
structure, for waves of 
light are much too 
coarse -grained to be 
affected b y single 
atoms, just as a sea- 
wave reflected from a 
breakwater bears no 
trace of the roughness 
of t h e stonework 
though similar irregu- 

larities would cause tiny ripples in a pond. 
But if a piece of the crystalline wire is 
held in the path of a beam of X -rays, in 
which the wave- length is comparable with 
the diameter of an atom, a regular shadow 
pattern can be obtained on a photographic 
plate, and from this pattern the crystal 
structure can be worked out. When the 
wire is heated the pattern grows indistinct, 
showing that the crystal is strained owing 
to the more violent vibration of the atoms, 
but does not disappear completely even 
at a red heat. 

Sixty Miles per Second 

Actually, a metal wire does not consist 
as a. rule of a single crystal ; usually in- 
numerable small crystals are present 

cohesive forces and to allow the atoms to 
wander about in the way vyhich is charac- 
teristic of a liquid. 

Within the hollow spaces of the lattice 
work of atoms which composes a metal 
there moves a swarm of negatively charged 
electrons, flitting to and fro in a state of 
comparative freedom. When the terminals 
of a battery are connected by a wire it is 
these electrons which alone carry the cur- 
rent : if it were carried by the atoms the 
wire itself would in the course of a few 
minutes actually flow into the negative 
terminal of the battery and be replaced by 

metal from the positive terminal. 
The electrons maintain their 

20 "C energy of motion by collision with 
the vibrating atoms and, as is the 
case with any system of colliding 
bodies, they acgrfire on the average 
the same energy of motion (kinetic 
energy) as the atoms themselves. 
But since their niasses are so much 
smaller they attain very high speeds 
-nearly 6o miles per second at 
ordinary temperatures. The elec- 
trons may be thought of as an elec- 

trified gas moving freely in the pores of 
the metal, and when electric force is 
applied they drift through the metal like 
smoke through a cigarette. 

In any metallic atom there are a few 
outlying electrons which give the metal 
its chemical properties. In a gas or 
vapour (mercury vapour, for example) 

Fig. z. -X -ray spectra of iron at different temper 
iron, owing to recrystallization, the lines are 

We must regard a piece of metal as a 
lattice work composed of atoms arranged 
'lriore or less in regular order and packed 
sm closely that though they jostle each 
other in continual vibration they do not 

atures. Though the spectra change in heated 
still sharp at a bright red heat (z,zoo° C.) 

cemented together by uncrystallised metal. 
But in any case the architecture is stable, 
and it is not until the- melting point is 
reached that atomic vibrations become 
sufficiently violent to overcome the 

ntrers - it given a cnance t tnc'micrnpnnnn. quartiers.- 
The existing celebrities are not the only The opening night will be a notable occa- 

fish in the sea. sion, for the instrument is the first of its 

book -pi is ong, grey oun.- racing, educa- 
tion, chiropody, and, ultimately, of Govern- 
ment itself, belongs to another chapter." 
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e PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION 
Recent Developments in 

the Design of Wireless 
Measuring Instruments 

Marconi transmitting and receiving apparatus for demonstrating the properties of 
ultra -short waves. 

H E twenty -third annual exhibi- 
tion of the Physical Society, 
held at the Imperial College of 
Science and Technology- on 

January 3rd, 4th, and 5th, again provided 
a wealth of material of first importance 
to those interested in the scientific and 
engineering aspects of wireless communi- 
cation. In addition to a number of demon- 

cycles. The output voltage is adjustable 
from 0.5 microvolt to I volt, and the 
fact that all the controls are directly 
calibrated greatly reduces the time re- 
quired to carry through a calibration. 
Provision is made for the connection of 
an external beat- frequency oscillator, so 
that the instrument is capable of carry- 
ing out all the usual tests of sensitivity, 

selectivity and fidelity on broadcast 
receivers. The new " G.R." type 613 -A 

beat -frequency oscillator is specially 
suitable for use with the signal 
generator: It has a frequency range 
from 5 to 10,000 cycles, and the 
harmonic content of the output is 

less than 2 per cent. The equip- 
ment for set 
testing is completed 
by the new type 
583 -A output power 
meter. The input 
impedance range 
may be varied from 
20 to 20,000 ohms, 
while the output 
meter, which is of 

the rectifier type, is provided with a 
multiplier giving decade changes of full - 
scale readings from 5 to 5,00o milliwatts. 
A decibel scale is also printed on the 
meter dial. 

In the rack -mounted heterodyne oscil- 
lator shown by Standard Telephones and 

Mains -operated Sullivan inductance match- 
ing set for comparing screened or open coils. 

strations illustrating recent developments 
in all the important research laboratories, 
the products of the leading makers of 
measuring instruments were on view. 

Low- frequency oscillators and signal 
generators were especially well repre- 
sented, and the new " G.R." equipment 
exhibited by Claude Lyons, Ltd. , in- 
cluded many outstanding examples of 
instruments suitable for research and 
development. The latest model 603 -A 
standard signal generator is an ex- 
ceptionally versatile instrument. It is 
battery -operated and completely screened, 
and has a frequency range from 12 
to 3,000 metres. Internal modulation 
up to go per cent. is provided at 400 

Cables, Ltd., an ingenious device is 
incorporated for checking the accuracy of 
the frequency scale. The output is 
switched on to a small moving-non unit 
to which are attached two vibrating reeds 
tuned to resonate exactly at 5o and 500 
cycles. The main dial is rotated until 
the amplitude of vibration of one of the 
reeds, as viewed through a small inspec- 
tion door, reaches a maximum. The zero 
adjustment of the oscillator is then set to 
bring the main scale to the reading corre- 
sponding with the frequency of the reed 
in resonance. A similar device is incor- 
porated in the Muirhead N.P.L. beat - 
tone oscillator. 

The requirements of works test depart- 
ments are somewhat different from those 
of the research and development sections, 
and Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd., were ex- 
hibiting a master signal generator capable 

" Ekco " service oscillator incorporating 
three -step attenuator and dummy aerial. 

of supplying as many as twelve test 
benches with a modulated source suitable 
for checking receivers in production. 
Five frequencies are provided, three on 
medium and two on long waves, and -a 
separate oscillator panel incorporating its 
own L.F. oscillator and modulator is used 
for each frequency. A dummy aerial and 
an attenuator giving a variable output 
from o.i to 
3,50o microvolts 
are provided at 
each test posi- 
tion. The whole apparatus 

A group of the latest "G.R." instruments shown by Claude Lyons, Ltd. (Left) Type 6x3 -A beat 
frequency oscillator ; (Right) Model 6o3 -A standard signal generator and Type 583 -A output 

power meter. 
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The Physical Society's Exhibition- - 
is exceptionally strongly made and is 
well adapted to factory conditions. The 
same firm is also showing a compact test 
oscillator designed for use by service 
agents in fault -finding and checking the 

Weston model 662 test oscillator with a 
modulated output covering the medium - 

wave, long -wave and I.F. ranges. 

alignment of receivers under working 
conditions. A dummy aerial forms part 
of the equipment, and in addition to the 
usual medium- and long -wave H.F. 
ranges an I.F, range is provided, so that 
all circuits in a superheterodyne ;cceiver 
may be checked for correct alignment. 

The Weston model 662 test oscillator 
is another example of an instrument 
designed for the service man, and pro- 
vides a modulated source of LF:, long - 
wave, and medium -wave power for 
routine testing. 

Dynatron Oscillators 
The dynatron oscillator seems to have 

come into its own this year and is being 
used, on account of its high degree of 
frequency stability, not only in hetero- 
dyne wavemeters, but also in beat -fre- 
quency L.F. oscillators. The new 
inexpensive universal wavemeter shown 
by Messrs. H. W. Sullivan, Ltd., is a 
good example of the application of the 
dynatron and has a frequency stability 
of the order of o.00i per cent. By the 

. addition of a valve voltmeter unit 
specially designed for the purpose, this 
wavemeter can be rapidly converted from 
the heterodyne to the absorption type. 
Incidentally, the coils used are a new 
form of the well -known Sullivan- Griffiths 
thermal -compensated type. 

In modern receiver manufacture the 
correct matching of inductances and 
ganging of tuning condensers is of the 
first importance. The inductance match- 
ing set shown by Messrs. H. W. Sullivan, 
Ltd., and the gang condenser bridge 
made by E. K. Cole, Ltd., are examples 
of the type of instrument which is now 
available to the radio manufacturer. 

But the interest of the Exhibition from 
the wireless point of view was not centred 
exclusively in measuring apparatus. 
There were a number of experiments and 
demonstrations on subjects closely allied 
to broadcasting. The Dubilier Condenser 
Co., for instance, were showing the effect 
of their sparking -plug interference sup- 
pressors on the character of the spark 

\-MnDeo WoniC 

discharge. This was viewed through an 
oscilloscope, and the effective radiation 
with and without suppressor was demon- 
strated simultaneously with a three -valve 
receiver of standard design. 

On the Standard Telephones exhibit a 
demonstration was given of high -grade 
telephony, the instruments used being the 
latest moving -coil microphone and head- 
phones in conjunction with one of their 
portable O.B. amplifiers. A comparison 
was made with a high -grade carbon micro- 
phone, and the improvement over the 
latter type, particularly in the reproduc- 
tion of sibilants, was most marked. 

The Marconi Co. gave a demonstration 
of the properties of ultra -short waves with 
apparatus specially designed for schools 
and colleges. The wavelength used was 
5o cm., and exploration of the space sur- 
rounding the transmitter with a doublet 
receiver demonstrated the properties of 
focusing and polarisation associated with 

Standard Telephones portable cathode ray 
unit. The image is viewed downwards 

through the wall of the tube. 

these short wavelengths. There was also 
a 'demonstration of the application of 
ultra -high- frequency currents for medical 
and surgical diathermy treatment. 
Another interesting 
exhibit from t h e 
design point of 
view was a tele- 
vision amplifier 
with a flat response 
characteristic from 
IO to 15o,000 
cycles. 

On the Westing- 
house stand the ad- 
vantages of the 
new " Westector " 
copper -oxide rectifier in A.C. instruments 
at high frequencies were demonstrated. 
Experiments were also arranged to illus- 
trate the properties of cupreous oxide 
photo -electric cells, and demonstrations 
were given of the method of sputtering a 
gold film on the surface of the oxide to 
obtain good electrical contact without 
appreciable light absorption. 
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Vibrating reed frequency check in the 
Standard Telephones heterodyne oscillator. 

One of the most interesting stands in 
the Research and Experimental Section 
was that arranged by the Post Office Engi- 
neering Research Station (Dollis Hill). 
The use of a sound film for replacing the 
familiar signalling tones in the automatic 
telephone exchanges by spoken words is 
a probable future development. The 
sound film, which gives such phrases as 
" Number engaged " or " Number un- 
obtainable," is mounted vertically on the 
edge of a revolving drum through which 
light is passed on to a photo cell. The 
appropriate phrase is selected by switches 
controlled automatically from the ex- 
change. Another outstanding exhibit on 
this stand was the precision heterodyne 
oscillator designed by Dr. Ryall. Dyna- 
tron oscillators are employed to give fre- 
quency stability and an ingenious correc- 
tion circuit employing a shunted metal - 
oxide rectifier is incorporated in the am- 
plified section to compensate for curva- 
ture of the valve characteristics. Between 

Moving -coil microphone used in the demonstration of high- quality 
speech reproduction by Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. 

20 and 12,000 cycles the output does not 
vary more than o. i decibel, and the har- 
monic content above 5o cycles is less than 
I per cent. 

In conclusion, special mention should 
be made of the beautifully finished valve - 
maintained tuning fork panel made by 
Muirhead and Co.,- Ltd., for the British 
Broadcasting Corporation. 
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M.R.G. Console 3 Radio-gramophone 

ITH regard to the desirable 
qualities of a radio- gramo- 
phone. there are two schools 
of thought. It is often held 

that, on the radio side, reproduction of 
more than two or three programmes is 
unnecessary or even undesirable, and that 
the inevitable complications brought 
about by providing long range and high 
selectivity are quite out of place. 

Those who hold the opposite opinion 
contend that, as a radio -gramophone is 
bound in any case to be bulkier and 
rather more costly than a plain radio set, 
a fairly ambitious receiver chassis might 
just as well be included, in order that the 
outfit may be placed in the " de luxe " 
class. Both sides make out a good case 
for their contentions, but they are in com- 
plete agreement with regard to the need 
for striving after the best attainable 
quality combined with realistic volume. 

In the M.R.G. Console 3, what would 
appear to be a happy_ compromise hâs 
been struck ; although -the radio equip- 
ment is not of the most ambitious type, 
it is very much more than a local -station 
set, and should 'satisfy all reasonable 
needs. With regard to the all- important 
quality of reproduction, an exceptionally 
high standard has been achieved. 

Although the circuit arrangement is 
basically the popular H.F.- det. -L.F. three - 
valve combination, there are several un- 
usual features, which should perhaps 
more fairly be described as refinements. 
Input and output circuits of the H.F. 
stage are of the single -tuned variety ; the 
tuned -anode system of intervalve coupling 
is employed, but, very wisely, the anode 
connection has been " tapped down " on 
both medium and long waves, in spite of 
the fact that this procedure necessitates 
an extra switching point. The H.F. valve 
is of the variable -mu type, and so its 
sensitivity is naturally controlled by 
variation of grid bias. 

Separate reaction windings are provided 

Satisfactory All- round 

Performance and 

Outstanding Quality 

for each waveband, and waverange 
switching is arranged throughout so that 
the contacts are in series and not in 
parallel with any coil. When the detector 
valve is converted into an amplifier for 
gramophone reproduction its grid circuit 
is entirely disconnected from the tuning 
system by means of a three -point switch. 

After the detector valve comes an out- 
put pentode, which is coupled by means 
of a resistance -fed transformer ; decoupling 
is employed in both anode and grid 
circuits. 

Rectified anode current, derived from 
a full -wave valve, is smoothed by the 
series- connected loud speaker field in 
conjunction with a pair of high -capacity 
dry electrolytic condensers. 

A constructional point of special interest 
is the horizontal indicator scale, which is 
marked both in wavelengths and the set- 
tings corresponding to principal stations 
on both bands. The scale is actually of 
glass, and the tuning indicator is a narrow 
bar of light directed on the scale through 
a slotted metal cursor carried on a rubber - 
tensioned silk band suitably guided over 
pulleys. 

FEATURES 
General. A' three -valve self - contained 

radio -gramophone with built -in moving - 
coil loud speaker of the energised type. 
For operation on A.C. mains with an 
external aerial. 

Circuit. -One H.F. stage, with single - 
tuned input . and intervalve circuits. 
Capacity - controlled reaction and H.F. 
volume control- by grid bias adjustment. 
Power grid detector, coupled by parallel - 
fed transformer to output pentode. Full - 
wave rectifier ; smoothing by loud speaker 
field coil. 

Controls. -(I) Single tuning control. (2) 
Combination on - off, radio - gramophone 
change -over and wave -range switch. (3) 
Reaction. (4) Combined radio and gramo- 
phone volume control. 

Price. 23 guineas, complete. 

Makers. Mains Radio Gramophones Ltd., 
Vaughan Street, Bradford, Yorks. 

The tuning coils, enclosed in cylindrical 
shields, are considerably larger -and, 
therefore, one may conclude, more effi- 
cient -than usual. They are mounted on 
a common axis, and in the operation of 
wave- changing are rotated bodily through 
a few degrees by a mechanical link con- 
trolled by the switch in order to transfer 
connections to the appropriate points for 
each waveband. This unconventional 
wave- changing system should offer the 
advantage of less exposed H.F. wiring, 

and, consequently, should make it pos- 
sible to obtain greater H.F. amplification 
without running into instability. 

In order that the constants of the input 
circuit may be adjusted to suit aerials of 
varying capacity, a get-at-Able aerial 
series condenser is mounted at the back 
of the set. 

Instead of soldering the various connec- 
tions between the receiver chassis proper 
and the loud speaker, gramophone motor, 
and pick -up, plug- and -socket connections 
have been fitted for all these leads, with 
the result that the chassis may be removed 
from the container for examination or 
repair in a few moments without special 
tools or skill. This is a good point, and 
it has enabled the manufacturers to 
arrange a " service " scheme that is par- 
ticularly attractive to owners. 

Accessories associated with gramophone 
reproduction are of good quality and 
sensibly arranged ; the electric turntable 
motor is a Garrard, fitted with automatic - 
stop mechanism. 

Result of Tests 
All the apparatus is housed in a large 

cabinet of quite attractive appearance, 
which, considering the extremely reason - 
able price of the set, is very well made. 
Most important of all, the cabinet is 
especially satisfactory from the acoustic 
point of view, giving no trace of undesir- 
able resonance or " boxiness." 

Judged, on a combined basis of 
sensitivity and selectivity -the only fair 
way -the performance of the set is above 
the average standard. For this the 
variable -mu H.F. valve and efficient coils 
are no doubt largely responsible, as is also 
the special arrangement of the H.F. inter - 
valve coupling. In spite of the fact that 
separate windings are provided for each 
band, reaction did not appear to be out- 
standingly ' good, but true sensitivity is 
sufficient to avoid too much dependence on 
this control as an aid to receiving thé 
weaker stations. 

We were particularly impressed by the 
crispness and clearness of reproduction ; 

there were no signs of roughness or 
harmonic distortion. Speech is highly in- 
telligible, and, when listening to an 
orchestral item, it is exceptionally easy 
to pick out individual instruments. 

What bass resonance there is is slight, 
and occurs at a frequency well over 
Zoo cycles. Those who favour exces- 
sively " mellow " reproduction might 
consider that the output of the M.R.G. 
set is rather on the " bright " side, but 
it is certainly a very pleasing instrument 
to listen to. 

There is a similar absence of resonances 
in the middle and upper registers, output 
being sensibly constant up to about 4,0oo 
cycles. Volume is satisfactory for 
ordinary domestic needs. 
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Radio or Records without Complications 

SPEAI,ER 
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T 
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COIL 
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DETECTOR VALVE 904V 

- H.F. VALVE AC f SG VM 

CUTI UT VALVE AC / PEN 

AERIAL TRIMMING 
CONDENSER 

WAVE- RANGE, GRAMO. 
AND ON -OFF SWITCH 

BY -PASS 
CONDENSERS 

VOLUME CONTROL 

'Wireless World 
COPYRIGHT 

Two views of the M.R.G. metal- framed chassis, and (inset) the complete circuit diagram. 
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READERS' PROBLEMS 
THESE 

columns are reserved for the publication of 
matter of general interest arising out of problems 

submitted by our readers. 
Readers requiring an individual reply to their technical 
questions by post are referred to "The Wireless World" 
Information Bureau, of which brief particulars, with the 

fee charged, are to be-found at the fool of this page. 

Adding a " Loose Coupler" 

WHENWHEN 
readers askfor help in improving 

the selectivity of somewhat out -of -date 
sets, our first suggestion is that a separately 
tuned aerial circuit should be added when- 
ever this feature is not already included. 
Except perhaps in a set with a variable -mu 
H.F. valve, one can hardly claim even to 
have begun to tackle the problem of in- 
terference until this addition has been made. 

Circumstances alter cases, and so it is 
natural that the same type of " loose 
coupler " will not of necessity be best for 
every receiver. But very little risk will be 
run by adopting the arrangement shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. r, and indeed this 
is the circuit recommended in nine cases out 
of ten, partly because of its adaptability and 
the fact that no internal. alterations in the 
receiver are involved. 

For the coil assembly almost any " two - 
range aerial tuner " of reasonably good 
design will be suitable, but reasonably 
efficient windings should be chosen. An 
arrangement with controllable aerial 
coupling between primary and ._secondary 
circuits ..is desirable but not essential. 

Fig. r. -One of the simplest and most 
satisfactory methods of adding a separately 
tuned aerial circuit to an existing receiver. 

Writing on the question of adding a two - 
circuit aerial tuner to his " kit " set, which 
is no longer selective enough for present - 
day conditions, a correspondent asks 
whether the external aerial coil should be 
screened. Direct magnetic coupling be- 
tween the added coil and any coil in the 
set is bound to be harmful, but as our 
querist's receiver includes coils which are 
completely shielded, we think he will be 
safe :in using an :unscreened input coil. 
By doing so, the general efficiency of the 
set is likely to be rather better than if 
a small " potted " coil assembly were em- 
ployed. 

With regard to the coupling condenser 
(CC in the diagram) a maximum capacity 
of 15 or 20 micro -microfarads is ample when 
" direct " aerial coupling was fitted in the 
original set: In other cases, a capacity of 
o.000r mfd. may not be too high. 

Double Superheterodyne 
A LTHOUGH it is mot impossible to em- 

1I. ploy a superheterodyne short -wave 
adaptor in conjunction with 4 set in which 
the same principle of .reception is employed, 
the procedure is not one that can be gener- 
ally recommended. Even although screening 
may be as complete as Is normally 
practicable, it is probable that harmonics of 
the two oscillators _will,_ beat together and 
produce whistles' at many points. 

One way out 'of the difficulty is to con- 
nect the short -wave adaptor to the anode 
circuit of the first detector of' the main re- 
ceiver, and to remove or disconnect the . 

oscillator valve. 

Screened Pick -üp Leads 
WHEN a mains- driven set operates for 

radio reception - with a silent back- 
ground, hum being only evident on gramo- 
phone reproduction, we are always inclined 
to suspect electrostatic couplings to the 
pick -up leads, etc. If the hum be high - 
pitched, it is almost certain to be due to 
interference of this nature. 

To overcome the difficulty, it is usually 
recommended that the pick -up connections 
should' be run in earthed screened wire. 

To a reader who has tried this plan with 
only partial success we recommend that he 
should also try the 'effect of screening in a 
similar way the leads connected to his radio - 
gramophone change -over switch. 

Balancing Push -pull Valves 
TN view of the revival of interest in push- ' pull amplification, more especially as 
applied to battery sets, a query on this 
subject comes at a very opportune moment. 

It is quite common practice to precede 
a push -pull stage by a split -secondary trans- 
former, in which separate windings are pro- 
vided, so that the anode current of each 

,output valve may be balanced by an in- 
dividual adjustment of grid bias. Without 
a special component of this type it is usually 
considered that each valve must of necessity 
be operated at the sabre bias. 

A reader who has a 'plain "unsplit " trans- 

The Wireless World 

INFORMATION BUREAU 
TILE service is intended primarily for readers 

meeting with difficulties in the construe - 
timo, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of 
wireless receivers described in l'be ll'irelrss 
lord, or those of commercial design which from 
time to time are reviewed in the pages of 7'1e 

11 iriIr.... 11- odd. Every endeavour will be made 
to deal with queries on all wireless matters, pro - 
vided that they are of -such a nature that they 
can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter. 

Communications should be addressed to 1' be 
11 " 'World Information Bureau, Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, E,C.4. mud must be accom- 
panied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost 
of the service. The enquirer's name and address 
should be written in block letters at the top of 
all communications. 

former asks whether it would not be possible 
to strike a balance by " backing off " the 
negative bias of the particular valve . which 
happens to consume the lower anode current 
by means of one or two dry cells connected 
directly to its grid. 

This plan runs contrary to usually 
accepted procedure, but is certainly quite 
practicable, although it is always con- 
sidered that the grid of an amplifying valve 
should be kept clear: of ,long wires or, in 
this case, of a mass of metal; which amounts 
to virtually the same thing. But, by using 
very small flashlamp cells, which may be 
suspended in. the wiring, risk of trouble on 

Fig. 2.- Provision for individual adjustment 
of grid bias in a push -pull output stagg. 
Finer control is obtained by fitting ,a 

potentiometer, as in diagram (b). 

this score is quite negligible, and so 'the 
scheme is well worth while trying. Con- 
nections will be as in Fig. 2 (a). 

Where fine adjustment of the " backing - 
off " voltage is required, a potentiometer, 
in conjunction with dry cells, may be used. 
These additions should be carefully mounted 
in close proximity to the grid terminal,'. an 
insulating bracket being fitted as a support 
for the potentiometer. 

Self Adjusting 
AREADER who has added an H.F. 

stage to an existing A.C. receiver 
sends us a circuit diagram showing modi- 
fications that have been made, and asks -for 
information as to the changes in the values 
of bias resistors throughout the set. 

Due to the extra demands of the added 
H.F. valve, anode voltages of all the origi al 
valves are bound to be slightly reduced. 
But it may be taken as an almost invariable 
role that this does not imply the need ,',for 
alteration of bias resistance values. Current 
flowing through the resistors will be less, 
and so the bias voltages built up across 
them will be proportionally reduced. It is 
fortunate that circuits of this type are 
almost perfectly self- regulating, and are 
capable of adjusting themselves automati- 
cally to suit quite considerable changes in 
H.T. voltage. 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
Quiescent Push -pull 

Important Advantages 
N this issue we include the first 
design published in this country 
for building a receiver incor- 
porating the new method of 

employing push -pull transformer coup- 
ling, which, because of its special 
properties, has come to be known as 
" Quiescent Push- pull." 

The general principle of push -pull 
is, of course, old and it is necessary 
to be quite clear in the distinction 
between push -pull as we have been 
accustomed to understand it and the 
special effects obtainable under the 
new arrangement. In theory, the idea 
of quiescent push -pull has been with 
us for some time, and, to give only one 
example, we may refer to an article 
by I)r. N. NV. McLachlan, in The 
Wireless World as far back as May, 1929, 
in which considerable light from a 
theoretical point of view was shed on 
the subject. 

In the ordinary push -pull arrange- 
ment, where grid bias is applied in the 
orthodox manner at the mid -point 
of the valve characteristic, one valve 
pulls and the other pushes to an even 
amount, and there is a constant drain 
on anode current so long as the set is 
switched on, whether the signal is 
coming through or not. 

In the case of quiescent push -pull 
the arrangement is altered so that the 
bias is at the bottom of the valve 
characteristic, and whilst one valve is 
pushing the other valve is inoperative 
or quiescent, the effect being that anode 
current remains at a very small value 
and only rises with a signal, and the 
average battery current over a period 
of listening is little more than the 
quiescent current. 

The reason why we attach import- 
ance to this development in battery 
circuits is, first, on account of marked 

economy in H.T. consumption, and, 
secondly, the very great increase in 
volume and improvement in quality 
which it is now possible to obtain from 
a battery set under economic con- 
ditions. The use of moving -coil 
speakers in conjunction with battery 
sets has hitherto been unusual, except 
where the user co_ uld afford to disregard 
the question of battery costs, or was 
prepared to use accumulator high 
tension batteries. 

Two other points of importance 
should not be missed ; first, that this 
development makes the truly portable 
set a much more attractive proposition 
now that it can be designed with a 
moving -coil speaker, and, secondly, 
gramophone reproduction with a quies- 
cent push -pull output circuit becomes 
worth while. 

Interference 'Crusade 
Progress Towards Legislation 

UBSTA T1.1 ' progress is being 
made towards the goal of legisla- 
tion on the subject of electrical 
interference with wireless re- 

ception. Discussions which we have 
had with individuals and organisations 
whose support would be essential indi- 
cate that strong support will be forth- 
coming at the appropriate moment. 

We would urge the importance of a 
discussion on various aspects of the 
problem and would welcome letters 
for publication in our Correspondence. 

The proposal as it stands at present 
is that the first aim would be to 
prohibit or restrict the sale of any 
electrical apparatus capable of radiating 
so as to interfere with wireless reception; 
secondly, to prohibit the installation of 
such apparatus ; .and, thirdly, to legislate 
for reasonable but not oppressive action 
to suppress existing interference over 
which there is at the present moment 
no legal control. 
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THE QUIESCENT PUSII -PULL TWO 
Generous Moving -coil Speaker Output from Small 

Battery Set 

EW battery set users would deny 
that, in the chain of operations be- 
tween aerial and loud speaker, the 
" missing link " has hitherto been 

that extra amount of power or " punch 
necessary for life -like reproduction. How- 
ever skilful the design and construction 
of the battery set of reasonable H.T. con- 
sumption, and however pure its output 
may be, there has always been this differ- 
ence between it and even the less am- 
bitious form of mains -operated receivers. 

The new era ushered in by " Quiescent 
Push -Pull "1 will probably have a. pro- 
found effect on our attitude towards 
battery sets and may give a new lease of 
life to a type of receiver which for some 
time past has unquestionably been neg- 
lected. It is interesting to note that there 
are already Quiescent Push -Pull commer- 
cial receivers appearing on the market - 
the first being the Pye G 'B ; this can be 
considered as a further endorsement of 
the efficiency of the arrangement. 

Small Battery Consumption 
" The Quiescent Push -Pull Two," con- 

structional details of which form the sub- 
ject of this article, has been designed to 
demonstrate this new development and 
amply justifies the brief description- 
" Multum in Parvo " -given to the re- 
ceiver in last week's issue. The remark- 
able loud speaker output of nearly 
I watts A.C. -volume enough for the 
largest of rooms -is obtained with a total 
average H.T. consumption of only 8 mA., 
which is within the capabilities of the 
smallest- capacity H.T. battery. The size 
of the receiver can best be gleaned from 
the title illustration above, where an 
ordinary desk telephone is shown along- 
side. 

In addition to improved radio recep- 
tion, one of the most important advan- 
tages conferred by quiescent push -pull 
(Q.P.P.) is in respects of gramophone 
reproduction. Hitherto, with the ordi- 
nary type of battery set, the acoustic out- 
put has been rather less than that of the 
gramophone alone- unaided electrically, 
and could hardly be considered worth 

r See "Outstanding Battery Set Development," 
The Wirelasa World, January 6th, 1933. 

By 

w. I. G. PAGE, 

B.Sc. 

ATWO -STALE battery receiver 
for local station reception em- 

bodying two pentòdes in quiescent 
push -pull. Although the total H.T. 
consumption of the receiver is only 
8mA. under working conditions, the 
power output reaches the remarkable 
level of nearly 1-1- watts A.C. Thus 
it is possible with an H.T. battery 
of the smallest capacity to enjoy 
an output volume from both radio 
and gramophone which vies with that 
obtainable from a mains receiver. 

\%hile. Now it is possible with a simple 
and economical two -stage receiver to 
enjoy an output volume which is equi- 
valent to that from a mains set. Pick -up 
sockets are included on the panel of the 
receiver under discussion and gramo- 
phone reproduction is extraordinarily 
effective. 

Although Q.P.P. output calls for no 
special circuit in the H.F. or detector 
stages and any " straight " or superhet. 
scheme may precede it, it has been 
thought advisable to build the first con- 
structional set for local station reception 
-an arrangement comprising a simple 

detector transformer -coupled to two 
Mazda Pen. 22oA valves in Q.P.P. 

The input consists of a single tuned cir- 
cuit in which an adjustable aerial rotor 
gives variable selectivity. Up to some 
forty miles from twin Regional trans- 
mitters the set gives satisfactory and inter- 
ference -free local reception, but those 
living in the wipe -out area will perforce 
have to use a band -pass filter in place of 
the tuned circuit of Fig. i, and will find 
that " The Flexible Band -Pass Unit "s 
will give excellent results. 

Transformer Ratio 
In order that the detector shall load 

completely the two output pentodes with- 
out the employment of an intermediate 
L.F. stage with its extra equipment and 
added H.T. consumption, it is essential 
that the intervalve transformer should 
have a ratio of 8 or 9 to r, otherwise the 
detector will overload first and the full 
power output will never be obtained. 
Special transformers of suitable character- 
istic are available from Sound Sales, 
Multitone, R.I., and Varley, and are cap- 
able of giving an excellent performance 
when a primary current of 2 mA. (the 
anode current of the HL2) is passed. The 
secondary must be centre -tapped and 
close to the terminal a non -inductive re- 
sistance of 150,000 ohms (R4) must be 
connected to prevent parasitic oscilla- 
tion which otherwise can give rise to an 
unpleasant foam of distortion on loud 
signals. Separate grid stoppers close to 
the control grid of each pentode are not 

x See The Wireless World, dated October 14th, 
1932. 

Fig. x.-The complete circuit diagram. Care should be taken when - wiring the valve -holder 
for the metallised HL2 valve to see that the pin marked 3 is connected to L.T. negative. 
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The Quiescent Push -pull Two - 
so effective as a single resistance. 

A transformer which has not yet been 
mentioned but which gives signals of ex- 
ceptionally good quality is the well - 
known Ferranti AF6C, having the high 
primary inductance of 70 henrys when 
2 mA. D.C. are passing. To those who 
will sacrifice some power output for better 
bass response, this transformer of 7 to I 
ratio should appeal. 

The primary of the inter - 
valve transformer must be 
shunted with a resistance of 
75,000 ohms to prevent the 
demise of the pentodes 
should a surge take place as 
a result of breaking the 
anode circuit of the detector. 
The detector output circuit 
is decoupled by R3 and C5, 
and no L.F. oscil- 
lation is likely to 
occur when the re- 
sistance of the H.T. 
battery rises. 

Bias for the out- 
put valves is de- 
rived from a 16- 
volt battery, which 
is shunted by a 
25,000 ohm poten- 
tiometer R5 and is 
housed beneath the baseboard. Actually 
about 15 volts are required, and the 
potentiometer slider is set with the help 
of the milliammeter on the panel, as ex- 
plained later. When the set is in use the 
bias battery is discharging through R5 at 
such a rate that its voltage decreases in 
about The same proportion as the drop in 
H.T. volts. The 3 -point switch Sr breaks 
the L.T. and open- circuits the bias 
battery. 

MFeDogo ,`!opIld 

adjustments of the receiver and, say, at 
intervals of a month. Across the output 
transformer primary, which is centre - 
tapped, a compensator circuit C6R6 is 
joined so as to limit the impedance of 
the loud speaker at the higher fre- 

A specimen receiver is available for inspection 
at 116 -117, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. 

t 

The filament terminals of the two valve 
holders for the Pen. 220A valves must be 
wired so that the valve pins marked 3 are 
connected to L.T. negative, thus ensuring 
that the suppressor grids (now connectes 
to the end and not to the centre of the 
filament) are at true earth potential. A 
special Zao -volt Drydex H.T. battery is 
available for this type of receiver and is 

arranged with 12 -volt tappings from 12c 
to 1302 volts, thus providing a means of 
matching the anode currents by the simple 
expedient of altering the individual H.T. 
voltages applied to the two auxiliary 
grids. The maximum H.T. voltage 
should be used for the 
a?lode circuits. 

A milliammeter reading 
from o to ro mA. is ar- 
ranged on the panel, and 
is not only used for 
matching the output 
valves, but ppovides a 
means of setting the 
total quiescent anode cur- 
rent at 4 mA. when no 
signal is being received. Its assistance 
is only called upon during the initial 

General view 
of the corn - 

ponents above 
the baseboard. 

In the foreground 
the knob control- 

ling the bias potentiometer can be seen. 

quencies. The best value for C6 in the 
case of the special Celestion moving -coil 
speaker specified is 0.005 mfd., while R6 
should be about 20,000 ohms. 

¢r 

LIST CIF PARTS 
After the particular make of component used in 

the original model, suitable alternative products are 
given in some instances. 
i Slow motion variable condenser, 0.0005 mfd., Cl 

Formo No. 100 
1 Intervalve L.F. transformer, 9:1 

Sound Sales SS /PP9 
( Multitone, Ferranti. R.I., Varley) 

1 Dual range coil, with 20-, 40 -, or 60 -turn rotor 
Colvern RM2S 

(Lissen) 
1 Milliammeter, 0 -10, moWng iron Sifam E66 
1 On -off switch, with clips for meter, S2 

Benjamin Type R 
3 Valve holders. 5 -pin Junit 
1 Potentiometer, 25,000 ohms, R5 Rotorohm 
1 Pair G.B. battery clips Cripso 
1 Switch, 3 -pt., Si Telsen 

1 H.F. choke McMichael Binocular Junior 
1 Reaction condenser, 0.000:3 mfd., C2 Polar Compas " 
2 Twin socket strips, aerial, earth, 2 pick -ups 

Belling -Lee 
1 Grid leak, 1 me_ohm, R:1 Dubilier 
1 Metallised resistance, 5,000 ohms, 1 watt, R3 

Dubilier 
1 Metallised resistance, 20,500 ohms, 1 watt, R6 

Dubilier 
1 Metatlised resistance, 75,500 ohms, 1 Watt. R2 

Dubilier 
1 Metallised resistance, 150,000 ohms, 1 watt, R4 

Dubilier 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.005 mid., CG Dubilier No. 670 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0001 mfd., C3 Dubiiier No. 665 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0003 mfd., C4 Dubilier No. 655 
1 Fixed condenser, 1 mfd., 250 volts, D.C., working, C5 

Peak 
1 Fixed condenser, 2 mfds., 250 volts, D.C., working, C7 

Peak 
3 Wander plugs, Grid +, Grid -, Grid - 

Belling -Lee " Bow Spring " 
1 Battery cable, 6 -way, 30 ins. Belling -Lee 
1 G.B. battery, ICI volts 
1 H.T. battery, 130 volts 

Drydex Type H1060 Special Quiescent 
Push -pull, Yellow Triangle 

1 Loud speaker, with transformer Celestion QPP19A 
Cabinet with wood panel, baseboard and battens 

Clarion Radio Furniture, 
28/38, Mansford Street, 

Hackney, E.2. 
Systoflex, 1 oz.. No. q2. tinned copper wire. etc. 

Screws, 12 lin. No. 4 R,lid., B tin. No. 4 R /hd., 6 ;in. 
No. 4 R/11,1.. 4 in No. 4 C /sk., 2 in No. f. C /sk. 

Valves, 2 Mazda Pen.220A 1 Mazda H.L.2 metallised. 
Approximate cost (excluding valves, batteries, speaker, 

and cabinet), L3 15e. 

The success of the Q.P.P. system 
depends to a large extent upon the correct 
design of the output transformer or auto - 
choke which links the speaker to the two 

pentodes. As explained in 
the récent article on this 
new development, one valve 
is idle while the other may 
have quite a heavy peak 
current, and the optimum 
load from plate to plate must 
be 18,coo ohms. These con- 
siderations demand a trans- 
former with a rather larger 
core than is usually foui .d 
in standard productions: bat 
it is tnderstood that, 1: o- 
sides Celestion, the B.T.] t. 

Showing the receiver alongside the moving -coil speaker and the H.T. battery, both of which have 
been specially developed for quiescent push -pull. On the left of the receiver panel can be seen 

the pick -up plugs and sockets. 

,uai.'.._a , 
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The Quiescent Push-pall Two - 
and Amplion Companies will be produc- 
ing speakers with special Q.P.P. trans- 
formers. 

For those \vilo wish to make use of 
existing permanent- magnet moving -coil 
speakers with or without built -in trans- 
formers (moving -iron speakers can be 
used, but the results are not so satisfac- 
tory) a series of auto- chokes and output 
transformers are f-l'iug manufactured by 
R.I. and Varlev giving the necessary 

r 

WteIlso tfOOp114 

position, connect up the bias and the L.T. 
and H.T. batteries, the H.T. wander plug 
being put into the T3o2 -volt socket and 
the two auxiliary grid plugs into the next 
two sockets separated by i volts each. 
Turn the bias -battery potentiometer fully 
anti- clockwise, and then give it a very 
slight rotation backwards so that about 
15 of the total i6 volts negative bias 
are applied. Put the detector and one 
Pen 22OA valve in their holders. Next 
close the L.T. switch, having previously 

opened the short - 
circuiting switch on 
the meter. If a read- 
ing of 2 mA. is ob- 
tained the auxiliary 
grid volts have the 
correct value for the 
pentode con- 
cerned. Should the 
reading differ from 2 
mA. (and exact 
matching is not 
needed), the appropri- 
ate auxiliary grid - 
plug should be 
changed to another 
tapping on the H.T. 

JANUARY loth ró33. 

battery, always switching off the set 
during this adjustment by breaking the 
L.T. It will be found quite easy to get 
the reading approximately correct with 
the H.T. tapping, and, then, with the 
help of a very slight movement of the 
bias potentiometer, a final correction can 
be made. The second pentode is now 
inserted into the vacant valve -holder and 
the first pentode removed. The set is 
switched on and adjustments made until 
the anode current is again 2 mA., out 
this time the bias potentiometer must not 
be touched. The meter must now be short- 
circuited by the switch, as otherwise its 
windings act as a common impedance in 
the anode circuits and a loud whistle is 
superimposed on the programme. 

The set is now ready for test, and by 
loosening the aerial coupling, at the same 
time applying reaction, adequate selec- 
tivity can generally be obtained. The total 
H.T. consumption when the set is tuned 
off resonance is 6 to 64mA., and the 
average consumption taken over a 
number of hours of listening about $ mA. 
Much could be said regarding the remark- 
able power output, but the receiver can 
be trusted to speak for itself. 

GRID BIAS 
BATTERY 

-1'S V -16'5 

( 

The wiring of the receiver is 
made extremely simple by 
the paucity of components 

and the clean lay out. 
PICK -UP 

range of step -down ratios. 
The construction of the 

set should present no diffi- 
culty as no component calls 
for any special skill in 
mounting. - The s w i t c h 
which short -circuits the 
meter is held in position 
directly across the terminals 
of that component by two 
clips. Care must be taken 
to earth the core of the 
interval v e transformer, 
otherwise slight 
L.F. instability may be 
experienced. 

When the wiring is com- 
pleted, and the aerial, 
earth, and speaker con- 
nected, the initial adjust- 
ments must be carried out 
before the chassis is put 
into the cabinet. With the 
L.T. switch in the open 

EARTH- 

-- -AERIAL 

H.F. CHOK 
BIAS 
POT 

134 

2Y2 

0-10 mA 

11 Y16 29 /s 
CENTRE TAP OF SPEECH TRANSFORMER 

" 1Y4 11/4 

OUTERS OF SPEECH TRANSFORMER 

114; 

Practical wiring plan and dimensional data. The anodes, auxiliary grids and filaments of the valves are fed 
via a six- membered multiple cable. 
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THOUGH sideband splash is no 
new thing, it is only during com- 
paratively recent times that its 
effects have grown so noticeable 

as to attract much attention. As a result 
of the widespread increase that has taken 
place in the power of transmitting stations, 
the interference due to sideband splash 
has now assumed such serious proportions 
that it must be regarded as one of the most 
pressing problems in present -day broad- 
casting. Unless, in fact, some means of 
combating the evil is found, high selec- 
tivity may defeat its own ends by giving 
prominence to a type of interference which 
is apt to be more objectionable than the 
kinds from which it brings relief. 

Every recent year has witnessed in- 
creases in the numbers of high -powered 
European stations operating within the 
limits of the medium -wave and long -wave 
bands. The cry has therefore been for a 
higher and higher order of selectivity in 
the belief that tuning of knife -edge sharp- 
ness would enable large numbers of 
stations to be received completely clear 
from interference, except, of course, that 
due to atmospherics, for which there is 
still no known remedy. The present 
Prague Plan, with its 9- kilocycle separa- 
tion (in a few cases it kilocycles) between 
stations, is based 
upon this assump- 
tion. A highly 
selective receiving 
set enables stations 
observing the pro - 
visions of the Plan 
to be received with- 
out intelligible jam- 
ming or interfer- 
ence from one 
another, and, by 
suitably regulating 
the cut -off f r e - 
quency of the set, 
a n y heterodyne 
beat between their 
carrier waves can 

'J "plasl 
When We Hear Music "Inside Out" 

By R. \\ . HALLOWS, M.A. 

There are, however, certain aspects of 
sideband splash of which no mention is 
made in this report. After reading it 
through, for instance, one might conclude 
that sideband splash must inevitably be 
noticeable whenever an attempt is made 
to receive one of two high- powered stations 
working upon adjacent channels. That 
this is not so any 
reader who p o s - 
sesses a modern 
super - heterodyne 
set can readily 
ascertain for him- 
self. If, for in- 
stance, Morayska- 
Ostrava is tuned 
in whilst . the. Lon- 
don National 
station is in opera- 
tion, or Stuttgart 
during a transmis- 
sion from the 
London Regional, 

r- 

regard sideband splash as an exceedingly 
rare and quite unimportant phenomenon. 

This may seem surprising at first sight, 
for the range of musical frequencies is 
greater than that of speech frequencies, 
and the intensity of sound when, say, a 
full orchestra is playing would appear to 
be much 'greater than that of ordinary 

speech. Why, then, 
should speech 

OST users of highly selectivé 
'receiving sets must have ex- 

perienced that very unpleasant form 
of interference in which intermittent 
splutterings from an unwanted trans- 
mission force their way through and 
become considerably more than a back- 
ground to the wanted programme. 

This interference, which is known 
as sideband splash, offers one of the 
most pressing problems in modern 
broadcasting. 

it may be found 
that there are considerable periods during 
which no splash is to be heard. Then 
suddenly the unwelcome stsip -stsip -stsip 
sounds break through into the wanted 
transmission. 

By tuning rapid y 

1500 
CYCLES 

3G00 CYCLES . 

1 2 a 4 
KILOCYCLES OFF TUNE 

Fig. r. -How " inside -out " music may be 
heard when two stations are working with 
small frequency separation. Here a 3,000 
cycle note from the unwanted station pro- 
vides a r,soo cycle beat with the wanted 
carrier. High notes are heard as low notes 

and vice versa. 

be rendered innocuous. But no sharpening 
of the tuning can get rid of sideband 
splash, a fact strongly emphasised in the 
recently issued report of the Radio Re- 
search Board.' 

1 Department of Scientific and Industrial Re- 
search. Radio Research. Special Report, No. 13. 

from wanted to un- 
wanted station, one 
soon discovers 
that, speaking 
generally, interfer- 
ence from sideband 
splash is experi- 
enced only when 
the unwanted 
station is transmit- 
ting speech. Occa- 
sionally, splash 
may be heard when 
the unwanted 
station is sending 
out music, and 
we shall refer to 
this a little later. 
It may be taken, in 

any case, that, so long as stations. pre- 
serve the intervals between channels laid 
down by the Prague Plan, speech is a far 
more prolific cause of sideband splash 
than is music ; or, to put it in another 
way, if speech were never transmitted by 
broadcasting stations we might even now 

transmissions b e 
worse offenders 
than those of music 
in causing this kind 
of interference? 

A musical trans- 
mission can give 
rise to a curious 
a n d interesting 
form of sideband 
splash if the wanted 
and unwanted 
stations are work- 
ing with a compara- 
tively small interval 

between their carrier frequencies. This 
may be observed sometimes during in- 
tervals in the programme of Radio LL, 
when the unmodulated carrier alone is 
going out. Should Hamburg, 4.5 kilo- 
cycles away, be transmitting music, aston- 
ishing sounds may be heard. They are 
clearly due to music, but they are stranger 
far than even the wildest effects conceived 
by the most modern of modern composers. 
One is, in fact, hearing music inside out ! 

Splash Due to Speech 

Sideband splash is caused by the beating 
of an unwanted side -wave with the wanted 
carrier. When the two.transmitters have a 
4.5 kilocycle (Fig. r) separation a 3,000 - 
cycle note from the unwanted causes a 
1,50o -cycle beat with the wanted. If the 
unwanted station transmits a high note, a 
low note is heard, and vice versa. 

Take now the case of the London 
Regional and Stuttgart with a carrier fre- 
quency separation of ri kilocycles. A 
I,000 -cycle note from London will pro- 
duce a ro,000 -cycle beat with Stuttgart's 
carrier, but since the modern super- 
heterodyne has usually a fairly sharp cut- 
off at 4,500 -5,000 cycles in order to 
reduce heterodyne and mush effects there 
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Sideband Splash- 
is no audible result. Clearly, though, a 
7;000 -cycle note from London may give 
rise (Fig. 2) to audible interference with 
Stuttgart, for in this case there is a 4,00o- 
cycle beat, which is well within the range 
of a set that can lay claim to any approach 
to good quality in its reproduction. 

In music frequencies of 7,000 cycles 
and more do occur, but those over 4,095 
(C', the highest note on a full compass 
piano) are mainly harmonics and the 
attenuation of such frequencies is so great 
that they produce very feeble side -waves, 
particularly as the general sound level is 
kept down in the control room during 
musical transmissions. It is necessary to 
do this in order to avoid peaking, owing 
to the wide range of loudness that may b 
expected between pianissimo and fortis- 
simo passages. 

4000 
CYCLES 

7000 CYCLES 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

KILOCYCLES OFF TUNE 

Fig. 2.- A strong 7,000 cycle note from the 
unwanted London Regional may cause a 
4,00o cycle beat with the wanted Stuttgart. 
The text explains why the beat is audible 
when the unwanted station is transmitting 
speech but usually inaudible if it is sending 

out music. 

Hence unless over- modulation is taking 
place from the unwanted station its 
musical transmissions do not cause 
audible sideband splash with the wanted 
even when the carrier frequency separa- 
tion is no more than 9 kilocycles. In 
speech transmissions, though, certain 
factors of an entirely different kind pre- 
sent themselves. In the first place, unless, 
as rarely happens, some impassioned 
orator, conversant with every trick of the 
trade, is before the microphone, the varia- 
tions in loudness are comparatively small. 
The voice of the studio announcer or the 
topical talker is neither raised nor lowered 
very much. It is thus accepted amongst 
broadcasting authorities all over Europe 
that peaking upon studio transmissions of 
speech is hardly to be feared, and for this 
reason it is the general practice to put up 
the sound -level in the control room when 
speech is in progress. 

Sibilant Sounds 
Secondly, speech can and does produce 

fundamentals -and very strong funda- 
mentals -with frequencies of the order of 
ti,000 to 7,000 cycles. If the reader will 
pause for a moment to make' a further 
experiment he will find that considerable 
energy is expended in the clear enuncia- 
tion of many single consonants and con- 
sonant combinations. In making sibilant 
sounds such as " S " and " Z " air - from 
the lungs is expelled forcibly between the 
almost closed teeth. Sounds such as 

Vpeho WwIld1 

` T," ` l)," " P," and " B" are pro- 
duced by means of mild explosions. 
When, for instance, the sound " tat " is 
made the tongue is first of all pressed 
quite hard against the roots of the top 
teeth, from which position it is driven 
down by a sharp exhalation. For the final 
' ` t " it returns to its original position and 
is again driven sharply down. Repetition 
of words such as " strip," " preach," or 
" statistics " will serve to show how 
strongly certain consonantal sounds are 
produced. 

With the general sound -level kept well 
up in the control room such sounds give 
rise to deep "modulation of the carrier 
wave, and serious over- modulation is 
always a possibility. The result is that 
when, for instance, a 7,000 -cycle speech 
sound is uttered a strong side -wave may 
occur from the unwanted station. In 
Fig. 2 the effect of this is seen when the 
unwanted station is the London Regional 
and the wanted station is Stuttgart. A 
sharp interfering sound with a frequency 
of the order of 4,000 cycles occurs. 

Further experiments in rapid tuning 
from the wanted to the unwanted station 
will serve to show that sideband splash 
at its worst when a speaker has clear 
and crisp enunciation, and that the 
" splashes " correspond with the sibilant 
or explosive consonant sounds that he 
utters. If he will forgive me for saying 
so; Dr. Walford Davies is a magnificent 
subject for such experiments when he is 
transmitting one of his music lessons for 
schools! 

It is clear, then, that sideband splash 
severe enough to be offensive is due 
chiefly to speech transmissions by the 
unwanted station, and that it is the direct 
result of very deep modulation or even of 
over -modulation at high frequencies. 
Are we to conclude that the transmitting 
arrangements are entirely to blame for the 
unwelcome splutterings from which we 
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suffer when using a selective receiving set? 
There is no question that a large share 
of the blame must rest with those respon- 
sible for the transmissions and that com- 
plete freedom from sideband splash will 
not be enjoyed unless and until European 
broadcasting authorities can come to some 
agreement (the forthcoming spring con- 
ference at Prague would seem to be an 
admirable occasion) to limit the extreme 
depth of modulation permissible upon 
speech transmissions. At the same time 
the receiving set cannot be completely 
absolved. 

In the course of some recent investiga- 
tions into the incidence and the severity 
of sideband splash I assembled a team of 
no less than half a dozen different super- 
heterodyne receivers, some home -con- 
structed -and some of commercial make. 
It was clear from the outset that there 
were great differences in their perform- 
ances. With some of them sideband 
splash reached noticeable proportions be- 
tween very few adjacent pairs of stations ; 

on the other hand, some showed distinctly 
offensive sideband splash between many 
such pairs. One set, rather surprisingly, 
brought out quite distressing splash from 
Stuttgart when the London Regional was 
being received at a range of fifteen miles. 
Against this last may be set the perform- 
ance of The Wireless World " Monodial 
Super," which is remarkably free from 
sideband splash interference. 

One is forced to the conclusion that the 
design of the receiving set plays a very 
important part, and experiments show 
that it is possible by attending to certain 
important points in the receiving set to 
reduce very greatly the effects of this kind 
of interference. To indicate how this may 
be accomplished is outside the scope of 
the present article, but an interesting and 
profitable field is opened both for the ex- 
perimenter and for the designer of com- 
mercial receiving sets. 

n Next Week's Issue: - 

MORE ABOUT THE STATION FINDER 
THOSE who have already constructed the 

Direct -reading " Station Finder " 
(described last week) will be ready to agree 
that it does a great deal more than " double 
the interest of long- distance reception," as 
was originally stated. After becoming 
accustomed to this fascinating " gadget," 
foreign -station listening without its help 
seems to be dull, flat and unprofitable. 

In view of the great interest shown in 
this new device, arrangements have been 
made to amplify the information already 
given, and, in next 
week's issue, further 
notes on con - 
struction and opera- 
tion will be pub- 
lished. The finer 
points of adjust- 
ment and calibra- 
tion, by means of 
which an even 
greater degree of 
accuracy than is 
strictly necessary 
may be ensured, will 
be dealt with. 

As stated last week, there are a few re- 
ceivers with which the original Station 
finder will not operate ; the simple addition 
necessary for use with these sets will also 
be described. 

The Station Finder is connected between the aerial lead -in wire 
and the aerial terminal of the receiver. 
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Practical 
HINTS AND TIPS 

AIDS TO BETTER RECEPTION 
WHEN setting -up a gang -tuned re- 

ceiver, it is usual to make initial 
trimming adjustments at the lower end of 
the medium waveband. On switching 
over for long -wave reception, it is gener- 
ally assumed that all circuits will still 

remain in alignment, 
Ganged and that no further 

Tuning on adjustment will be re- 
Long Waves quired. 

To ensure this desir- 
able state of affairs, there are two main 
requirements. The inductance values of 
the long -wave coils must be as accurately 

Fig. i. --A type of dual -range tuning coil that 
is unsuitable for gang -controlled receivers. 
Equivalent circuits given in diagrams (a) and 
(b) show that the proportion of aerial turns 
is widely dissimilar for the two wavebands. 

matched as on the medium band; this 
point everyone will appreciate. The 

¡ second need is that the stray capacities of 
each circuit in the chain should be pro- 
portionally the same as on the medium 
band. These " strays " need not have 
the same absolute value on each band ; 

indeed, they are almost certain to be 
higher on. the long waves. The point is 
that any additional capacity transferred 
on switching over should have an identical 
value for each circuit ; it is only in this 
way that the initial trimming adjustment 
can hold good on both bands. 

This being so, it will be appreciated 
that an aerial tuning coil such as that 
shown in Fig. i (a), can hardly -be satis- 
factory in a gang -tuned set. Assuming 
that the medium -wave section be tapped 
so as to include one -third of its turns in 
the aerial circuit, the proportion of aerial 
capacity, transferred to the tuned circuit 
will be quite. small. But, on opening the 
switch; for long -wave reception, the aerial 
will be - connected across perhaps go per 
cent. of the total number of turns, with 
the result that nearly all its capacity will 
be additive to that of the tuning con- 
denser. 

Reasonably accurate alignment over 
both bands cannot possibly be.maintained 
under these conditions. In order to en- 
sure that the same proportion of aerial 
capacity is transferred on .the long -wave 

band the tapping might be changed over, 
for reception on that band, to such a 
point on the long -wave section that the 
same proportion of turns are included in 
the aerial -earth circuit. 

Similar precautions should be taken 
when a tapped tuned -anode or tuned -grid 
intervalve coupling is fitted. Even with 
double -wound transformers it is a matter 
of some importance that the ratio between 
primary and secondary turns should be 
sensibly the same on both wavebands. 

IN addition to performing the function 
for which it is intended, the Station 

Finder, described last week, will operate 
as a very efficient wave -trap. Although 
this method of eliminating in. terference 
has always a limited field .of usefulness, 

it is often distinctly 
helpful, particularly 
when operating a set 
which is somewhat 
lacking in selectivity. 

For instance, when two more -or -less dis- 
tant stations, working on adjacent chan- 
nels, normally suffer from mutual inter- 
ference, it may well be possible to receive 
either transmission with a substantially 
silent background by operating the 
Station Finder in the proper way. 

With the instrument joined in the aerial 
circuit in the normal manner, the dial 
should be set so that the name of the in- 
terfering station registers with the index 
mark. At the worst, a useful reduction 
in the strength of interference may be 
counted upon, and, if conditions aFe 
favourable, it may become inaudible. 

Station Finder 
as 

Wave -trap 

WHEN motor -boating or L.F. in- 
stability is encountered, it is often 

worth while, before applying more drastic 
measures, to try the effect of short- circuit- 
ing the grid circuit decoupling resistance, 
if one happens to be fitted. This simple 

expedient may cure 
A the trouble by allow - 

Simple ing enough anti -reac- 
Cure tion feed -back to 

neutralise the pro - 
reaction feed -back which caused the 
trouble. 

As grid- circuit decoupling is often pro- 
vided merely to prevent attenuation of 
low notes, it may seem that this simple 
cure, if it be effective, will have been 
achieved only by making sacrifices in the 
bass register. It does not of necessity 
follow that this will be so ; for reasons that 
need not be explained here, there is a dis- 
tinct possibility that the L.F. reaction 
which was responsible for the original 
trouble will provide enough compensation, 
and so well -balanced reproduction may be 
obtained. 

AMONG a certain section of wireless 
amateurs, there is an understandable 

prejudice against the modern practice of 
securing components. in position merely 
by means of their connecting wires, with 
no other form of mechanical support. It 

is argued that this 
method of construction 
is slipshod, unwork- 
manlike and, more 
serious still, is open to 

technical objections on the grounds of 
permanence. In a receiver with single -dial 
tuning, it is obviously necessary that 
everything should be sufficiently rigid to 
prevent appreciable changes in stray 
capacity. 

When one comes to examine the matter 
more closely, and from a strictly practical 
point of view, it seems quite certain that 
these objections are almost baseless. 
Given reasonable care and the exercise of 
common sense, there is no valid objection 
to anchoring light- weight parts such as 
resistances and fixed condensers by their 
connecting leads ; in some cases, a 
definite reduction in stray capacity will 
result, and so the waverange covered by 
the set will be increased. For instance, 
it is not always realised that a detector 
grid- condenser of the flat type, wher 
screwed to a metal chassis or baseplate, 
may add many micro- microfarads to the 
tuned circuit with which it is associated. 

On the score of permanence, a careful 
test shows that the greatest mechanical 
displacement likely to occur in a properly 
constructed set will bring about a negli- 
gible change in capacity ; so little, indeed, 

Suspended 
in 

the Wiring 

With no other support than their connecting 
leads ; illustrating a Pendency in receiver 

construction. 

that it would only assume any importance 
in such an instrument as a wavemeter. 

There is, of course, a limit to the weight 
of components that may be suspended by 
their leads, as anyone blessed with the 
mechanical sense will realise when this 
limit is approached. 
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Reverberation and the Loud Speaker 
Acoustic Control in Large Rooms 

THERE is an old adage providing 
that the weakest link determines 
the strength of the chain, and 
it would be difficult to find a more 

apt example of this ancient saw than that 
represented by a modern broadcast re- 
ceiver. It somehow 'seems a pity that 
so much attention should be paid to the 
development and design of high -class 
receivers and reproducers, Nvhen the ques- 
tion of what happens to the sound waves 
after leaving the loud speaker is scarcely 
considered at all. It is true that this 
matter hardly comes within the province 
of the designer, but the fact remains that, 
in many more cases than is generally 
realised, the careful fostering of the 
original waveform of the broadcast 
sounds right up to the moment that they 
leave the loud speaker is rendered quite 
useless by the violent distortion to which 
they are subjected before they finally 
reach the ear. This distortion is, fpr- 
tunately, not as serious as the above 
statement would lead one to believe, due 
chiefly to the amazing tolerance of the 
human ear. It is, nevertheless, of suffi- 

Fig. x.- Graphical representation of the 
effect of cutting off suddenly a sustained 

sound. 

cient moment to warrant some attention 
as listening conditions differ somewhat 
widely. 

In the case of small adequately 
furnished rooms the question of acoustic 
control hardly arises ; the position of the 
loud speaker is the only point of con- 
sideration, this being more usually 
governed by domestic requirements. It 
is when a large room, such as a school- 
room, or small hall, is encountered that 
the first difficulties are recognised. 
Everyone has, at some time or other, 
been present in an empty hall, or in an 
unoccupied house, and -has instantly 
noticed the " hollowness " present. Such 
a hall is referred to by most people as 
being " echoey," although, as will be 
shown later, echoes form but a very small 
proportion of the phenomena. The most 
commonly known instance of rooms 
afflicted with the above symptoms is the 
school classroom, and in these days of 
extensive school broadcasts, when the 
curriculum of the majority of schools in- 
cludes such broadcast lessons, any 
attempt to improve the acoustic qualities 

By W. H. O. SWEENY 

---- --------- 

AL THO UGH meticulous care is 
given to the design of modern 

amplifying equipment to reduce dis- 
tortion to the very minimum, the 
question of the mutilation of sound 
waves after they leave the loud 
speakeris often hardly considered at 
all. It is pointed out in this article 
that there are a number of causes of 
distortion in large rooms of poor 
acoustic properties, the most serious 
of which is insistent reflection or 
reverberation. Happily, in most 

cases this can be overcome. 

of the classroom should merit some 
attention. 

Before describing any practical 
methods of securing acoustic control it 
would be helpful to consider the different 
forms of distortion to which the sound 
waves are subject. 

Causes of Distortion 

If a single sound of very short duration 
be produced in a room the paths taken 
by the waves assume initially the form 
of concentric circles, with the source of 
sound as the focus. These circles are ever 
widening until the waves strike the walls 
of the room. They are then partly re- 
flected in all directions, partly transmitted 
through the walls, and partly absorbed 
by the surfaces. At ordinary temperatures 
the sound waves travel at the rate of 
about r,r2oft. per second, and it will 
readily be realised that at the end of, 
say, half a second the waves have been 
reflected many times from the different 
walls of the room, and have travelled 
many feet. The energy of the wave is 
meanwhile converted into heat by con- 

ó 
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Fig. 2. -The effect on the ear of the sudden 
cutting off of a sustained sound, plotted 

logarithmically, 

stant reflection and transmission, and 
eventually dies out. This promiscuous 
reflection has the advantage that it readily 
results in the room becoming compara- 
tively evenly filled with the sound, with 
consequent even distribution of loudness ; 

It may, however, in certain circum- 
stances, be a definite disadvantage. If 
the walls of the room happen to be of 
a hard non -porous nature the waves will 
be reflected many times, and over a long 
period, before they eventually die away. 
This insistent reflection is known as 
reverberation, and is probably the 
greatest of the evils which have to be 
combated. - 

It will readily be seen that if a suc- 
. cession of sounds is produced in a room 

possessing excessive reverberation each 
sound will, by virtue of the long period 
required for dying away, become merged 
into the other, and dire confusion will 
result. It has been found by experience 
that much more reverberation can be 
tolerated for music than for speech -in 
fact, a certain amount is ,definitely desir- 
able to give life to the music. With 
speech, unintelligibility will result. Before 
dealing with reverberation in greater 

2 3 4 5 

TIME IN SECONDS 

6 

Fig. 3. -If four words are spoken in a re- 
verberant room, the effect may be as shown 
in this illustration. The shaded portion is 
the overlap between first and last words and 

indicates unintelligibility 

detail the remainder of the causes of 
acoustic distortion should be understood. 
When a sound is produced, sustained, 
and then suddenly cut off, the result may 
be represented graphically, as in Fig. r. 
This curve does not give an entirely 
accurate idea of what happens from the 
point of view of what is heard by the 
ear. Fig. 2, plotted on a logarithmic 
scale, shows the effect as noticed by 
the ear. 

It will be seen from the two graphs 
that after the sound has reached a maxi- 
mum the intensity falls rapidly at first, 
and more gradually later, although, to the 
ear, the decrease is gradual and constant. 
If, say, four words are spoken in suc- 
cession in an empty and reverberant room 
the result may be shown graphically_ as 
in Fig. 3. The shaded portion shows the 
amount of overlap between the first and 
the last words, and is an indication of 
unintelligibility. If the same words are 
spoken in a more heavily damped room 
the result is as in Fig. 4, and it will be 
seen that the overlap, and consequent 
unintelligibility, is much less. It should 
be noted, incidentally, that, contrary to 
popular belief, the damping of the room 
has little effect on loudness. 

Another phenomenon in a lightly 
damped room is that of resonance. That 
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Reverberation and the Loud Speaker - 
is, the walls, and the volume of air con- 
tained within them, have a resonant fre- 
quency which will have a pronounced 
modification on any note of the same 
frequency sounded within the room. With 
regard to the air content, the resonant 

12127 
W`îñnDago WonIlcl 

spots a corresponding reduction in in- 
tensity may be noticed. This effect is 
similar to that of standing waves pro- 
duced by a pure tone, and so readily 
noticed in the case of the B.B.C.'s tuning 
note. 

Of the above acoustic faults the worst, 

The interior of one of the listening rooms at Broadcasting House, the headquarters of the 
B.B.C., where great care has been taken to provide realistic reproduction. 

frequency is raised as the volume is 
reduced. When the walls, or solid con- 
tents, of a room resonate to any particular 
tone which is produced, the loudness of 
that tone is diminished owing to the 
absorption of energy by the vibrating 
bodies. 

Echoes and Interference 

Echoes form an acoustic fault which is 
confused by many people with reverbera- 
tion. An echo is the reflection of a_sound 
from a surface, and becomes noticeable 
only when the reflected sound is heard 
more than about one -sixteenth of a second 
after the direct sound. It differs from 
reverberation in that the latter is the 

Fig. 4. -The same conditions as in Fig. 3 
but in a heavily damped room. The overlap 

and unintelligibility are seen to be less. 

constant reflection and attenuation of a 
sound over a definite period, this period 
being known as the time of reverberation. 
An echo is one single reflection, which 
may be heard at a definite time after the 
direct sound (in extreme cases up to six 
seconds or so). A further phenomenon 
is known as interference. When a reflected 
wave strikes a direct wave an intensifi- 
cation results at that spot; while in other 

as has been indicated, is reverberation. 
If reverberation is excessive satisfactory 
or even intelligible listening is impossible. 
If, however, the time of reverberation is 
reduced to a suitable figure the other 
faults present usu- 
ally become toler- 
ably insignificant. 

When a sound 
wave is set up in a 
room it spreads out- 
wards to the walls, 
as has been pointed 
o u t above. Al- 
though the attenua- 
tion is obvious to 
the ear. the energy 
as represented by 
the sound is not de- 
stroyed, but con- 
verted to so m e 
other form of 
energy. On con- 
version, the energy 
ceases to he sound, 
thus producing at- 
tenuation, and ulti- 
mate silence. Part 
of the energy is 
used up in setting 
the walls in vibra- 
tion, and part in 
friction, thus producing heat. If the walls 
of the room are hard and smooth the time 
taken for the conversion of the energy to 
heat is longer than if the walls are soft and 
porous. This is due to the longer time 
occupied by the successive reflections. It 
seems obvious, therefore, that, in order to 
produce rapid attenuation, it is necessary 
to have walls the surfaces of which are 

.47 

soft and porous.' Thus, in a room 
hard plaster walls it is necessary to line 
the hard surfaces with a porous absorb- 
ing material or, at least, to introduce a 
sufficiently large area of absorbent to 
produce the required rapid conversion. 
In this connection the effect of bringing . 

upholstered furniture into an empty room' 
is well known. 

Reverberation Periods 

At this stage the obvious requirement 
is to know beforehand exactly how much 
absorbing material to introduce into a 
given room, and to determine the nature 
of the material. The late Professor 
Wallace C. Sabine, of Harvard Univer- 
sity, was responsible for a great amount 
of work on this subject, and this research 
has made possible the ease with which 
problems such as this can be tackled 
to -day. His first important contribution 
was a formula showing the relation be- 
tween the time of reverberation of a room, 
its .volume,. and the absorption power of 
the different materials in the room. 

It is as follov. s : t =0.05 V/ a, where 
t = time of reverberation in seconds, V the 
volume of the room in cubic feet, and 
a the absorption power in absorption 
units. 

If the optimum time of reverberation 
for a room be known, then it is possible 
to calculate the exact amount of absorp- 
tion needed. 

Dealing first with the optimum time of 
reverberation, this naturally varies with 
the size of the room and the nature of the 
sounds to he reproduced in it. For speech 
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a very short period is required, and for 
music a rather longer one. In school 
classrooms, where reproduction of talks 
is more called for, a reverberation period 
of considerably less than a half- second 
should be aimed for, while if music be 

of commonly 

I Lord Rayleigh has shown that the sound waves 
enter the pores and are reflected from side to side 
of the inner surfaces, thus producing heat by friction. 
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Reverberation and the Loud Speaker - 
the chief object a period of approximately 
one second, or slightly less, would be 
acceptable, depending on the size of the 
room. This refers to - normal -sized class- 
rooms. Larger ròoms and halls require a 
longer period. As an indication, for a 
compromise between optimum conditions 
for speech and music, a room of i,000 
cu. ft. requires a period of about o.8 
second, one of 8,000 cu. ft. a time of 
just over' i ' second, and one of 27,00o 
cu. ft. a reverberation. of 1.3 seconds. 
These times are about correct, assuming 
that the number of listeners in the room 
caries- between the maximum and one 
third capacity. Having determined the 
optimum reverberation time and 
measured the volume of the room, 
Sabine's formula. will give the -number of 
absorption units required. 

The number of absorption units in any 
quantity of material is given by the 
product of the area, in square feet, and 
the coefficient of absorption. Thus, if we 
know the coefficients of all the materials 
in the room, the total number of absorp- 
tion units present may be readily com- 
puted, and, from Sabine's formula, either 
the reverberation period may be worked 
out or the necessary additional absorp- 
tion units to produce a given period may 
be calculated. 

Practical Example 
To assist in applying the formula to 

practical examples a graph has been pre- 
pared showing the absorption coefficients 
of all the most commonly used absorbing 
materials, also óf- most surfaces met with 
in practice. These figures_ have been 
compiled -from the results of researches 

- by' most . of. the well- known acoustical 
authorities.- - 

A practical - example is perhaps the 
Simplest. way Of showing how easy it is 
to apply the formula. In this _case the 
volume of the room was found - to be 
3,360 cu.. ft. Tabulating the areas of 
the various surfaces with their absorp- 
tion units gave the following : - 
Plaster r,000 sq. ft. L 0.027 =¢7 units 
Wood (varnished) Soo 0.03 = 3 
Glass 96 0.027= 2.6 
Linoleum 204 , 0.03 = 6.1 
Chairs 4 ;,' 0.1 = 0.4 
Piano 1 -o.6 0.6 , 

Table 1 9.2 0.2 
Table I - 0.1 = 0.1 
Audience - 3 4.7 =14.? .. 
Two heavy coats on rack 

59.I units 

With regard to the above list, it will 
be noted that certain individual objects 
have been treated as a whole, i.e., the 
chairs, piano, tables, and coats have been 
estimated as possessing a definite. number 
of units each. In the case of one table 
á cloth was present ; the piano was a 
horizontal grand, with the lid usually 
open. With the lid shut the absorption 
might be reckoned as being something 
less than o.6 -say, 0.4 units. From the 
volume of the room a reverberation 
period of r second was selected, this 
being, considered to be the most favour- 

- 
Wteltem Vollilcl 

THE MONODIAL A.C. SUPER 
The reputation of The Wireless World 

Monodial Superheterodyne has grown so 
extensively as a result of the complete 
:satisfaction which it is giving in the matter 
of range, selectivity, and quality, to all 
who construct it, that our publishers have 
been encouraged to meet the increasing 
demand with a booklet describing, in 
detail, the construction of the receiver. 

Copies of this booklet, which is attrac- 
tively illustrated, are obtainable from the 
offices of The Wireless World, at the price 
of 1/6 (post free i /8). 

-7 

able figure for music -for the reproduc- 
tion of which the room was being used. 
Sabine's formula gave 1= o.o5 x 3,36o,' a, 
i.e., a= o.o5- x3,36o divided by 1 =168 
units. There were already 59.1 units 
present, and therefore 109 units were still 
required. It was decided to use sheets 
of pulp board having a coefficient of 
0.3, i.e., 109 /0.3 =363 sq. ft. were 
needed. 

In calculation .: of acoustic problems 
attention should. be paid to the number of 
persons likely to be present in the room. 
The absorption offered by .the "clothing. of 
an average person amounts to about 4.7 
units, and is relatively higher than that 
given by anything else. It is usually 
safer to base all calculations -on one-third 
maximum capacity. In this - connection 
mention should be made of - the Concert' 
Hall in Broadcasting House. This has 
a reverberation period of, slightly less than 
2 seconds, and has a seating capacity of 
700. The B.B.C. claims that the rever- 
beration period remains practically -un- 
altered whether the studio is empty or 

JANUARY 20th, 1933. 

the clothing of the occupier, and all the 
parts which remain in view should 
possess very little sound- absorbing 
powers. Thus, if the absorption units of 
each chair approached the figure 
possessed by the occupier, i.e., 4.7, the 
conditions claimed would be obtained. 
It is probable that this is so, since, when 
seated, a clothed person exposes only part 
of his clothing to the sound wave, and it 
is possible that the number of units then 
approach the figure 3, ` which could be 
obtained by a suitably padded seat. 

NEW BOOKS 
PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

(2nd edition), by V. K. Zworykin, E.E., 
Ph.D., and E. D. Wilson, Ph.D. Pub- 
lished by John Wiley- and Son, Inc., at 
18s. 6d. 

A largé portion of this book is devoted to 
the history of the development of photo- 
cells, and the experiments of the pioneers of 
this branch of electrical research are 
described in some detail. Both vacuum and 
gas- filled photocells are treated, as well as 
the photo- conductive and photo- voltaic 
types, and the theoretical considerations 
underlying their design are discussed at some 
length, and illustrated by details of corn - 
mercial types. Having thoroughly dealt with 
photocells themselves, the authors proceed 
to their applications, and, in addition to 
`citil g- (numerous practical uses, they give de- 
tails of suitable amplifiers and correction net- 
works for sound recording and television 
work. 

The-book concludes with a résumé of the 
probable future trend of development ; it is 
profusely illustrated, and its 325 pages are 
remarkably free from printers' errors. An 
exceedingly useful appendix is included. 

Les Radio - com. 
munications Modernes, 
by Pierre David, 
D.Sc. A short sum- 
mary, for non- techni- 
cal readers, of the Pro- 
pagation of Wireless 
Waves, Valves, Spark, 
Arc -and Valve trans - 
mission, Amplifiers, 
Receivers, etc., with 
chapters on - Radio 
Communication, in- 
cluding Broadcasting, 
Direction Finding, 
Photo -telegraphy, and 
Television, Pp. 150 
+16, with ..72 illustra- 
tions and diagrams. 

- Published by J. -B. 
Bailliere et' fils, Paris. 
Price fcs.2o. 

'The Music Seller 
Reference Book, 1932- 
1933. A list of 
gramophone records 
and sheet music pub- 
lished since September 
1st, 1931, and ad- 

A CIRCUS SIDELIGHT. Tanrioy public- address amplifiers supplying 
the giant loud speakers at Bertram-Mills' Circus at Olympia. The 
i -kW. amplifier on the left delivers 18o watts of undistorted power 

and is used both for announcements and the relaying of bands. 

full. Although it is at first somewhat 
difficult to accept this from a theoretical 
standpoint, it is conceded that, by giving 
each chair a very large absorption factor, 
this condition could be closely ap- 
proached. The chairs should be designed 
so that when they are occupied the whole 
of the absorption surfaces are hidden by 

dresses of the manu- 
facturers and suppliers 
of gramophones, radio - 
gramophones, and ac- 
cessories. Published 
by Evans Bros., 

Ltd., Russell Square, London, W.C.I. 
Small Transformers. Their Design and Con- 

struction. By A. H. Avery. In addition to 
practical instructions in building small mains 
transformers of the type used in wireless 
receivers, this booklet gives diagrams for the 
usual tests, and devotes two chapters to various 
types of rectifier. Pp. 56, with 46 illustra- 
tions and diagrams. Published by Percival 
Marshall and Co., Ltd., London. Price 9d. 
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NEWS of 
Egypt Calling 

CAIRO is to have a 20 -kW. 
broadcasting station under 

the control ut the Posts and Tele- 
graphs Department. The station 
should be ready for testing in the 
autumn. 

Laughing Intervals 
OTJT of an assortment of vary- 

ingly intelligent suggestions 
Poste Parisien has selected a new 
interval signal, namely, the sound 
of a coach horn. 

Among the ideas submitted 
were the cooing of a dove and a 
burst of feminine laughter. 

No Broadcast Apologies 
LISTENERS all the world over 

will sigh with relief at the 
findings of a Vienna court in a 
recent slander case. The plaintiff 
had demanded that the defendant 
should broadcast his apologies for 
the offensive remarks, but the 
Court ruled that the Press was an 
adequate medium. 

Spain is Up to Date 
SPAIN is determined that school 

children shall not be victimised 
by inferior radio reception. The 
Minister of Education has ordered 
40o sets of an approved pattern 
for installation in village schools, 
and a project is under discussion 
for equipping all educational 
establishments with first -class 
receivers. 

German Licence Increase 
GERMAN licensed listeners 

on January ist numbered 
4,307,722, an increase of 326,87o 
over the figure for twelve months 
earlier. It should be noted, how- 
ever, that free licences issued to 
the unemployed amounted to 
512,149, as compared with 
283,96o on January 1st, 1932, 
leaving a net increase in paid up 
licences of only 98,689. 

FOR DROITWICH. -One of the 
new Marconi C.A.T. 14 super- 
power transmitting valves for use 
at the new long -wave station. It 

stands over 4 ft. high. 

the WEAK 
Current Events in Brief Review 

'Phones in the Dormitory 
" WIRELESS is wholly a good 

V V thing. At my own school 
every boy has earphones by his 
bedside, and can listen -in to news, 
good music, and the programmes 
of foreign countries." 
-Mr. J. Howard Whitehouse, 
Warden of Bembridge School, in 
an 'address at University College, 
London. 

Birth of Public Radio 
Telephony 

SUNDAY last, January 151h, 
was the tenth anniversary of 

the first official radiotelephony 
conversation transmitted from 
Rocky Point, America, to New 
Southgate, London. It was fol- 
lowing the success of these tests 
that the British Post Office decided 
to open a commercial service with 
the United States. 

Encouraging the Home 
Constructor 

IRISH listeners are rejoicing over 
the new era of cheaper wireless 

sets consequent upon the reduc- 
tion in import duties. Complete 
transmitters and receivers are now 
admitted into the Irish Free State 
on payment of a 50 per cent. 
ad valorem duty. On loud 
speakers and component parts the 
duty is 25 per cent. 

Radio Paris as State 
Station ? 

AFTER several weeks of rumour 
it now appears fairly certain 

that the French Government will 
agree to purchase Radio Paris, 
the famous French broadcasting 
station at Essarts -le -Roy. Accord- 
ing to our contemporary, Le 
Petit Radio, the offer has been 
made by the owners of the 
station, the Compagnie Française 
de Radiophonie, in consequence 
of the voting of the necessary 
sums for the erection of a loo - 
120 kW. station on the outskirts 
of l'aris to replace the Eiffel 
Tower station. 

The indications are, therefore, 
that the French Government may 
adapt Radio Paris to transmit on 
the higher power, that the pro- 
posed new station may be in- 
definitely shelved, and that Eiffel 
Tower may cease to function as a 
broadcasting centre. 

Gangsters Only 
THE popular American pastime 

of listening -in on the police 
wavelengths received a serious 
threat the other day when a Bill 
was introduced into Congress 
seeking to forbid wholesale listen- 
ing on these short waves. How- 
ever, listeners breathed a sigh of 
relief when they examined the 
phraseology of the Bill, which 
ran: " It shall be illegal to pick 
up police signals to evade the 
law." 

In other words, gangsters fleeing 
from justice are forbidden to tune 
in the police messages. This will 
be a sore handicap. 

The Bells of Europe 
BELLS and carillon peals are 

usually a success on the ether. 
The German broadcasting authori- 
ties are now suggesting a special 
Easter feature in which each 
European country would broad- 
cast the sound of its most famous 
bells for the rest of the Continent 
to hear. Thus Germany might be 
represented by the bells of Cologne 
Cathedral, France by Notre Dame, 
Britain by York Minster, and so 
on. 

Lectures on A.C. 
ACOURSE of ten lectures, with 

demonstrations, on " Alter- 

New B.B.C. Transmitter 
THE B.B.C. has placed an order 

with the Marconi Company for 
a soo -kW. broadcasting trans- 
mitter to be installed at the new 
long -wave station at Droitwich, re- 
placing Daventry National. 

The transmitter will incorporate 
" series modulation " and three 
new Marconi high -power valves, 
each capable of dealing with a tele- 
phony input of 150 kW. 

In series modulation, which 
considerably simplifies high -power 
station design, the modulator and 
the modulated power stage are 
placed in series across a constant 
voltage supply. The resistance of 
the modulator is so adjusted by 
means of grid potential that the 
total voltage is divided between 

WESTERN REGIONAL. Two houses in Whiteladies Road, Bristol, 
which the B.B.C. will convert into a " Broadcasting House " serving 
the West region. We hope that Mr. Ashbridge has observed the traffic 
signal and is making suitable arrangements to cope with the radiations 

therefrom I 

Hating Currents and Electrical 
Oscillations " is to be given by 
Mr. D. Owen, B.A., D.Sc., 
F.1nst.P., at the Sir John Cass 
Technical Institute, Jewry Street, 
Aldgate, London, E.C.3, com- 
mencing on Tuesday, January 31st. 

Life -saving at 7,000 Miles 
ICTION is outdone in a tale, 

the truth of which is vouched 
for by the American Radio Relay 
League. A New Zealand amateur 
was recently picking up a Morse 
message transmitted on a mobile 
short -wave station, K7UT, 
operated 7,000 miles away by 
Clyde De Vinna, cinematographer 
on a film expedition to the far 
North. 

After a time De Vinna's Morse 
grew halting and incoherent, and 
finally stopped. The New Zea- 
land amateur, guessing that some- 
thing was amiss, got in touch with 
an Alaskan amateur, who notified 
the authorities at Teller, near the 
cinema camp. Within twenty 
minutes De Vinna was located; he 
was found in his hut lying un- 
conscious from the effects of car- 
bon monoxide gas generated by a 
coke fire. The rescue party had 
arrived just in time. 

the two units. The modulated 
amplifier can be considered as a 
constant resistance, whereas the 
modulator represents a resistance 
variable by the variation of its 
grid potential. A change in the 
modulator resistance, therefore, 
will canse the voltage across the 
modulated amplifier to vary in a 
manner directly proportional to 
the variations. in the grid circuit 
of the modulator. 

As this method of modulating 
the pla.e voltage of the radio fre- 
quency. valve dispenses with any 
iron core choke or transformer it 
can be applied to a transmitter 
with valves of considerable power, 
while maintaining a high degree of 
linearity and wide range of fre- 
quency response. By this means 
the stages of modulated amplifica- 
tion required can be reduced to 
only one, with a consequent reduc- 
tion in harmonic distortion. 
Cutting Off " The Juice " 

1INS sets will never be uni- 
versally popular in France 

while small municipalities like 
Fleury- les- Aubrais (Loire Depart- 
-men) cut off the current between 
to a.m. and mid -day in order to 
attend to the generating plant. 
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The H.M.V. 
Superhet Autoradiogram 

JANUARY 20th, 1933 

MODEL 532 

An A.C. Mains Radio -Gramophone 

i"111E radio- gramophone can no 
longer consist of a receiver to 
which has been added a gramo- 
phone pick -up and turntable ; it 

must now be a complete whole, in which 
each component part has been designed 
specifically for the particular purpose 
which it is called upon to perform. The 
latest and most ambitious product of the 
Gramophone Company fulfils in every way 
this definition ; and although it is at first 
glance similar to their earlier model, 
closer examination reveals numerous 
changes which have been made in accord- 
ance with recent developments. . 

Four -Unit Assembly 

A unit construction has been adopted, 
and these units are assembled into the 
cabinet, which thus becomes rather more 
than a mere container. They are four in 
number, and comprise the receiver chassis, 
the power chassis, the loud speaker, and 
the automatic record changer assembly. 

The receiver chassis contains six valves 
arranged to function as an H.F. stage, 
first detector, oscillator, two I.F. stages, 
and an anode bend second detector. The 
amplifying valves are all of the variable - 
mu type, and the radio volume control 
operates by varying their bias voltages. 
The H.F. valve is preceded by a two -stage 
band -pass filter of the inductively coupled 
type, and it is transformer -coupled to the 
first detector ; there is thus a total of three 
tuned pre -selector circuits. As a result, 
the receiver is exceptionally free from un- 
desired responses, and even on the local 
station second -channel interference is 

practically negligible. 
The ganging of the 
oscillator circuit is ar- 
ranged with the aid of 
a condenser having 
specially shaped 
plates, so avoiding 
complex padding sys- 
tems, and since the 
coils are unscreened 
the coupling between 
the oscillator and first 
detector circuits is ob- 
tained by the simple 
expedient of . placing 
the H.F. transformer 
and the oscillator coils 
in their correct rela- 
tive positions. The 
first I.F. transformer 
is connected in the 
anode circuit of the 

first detector ; it is of the band -pass type, 
and a switch is arranged so that resistances 
can be connected to both primary and 
secondary circuits when it is desired to 
reduce the amplification and broaden the 
response curve for local reception. 

The two variable -mu I.F. stages are 
each coupled by similar transformers, so 
that there is a total of six tuned I.F. cir- 
cuits. With the three pre -selector circuits, 
therefore, the signal must pass through 
nine circuits on its way to the second 
detector, and in consequence the adjacent 
channel selectivity is of an exceedingly 
high -order. 

The second detector is of an unusual 
type, since a very low resistance valve, 
actually an ML4, is used in the self - 
biased condition to act as an anode bend 
detector. A most complex filter is con- 
nected in its anode circuit in order to 
prevent any leakage of I.F. currents which 
might introduce instability and cause un- 
desired responses on the long waveband. 

The output of the detector is taken to 
the power chassis, in which the first valve 
is a low- frequency amplifier, and is em- 
ployed on both radio and gramophone. 
The coupling between the detector and the 
L.F. stage is by resistance -capacity, and 
on gramophone the valve is fed from the 
pick -up through a potentiometer con- 
nected to act as the volume control. This 
valve is resistance- transformer coupled to 

FEATURES 
Circuit. -Ten -valve superheterodyne with 

three tuned pre -selector circuits and six 
I.F. circuits. Preliminary variable -mu 
H.F. stage and two variable -mu I.F. 
stages, with' a two -valve frequency changer. 
Push -pull output to the energised moving - 
coil loud speaker. All A.C. operation. 

General. -Automatic record changer in the 
gramophone equipment, and sound proof 
lid to the cabinet. Provision for the use of 
an external speaker with or without the built - 
in model. Floating chassis construction. 

Controls. (1) Single tuning control with 
calibrated and illuminated dial. (2) 
Volume control operative on both radio and 
gramophone. (3) Combined on -off, radio - 
gramophone, and wave -change switch. (4) 
Local -distance switch. (5) Tone control. 
(6) Gramophone motor switch. (7) Record 
changer switch. (8) Record rejector button. 

Price. DSO guineas in standard cabinet; 
95 guineas in special modern style cabinet, 
illustrated on this page. 

Makers. -The Gramophone Co., Ltd., 
363 -367, Oxford Street, London, W.I. 

the output stage, which consists of two 
PX 4 valves in push -pull, and it is inter- 
esting to note that independent biasing is 
used for these. The moving -coil speaker 
is, of course, fed through a transformer. 

The smoothing equipment is exception- 
ally generous, and the mains transformer 
itself is of unusually large dimensions. 
The outpùt of the valve rectifier is taken 
through a tapped choke, connected in a 
special hum neutralising circuit, to the 

View of the motor board showing the automatic record changer. 
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Wireless World, January 2otla, 1933. 

A Highly Developed Radio - gramophone 

H.F. VALVE 

V M S 4 

OSCILLATOR 
VALVE 
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1st DETECTOR 

VALVE 

M S 4 

I.F. AMPLIFIER 

VALVES 
V M S 4'S 
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VALVE 
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INPUT BAND - PASS FILTER 
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MECHANISM 
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LOUD SPEAKER 
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RECTIFIER VALVE 

U 14 

T`eWireless World 
GOPYRIGMT 

LOUD SPEAKER 

SWITCH 

CONDENSER 
BLOCK 

OUTPUT 
VALVES 
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L.F. VALVE 
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Showing the rubber -suspended chassis of the H.M.V. Superhet Autoradiogram. 
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The H.M.V. Superhet Autoradiogram- 
field winding of the moving -coil loud 
speaker, where, in providing the neces- 
sary energisation, the current is still 
further smoothed. The current for the 
output stage is then tapped off, but that 
for the earlier valves passes through 
another choke ; there are thus three 

`Ilnilsoo 
At the rear of the set provision is made - 

for the connection of an external loud 
speaker, and a three -position switch per- 
mits this to be used alone or in conjunc- 
tion with the internal speaker ; alterna- 
tively, the latter may be used alone. 
When installing the set, no adjustments 
are required by the user beyond a single 

JANUARY zoth, 1933. 

on absorbent rubber bushes to prevent 
acoustic feed -back effects. The moving - 
coil loud speaker is of large dimensions 
and is provided with a baffle board of 
acoustically dead material. In fact, in 
every particular the set shows the care 
which has been put into its design and 
construction ; electrically, the receiver 

GRAMOPHONE 
VOLUME 
CONTROL 

PICK -UP 

DIAL LIGHTS 

PEAK KR 
FIELD 

o SPEAKER 

SPEAKER 
SWITCH QQQQ}1 

TONE 
CONTROL 

T 

1SPEECH 
COIL 

i 

AC 
MAINT 

GRAMO 
MOTOR 
SWITCH 

smoothing chokes, and, as might be ex- 
pected, the hum level in the output is in- 
audible. 

The automatic record changer is of the 
usual H.M.V. pattern and is extremely 
simple to operate. When loaded to full 
capacity it is capable of playing eight 
zo or 12in. records consecutively. The 
different sizes must not be mixed, of 
course, and only one side of each can be 
played. A push button on the front of the 
cabinet allows any unwanted record to be 
rejected, and the volume control is also 
conveniently mounted outside the cabinet. 
The lid is fitted with an automatic closing 
device, and it is well packed with felt to 
make it soundproof and to prevent any 
pick -up chatter from being audible. 

Excellent Performance 

The tuning controls are all mounted on 
the gramophone board, and the tuning 
scale is set at a convenient angle. It is 
calibrated and illuminated by a series of 
concealed lamps ; these lamps are inter- 
connected with the combined wave- range, 
radio- gramophone, and on -off switch, so 
that the appropriate scale is illuminated. 
In addition to these, there are the tone 
control and the local- distance switch. 

trimmer in the aerial circuit. The care 
and attention to detail which have been 
put into the design of this receiver are 
shown up by the inclusion of a special in- 
sulated screwdriver for making this soli- 
tary adjustment. 

The performance of the set leaves little 
to be desired, and the quality of reproduc- 
tion sets a very high standard. The bass 
is well reproduced, without any trace of 
box resonance, and quality on gramo- 
phone is exceptionally fine. The general 
tone on radio is slightly lower, but with 
the local- distance switch set for local re- 
ception there is abundant evidence that 
the higher frequencies are being repro- 
duced. The general effect is of well - 
balanced tone, and, even at large volume, 
harmonic distortion is commendably low. 

The sensitivity, of course, is adequate 
for any ordinary purpose, and the set will 
rarely have to be worked all out. The 
selectivity, 'too, is of a very high order, 
and probably reaches the maximum useful 
value. Undesired responses are negli- 
gible, and the volume control has a wide 
range, while the waverange switch is now 
silent in operation. 

The walnut cabinet is extremely solid, 
and its lines are dignified and pleasing. 
The chassis are of steel and are mounted 

Circuit diagram of the complete apparatus. 
Interesting points are the inclusion of an 
internal -external speaker switch, tone control 
and ganged volume control for radio and 

gramophone. 

functions in a manner which is beyond 
reproach, and the workmanship is superb. 

THE BRUSSELS NOTEBOOK 
Interfering Stations in December 

DAVENTRY National, according to the 
observers of the International Broad- 
casting Union at Brussels, has now 

developed a second harmonic which is inter- 
fering with Vienna. Moscow and Lenin- 
grad, too, are producing harmonics ; Söttens 
and Vienna are also offending, the latter 
clashing with Frankfurt. Bucharest con- 
tinues to suffer at the hands of an unknown 
station. 

The medium -wave Leningrad station, 
RV70, has made its first appearance, and is 
operating on the same frequency as that of 
Barcelona, namely, 434.8 metres. 

At least one station has "vanished " ; this 
is the Latvia relay at Madona, which has 
not been heard since December rzth. 
Nyiregyhaza, one of the new Hungarian 
relays, seems to be having a wobble com- 
petition with Bremen, which is still unable 
to keep steady. Pecz, the other new Hun- 
garian relay station, has been looking for a 
wave between 1,42o and r,445 kcs. 

Cardiff is still interfered with by an un- 
known station, and Radio Vitus continues 
its St: Vitus' dance around 307 metres. 

Telegraphy stations have been interfering 
on the long waves, particularly around that 
of Lahti, while an unknown Russian tele- 
graphy station continues to work- between 
Zeesen and Radio Paris, and there is still an 
interloper within a few kilocycles of 5XX. 

Luxembourg has been continuing tests on 
252 kilocycles and Vienna on 240 kilocycles. 
Budapest No. z has settled down to 355 
kilocycles. Brussels No. r is now sharing its 
wavelength with the Estonian station Tartu, 
as well as Astrakhan. To complete the 
tale, Palermo . continues . to interfere with 
Munich even on local reception. 
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BROAD CAST 
BR EN 'TIES 

By Our Special Correspondent. 

What Does the Diary Say? 
SIR JOHN REITH, in an article in The 

Wireless World some twelve months ago, 
referred to the diary in which he records his 
personal impressions of the world and affairs. 
If the diary is still kept -a fairly safe as- 
sumption-I can imagine a delightful entry 
for Tuesday of last week, the day on which 
Sir John betook himself to the Polish Em- 
bassy and laid before His Excellency- the 
Ambassador a note of contrition for tie pas 
pas on New Year's Eve. 

Retribution 
The note, I understand, left certain i ,ants 

to the Polish imagination ; for example, it 
stated that " internal administrative action " 
had been taken in the matter. One can 
almost hear the groans of the offender and 
the clank of the chains. 

Another Offender 
It may console Sir John Reith to reflect 

that his is not the only broadcasting 
organisation to invoke the Polish wrath. A 
Berlin friend tells me that the Königsberg 
station has just had a sharp rap over the 
knuckles by the Polish Ambassador in 
Berlin for remarks passed about the 
" Polish Corridor " during a programme on 
December 28th. - 

Co- opting M.P.s 
The Polish affair has, of course, raised 

anew the question of whether the B.B.C. 
should corne under direct Parliamentary 
control. From what I can gather, how- 
ever, no one really wants such a state of 
affairs. Personally, I shrink from the idea ; 

the mere notion of members of Parliament 
contributing more than they do at present 
to the gaiety of nations suggests sweated 
industry. 

Sad Sequel 
Not that the B.B.C. itself has fought shy 

of the idea. On September 26th last the 
Corporation with the approval of the Prime 
Minister courteously invited " the co- opera- 
tion of a small Parliamentary committee 
composed of members of both Houses, for 
the purpose of advising the Corporation on 
matters connected with political talks." 

Alas, no one accepted the invitation! 

Prospecting in Belfast 
BELFAST readers should look out for the 

B.B.C. mobile' transmitter which, I am 
credibly informed, will soon be exploring 
the neighbourhood in search of a suitable 
site for the new high -power transmitter. 

The B.B.C. are likely to he attracted by 
the Divis Hill, which overlooks the city from 
the west, but they have no special prefer- 
ences at the moment. 

The End in Sight? 
The Belfast and Droitwich transmitters 

may quite possibly be ready at the same 
time, i.e., the end of next year. The Re- 
gional and Long -wave Broadcasting Schemes 
will then be complete, unless the B.B.C. 
ventures on a new northerly station on the 
long -wave band. 
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NOISE -MAKING AS A PROFESSION. A photograph taken recently in the " effects " depart- 
ment at Broadcasting House during the performance of a radio drama. The man on the left 
is producing the impression of splintering wood by crushing a match -box close to the micro- 
phone. A drum held against a revolving disc simulates an aeroplane propeller, while rushing 
wind is suggested by the wind machine in the cage. Falling buildings are also represented. 

I understand that although the order has 
been placed for the new " series modula- 
tion " transmitter at Droitwich; work may 
net be started there for some time. 

Art Awkward Clause 
N unusual dilemma has confronted the 

t B.B.C. in regard to the new head- 
quarters at Leeds. Some perspicacious in- 
dividual discovered a clause in the deeds 
of the building to the effect that it must 
never be used as a place of entertainment, 
the explanation being that the future 
broadcasting headquarters is a converted 
Friends Meeting Rouse. 

Happily, the lawyers' have pointed out 
that all will be well if no charge is made for 
admission ! So the new Broadcasting House 
will open in a few weeks' time. 

How We Help 
EVERY British wireless licence holder i can now clap his hand to his heart and 
say : " I help -to cheer the Empire and 
especially South Africa! For while the 
Empire programmes (paid for by British 
listeners) are floating on the four winds of 
heaven, South Africa now has the special 
privilege of picking them up and relaying 
theta from Cape Town and Johannesburg 
without giving prior notice to the B.B.C. 

Reciprocal Programmes? 
In time, no doubt, the other Dominions 

and Colonies will follow suit, and perhaps 
the day will come when they will recipro- 
cate. A sound picture or running comment- 
ary dealing with gold mining in the Rand 
would cheer us not a little. 

Cyril Maude to Broadcast 
WHEN that classic among comedies in WHEN 

English language, " The School for 
Scandal," is broadcast on January 23rd and 
24th, the part of Sir Peter Teazle will be 
played by the well -known actor Cyril Maude. 
The late 'William Archer, one of the most 
eminent critics of all time, described Mr. 

Maude's Sir Peter, when the play was pro- 
duced at the Haymarket many years ago, 
as the best he had even seen. 

Left- handed Quartet Leader 
\E of the several quartets who will 
broadcast during the Chamber Concert 

season in the Concert Hall, Broadcasting 
House, is the Kolisch. They will arrive in 
England next month and are to play every 
day for a fortnight, the dates of their broad- 
casts being February r3th and 25th. The 
leader of the Kolisch Quartet is left - handed 
-the result of an accident in childhood. 

Hotter and Hotter 
ENRY HALL is getting hotter and 
hotter. Who would have guessed 

twelve months ago that the modest con- 
ductor of the Gleneagles Hotel dance com- 
bination would have the first call in this 
country on the hot jazz numbers of Duke 
Ellington and Louis Armstrong? 

The contract has just been signed with 
these, the two hottest of America's jazz 
monarchs. 

Say It with Dancing 
By the way, Henry Hall has received some 

really enthusiastic tributes from the Con- 
tinent- Germany especially -as a result of 
the recent European relays by the B.B.C. 
Dance Band. A German youth of 17 to 
whose letter of appreciation Henry Hall 
sent a reply has responded with the noble 
remark : " Englishmen are gentlemen." 
Another Feat 

I roust also chronicle the fact that the 
B.13.C.'s Dance Band conductor has 
earned the distinction of being the first man 
to smash a microphone beyond repair. It 
happened a few days ago when he was 
showing Irving Berlin_ around Broadcasting 
House. They had reached the Television 
studio in the basement when Henry, dazzled 
by ,the glare frown one of the Baird " search - 
lights," collided with a microphone stand. 
If the stand had been stronger . . 
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LABORATORY TESTS 
CLIX INSULATED SOCKET 

THE latest type of insulated socket de- 
veloped by Lectro Linx, Ltd., 254, 

Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.i, for mounting 
on metal chassis is now provided with a small 
terminal in place of the usual soldering tag. 

It is felt that this will 
appeal to those home 
constructors who pre- 
fer the nut and screw 
method of connection 
to soldering, especially 
on small parts that 
could be damaged un- 
less special care is 
exercised when using 
the soldering iron. 

The new socket, 
which costs z }d., can 
he used either with a 
solid plug or with one 
of the divided prong 
type, such as the Clix 

Clix new insulated socket 
fitted with a small screw 

terminal. 

master plug. It is made in two colours, 
namely, red and black, and is available with 
the usual range of markings. 

ROTOR -OHM VOLUME CONTROL 
WITH SWITCH 

ROTOR ELECTRIC, LTD., Spencer 
House, South Place, Moorgate, London, 

E.C.2, are now manufacturing wire -wound 
Rotor -Ohms in this country, production be- 
ing well in hand of all values up to 50,000 
ohms. All models can be supplied with or 
without a switch, and provision is now made 
for ganging. Thus the new models meet 
every present -day requirement, but they 
possess the added advantage of compact- 
ness, for the specimen tested, which is fitted 
with a switch, measures only rlin. in dia- 
meter and ran. deep. The switch is embodied 
in the design and is not. an appendage. 

The resistance element is mounted so that 
the contact arm reaches the end of the track 
before the switch lever is moved, and there 
is then no further change in the resistance 
during the final rotation of the spindle. 

POTENTIOMETER 
CONTACTS 

SWITCH 
CONTACTS 

New Rotor - 
O h m fitted 
with built -in 

switch. 

The price is 3s. 6d. each up to 25,000 
ohms and 4s. each for all values up to 
50,000 ohms. If fitted with a switch the 
price is raised by Is. in all cases, while pro- 
vision for ganging costs an additional 9d. 

SONOCHORDE LOUD SPEAKERS 
FROM the point of view of mechanical de- 

sign probably the most interesting feature 
of the Sonochorde loud speakers is the method 
of centring the moving coil. Instead of the 
customary radial spider, a concentrically cor- 
rugated disc is employed which gives enor- 
mous lateral rigidity without appreciably af- 

NEW RADIO PRODUCTS 
REVIEWED 

fecting the normal movement of the speech 
coil. Examination reveals that the periphery 
of the one -piece diaphragm does, in fact, pro- 
vide a greater control than the sub -dia- 
phragm. There can be no doubt that this 
form of construction gives greater immunity 
from damage and is conducive to permanence 
of the response characteristic. 

Three models were submitted for test -the 
Standard P.M. and D.C. and the Senior D.C. 
The first two are fitted with Tin. diaphragms, 
and the performance as regards frequency 
response is similar, though, as might be ex- 
pected, the sensitivity of the mains -energised 
model is the better of the two. The bass 
resonance occurs at about Ili) cycles, and the 
lower cut -oft is at about 75 cycles. The 
magnitude of the bass resonance is just, 
sufficient to give adequate body to music 
without introducing colouration to speech. 
Ascending the frequency scale, there is a 
shallow trough in the region of 250-35o 
cycles, after which the output regains the 
normal level and maintains it up to 2,000 
cycles. Following a resonance between 
2,500 and 3,00o cycles, the output continues 
to 8,000 cycles at a level which is much 
higher than the average. 

Sonochorde Senior D.C. moving -coil loud 
speaker and (inset) enlarged view of corru- 

gated centring diaphragm. 
The Senior D.C. model, which is fitted 

with an rin. cone, is in every way a first - 
class reproducer. The bass response is full 
clown to 6o cycles, and a careful exploration 
failed to reveal any prominent resonances in 
the response up to 7,000 cycles, which 
marks the commencement of the high -fre- 
quency cut -off. Further, from the point of 
view of efficiency and sensitivity this model 
is equal to anything we have so far tested, 
regardless of price. 

All Sonochorde models are provided with 
output transformers with alternative ratios 
for low impedance power valves or pentodes. 
The makers are Sonochorde Reproducers, 
Ltd., I, Willesden Lane, London, N.W.6, 
and the prices of the models tested are as 
follows : Standard D.C., 25s. ; Standard 
P.M., 32s. 6d. ; Senior D.C., 42s. 6d. 

PARAFEED COUPLING UNIT 
THE Parafeed L.F. transformer which 

was introduced in the spring of 1931, 
having been designed especially for use with 
the parallel -feed L.F. coupling system, re- 

quired the addition of a resistance and a 
condenser to complete the coupling link. 
Radio Instruments, Ltd., Purley Way, Croy- 
don, Surrey, have now embodied the three 
essential components in one compact unit, 
which, in addition to considerably cheapen- 
ing the cost of the complete coupling, 
has led to a marked reduction in the 

to t á l base- 
board space 
required, for 
the new Para - 
feed unit in its 
latest for m 
measures but 
2 -in. x 21in. x 
2 bin. high. 

R.I. Parafeed 
coupling 

unit. 

The internal resistance and condenser are 
completely isolated from the transformer, 
so that all the advantages of the original 
Parafeed transformer are retained, and the 
unit can be connected to give transformer 
ratios of i : 2, r :3 or r : 4, in addition to 
various other arrangements. The instructional 
leaflet shows ten different combinations, in- 
cluding one push -pull amplification, but for 
this purpose an additional Parafeed trans- 
former is required. The resistance included 
in the unit is provided with a tapping, so 
that a part of it can be used for decoupling 
the anode circuit if required. 

For the purpose of our tests the unit was 
connected to give a r : 4 step -up ratio ; two - 
volt battery valves were used, and the whole 
of the resistance included in the anode circuit 
of the first stage. Over the major part of 
the frequency range an amplification of forty 
times was obtained. Although there is a 
slight falling off in voltage amplification 
below roo cycles, it will not have a notice- 
able effect on the reproduction, as the 
acoustic output will be sufficient to preserve 
a satisfactory balance. Indeed, the response 
at roo cycles is only 1.5 decibels below that 
at r,000 cycles, while even at 5o cycles the 
reduction is not more than 4 decibels. 
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Frequency -amplification curve of 
Parafeed coupling unit. 

The unit is mounted in a neat moulded 
bakelite case, having an internal metal 
screen, and provision is made for earthing 
this via the fixing screws. The price of the 
coupling unit is us. 9d. 

R.I. 
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UNBIASED 
A Tale of a Tick 

IHAVE just paid a second visit to 
the two listening halls in Broadcasting 

House which I mentioned a week or two 
ago. My object was to enjoy a peaceful 
musical evening of the kind which has 
been practically impossible at home 
during the past few days owing to an 
avalanche of aunts and sisters -in -law who 
have descended on my humble abode and 
at present show no sign of moving. 

I made myself comfortable in one of 
the armchairs provided by the thoughtful 
B.B.C. and closed my eyes, partly to 
increase my enjoyment of the music and 
partly to veil from sight the hideous 
futuristic -looking furniture. I had not 
been listening Iong, however, when I 
became conscious of irritation. In spite 
of all my efforts to concentrate, my en- 
joyment was quite spoilt by the distract- 
ing, click of the wretched electric slave 
clock which ticked every half -minute. 
Since its wiring was buried in the wall, I 
was completely baffled in attempts to 

One man's meat . . . 

disconnect it. As it was, I found I could 
stand the noise no longer, and was 
compelled to leave the building in a 
thoroughly disgruntled mood. 

I don't think I have met a clock of 
this type with a louder or more 
exasperating click, but the really nerve- 
racking part was waiting for it. Surely 
somebody has blundered very badly in 
not foreseeing this trouble, for here, if 
anywhere, the use of a tickless clock is- 

justified. I am not, of course, referring 
to electrical interference produced in the 
loud speaker, for the clock was quite silent 
in this respect. 

Psychological Moments 
THERE seems to be no end to the 

practical applications of the prin- 
ciples of radio. The latest is intended to 
lessen the terrors which the dental chair 
has for children and even adults. A 
despoiler of good teeth with whom I am 
acquainted is the individual who has 
devised this latest adjunct to his fee- 

snatching business. His first experiment 
was to provide his juvenile victims with 
a pair of headphones connected up to a 
wireless set, but he speedily found that 
such items as fat -stock prices and talks 
on psycho -analysis failed to hold the 

By 

FREE GRID 
children's attention against the counter- 
irritation provided by drills and forceps. 

He has now solved the problem in a 
very ingenious manner. The headphones 
are .connected to a gramophone pick -up 
in an adjoining room wherein sits a psy- 
chological expert with a peephole through 
which he is able to observe the patient. 
According to his judgment of the child's 
psychological make -up, the expert 
switches on different types of gramo- 
phone record and even, in desperate cases, 
introduces a microphone and puts over a 
" bed- time " story himself. My friend is 
now extending the system to his adult 
patients, but his tame psychologist is find- 
ing the task of selecting suitable items 
much more difficult, and has found out 
the fundamental truth of the old saying 
that what is one man's meat is another 
man's poison. 

Surely this idea gives a golden oppor- 
tunity to the B.B.C. for making their 
audition tests really helpful. All they 
have to do is to put would -be comedians 
in front of the dentist's microphone and 
watch the effect on the victims. If any 
aspirants to studio honours could get a 
laugh out of a man in the execution chair 
he would be good enough for a long con- 
tract with the B.B.C. Similarly, loud 
speakers might be erected at the receipt 
of custom in a Scottish income -tax col- 
lector's office ; the raising of a laugh from 

. . . is another man's poison. 

a thrifty Scot when paying over the 
bawbees would surely be the hall -mark of 
the born comedian. 

1l /1 

A Mystery Box 
Y attention was arrested the other 
day by an .article in a foreign 

wireless journal giving " full technical 
details of the system employed by the 

British Post Office engineers to detect un- 
licensed . receivers." Naturally, I seized 
upon the opportunity of improving my 
knowledge upon this matter, losing no time 
in arming myself with a ponderous 
dictionary and commencing the painful 
work of translation. I was bitterly dis- 
appointed, however, to find that at the 
end of my labours I was no nearer the 
truth than before. 

After giving a very ordinary description 
of a sensitive multi -valve receiver em- 
ploying a frame aerial, the article finished 
up by stating that everything really 
depended upon a secret device housed in 

r- 

tic 

)L. 

Could assist the Post 
Office authorities. 

a steel cylinder. It further explained 
that this device made use of " an entirely 
new principle of radio." 

The most remarkable thing about the 
whole report, however, was a statement 
at the end to the effect that these secret 
devices, all ready to connect up, would 
shortly be supplied to all licence holders 
in England so that they could assist the 
Post Office authorities in tracking down 
unlicensed listeners. To crown all, it was 
alleged that the instrument would be sup- 
plied to each licence holder in a sealed box 
so that he would be unable to wrest from 
it the marvellous " secret circuit." 

Criticism of Hospitals 
tl S the result of my recent note regard- 

ing hospital sets I regret to say that 
my post -bag has been filled with moans 
from patients and ex- patients. 

Complaints are not confined to small 
provincial hospitals, nor yet to the larger 
ones, but come even from some of the 
greatest of the metropolitan establish- 
ments which I thought were above 
suspicion.. In practically every case the 
barbarous practice of switching off at a 
ridiculously early hour of the evening is 
in vogue, the hospital authorities being 
so much beyond the æsthetic pale that 
they cut the set off even in the middle of a 
musical item. 

As for man -made static, this appears to 
be intolerable, although caused in many 
cases-and this is the ludicrous part of 
it -by electrical apparatus under the 
control of the hospital authorities them- 
selves ! Lifts, X -ray apparatus, and 
therapeutic apparatus, generally, are 
particular offenders. 
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The Valve Filament 
Part 11. -Tile Coating and the Part it Plays 

By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc. 

N the previous instalment it was 
pointed out that in a cold filament 
the electrons dash about with an 
average speed of 58 miles per second 

but that at this speed they could only 
pass across a retarding potential difference 
of 1 / 4oth of a volt, while in order to 
escape from the surface they must sur- 
mount a barrier of .4.5 volts. 

Table A gives the average speed cor- 
responding to certain temperatures and 
also the voltage barrier which can be over- 
come, and it appears that in a filament 
at 15 deg. C. only those electrons which 
have. 791/ 58=14 times the average 
speed can escape from the surface. 

Now and again an electron does attain 
this critical speed. There is a remote 
chance that a number of lucky collisions 
may boost it to . 14 times the average 
speed, but the fantastic slenderness of the 
chance is shown by the curve of Fig. 3, 
which has been worked out from the 
well -known laws of probability. 

The vertical scale gives the chance 
that an electron should have a speed in 
excess of the figure given by the hori- 
zontal scale, and the diagram may be 
regarded as a ladder in which each rung 
represents "a chance of a millionth of that 
at the rung immediately above. The top 
rung is the chance that the speed should 
exceed zero, and is, of course, a.certainty. 
At the next rung 
below, correspond- 
ing to speeds ex- 
ceeding 3.8 times 
the average value, 
the chance is one 
in a million (10 -6), 
while for speeds 
exceeding 5.5 times 
the average the 
chance is one in a 
million milli million 
(10 -1) and so on, 
till at 14 times 
the average speed 
the chance falls to 
io -72. To write this 
at full length we 
should put down a 
decimal point, fol- 
low it with 71 zeros, 
and finish off with 
the figure " one." 

As illustrations of 
the extreme improbability represented by 
this figure we may say that it is the 
chance that heads should turn up 240 
times running, or that a man should pre- 
dict correctly the order of finishing of a 
field of 54 horses in the. Grand National, 
or that the purchaser of a tickets out of 
4 million sold in a sweepstake should 
draw the first 1r prizes. To put it 

5 10 

SPEED 
AVERAGE SPEED 

15 

Fig. 3. -A few elec- 
trons in a metal have 
5 or io times the 
average speed : the 
curve shows how very 
small is the chance 
that this should occur 

shortly, unaided escape of an electron 
from a cold filament is impossible. 

But suppose the filament raised to a 
white heat. The table shows that the 
average speed of an electron is now 166 
miles per second, and any electron which 
has 4.76 times this speed attains the 

LONG before the days of broad- 
casting it was found that if a I 

small piece of sealing wax were fused 
to a platinum filament in a soft valve' 
a copious flow of electrons could be 
detected. Year after year this device 

l has been developed until to -day 
we have the coated filament 
which emits its electrons at 
such a lozv temperature that we 
are constrained to ask " How 
far off is the cold valve ? " 

critical speed of 791 miles per 
second, which enables it to 
emerge. Fig. 3 shows that the 
chance of exceeding this speed 
is 10 -10 or one in ten thousand 
million, and, though this is a 
poor chance for any single 
electron, we must remember 
that a cubic millimetre of 
tungsten contains 1020 free 
electrons, so that 1010 of these 
are capable of escape if they 
happen to lie close . to the 
surface. It is from this small high -speed 
fraction of the total population of elec- 
trons that we obtain the filament emission 
required to operate a valve. 

at such a high temperature without rapid 
wasting due to volatilisation. But in 1914 
it was accidentally djscovered that a 
small percentage of thorium, which exists 
as an impurity in tungsten ores, enhances 
the emission considerably. The thorium 
atoms diffuse outwards to the surface of 
the hot filament, where they form a layer 
one atom in thickness, and, although this 
layer keeps on evaporating, it is replaced 
by the outwardly diffusing atoms which 
underlie it and can be maintained for a 
thousand hours of use. The effect of this 
layer is to reduce the potential barrier at 
the surface from 4.5 volts (its value for 
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Fig. 4.- 
against 

Life of 1,000 hours 

The emission in amps. per square 
centimetre of a tungsten filament at 
various temperatures is shown by the 
right -hand curve of Fig. 4. At 2, roo deg. 
C., the temperature at which a filament 
is usually operated, the emission amounts 
to about o.i amp. per sq. cm. of surface, 
and this temperature is so far below the 
melting point (3,27o deg. C.) that a life 
of a thousand hours is usual before the 
filament fails owing to volatilisation of 
the metal. 

No other pure metal is as emissive as 
tungsten, for no other metal can be kept 

TABLE A. 

Temperature in 
degrees Centigrade. 

Speed in 
milesfsec. Volts. 

15 (ordinary temp.) 58 0.0243 
2,100 (white heat) 166 0.200 
47,500 (hottest 

known star) 791 4.52 

The emission from three types of filament plotted 
temperature. The dots indicate the usual 

operating temperatures. 

tungsten) to 3.15 volts, with the result 
that the emission would increase a 
thousandfold if the temperature were 
maintained at 2,10o deg. C. Actually the 
thoriated filament is only heated to 
1,600 deg. C. to prevent undue evapora- 
tion of thorium, and, as Fig. 4 shows. 
the emision is io times that of pure 
tungsten when each filament is kept at 
its correct temperature. 

The comparison between the two types 
of filament is most simply made on a 
basis of emission per watt of heating 
power drawn from the L.T. battery. For 
tungsten the figure is 2 milliamps. per 
watt, and for thoriated tungsten 40 milli - 
amps. per watt ; so that, for equal 
emissions, the latter filament requires 
only 1 / 2oth as much battery current. 
The advent of this filament made it pos- 
sible for the first time to use dry cells 
for L.T. supply. 

Considerable liberties can be taken with 
thoriated filaments, for if the thin layer of 
thorium is completely volatilised ue to ex- 
cessive heating, as when, for e ple, the 
H.T. battery is accidentally lied for 
a moment to the filament ter nals, it is 
only necessary to run the filament a little 
above its usual temperature for about an 
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The Valve Filament - 
hour (with the H.T. reduced to about 
quarter- value), whereupon a new . layer 
will diffuse to the surface and the emis- 
sion will be as good as ever. 

But the thoriated filament is now, in 
its turn, heading for limbo in face of the 
powerful competition of the coated fila- 

ment. Long before 
the days of broad- 
casting it was 
known that a speck 
of sealing w a x 
burnt on to a 
platinum filament 
gave rise to a 
stream of electrons 
so dense that, in a 
soft valve contain- 
ing a trace of air, 
a luminous streak 
could be seen. This 
primitive device has 
been gradually de- 
veloped into its 
modern form in 
which a core of 

tungsten wire is provided with a nickel 
covering to give a surface to which the 
oxide coating adheres strongly ; - the 
oxides of barium and strontium are then 
deposited on the nickel, and by glowing 
the filament a thin layer of barium and 
strontium separates out on the surface, as 
shown in Fig. 5. 

The presence of this layer reduces the 
potential barrier to one volt, and, conse- 
quently, the electron emission is enor- 
mously increased (Fig. 4, left -hand 
curve) so that the operating temperature 
can be reduced to 83o deg. C. -a barely 
visible dull red glow. The emission effi- 
ciency is ioo milliamps. per watt, so that 
in a 2 -volt filament one -fifth of the fila- 
ment current actually escapes as electronic 
emission. 

Fig. 5.-Cross-section 
of coated filament. 
A nickelled- tungsten 
wire carries a thin 
layer of metallic 
barium reduced from 

barium oxide. 

Indirectly Heated Cathode 

The great efficiency of coated filaments 
has made it possible to employ indirect 
heating by making the emitting surface 
or cathode in the form of an oxide -coated 
cylinder entirely disconnected from and 
enveloping the heating wire ; sufficient 
emission is obtained when 4 watts are 
consumed by the heater, whereas with a 
pure tungsten cathode 200 watts would 
be called for on account of the much 
higher temperature required, and a receiv- 
ing valve of ordinary dimensions would 
be quite unable to dissipate this power 
without serious overheating. Another ad- 
vantage of low -temperature cathodes is 
that the distortion on heating is so slight 
that the grid can be brought very close, 
with consequent greater controlling power, 
as in the ' i Micromesh " output valve, 
where a change of r volt on the grid 
changes the plate current by 12 mA. 

We have seen that progress in filament 
construction has been largely due to 
methods of diminishing the magnitude of 
the voltage barrier which exists at the 
surface of all conductors. Already with 
coated filaments one -fifth of the current 

WtaIlsoo Wo.114 

frcm the L.T. battery escapes from the 
surface, and it may be that science will 
discover how to lower the barrier . still 
further. After all, if the barrier could be 
reduced to half a volt the emission from 
a cold filament would be as great as we 
now get from a hot 'one, and L.T. bat- 
teries would become superfluous. So that 
we should not despair of the eventual 
appearance of the cold valve. 

It is sometimes suggested that since 
electrons are emitted from alkali metal 
surfaces under the influence of light we 
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might design a valve to work with -a cold 
cathode sensitive to light. At present, 
however, it is much more economical to 
heat the filament directly than to use 
power to operate the source of light. In 
fact, if all the light from a lamp of 
one candle -power is concentrated on the 
cathode of the most sensitive photo -cell 
known the emission is s milliamp., and 
since I watt is required to operate the 
lamp the efficiency is only i milliamp. 
per watt, as against the much higher 
emission of the coated filament. 

In Next Week's Issue:- 

r!j h e ALL -WAVE 
MONODIAL 

SUPER 
A Highly 

Sensitive and 
Selective Battery 
Superheterodyne. 

Tuning from 12.26 to 
2,000 Metres The plug -in short 

wave coil can be 
seen behind the ganged 

condenser. 

A SINGLE -CONTROL superheterodyne 
covering the range of 12.26 -98 metres, 

in addition to the two normal broadcast 
bands. Built -in coils with waveband switch- 
ing are provided for the latter two, and an- 
other switch permits any one of the four 
short -wave bands to be selected at will. 
Single -dial tuning is operative on all wave- 
lengths, and an unusually high degree of 
adjacent.channel selectivity is maintained on 
the shortest wavelength. In spite of, or 
rather because of, the use of seven valves, 
the current drain upon the H.T. battery is 
unusually low and totals no more than 13 
mA. at loo volts. The quality of reproduc- 
tion reaches a high standard, and the sen- 
sitivity is adequate for the reception of the 
weakest stations under even poor conditions. 

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED 
After the particular male of component used in 

the i.rigirtal model, suitable alternative produc,.'s are 
given in some instances. 

1 

Three -gang Superhet condenser, 0.0005 mfd. 
Polar " Star " 

Short -wave variable condenser, 0.00010 mfd. 
Eddystone No. 922 

Slow- motion dial Eddystone No. 933 

Insulated coupling Cyldon 
(Ormond) 

Compression type condenser, 0.002 mfd. 
Polar " Preset " 

( Formo, R.I.) 
Set of Sunerhet coils Telsen 
Set of short -wave coils comprising 1 L.B., 1 V. 1 B. 

and 1 213Ií Eddystone No. 932 

3 I.F. transformers, 110 k.c. 
(Colvern, \ \'earite) 

1 H.F. choke 
1 Screened H.F. choke, Superliet 

( \\'earite) 

1 Special switch assembly 
1 Single -pole switch Q.M.B. 

(('Iwnlr Lyons) 
1 Two -pole switch Q.M.B. 

(Claude Lyons) 

1 Potentiometer, 25,000 ohms 
(Cohere, AV'atinel) 

Varley BP21 

Eddystone No. 505 
type Bulgin H.F.10 

Wearite 
Bulgin S.FO 

Bulgin S.88 

Igranic No. 2235/7 

1 Resistance, 100 ohms, 1 watt 
t Resistance, 1,000 ohms, 1 watt 
1 Resistance, 2000 ohms, 1 watt 
2 Resistances, 5,000 ohms, 1 watt 
1 Resistance, 10,000 ohnis, I watt 

1 Resistance, 25,000 ohms, 1 watt 
I Resistance, 250.01)0 ohms, 1 watt 

(Ilnhilier, Erie) 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.01 mfd. mica T.C.C. No. 34 
3 Fixed condensers, (1.151 mfd. mica T.C.C. No. 34 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.001 mid. mica T.C.C. type " M " 
2 Fixed condensers, 0.01101 mfd. mica T.C.C. No. 34 
7 Fixed condensers, 0.1 mfd. non -inductive 400 v. D.C. 

tent T.C.C. No. 50 
I. Fixed condensers, I mfd. non -inductive 400 v. IL( -. 

test T.C.C. No. 50 
1 Fixed condenser, 2 mfd(. non- ii:.lurlive 411(1 v. li.('. 

trnt T.C.C. No. CO 
(bnbilier, Telsen) 

4 Coupling unit R.I. " Parafced " 
(Benjamin, Bulgin) 

8 Valve holders, 5 -pin Clix, chassis-mounting type 
(British Radiophone, Bulgin, Itnrtinl Eddystone, 
I .I!.) 

1 Battery cable, 5 -way. 30in., with wander pings 
marked GIt -t, GB -1, GB -2, G11-3, (113 -4, 
(Bulgin. ( Bulgin. ('oncord, Goltone. IIarbros, iewros) 

1 Battery cable, 5 -way, 54in., with spade (lids marked 
1.1' -1 -, LT -- and wander plugs marked HT- 
11T--1, HT-1 2 Belling -Lee 
(Budgie, Concord, Goltone, Harbros, Lewcos) 

1 Connector, 5 -way Wilburn 
1 Crid -bias battery, 101 volts 
1 pair G.B. battery clips Cripso 

(13nigin, Burton, Ormond) 

4 Ebonite shrouded terminals, aerial- earth, LS f. 
Igranic " Indigraph " 

(Belling-Lee, Barton- Clix, Eelex) 
2 lengths Screened sleeving Conoco 

(Conenrd, Halloos, Lewcos) 
Plymax baseboard, 12in. s loin. x !in. Peto -Scott 
Panel, "A-facet-1 ply, Sin. s 1Gin. Peto -Scott 
l'I}in .'in.. 12 length Systoflex, 2ozs. No. 211 tinned lie wire. etc. 
Wood screws, 30 ¡hie. No. 4 R Ii i., 14 ;in. No. 4 

1n fill. No. 4 R /hd., '_-' ;in. No. 4 R /hd., G lain. 
No. 4 C'sk. 

Metal screws, 4 ;in. No. 4 B.A. with nets and washers, 
5 ;in. No. 5 B.A. with nuts anti washer. 

1 H.T. battery, 105 volts 
Ever Ready Popular Power type 

Va'ves, 3 Cossor 220 VSG or Marconi or Osram VS2, 
1 Cossor 215 SO or Marconi or (Israel S21, 2 Cossor 
210 HE or Marconi or Osram 111,2, 1 Mazda Pen. 
220A. 

Claude Lyons 
Claude Lyons 
Claude Lyons 
Claude Lyons 
Claude Lyons 
Claude Lyons 
Claude Lyons 
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READERS' PROBLEMS 
A Defective Oscillator Coil ? 

AFTER having carried out a preliminary 
test, a reader has come ' to the con- 

clusion that the oscillator coil of his " Baby 
Superhet " has become défective, and asks 
whether a more 'conclusive test can be made 
with the help of a voltmeter. 

Properly. applied, à high- resistance volt- 
meter should givè á practiçallÿ certain 
indication as to whether everything is in 
order. The meter should be joined between. 
the chassis and terminal' No. 6 of the 
oscillator coil ; the negative terminal of the 
meter being, of course, connected to the 
metal work. A short -circuit should then 
be made between terminals Nos. 4 and 6, 
when a reading of some 25 volts should be 
shown; the exact voltage depending upon 
the voltmeter resistance. With the short - 
circuit removed, a slight fall in. voltage 
should take place. The tuning condenser 
should then be rotated, and if at any point 
within the tuning range the voltage falls to 
zero, or even reverses its polarity, a definite 
fault is indicated. It is just possible that 
this fault might be in the combined detector - 
oscillator valve, or in the voltage supply 
to its priming grid, and not in the coil. - 

Bias- limiting Resistance 
IT would appear that the purpose of the 

resistor R5 in the " Straight Three " 
(The Wireless World, December 16th, 1932) 
is not clear to a number of readers. The 
resistor in question is connected in series 
with the volume -control potentiometer. 

This component may best be described as 
a " bias limiter " ; its purpose is to avoid 
the possibility. of operating the H.F. valve 
with a zero grid, even with the control 
potentiometer slider at the " maximum " 
position. By observing this precaution 
anode current is conserved, and the risk of 
selectivity being impaired by the flow of grid 
current is avoided. 

Fig. 1.- Explaining the function of a bias - 
limiting resistance. A similar result might 
be brought about by restricting mechanically 

the rotation of the potentiometer slider. 

The functioning of the resistance will be 
made 'clear by the simplified circuit diagram 
given in Fig. 1, where arbitrary values are 
used in order better to illustrate the point 
at issue. 

Assuming that a potentiometer of 9,00o 
ohms and a fixed resistor of 1,000 ohms be 
connected in series across a ro -volt bias 
battery the voltage developed across the 

THESE columns are reserved for the publication 
of matter of general interest arising out of 

problems submitted by our readers. 
Readers requiring an individual reply to Their 
technical' questions by post are referred to "The 
Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which 
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be 

found at the foot of this page. 

first component will amount to 9 volts, and 
across the second to 1 volt. Taking these 
values, grid bias for the H.P. valve may be 
varied between 1 volt negative and 10 volts 
negative by rotation of the potentiometer 
slider: Due to the interposition of the 1,000- 
ohm fixed resistance the grid cannot be 
operated with a less negative bias than 1 

volt, which, in practice, will be about right. 
From this explanation it will be fairly 

evident that the relative values of limiting 
resistance and potentiometer are determined 
by simple proportion ; a fixed resistance and 
potentiometer of respectively 1o,000 ohms 
and 90,00o ohms might be used, for example, 
ill place of the values given. 

Voltage Measurements with a 
Millialnmeter. 

AREADER who has just constructed a 
high -power A.C. set wishes to check the 

various anode voltages of his receiver. 
Maximum voltage is in the order of 400 
volts, and the only measuring instrument in 
his possession is a multi -range milliammeter 
of which the lowest scale reading is 0.5 
milliamps. 

A voltmeter is, after all, nothing but a 
milliammeter fitted with a suitable value of 
series resistance, and then calibrated in 
volts. Our querist should be able to obtain 
voltage readings which are accurate enough 
for most practical purposes by using his 
milliammeter (on the lowest range) in series 
with a suitable resistance. Ignoring the 
internal resistance of the instrument, which 
we may legitimately do, a value of 1oo,000 
ohms will do well, and the meter will then 
measure voltages up to 500. By multiply- 
ing the reading in milliamps by loo, the dial 
indications may be readily converted into 
voltages ; 2 milliamps will correspond to zoo 
volts, 3 milliamps to 30o volts, and so on. 

We should not conclude this reply with- 
out the usual warning that, as always, volt- 
age readings will be reasonably accurate only 
when the value of the external series 
resistance is low compared with that of the 
meter resistance. For example, it is not 
possible by ordinary means to measure the 
precise voltage applied through a potentio- 
meter to an H.F. valve screening grid. 

The Wireless World 
INFORMATION BUREAU 

TEE service is intended primarily for readers 
meeting with difficulties in the construc- 

tion, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of 
wireless receivers described in 7'he Wireless 
World, or those of commercial design which from 
time to time are reviewed in the pages of The 
Wireless World. Every endeavour will be made 
to deal.with queries on all wireless matters, pro - 
vided that they are of such a nature that they 
can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter. 

Communications should be addressed to The 
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accom- 
panied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost 
of the service, The enquirer's name and address 
should he written in block- letters at the top of 
all communications. 

Whistle Suppression and Push -pull 
ALTHOUGH the Whistle Suppressor 

(The Wireless World, October 28th, 
1932) will in most cases work most satis- 
factorily when connected across an L.F. 
intervalve coupling device, it is often much 
more convenient to apply it to the output 
circuit -loud speaker or output transformer, 
etc. 

To a reader who wishes to add the 
Whistle Suppressor to a set with push -pull 
amplification, and who is unwilling to dis- 
turb internal wiring, we suggest that the 
terminals of the suppressor should be joined 
between the anodes of the output valves, as 
shown in Fig. 2. This will probably be 
found satisfactory, but another reader who 

Fig. 2. -The Whistle Suppressor connected 
across a push -pull output transformer. 

uses pentodes in push -pull, with tone com- 
pensation in the output circuit, will prob- 
ably find that this plan is unworkable. This 
is because the impedance of the output cir- 
cuit, at high frequencies, will be seriously 
reduced by the presence of the corrector. 

The Wrong Beat 
MOST users of superheterodyne receivers 

are aware that a given station can be 
received at two distinct settings of the 
oscillator tuning condenser, but since ganged 
tuning control has become almost' universal, 
this fact does not usually become evident. 
As a rule, when initial adjustments of 
modern sets are made in the manner 
advocated, there is little risk of working on 
the wrong beat ; with a ganged' super -. 
heterodyne, it is always intended that the 
higher of the two beats (in terms of fre- 
quency) should be employed. 

A correspondent who has built the "- Baby 
Super " has noticed a so_ mewhat serious 
falling off in sensitivity -at the lower end of 
the wavelength scale, and, goes on to des- 
cribe symptoms which lead us fo suspect 
that the circuits are adjusted in such a way 
that the wrong beat is.being employed. An 
indication that this is happening is often 
afforded by the fact that the trimmer of the 
oscillator circuit is set at nearly full 
capacity ; normally its control should be 
almost fully unscrewed. 

To make sure, we advise that our reader 
should make another adjustment of ganging 
at about 30o metres, on which wavelength it 
is almost impossible to set the oscillator for 
the wrong beat. The next step would be to 
make a further rough ganging adjustment at 
about -250, metres, and finally to set.all -the 
trimmers at a still lower wavelength. 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
Foreign Station Listening 

A "Huge Misunderstanding "? 
N a letter contributed to the 
Correspondence columns of this 
issue a reader makes the suggestion 
that there exists " a huge mis- 

understanding in receiver design." Our 
correspondent proceeds in his letter to 
explain this statement and makes a 
number of observations which cannot 
fail, we think, to interest our readers 
and to promote discussion, for the 
reason that many of the statements 
or implications contained in the letter 
are highly controversial. 

The main burden of the letter is the 
suggestion that the public are prepared 
to pay the price of a selective long - 
distance receiver but that, in point of 
fact, this receiver is not likely to be 
used for serious listening on any but 
the local home station, except for a few 
spasmodic twirls of the dial indulged 
in occasionally for the satisfaction 
of demonstrating the capabilities of 
the set. It is suggested, further, that 
designers and manufacturers are de- 
voting untold efforts towards satisfying 
the public demand for a set with 
maximum capabilities, whereas, in 
point of fact, there is no genuine de- 
mand on the part of the public for 
any such performance. . 

If these suggestions in favour of 
listening exclusively to the local station 
had been put forward a year or two 
ago they would, we think, have been 
received more sympathetically, but 
for such an attack to be launched now, 
at a time when the transmissions from 
abroad have gained so much in re- 
liability, strength and quality of pro- 
grammes, will come as a complete 
surprise to many readers, more 
especially to those many listeners who 
regard overseas stations as their local 
transmitters. 

We shall, no doubt, be represented 
as taking sides in this contro- 

versy. But a little bias in favour of 
alternative programmes to listen to 
must be excused us, for the reason 
that we have already shown our belief 
in the interest of the public in these 
transmissions by including details of 
the foreign programmes week by week. 
In this step which we have taken we 
already have ample evidence to refute 
any suggestions that foreign listening 
is not popular, but then the contributor 
to our Correspondence columns appears 
to be openly arguing that we are all 
mad and that it is time we awoke to 
a realisation of the fact ! Let us hear 
what other readers have to say about 
this " huge misunderstanding." 

The All -Wave Monodial 
A Short -wave Superhet 

HE N'IRELESS WORLD 
Monodial Superheterodyne, which 
was first described for A.C. and 
has since been designed for D.C. 

operation, has proved an outstanding 
success, and its reputation is enhanced 
with every additional set constructed. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that we 
have for some months past been 
receiving frequent requests for a 
battery version of this receiver to 
incorporate short waves. This demand 
we are meeting with a description of 
such a receiver in this issue. Many 
of the requests for this set have 
come from readers overseas whose 
interest in short -wave reception has 
increased with the introduction of the 
Empire broadcasting station. 

The reason for adopting a battery 
design in this instance is first that we 
have not yet given one in the Monodial 
superhet range, and, secondly, because 
for use especially overseas, where mains 
supply is available, there is a wide 
difference in frequencies and voltages, 
and it would not be possible to cover 
all requirements economically in one 
mains design. 
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The ALLWAVE MONODIAL 
SUPER 

General view of the 
receiver showing the 
operating controls. 

BKOADCASTING to -day is con- 
ducted chiefly on wavelengths 
lying within the limits of 200 
metres and 2,000 metres, but 

there is a number of stations employing 
considerably shorter wavelengths, and 

An Ultra- selective and Sensitive Battery 
Set, Tuning from 12.26 to 2,000 Metres 

CONSTRUCTIONAL 
details are given in 

this article for a battery super- 
heterodyne covering the range 
of r 2.26 -2,00o metres. Four 

separate plug -in coils cover 'the short- 
wave ranges ; built -in coils are pro- 
vided for the medium and long wave- 
bands, and a switch allows of any one 
short -wave range to be selected at will. 
Thus, three ranges are always avail- 
able without coil changing, giving a 
maximum of operating convenience. 

these stations are becoming of increasing 
importance. The band of 13 -loo metres contains numerous 
broadcasting stations situated in all parts of the world, and 
phenomenal results are at times obtainable in the way of distant 
reception. 

The results are very largely dependent upon atmospheric 
conditions, however, so that short-wave reception cannot be said 
to be reliable when compared with medium -wave broadcasting. 
Nevertheless, there is an increasing interest being taken in these 
wavelengths, and for listeners in outlying parts of the Empire 
they often form the sole wireless link with the outer world. 

By W. T. COCKING 

The design of a receiver including the 
short, medium and long wavebands 
within its tuning range is a matter con- 
taining problems peculiar to itself. It 
may be said at once that, in the case of 
a highly selective and sensitive set, the 
superheterodyne is the only practical solu- 
tion. On the medium and long wave- 
bands the use of screened coils is impera- 
tive, and these do not lend themselves 
well to a plug -in arrangement. On the 
short wavelengths screened coils are un- 
necessary, extensive switching may lead 
to inefficiency, and ordinary type variable 
condensers have too high a minimum 
capacity to be useful. The best practical 
solution, therefore, is to employ normal - 

type coils and condensers for the normal wavebands, and to 
use a simple switch to change over to plug -in coils and a special 
condenser for the short wavebands. 

Owing to the congestion on the wavelengths between 200 
metres and 2,000 metres, a very high degree of selectivity 
becomes a matter of the first importance, while first- cla.13 quality 
of reproduction, good sensitivity, a low level of background 
hiss, and a sufficient volume output are also demanded. On 
the short wavelengths, however, sensitivity becomes the most 
important factor, with selectivity taking second place, and high 
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Fig. t. -The complete circuit diagram shows 
the switching adopted for changing from the 
normal to S.W. bands. These switches are 
lettered St, S2, S3, S4 and Ss, and when 
closed in the upper position on the diagram, 

the normal ranges are in action. 
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The All -wave Monodial Super - 
quality becomes less important than a low background level, 
since the incoming signals themselves may often be distorted. 
Furthermòre, on all wavebands the set must be economical in 
its demands upon the H.T. battery. 

Amplification u. Anode Current 
The avoidance of cross- modulation and the attainment of a 

distortionless volume control 
necessitate the use of the 
variable -mu type of valve. 
To obtain the required ampli- 
fication with the minimum 
number of valves, the applied 
voltages will have to be the 
optimum rated values. Under 
these conditions the average 
battery variable -mu valve 

6r 

wavebands (200/550 metres and 1,000 /2,000 metres) to the 
short wavelengths. With the switch contacts closed in the upper 
position on the circuit, the normal bands are in circuit, and the 
choice between the medium and long ranges is effected by the 
separate set of switches built into the screened coils. 

It will be seen that the variable -mu H.F. valve, a Cossor 
220 VSG, is preceded on the broadcast bands by a single -tuned 
circuit Lr, tuned by one section Cr of the three -gang condenser. 

The aerial is coupled to this 
FEATURES 

A single -control all -wave superheterodyne for high quality reproduction. 
Although seven valves are included the H.T. consumption at 100 volts 
is under 13 nnA. and the maximum sensitivity and selectivity are 
obtained. A variable -mu H.F. stage is employed on all wavebands with 
a two -valve frequency changer for the mediuni and long wave -ranges. 

The autodyne system is used for the short waves. 

takes some 9 mA. total anode and screen currents, and at least 
two stages are necessary. It would appear, therefore, that the 
current consumption of the early stages alone would be unlikely 
to be less than 18 mA. at 15o volts, or a power of 2.7 watts, 
and this is obviously excessive for a dry battery. 

It is a little known property of the variable -mu valve, how- 
ever, that a reduction in its anode current, by reducing the 
screen and anode voltages, does not result in a proportionate 
decrease in amplification.' The current decreases more rapidly 
than the amplification. Within limits, therefore, it is to be 
expected that the more valves that are used to obtain a given 
degree of amplification, the smaller will be their total anode 
current consumption. It has been found in practice that three 
variable -mu stages, taking a total of 3.65 mA. at ioo volts, will 
give more amplification than two stages taking 18 mA. The 
figure of 1.65 mA. represents the total anode and screen currents 
of three variable -mu valves, and as the power consumption is 
now only 0.365 watt, there is a very con- 
siderable saving. 

Full use has been made of this principle 
in the receiver described in this article, 
therefore, and the 
result is a seven - 
v a 1 v e superhetero- 
dyne with a total 
anode current con- 
sumption of less 
than 13 mA. at ioo 
volts. The increase 
in the number of 
valves, of course, 
means a bigger drain 
on the L.T. accu- 
mulator, and t h e- 

total current is 1.15 
amperes at 2 volts. 
Since an accumula- 
tor can be re- 
charged, however, 
this is usually of 
little moment. 

The Circuit 

circuit, and a local- distance 
switch S permits a ioo ohms 
resistance R to be effectively 
connected between the aerial 
and earth terminals in order 
to avoid overloading on.- a 
strong local station. The bias 
on this first valve is controlled 
by the volume control pótentio- 

meter Rio, and the grid circuit is decoupled, by the O:i mfd. 
condenser C6 and the 5,000 ohms resistance R2. . The screen is 
fed directly from the 45 volts tapping on the H.T. battery, and 
a i mfd. condenser C16 is shunted to earth. 

Aperiodic Aerial Coupling 

On the short wavelengths little useful purpose is served by 
tuning the aerial circuit, and, consequently, an aperiodic 
coupling leads to a considerable simplification. Actually, the 
grid circuit of the first valve consists of the aerial winding of 
the broadcast band coil, shunted by a 2,000 ohms resistance Ri. 
The H.F. stage, as one might suppose contributes little ampli- 
fication under these conditions, and its chief purpose is to 
isolate the oscillating circuit of the frequency changer from the 
aerial. This has the twofold advantage of preventing radiation 
and of removing the loading effect of the aerial from the tuned 

circuit -a loading effect which is responsible for many 
difficulties in short -wave reception. 

The coupling between the H.F. and first detector 
valves is by means of the tuned grid circuit ; the choke 

Chi is designed to 
operate over the 
whole range of 
12 -2,00o metres, and 
on the broadcast 
ranges a single tuned 
circuit L2 forms the 
input circuit of the 
215 SG first detector, 
the coupling to the 
previous stage being 
through the o.000i 
mfd. condenser C8. 
The first detector 
screen is fed from 
the ioo -volts l i n e 
through the 25,00o 
ohms resistance R4, 
with the o.i mfd. by- 
pass condenser C9 
shunted to earth. 

T h é grid- return 
lead is taken directly 
to the 1.5 volts 
negative tapping on 
the bias battery, but 
there are two 
parallel -con- 

nected by -pass condensers. These are Cio of 
0.1 mfd., a paper -type condenser, and CI', a. 
mica type having a capacity of o.oi mfd. It is 

particularly important that this arrangement be employed, for, 
in spite of the paper condenser being nominally non -inductive, 
it has too high an internal impedance to be satisfactory at this 
point in the short wave- ranges ; the smaller- capacity mica con- 
denser has actually a lower impedance at the high frequencies 
involved. On the higher wavelengths, however, the mica 

The complete cir- 
cuit diagram is shown in Fig. i, and 
it will be seen that, for the normal 
broadcast bands, the valves are 
arranged as an H.F. stage, first detector with 
separate oscillator, two I.F. stages, second 
detector, and output pentode. The oscillator 
is not used on the short wavelengths, and its 
filament circuit is then opened by the change -over switch, the 
first detector functioning as an autodyne frequency changer. 

The operation will perhaps be best understood if we go over 
the circuit point by point. The switches Si, S2, S3, S4 and S5 
are all linked together and serve to change over from the normal 

1 See H.T. Battery Economy," The Wireless World, October 28th, 1932. 

The S.W. plug -in coil 
and condenser can 
clearly be seen in 
this rear view of the 

chassis. 
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The Al -wave Mondial Super - 
condenser alone would have too great a 
reactance. The combination, however, 
proves entirely satisfactory at all wave- 

. lengths. 

The Frequency Changer 

The tuned circuit of the first detector 
comprises L2 and C2 for the medium and 
long wave -ranges, and L4 and C5 for the 
short wavelengths. The condenser C5 is 

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED 
After the particular make of cou /)o)ient user, in 

the original model, suitable alternative produc's are 
given in some instances. 

1 Three -gang Superhet condenser, 0.000.5 mfd. 
Polar " S tar " 

1 Short -wave variable condenser, 0.00016 mfd., C5 
Eddystone No. 922 

1 Special bracket for short -wave coudeoscr Peto -Scott 

1 Slow- motion dial Eddystone No. 933 

1 Insulated coupling Cyldon 
(Ormond) 

1 Compression type condenser, 0.0(12 mfd., C4 
Polar " Preset " 

(Formo, R.I.) 

1 Set of Superhet coils Telsen S330 
1 Set of short -wave coils comprising 1 I..B., 1 Y, I It, 

and 1 2BB Eddystone No. 932 

3 I.F. transformers, 110 Lc. Varlcy BP2I 
(Colveru, Wearite) 

1 H.F. choke, Chi Eddystone No. 505 
1 Screened H.F. choke, Superhot type, Ch2 Bulgin H.F.10 

(Wearite) 

1 Switch, ganged, on special brackets, SI, S2, S3, S4, S5 
Wearite 132, I:12. 132 

Bulgin S.to 1 Single -pole switch Q.M.B., S 
(Claude Lyons) 

1 Two -pole switch Q.M.B., 66 
(Claude Lyons) 

1 Potentiometer, 25,000 ohms, R10 Igranic No. 
(Colrcrn. Watmel) 

1 Resistance, 100 ohms. 1 watt, R Claude 
1 Resistance, 1,000 ohms, 1 Walt, 139 Claude 
1 Resistance, 2,000 ohms, 1 watt. RI Claude 
2 Resistances, 5,000 ohms, 1 watt, R2, F13 Claude 
1 Resistance, 10,000 ohms, 1 watt. R5 Claude 
1 Resistance, 25,000 ohms, 1 watt. R4 Claude 
1 Resistance, 250,0011 ohms, 1 watt, RG Claude 

(Oubilier, Erie) 

Bulgin S.88 

2235/7 

Lyons 
Lyons 
Lyons 
Lyons 
Lyons 
Lyons 
Lyons 

1 Fixed condenser, 0.01 mfd. mica. C11 T.C.C. No. 34 
3 Fixed condensers, 0.001 mfd. mica, C17, C18, C21 

T.C.C. No. 34 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.1101 mfd. mica, C4 T.C.C. type " M " 
2 Fixed condensers, 0.0001 told. mica, C8, C16 

T.C.C. No. 34 
7 Fixed condensers, 0.1 mfd. non inductive 400 v. H.C. 

test. C6, C7, C9, C10, C12, C19, C22 T.C.C. No. 50 
Fixed condensers, 1 mfd. non- inductive 400 v. D.C. 

test, C14, C19 T.C.C. No. 50 
1 Fixed condenser, 2 mfds. non -inductile 420 v. O.C. 

test, C15 T.C.C. No. 00 
(Hubilier, Telsen) 

1 Coupling unit R.I. " Parafccd " 
(Benjamin, Bulgin) 

8 Valve holders, 5 -pin Clix, chassis -mounting typo 
(Bulgin, Burton, Eddystone, W.B.) 

1 Battery cable, 5 -way, 30(0.. with wander plugs 
marked CBI-, GB -1, (iB -2, CB -3, (:I1- -4. 

Belling-Lee 
(Bulgin. Concord, Coltone. IIarbros, Lewros) 

1 Battery cable, 5 -way, 54in.. with spade olds marked 
LT +, LT- and wander plugs marked 141' -. 
HT -l-1, HT-I-2 Belling -Lee 
(Bulgin, Concord, Coltonc, Harbros, Leros) 

1 Connector, 5-way Wilburn 
1 Grid -bias battery, 1(',j. volts 
1 pair G.B. battery clips Cripso 

(Bulgin, Burton, Ormond) 

4 Ebonite shrouded terminals, aerial, earth, LS +, LS- 
Igranic " Indigraph " 

(Belling -Lee, Murton, Clix, Eclex) 
2 lengths Screened sleeving Coltone 

(Concord, Harbros, Lewros) 
Plymax baseboard, 12in. x \Gin. x ;in. Peto -Scott 
Panel, oak -faced ply, fin. x \Gin. Peto -Scott 
Plywood, sin., 12 length Systollex, 2ozs. No. 20 tinned 

copper wire, etc. 
Wood screws, 39 yin. Nn. 4 R /hd., 14 ;in. No. 4 R /hd., 

19 ;in. No. 4 R /hd., 22 Ein. No. 4 R /lid., 6 lain. 
No. 4 C /sk. 

Metal screws, 4 Un. No. 4 B.A. with nuts and washers, 
5 in. No. 5 B.A. with nuts :und washers. 

1 H.T. battery, 105 volts 
Ever Ready Popular Power type 

Valves, 3 ('ossor 220 VS(1 or Marconi r ti -rani YFC. 
I Cos,or 217 SI: or Marconi or (marl "I, l'r -ur 
210 IIF or Marconi or Osram IlL° -, 1 Mazda Pen. 
220A. 

WrIQsIleoo Voricl 
a special short -wave type having a maxi - 
mulh capacity of o.000i6 mfd. and a low 
minimum ; it is mounted directly behind 
the three -gang condenser and ganged to 
it, so that a single control knob on the 
panel serves for all wave- ranges. The 
tuning coil L4 is wound on a former 
fitted with a four -pin plug fitting into a 
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the first detector anode circuit. The 
oscillator, therefore, is coupled to the 
anode circuit of the first detector, and this 
has been found to be the only entirely 
satisfactory method with battery-type 
valves. In consequence of this arrange- 

The all -wave H.F. choke for the tuned -grid coupling is mounted between the H.F. and 
1st detector valves. In the foreground are seen the short -wave plug -in coils. 

valveholder, so that it may readily be 
changed ; four coils are used to cover the 
range of 12.26 -99.25 metres. 

As the first detector is worked in an 
oscillating condition on the short wave- 
bands, a reaction coil is included in its 
anode circuit, and, is actually carried by 
the same former as the tuned -grid wind- 
ing. This coil is left in circuit on all 
wavelengths, in order to avoid additional 
switching, but, of course, it serves no 
useful purpose on the broadcast bands. 
It introduces no undesirable effects, 
however. 

The oscillator valve is a triode of the 
2Io HF type, and it is associated with 
the coil assembly L3. The grid circuit is 
tuned by the condenser C3, a section of 
the gang condenser having plates so 
shaped that ganging is maintained on the 
niedium waveband without padding con- 
densers. The reaction coil is shunt fed 
from the anode circuit by the o.1 mfd. 
condenser C12 and the 1o,000 ohms re- 
sistance R5, and the valve is biased 
negatively by L5 volts. It should be 
noted that the coil assembly contains a 
winding that is not used in this receiver, 
for the coils are of a universal type. 
Ganging on the long waveband is main- 
tained with the aid of the padding con- 
denser C4, which comprises a fixed and 
a variable condenser connected in 
parallel, and which is short -circuited on 
the medium waveband by a switch built 
into the coil base. 

In addition to the short -wave reaction 
coil already referred to, the first detector 
anode circuit includes the primary of the 
first intermediate- frequency transformer. 
One end of this is joined directly to the 
oscillator anode, so that the oscillator 
reaction coil and C12 are effectively in 

ment, the first deteçtor need be given a 
grid bias no greater than would be used 
for amplifying, and there is a complete 
absence of interaction between the signal 
frequency and oscillator trimmers, so that 
ganging does not become difficult. Since 
it is not permissible for the oscillator 
reaction coil to remain in circuit on the 
short wavelengths, it is fitted with a 
short- circuiting switch S4. 

The I.F. Amplifier 

The I.F. amplifier is entirely straight- 
forward, and two variable -mu valves are 
employed. Their anodes are fed directly 
from the ioo -volts line with a by -pass 
condenser Cis of 2 mfd., and the screen 
grids are connected to the 45 -volts tap- 
ping on the H.T. battery. All the 
couplings are identical, and there is a 
total of three I.F. transformers, each con- 
taining two tuned circuits of the band - 
pass type resonating at 110 kc. The bias 
on the first I.F. valve is controlled from 
the volume- control potentiometer Rio, in 
common with the H.F. valve, but the 
second I.F. valve is not controlled and 
is worked with a fixed bias of 4.5 volts. 
This is in order to avoid the distortion 
which sometimes occurs when too great a 
range of control is attempted. 

The bias potentiometer has a resistance 
of 25,000 ohms, and a fixed resistance R9, 
of 1,000 ohms, is included in series with 
it in order to give a fixed minimum bias. 
This is set at such a value that, with the 
control very nearly at maximum, the I.F. 
stages begin to oscillate through the in- 
herent stray couplings. The set, there- 
fore, is not quite stable at the maximum 
setting of the volume control, and this is 
definitely a desirable feature in a short- 
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The All-wave Monodial Super 
wave set, since it renders searching much 
easier. When searching, the set is used 
in the oscillating condition, and whenever 
a station is passed over the familiar 
whistle can be heard ; the station can then 
be tuned in accurately, and the volume - 
control setting reduced until stability is 
reached. For reception of continuous - 
wave telegraphy it is essential to use the 
set in the oscillating condition. 

The Second Detector 

Grid rectification is used for the second 
detector, and the valve is a triode of the 
2ro HF type ; the usual I..F. filter, corn- 
prising the choke Che and the two o.00i 
mfd. condensers C17 and Cr8, is fitted in 
the anode circuit. The coupling to the 
output pentode is by means of a 4 -r -ratio 
auto -transformer, and the component 
actually employed is a coupling unit con- 
taining the transformer, the coupling con- 
denser C2o, and the two resistances R7 
and R8. The values of these are marked 
on the circuit in case it is desired to make 
use of an existing transformer, with which 
separate components would be needed. 

The output valve is a Mazda Pen 220A, 
worked with zoo volts for the anode and 
screen supplies, and some 9 to Io2 volts 
grid bias. With the higher bias voltage 
the anode and screen currents total only 
4 mA., but a surprisingly large volume 
of sound is obtainable when a correctly 
matched and sensitive speaker is used. 
A load impedance of 8,000 ohms is re- 
quired, so that the ordinary pentode 
transformer is satisfactory. No pentode 
compensator is necessary, for the high - 
frequency- accentuation of the pentode is 
employed to correct for the sideband cut- 
ting of the I.F. circuits, thus giving 
automatic tone correction. A o.00r mfd. 
condenser is connected between the 
pentode anode and earth to by -pass any 
stray H.F. currents which might find 
their way into this circuit. 
(To be concluded in the issue dated February 

loth.) 

Wink Vodcl 

In Next Week's Issue:- 

ANIFLIFIER DESIGNS 
Two Units for the Home Constructor 

FULL constructional details of two 
small amplifiers designed especially 

for gramophone reproduction will be in- 
cluded in next week's issue. There is 
much in favour of using a separate unit 
for this purpose, although many modern 
receivers offer similar facilities, but often 
they are not very conveniently placed, 
since of necessity the receiver must be 
reasonably close to the aerial lead -in and 
an earth connection. 

In the one case the amplifier is operated 
entirely from the D.C. mains and, of 
course, includes the latest types of in- 
directly heated D.C. valves. It is a two - 
stage amplifier and will deliver a compara- 
tively large power output. 

The other model is a battery unit, and 
employs for the output stage two small 
pentodes working in quiescent push -pull. 
The remarkable results now obtainable 
with this system enable those who are 
dependent upon batteries to enjoy repro- 
duction comparable in quality and volume 
to that of a well- designed mains -operated 
amplifier. 

LISTS OF PARTS. 
After the particular make of component used in the 

original model, imitable alternative products are given 
in some instances. 

IM_. GRAMO- AMPLIFIER 

3 5 -pin Valve holders, chassis mounting type Bulgin VH7 
(Clix, Eddystone, W.B.) 

2 Chokes, 15 henrys, 100 milliamps Bulgin LF21 
(Ferranti BI, Igranic CM, R.I. 28/14 henrys) 

1 Mains resistance Bulgin MRS 
1 Volume control, 50.000 ohms Colvern type ST10 

(Igranic, Lewcos, Rotorohm, Varley, Watmel, 
Wearite) 

AT THE CENTRE OF AFFAIRS. All programme efforts in the studios, as well as all outside 
broadcasts, find their way to the control room at Broadcasting House, seen in the photograph. 

The engineer is seated at one of the S.B. desks. 
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5 Fixed condensers, 1 mfd., 250 y, D.C. working 
T.C.C. type 65 

3 Fixed condensers, 2 mfd., 250 V, D.C. working 
T.C.C. type 65 

1 Fixed condenser, 4 mfd., 250 y, D.C. working 
(Dubilier type BB, Goltone, W'ego)T.C.C. type 65 

1 L.F. coupling unit R.I. -° Parafeed" 
( Sti'gin " Ii ,t,, coui,lcr ") 

1 2 -pole mains switch Bulgin S88 
(Claude Lyon -) 

2 Metallised resistances, 100 oliais, 1 

2 Metallised resistances, 250 ohms, 1 

1 Metallised resistance, 1,000 "bins, 1 

2 Metallised resistances, 5,000 ohms, 1 

1 Metallised resistance, 50,000 , Mini., 1 

1 Metallised resistance, 100,000 ohms, 1 
(Erie, Claude Lyons) 

watt 
watt 
watt 
wilt 
watt 
watt 

Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 

1 Twin safety fusehoNder with 1 amp. fuser: 
( Bulgin F1l) Belling -Lee No. 1033 

4 Ebonite shrouded terminals Belling -Lee type " B " (Burton, Clix, Eclez, Igranie) 
1 Adaptor Coltone R80190 
hood, Systoflex, small quantity 20 tinned copper wire, 

flex, etc. Wood baseboard, 11; x 0!. x ; in. 
Screws: 26 tin. No. 4 R /lids; 10 gin. No. 4 11111d.; 2:in. 

No. 4 R /lid. 
Valves: i lilt, 2 DPT Marconi (Osrant) 

Q.P.P. GRAMO- AMPLIFIER 

3 5 -pin Valve holders W.B. type " A.C." (Benjamin, l erianti, Junit, Lotus, Wearite) 
1 Push -pull L.F. transformer, 1: 7 Ferranti AF6C 

( Multitone 1:O ratio, R.I. model DY34, Sound 
Sales 1:0 ratio Varley) 

1 Resistance, 10,(10(1 ohms, 1 watt Erie 
1 Resistance, 20,000 ohms, 1 watt Erie 
1 Resistance, 50,000 ohms, 1 watt Erie 
1 Resistance, 1511,000 ohms, 1 watt Erie 

(Dubilier, Claude Lyons) 
1 Fixed condenser, 0.01 mfd. mica Graham Farish 

( Dubilier, T.C.U., Telsen) 
1 Fixed condenser, 2 mfd., 700 y, D.C. test Wego 
1 Volume control, 25010 ohms Igranic No. 2235 /7 
1 Volume control, 50,000 ohms Igranic No. 2235/8 

(Colvert', Lewcos, Rotorohm, V,ilcy, Watmel, 
Wearite) 

1 3 -point Switch Goltone R26,745 
(Jurait, Telsen, W.B.) 

2 Grid bias batteries, 9 volt 
1 pair Grid bias battery clips Bulgin No. 7 

2 Insulated terminals. Clix " All-in" 
(Belling -Lee, Barton, Eelex, Igranic) 

1 6 -way Battery cable, 30in. Goltone " Court " R40 /16 
(Belling -Lee, Belgin, llarbros, Lewcos) 

6 Wander plugs Clix " Master " type " B " 
(Belling -Lee, Eelex) 

Wood, Systoliex, smell quantity 20 tinned copper wire, 
etc. Wood baseboard, 7!. x 8 x 

Screws: 5 din. No. 4 R /lid.; O din. No. G R /lid.; G :in. 
No. 4 R /ltd.; 5 ;in. No. 4 C /sk. 

Valves: 2 Mazda Pere 220A, 1 Censor 210 11F, or Mazda 
11L2IO, or Marconi ILLS or Osram 11L2, or :dullard l' M 111 L. 

0000 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
Accumulator Charging, Maintenance, and 

Repair, by W. S. lbbetson, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E., 
M.l.Mar.E. 3rd Edition, enlarged and brought 
up to date to meet the requirements of port- 
able wireless receivers, motor vc- hides, emer- 
gency batteries in cinemas, theatres, and hos- 
pitals, with a chapter on alkaline cells. Pp. 
128+12, with 3b illustrations and diagrams. 
Published by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 
London. Price 35. 6d. 

Report of the Radio Research Board for the 
Year 1931. -A review of Investigations on 
the Propagation of Waves, Directional Wire- 
less, Atmospherics. Aerials, Ultra -short Waves, 
Standards, Measurements, etc. Pp. i2; +iv. 
Published by H.M. Stationery Office. Price 2s. 

Rundfunk Jahrbuch, 1933. -Giving a general 
résumé of the progress of Broadcasting in Ger- 
many, and the principal events of interest dur- 
ing the past year.. Pp. 167, with many illus- 
trations. Published by the Reichs -Rundfunk, 
Gesellschaft, Berlin. 
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Choice of L a F. Couplin 
Why the Parallel-fed Transformer is Popular 

By M. G. SCßOGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 

HERE are certain things about 
broadcast reception that have 
not changed very much for a 
long time. Long, that is to say, 

in a history which is compressed into ten 
years. Therefore these things are usually 
" taken as read," 
a n d published 
articles forge ahead 
with more recent 
events. That is all 
very well for those 
who have followed 
the art from the 
beginning, but ex- 
cessively perplex- 
ing to those who 
have not. They 
are faced with all 
manner of practice.; 
for which no ex- 
planation is given, 
save that " it was 
done of old time." 

relatively small impulse to release a much 
larger amount of power. One tiny 
" automatic " fires a diminutive bullet at 
the trigger of an elephant gun, which in 
turn touches off something really violent 
that makes a noise like a loud speaker in 

full cry. But such 

" 
j// 
WHIGH is the best L.F. coupling 

to use ? " is a question often 
asked, but not always easily answered. 
So many conflicting requirements are 
at stake, and the would -be adviser 
now has so many methods from which 
to choose. To resistance, choke and 
ordinary transformer coupling we 
must now add parallel feed and auto - 
coupling to complicate the choice. This 
article furnishes a simple explanation 
of the systems and enumerates the 

relative advantages of each. 

It is fairly easy to grasp, for example, 
the fact that valves are capable of am- 
plifying weak impulses almost without 
limit, so that the feeble waves received 
from distant transmitting stations can be 
magnified to an extent which may verge 
on a menace to the neighbouring civilisa- 
tion. It is less clear why the valves 
should be interspersed with other parts, 
which though diverse in character appear 
to accomplish much the same result ; such 
items as intervalve transformers, chokes, 
resistors and condensers, varied in these 
latter days by devices with names based 

a system would be 
found to be rather 
crude owing to the 
unsuitable method 
of applying the 
weaker power to 
t h e controlling 
trigger of the 
larger. 

In the same way 
the direct connec- 
tion of one valve to 
the next would 
fail, because the 
pow e r released 
from the one is not 
in a form which is 

available for driving its successor. A 
stream of water merely flowing along is 
quite useless for driving machinery ; it 
has to be made to exert a pressure by im- 
pinging on the blades of a wheel or other- 
wise. 

Just so the current impulses from one 
valve, say the detector, which are them- 
selves seldom powerful enough to work a 
loud speaker, are made to meet some sort 
of obstruction, and the pressure. (or volt- 
age as it is called in electrical circles) 
which it is thus obliged to exert is passed 
on to the next valve. An intervalve 

coupling, t h e n. 
corn prises two 
things : something 
to obstruct electric 
currents of the type 
emerging from the 
outlet or anode of 
the detector valve, 
and something to 
pass them on to the 
trigger or grid of 
the next valve, 
usually the last in 
a set. The part 
that does the pass- 
ing on must also 
abstain from up- 
setting the working 
condition of the 
valves, which re- 
quire a constant 

positive voltage on the anode, and nega- 
tive on the grid. 

The obstruction may take the form of a 
resistor, which develops across its ends a 
voltage which is proportional to the cur- 
rent flowing through it, irrespective of 
whether the current is steady, such as the 

A resistance- coupled stage of The Wireless World "Power Radiogram." 

on every possible combination of the 
words " parallel," " feed," and " trans- 
former." Why not simply connect one 
valve to the next, or, if extra gear really 
is necessary, why not settle on the best 
method and stick to it? 

Like firearms, valves depend on a 

4 

constant feed which is necessary for the 
valve to work at all, or varying in the 
manner necessary to convey an imitation 
of talking or playing. 

Therefore the passing -on must be 
accomplished by some device which pre - 
sents the talking, etc., effects to the grid 
of the next valve, but acts as a complete 
stoppage to the unvarying voltage caused 
by the feed current. Such discriminating 
abilities are possessed by the, appliance 
known as the condenser, which is accord- 
ingly used to connect anode to succeeding 
grid. All that remains to be, done is to 
ensure that the grid is connected also with 
its supply of- steady negative voltage, and 
for this purpose one uses a resistor so high 
in obstructing power or resistance that !t 

Fig. r.- Resistance coupling was in common 
use ten years ago and still finds considerable 

application. 

prevents serious leakage of the " signal" 
voltages. So we arrive at the çircuit of 
Fig. I, in which Vi is the first valve, 
V2 the second, RI the anode resistor, C 
the condenser, and R2 the grid resistor 
or " leak " (although in this particular 
case it is intended to make the leakage 
as small as possible). 

A Compromise 
This system- resistance coupling -is in 

common use to -day, and was so ten years 
ago and more. It has certain disad- 
vantages, nevertheless. 

The valve itself, Vr, offers some 
resistance, so that part of the possible 
output is witheld and absorbed internally, 
and thereby lost. When Ri is made very 
large -in resistance, that is to say, not 
in actual size -the valve resistance is a 
relatively small part of the total, and the 
lost amplification therefore small. But a 
large Ri necessitates extra battery volts 
to preserve the flow of feed current un- 
diminished, otherwise the amplification 
slumps through valve starvation. 

Beyond a certain point the amplifica- 
tion thus salvaged does not justify the 
expenditure on batteries or power 
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The Choice of L.F. Couplings - 
equipment. So the amplification is 
always rather less than the figure that the 
valve manufacturers give on their leaflets 
and catalogues. Moreover, the go- 
between condenser does not help to make 
up for such losses by giving the signal 
voltages a boost before passing them on ; 

in fact, if it is not made sufficiently large 
it holds back a bit on its own. Worse 
still, it holds back the low tones more 
than the high, and thus upsets the 
balance of tone. But this effect can be 
made negligible by using a suitable 
condenser. 

The leak R2 likewise reserves a bit to 
itself, but not enough to matter if its 
resistance is large enough. 

The beauty of the method is the 
equality with which RI treats all that it 
handles ; there is no prejudice in favour 
of high, low, or middle notes. And, in 
spite of the necessity for three items, it 
is quite cheap. 

The next method, choke coupling, was 
devised to overcome the first drawback. 
A Choke is the opposite to a condenser, in 
that it freely passes an unvarying current 
but obstructs the varying ones which 
represent the broadcast we desire to hear. 
It therefore seems ideal, for no extra 
battery volts are required. Unfortunately, 
it distinguishes not only between fixed and 
varying currents, but between currents 
varying at different rates, so that to the 
fast -moving or soprano currents it acts as 
a very efficient barrier, extracting almost 
the whole of the amplification from the 
valve, while the bass notes, which vibrate 
so slowly as to seem more like the steadily 
flowing battery current, are permitted to 
pass without delivering up all of which 
they are capable. 

The only way to prevent this inequality 
from becoming noticeable as shrillness of 
reproduction is to design the choke so as 
to be an almost complete obstruction to 
even the lowest notes. Suppose it is then 
go per cent. effective ; the highest note 

Fig. 2. -The parallel - fed transformer is 
really resistance coupling in which a step -up 

transformer replaces the grid leak. 

in the musical scale cannot be amplified 
more than, or even quite as much as, 
loo per cent. ; and the difference in ampli- 
fication between these two extremes of 
frequency is therefore too small to be 
appreciable. 

To fulfil this requirement the choke 
must have a very large inductance, which 
means a very large number of turns of 

Wnnll@mo WoOdiól 

wire on a substantial core of rather special 
iron, and by the time that has been done 
the choke costs more than all the three 
pieces needed for resistance coupling. 
And the other two must still be retained 
for choke coupling. So the little extra 
amplification is paid for rather dearly, 
and these times of financial stress have 
proved too severe for the method to 
find really considerable application. 

The circuit 
diagram is the same 
as Fig. z except 
that RI is a choke 
instead of a resistor. 
R2 can also be re- 
placed by a choke, 
but there is no par- 
ticular advantage in 
doing so, unless the 
t w o chokes are 
wound closely to- 
gether on one iron 
core. Then it is 
found that the volt- 
age developed 
across one is 
mysteriously repro- 
duced across the 
other without any 
need for the con- 
denser link. More than that, if, for every 
turn of wire on the first winding, several 
are put on the second, the voltage applied 
to the grid is several times as great as 
that reaped from the first valve. This 
very useful double choke, which is 
generally known as a transformer, can 
be made to give a four -, five -, or even 
eight- or nine -fold step -up, which means 
that quite a modest detector valve can be 
made to run a large power valve on full 
throttle. A still greater multiplying 
power leads to difficulties in design and 
construction. 

65 

This is shown in Fig. 2, in which it 
will be seen that it starts off in true 
resistance fashion, going even , so far as 
the condenser ; but instead of the leak, 
for which the most that can be said is 
that it does not waste much of the signal 
voltage entrusted to it, there is the trans- 
former with the nickel -iron core, and as 
the condenser is there to protect it from 
the paralysing influence of the non - 

varying battery 

In The Wireless World "Battery V -M Three," 
a section of which is illustrated, " straight " 

transformer coupling was used. 

Why Parallel -feed ? 

It is true that the transformer does not 
deal quite so faithfully with music as does 
a resistance coupling, but only the very 
cheap sorts announce their imperfection 
unmistakably. Moreover, one valve with 
a transformer can be made to do what 
might require two valves with resistance 
couplings, so a very good and expensive 
transformer may actually prove an 
economy. Such transformers used to be 
rather bulky, but by using a special 
alloy of iron and nickel, which had been 
invented for something else, it was found 
possible to make a transformer small, 
good, and cheap -all at once. It need 
hardly be pointed out that this miracle 
was not accomplished without introducing 
a brand -new disadvantage ; namely, that 
when the valve No. r is fed with enough 
steady current to ensure satisfactory 
nourishment as a detector the transformer 
forthwith becomes just an ordinary bad 
one, for what is one valve's meat is 
another transformer's poison. 

This set -back, after a moment's quick 
thought, resulted in a combination of 
resistance and transformer coupling, 
generally known as parallel -feed. 

current to valve VI 
it works under ideal 
conditions, a n d 
yields a dividend of 
several hundred per 
cent. in the form 
of increased output 
to valve V2. 

Fig. 3 shows a 
still better idea, for 
it pays not only 
this very satisfac- 
tory rate of interest, 
but throws in the 
principal as well, 
so that if the trans- 
former is normally a 
I -to -3 step -up this 
connection g i v es 
I to 4. 

Compared with resistance coupling, 
parallel feed retains the disadvantage of 
loss of amplification (or need for high 
battery voltage), and costs more by the 
difference between a transformer and a 
grid leak, and, theoretically, the quality 
is not quite so good ; but the loss of 
amplification is more than reimbursed by 
the step -up of the transformer, to such an 
extent that the cost of a whole valve may 
be saved, thus more than paying for the 
transformer, and the latter is working 
under such splendid conditions that any 
audible difference in quality as compared 
with resistance. coupling may, in most 
cases, be held due to a vivid imagination. 

Whether parallel feed has any ad- 
vantage over straight transformer coupling 

TO LOUD 
SPEAKER 

Fig. 3. -A parallel -fed transformer can give 
more than the nominal step -up ratio if it 

is auto -coupled. 

is mainly a question of cold finance. 
Choke coupling is hardly in the running 
at all, being handicapped by most of the 
disadvantages, and with only one minor 
advantage as compensation. PI a i n 
resistance coupling is all right if the 
amplification of one valve is enough. 
If valves improve much more it may 
become universal. 
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Gas Manager's Troubles II 
THE desperate dilemma of my friend 

the gas manager, which I related in 
the January 6th issue of this journal, has 
been solved in a completely satisfactory 
and somewhat unexpected manner. I-Ii; 
release from his trouble is due to the kind- 
ness of a reader living at Welling, in 
Kent, who suggested that he might find 
his salvation in quiescent push -pull. At 
first I could not quite see what was meant 
until it suddenly dawned on me that the 
idea was for my friend to turn honest and 
really install a battery- driven receiver 
capable of giving practically the same out - 
pút as his concealed mains receiver. 

I quickly conveyed this suggestion to 
him, and although at first he basely 
accused me of being a dog fancier he 
agreed to try it. Our efforts were at first 
unsuccessful, and my friend rather bitterly 
remarked that the word " quiescent " was 
a singularly 'apt one to be applied to the 
receiver. Fortunately I soon found a 
rather foolish error which he had made in 
wiring up, and the final results are best 
described by saying that he has now dis- 
mantled his mains set and is fearlessly 
dishing out the circuit to all enquirers. 

Tit for Tat 
IWAS interested in the proposal, re- 

cently put forward by the French 
Motor Manufacturers' Association, that 
heavy lorries should be fitted at the back 
with a microphone coupled via an ampli- 
fier to a loud speaker mounted close to 
the driver's ear, so that he could hear 
the horns of vehicles desiring to overtake. 

Tit for tat. 

I fear, however, that the device would 
be the inevitable instrument for the.con- 
veyance of abusive language. In corn - 
mon fairness to the driver, I think he 
should be supplied with a microphone 

coupled to a loud speaker at the rear, so 
that he could retaliate. It would, at any 
rate, add to the gaiety of motoring even 
if it did nothing else. 

An Electric Clock 
HARDLY had the ink dried on the 

heart- rending appeal which I issued 
on January 6th for an A.C. -mains clock 
fitted with a synthetic tick than the 
required instrument came along from the 
Synchronome Company. Not only does 
it possess a stately tick worthy of a 
grandfather clock, but the large centre 
seconds hand advances in the time - 
hónoured way from second to second, 
completely banishing the ghostly effect of 
which I complained. Moreover, the 
whole mechanism is electrically driven, 
no ' ` clockwork " being employed to 
produce this effect. 

It is very gratifying indeed to have 
to place on record an outstanding example 
of enterprise and initiative of this sort, 
more especially when it concerns one of 
our own manufacturers. Even among 
foreigners, however, the spirit of enter- 
prise has not been lacking, and two 
Chicagoans -one of them a famous . 
amateur brass pounder -have spared 
time from their orgy of slaughter to offer 
me their services in this matter. 

There is still one omission, however, 
which prevents the word perfection being 
applied even to this clock, and, curiously 
enough, it is a very " glaring " one of 
which all the makers of these devices seem 
to be guilty. Not one of them has, so far, 
seen fit to employ a translucent face with 
a small electric light behind it, as in the 
case of a tuning dial. 

A small one -watt lamp would provide 
ample illumination at a cost of only a 
penny per week, even at lighting rates. 
I wonder what manufacturer will be the 
first to fulfil this 'need. I trust that no 
attempt will be made to fob us off with 
the usual phosphórescent arrangement, 
but that a proper miniature Big Ben will 
be produced. 

A Burning Question 

YOU will rejoice with me that I suc- 
ceeded in cutting short a threatened 

attack of 'flu the other day by taking to 
my bed at the first premonitory symptoms. 
Feeling the need of extra heat I thought 
I would . try the effect of an electric 

JANUARY 27 h, 1933. 

blanket, and duly dispatched Mrs. Free 
Grid to get one. Within five minutes of 
its arrival I was enjoying the cosy corn - 
fort of its warmth and preparing to fall 
asleep. 

I had scarcely closed my eyes, how- 
ever, before I was informed that loud 
cracklings were occurring in the wireless 
set every time I flicked an eyelid. This I 
found was the case. Appreciable noises 
coincided with the rhythmic rise and fall 
of my midriff, and every turn of the 
body produced a deafening series of 
crashes like the breaking of ten thousand 
cups. Loose connections was the obvious 
diagnosis, and swift work with a magni- 
fying glass quickly confirmed it. It was 
indeed a mercy that I was not burnt alive 
in my bed. 

The trouble was due, as I might have 
expected, to the failure of Mrs. Free Grid 
to realise the truth of the old saying that 
all that glitters is not gold. Instead of 
carrying out my carefully worded instruc- 
tions concerning the type and make of 
blanket she was to buy she had been 1pd 
astray by a " glowing " account she had 
read of a cheap and nasty device of 
foreign origin. I may say that the article 
has since been changed for another one 
made by a well -known firm, and all inter- 

Swift work. . 

ference with wireless has ceased. I am 
now wondering hów much of the man- 
made static with which we are troubled is 
due to the use of cheap and nasty bed 
w armers. 

Ether Shocks 
WHILE I can hardly be accused of 

narrowmindedness in a Chad - 
bandian sense I really do think that there 
is a limit to which Continental stations 
may be permitted to go in broadcasts 
intended for English ears, particularly 
those of juveniles. I make this protest 
as a direct result of a programme recently 
broadcast in which attention was directed 
to the lofty moral standards now being 
adopted by the youth of a certain 
Continental country. 

It so happened that when this particular 
broadcast came on the air I was reading 
and unfortunately misunderstood the 
facial contortions which Mrs. Free Grid 
directed towards me. She was, as I found 
out later, endeavouring to indicate that 
the programme should be changed before 
certain of the little Grid Leaks became too - 

interested in its subject matter. . Unfor- 
tunately, I interpreted her signals as a 
demand for more volume and conse- 
quently precipitated a minor domestic dis- 
turbance. 
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Keyboard and Loud Speaker 
How the "Neo-Bechstein" Piano Works 

By R. RAVEN -HART 

DURING a recent visit to Berlin the 
writer enjoyed the opportunity of 
hearing the " Neo- Bechstein " 
piano specially demonstrated and 

also of examining and playing it himself. 
The instrument looks like a small grand 
piano, with absolutely normal keyboard 
and touch, together with a separate loud 
speaker. 

Nothing could be more simple in its 
essentials : a steel string is struck as in 
the case of a normal piano, and vibrates 
within the field of an electro- magnet (one 
such taking care of five notes). The result- 
ing electrical impulses in the coils of this 
are then amplified and fed to the loud 
speaker, the degree of amplification being 
controlled by the left pedal. 

Normal Piano Technique 

The refinements are, in fact, chiefly 
mechanical. First, the string need vibrate 
only to 'a very small extent, since it has 
to produce very little energy ; hence it can 
be shorter, lighter, and less tensioned than 
the normal. Double strings are used only 
in part of the middle register, triple ones 

not at all. This, of course, implies a lighter 
framework, also a lighter hammer. In 
order, however, not to change the normal 
piano technique, hammers of the usual 
weight are used, but these do not hit the 
string directly, but 
a bar nearby, and 
this impact drives a 
tiny hammer, per- 
haps one -twentieth 
the. weight of a 
normal one, up to 
hit the string itself. 
Incidentally, t h e 
tone is jmirer owing 
to the reduced am- 
plitude of the vibra- 
tions. 

Again, as t h e 
strings are giving off 
practically no energy, their damping is 
greatly reduced ; a bass string will vibrate 
for something like a minute after striking. 
This, together with the fact that the sound 
after striking can he increased or decreased 
by the use of the pedal, opens up new 
possibilities of an organ-like nature. (One 
of the weak points of the instrument- 

perhaps the only serious one -is that these 
prolonged notes are only fully available 
in the bass, the treble strings coming to 
rest almost too soon ; consequently, 
sustained chords lack brilliancy. 

Double control of 
damping is fitted. 

THE " Neo- Bechstein " electri -al 
pianoforte, which may shortly 

make its appearance on the British 
market, is here described by a corre- 
spondent who has both heard and 
played the instrument in Germany. 
Of special interest is the wide varia- 
tion in apparent tone colour, rangreg 
from spinet effects to those of the 

organ, saxophone and banjo. 

The " Neo Bechstein," seen from above. Note the array of small electro- magnets, each taking 
clarge of five notes. The vibrations set up in the strings are transferred through the magnets 

to the amplifier, seen beneath the bass strings, and thence to a loud speaker. 

First, there is the 
usual right pedal 
which, when re- 
leased, causes imp 
mediate damping, 
and, when de- 
pressed, allows the 
string to vibrate 
naturally till it 
comes to rest ; and, 
secondly, there is 
a special damper 
acting on all the 

strings, which, when " off," allows the 
vibration to continue to its maximum (over 
a minute in the bass, as already men- 
tioned), and when " on " reduces it to a. 
period comparable to that of a normal 
piano -this in order that existing piano 
music may be readily available for the 
new instrument. 

As already stated, the left pedal con- 
trols the degree of amplification. When 
it is released, the loud speaker is out of 
action, and the instrument becomes the 
most charming spinet- harpsichord imagin- 
able. When it is fully depressed, the 
volume is overwhelming, but here again there is a double control, an auxiliary 
knob reducing the maximum volume 
available to suit the room in which the 
instrument is to be used. This control is, 
of course, never changed except with a 
transfer to other surroundings, the pedal 
doing all the controlling during playing. 

It may be added that the instrument also 
contains a complete wireless receiver and 
an electrical gramophone, and costs just a 
trifle less than the cheapest Bechstein 
grand. It works from the A.C. mains. 

Apparent Tone Variations 

What was particularly interesting to the 
writer was to hear how much variation in 
the apparent tone -colour could be pro- 
duced by combinations of touch and pedal- 
ling. The demonstrator was, of course, 
not only a first -class pianist, but had also 
specialised in the new instrument. He 
produced (in playing a set of very jolly 
variations written by himself) a series of 
effects ranging from the spinet through the 
piano to the organ, and thence to an ex- 
cellent bassoon, trumpet, saxophone, and 
banjo, which would have appeared quite 
impossible with such limited means. It 
must be emphasised that no true tone - 
colour control exists, as, for example, i.n 
the case of the Trautonium. 
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NEWS of the WEEK 
- German "Radio Census 
GERMAN postmen engaged in 

collecting quarterly wireless 
licence fees on January it were in- 
structed to question listeners con- 
cerning the type of set in use. 

No More Park Wireless 
10E\ \'PORT Town Council has 
-1-I decided not to replace or 
maintain existing wireless sets in 
the three local parks. The cost 
for the ensuing year was estimated 
at ¿400. 

Zagreb Joins the 
Movement 

THE latest recruit to the higher 
power movement is Zagreb, 

Yugo- Slavia, which will install a 
i5 -k \V. transmitter this year to 
replace the existing o.75-kW. 
equipment. 

Roumanian Radio Ban 
LTASTEN your Roumanian 
-Lk radio deliveries " is good 

advice to the British manufac- 
turer in view of the latest list of 
goods which the Government 
in Bucharest intends to place 
under a quota. Telephone and 
Wireless accessories figure pro - 
minently. 

Mutual Interference ? 

HE path of true love, or peace, 
is not running smooth in the 

case of the new League of 
Nations transmitter at Praugins. 
According to Japanese testimony 
the very first messages intended 
to cultivate world -wide friendship 
were deliberately jammed by the 
Chinese station at Arching -fu. 
On the other hand, certain 
Chinese journals accuse the 
Japanese of " organised interfer- 
ence " with the transmission. 

The Heaviside Layer is con- 
sidered to be above suspicion. 

The Ascending Curve 

ON 
December 3ist 5,262,953 

licences had been issued by 
the Post Office, an increase of 
140,000 over the previous month. 
During November 381 persons 
were prosecuted for not having 
licences -an easy record. 

Another Means Test ? 

VENTURE to suggest that 
wireless licences should be 

purchased by getting 6d. or is. 
stamps at the Post Office until the 
to a shillings has been paid, thy 
owner being allowed to operate his 
set on the first payment."-Corre- 
spondent in the Birmingham 
Evening Despatch. 

Anything but That 
ADISTINGUISHED- LOOKING 
gentleman walked into a 

Paris radio shop the other day 
and asked to be supplied with. " a 
sensitive, pure, and selective re- 
ceiver giving good loud- speaker 
reception from all European 
stations." 

The dealer recommended the 
latest model of the X . . . Estab- 
lishment. 

Not that," whispered the 
customer tvith a furtive glance 
round, " I am the manager of 
that concert." 

J'Accuse . . . 

O many complaints of man- 
y) static have been received 
by the Danish Post Office since 
the Anti- lnterference Act became 
law last year that the authorities 
have issued a new decree stipu- 
lating that the names and ad- 
dresses of suspects must each be 
accompanied by a deposit of ten 
crowns. The stem is returnable if 
time complaint is justified. 

Two thousand prosecutions 
have already been instituted, but 

Current Events in Brief Review 
. How Quartz Vibrates 
A1 a meeting of the Wireless 

Section of the institution of 
Electrical Engineers on Wednes- 
day next, February ist, at 
6 p.m.,. Mr. E. H. Rayner, M.A., 
Sc.D., will lecture on " The Re- 
searches of the late Dr. D. W. 
Dye on the Vibrations of 
Quartz." 

A Royal Record 

MANY 
listeners at home and 

abroad who heard, or failed 
to hear, the Christmas Day broad- 
cast by 11._M. The King will be 
interested in the permanent 
memento which has been prepared 
by " His Master's Voice ' in the 
form of a gramophone record. 
All profits from the sale of. the 
record, which is numbered 
R.B.S "4359, are being devoted to 
the British " Wireless for the 
Blind " Fund. 

Radio - operated Clocks 
ASYSTEM of operating clocks 
by radio waves broadcast from 

a central station has been patented 
by Clyde F. McCann, of San 
Francisco, to whom the U.S. 
Patent Office has issued Letters 
Patent No. 1,8S1,8i8. It is 
claimed that this system, utilising 
Hertzian waves transmitted from 
a central station having a master 
control clock, can hold all other 
clocks adequately equipped within 
its reception range. 

Really Loud Speakers 
THE twelve loud speakers now 
in use at the White City 

Stadium greyhound racing track 
arc built behind an unusual flare 
which is designed so that the 
sound, after it has travelled a cer- 

tain distance, is con- 
trolled and focused 
into a beam, with the 
result that the sound 
is kept at practically 
constant strength. 

P'amphonic Repro- 
ducers, Ltd., t h e 
builders of the ampli- 
fier, claim t h a t almost perfect 

straight- line " am- 
plification is possible 
over a range between 
32 and 5,000 cycles. 
The anode voltage of 
the valves is r,500, 
and they are biased 
with Go volts. The 
set has an undis- 
torted output of 500 
watts. UNEMPLOYED AS SET BUILDERS. The local workless at Eastbourne can now 

attend wireless construction classes specially organised for their benefit. The photo- 
graph shows a group of men eagerly following the directions of their instructor. 

Reunion of R.F.C. Radio 
Operators 

THE fourth Annual General 
Meeting of 

Wireless Operators' Old Com- 
rades' Association is to be held on 
February t 1 th next. Full par- 
ticulars are obtainable from the 
Hon. Sec., Mr. R. McHugo, 16, 
Glennie Road, West Norwood, 
London, S.E.27. 

the new decree seems to have 
stemmed the flood. Persons har- 
bouring grudges against neigh - 

bours must now adopt other 
mean; of annoyance. 

A Gaucherie 
AFRENCH delegate, returned 
from the Madrid Radio Con- 

ference, has " dropped a brick " 
bÿ declaring that the Spanish 
Government " treated us royally." 

Luxembourg at 
Last ? 

SO much has been written and 
talked about .Radio Luxem- 

bourg that one hesitates to accept 
the report that at last -the station 
is to begin regular transmissions, 
that a studio is being erected in 
the Villa Louvigny, and that an 
orchestra of thirty musicians has 
been engaged. M. Jehan Marcin, 
runs the report, is the new station 
director. Radio Luxembourg has 
an aerial power of Zoo kW; 

Sunspot Minimum Now 
SIX amateur transmitters, com- 

prising the experimental Group 
ioA of the R.S.G.B., have just 
been successful in receiving Ameri- 
can amateur signals on the 1,759- 
k.c. band -the lowest frequency 

COLOURED TELEVISION. The 
Loewe Company has produced a 
cathode -ray tube, the " flat " 
portion of which is seen in the 
panel, for two independent rays. 
By its use coloured television is 

possible. 

channel assigned to amateurs, 
Convinced that, with the approach 
of the sunspot ttlinininni, con- 
ditions would show a remarkable 
improvement on this frequency 
band, they maintained watch in 
the early hours of the morning for 
ten days, and were rewarded by 
hearing three ! ".S. stations as far 
west as Pennsylvania. One trans- 
mitter at Cape Cod came over with 
remarkable consistency, and, when 
his confirmation was received, the 
British participants learned with 
great astonishment that the oper- 
ator was using two aerials, each 
2Soft. long and running at right 
angles. The input used was zoo 
watts. 

Finding the Best " Earth " 
N VESTIGATIONS on the elec- 

trical properties of soil carried 
out at the National Physical 
Laboratory on behalf of the Radio 
Research Board were described in 
a paper read before the Royal 
Society oil Thursday, January 
i9th, by Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose. 

The experiments consisted in 
measuring the electrical resistance 
of samples of soil from different 
sites under conditions correspond- 
ing with those met with in radio 
communication. The results of 
the experiments showed that, 
while dry soil is a poor conductor, 
the conducting power is increased 
ntoro than one thousand times 
when water is added to- bring its 
moisture content up to the value 
commonly met with in gardens. 
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More About The STATION FUN DER 
The Finer Points of Adjustment and 

Operation 
By H. F. SMITH 

IT seems necessary to begin by stating 
unequivocally that, so far as the 
tuning condenser of the Station 
Finder is concerned, there is no 

known alternative to the particular 
make of component with which the 
device was originally calibrated ; any 
other condenser, even though of equally 
robust construction and ostensibly with 
the same law, is bound to be so 
different in characteristic that the printed 
station scale will become almost use- 
less. Similarly, the tuning coil is an 
important " key " component ; it would 
not be impossible to make a duplicate with 
the same inductance value, or to correct, 
by a more or less laborious process, any 
discrepancies in the winding of a home- 
made, coil, but it is strongly advised that 
the specified component should be used. 

Another misconception that should 

Fig. I.- Operating the Station Finder with a 
frame -aerial receiver.- External connections 

to the plug sockets are indicated. 

perhaps be corrected is that, when once 
initial adjustments have been made, the 
Station Finder will read accurately with 
any aerial and any receiver. This is not 
necessarily so, as there are bound to be 
differences in stray. capacity which will 
affect calibration, but they will probably 
not be serious enough to cause ambiguity 
or to necessitate readjustment. 

Although designed for " open aerial " 
sets, the Station Finder can be operated 
with self- contained frame -aerial receivers 
by breaking into the frame circuit at the 
point marked X in Fig. r. This pro- 
cedure is satisfactory for all sets except 
those with ganged tuning ; for these, the 
addition of a buzzer, as described later in 
this article, is almost always necessary. 

Coupling Adjustments 

In order to obtain the sharpest and most 
definite readings, it is wise to work with 
the loosest possible coupling between the 
Station Finder circuit and the receiver. 
At the lower end of the wave -range scale 
it may be possible to obtain sufficient 
coupling by inserting the aerial plug into 

What it is 
A simple, accurate, and 
effective form of wave - 
meter -but, unlike other 
wavemeters, with an 
indicating scale marked 
directly in station set- 
tings. Instant identifi- 
cation is thus obtained 
without intermediate 

processes. 

How it works 
The Station Finder is 
connected in the aerial 
lead -in wire. It identifies the source of in- 
coming signals by sharply reducing their 
strength as the dial is rotated through the 
corresponding setting. The station name is 

then read directly from an indicating disc. 
(Fall details in The Wireless World," January 13th.) 

socket A I and joining the receiver aerial 
terminal to socket A 2, thus leaving only 
two turns in the coupling coil. 

Failure to obtain sufficiently well - 
marked absorption (or reduction of signal 
strength) as the Station Finder is rotated 
through the " in- tune " position may be 
due to heavy losses in the aerial circuit ; 

such defects are shown up pitilessly by 
the method employed. Here, again, the 
difficulty may be overcome by fitting a 
buzzer, or, very much better, by improv- 
ing the aerial system. Generally speak- 
ing, absorption will be most marked when 
listening to signals that are fairly weak, 
either naturally or through the effect of 
applying the volume control while identi- 
fication is being carried out. There is no 
real need for the transmitter to be modu- 
lating, and, indeed, very accurate 
measurements can often be made on the 
unmodulated carrier. wave ; the back- 
ground noises superimposed on it will be 
reduced in strength as the indicator circuit 
is brought into tune. Readings are apt 

Fig. 2. -How to convert the Station Finder 
into a radiating meter, suitable for operation 
with any type of set, by the addition of a 

buzzer. 

to be a little misleading if the receiver is 
on the point of self -oscillation, and so too 
much reaction should not be employed. 

A detector anode current meter is a 
desirable, but by no means essential, aid 
to the taking of readings or to initial cali- 

bration. When grid leak detection is em- 
ployed in the receiver, current will fall 
when the receiver is tuned to a signal ; as 
the Station Finder is brought into tune 
with the sane wavelength, current will 
again rise, maximum deflection being 
obtained at the point of resonance. 
Exactly opposite effects take place in sets 
with anode bend detection. 

A Radiating Station Finder 

As already stated, the original Station 
Finder will usually fail to work with sets 
in which the aerial is directly coupled to 

Fig. 3.- Constructional details of a typical 
buzzer. Lettering of the terminal points 

corresponds with Fig. 2. 

the high -potential end of the input coil 
through a very small condenser (some- 
thing between 20 and 5o micro- micro- 
farads). The most satisfactory way of 
making the device suitable for operation 
with such sets, and also those with auto- 
matic volume control, is to convert it into 
a radiating wavemeter by the addition of 
a buzzer, on -off switch, and dry cell in 
the manner shown in Fig. 2. Probably 
the best buzzers to use are those which 
were designed for use in Service wave- 
meters, and of which a large number are 
still available at a cost of some three or 
four shillings. Among other firms sup- 
plying these appliances are the Grafton 
Electric Co., 54, Grafton Street, London, 
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More About the Station Finder - 
W.i, and Electradix Radios, 218, Upper 
Thames Street, London, E.C.4. 

A fairly small dry cell, such as the 
Siemens " S " size, will be suitable in 
most cases, as the current consumption is 
not heavy, and, moreover, is intermittent. 
As for the switch, any available com- 
ponent of the on -off type will do, and it 
may be mounted on the top right -hand 
corner of the panel ; the other com- 
ponents may be secured inside the cabinet. 

A lin engraved ivorine dial for the Station 
Finder is available from the Publishers at a 

cost of 2/ -, post free. 
v 

Buzzers differ in their construction, 
although all are identical in principle. 
The simplified sketch given in Fig. 3 will 
make clear the construction and connec- 
tions of these devices ; terminal points are 
lettered to correspond with Fig. 3: It 
should be noted that, in order to eliminate 
sparking at the vibrating contact, a non - 
inductive resistance shunt must be con- 
nected across the buzzer coil or coils. 
This shunt may have an ohmic value 
roughly equal to that of the windings 

W'gnIlsoo Vorlc1 

themselves ; the type of buzzer mentioned 
above is usually wound to 25 ohms, and 
a 20 -ohm resistance, preferably of the 
carbon or metallised type, may be used. 

When a buzzer is employed, the pro- 
cedure for making initial adjustments, 
and afterwards for identifying stations, is 
rather different from that already 
described. The set is tuned to a known 
transmission at about 25o metres, and the 
indicator dial is set accurately to register 
the name of that station ; the buzzer is 
then put into operation, and the trimming 
condenser is adjusted until the local radia- 
tion is heard at maximum strength from 
the loud speaker. To identify a station, 
the indicator dial is rotated until buzzer 
signals are of maximum loudness, and the 
name is then read directly from the scale. 

For operation with a buzzer, there is 
no direct connection to the receiver ; it 
will generally be best to place the Station 
Finder at a distance of a foot or two from 
the aerial lead -in wire. As a rule, the 
buzzer, battery, and switch should be 
joined in series across the primary ter- 
minals of the coil which are marked 3 and 
4 ; when dealing with less sensitive sets, 
terminals No. 4 and 5 may be used. 

INTERCHANGEABLE FOR A.C. OR D.C. 
A New Kit of Parts 

N The Wireless World of June 15th 
a description wrs published of a 
" Universal " A.C. -D.C. set, in 
which Ostar indirectly heated valves 

were employed. Without any alterations. 
to the receiver, either internal or external, 
the power -plug of the set could be insertud 
at will in sockets joined either to A.C. or 
D.C. sources of supply. 

A kit of British -made parts for a de- 
tector-L.F. two -valve set, which embodies i 

essentially the circuit arrangement already 
described, h a s 
now been pro- 
duced by Eugene 
Forbat, N i v a- 
light, Ltd., 1, 
R o s e b e r y 
Avenue, L o n- 
d o n, E.C.I. 
Subjected to test 
on both A.C. 
and D.C. sup- 
plies, t h e re- 
ceiver compared 
well with more 
conventional arrangements of similar pre- 
tensions. The background when working 
on D.C. was particularly quiet, and, on 
Á.C., hum was not above the average 
level. 

that of the average domestic electric lamp. 
For supplying energising current to the 

Field Supply. 

The complete kit of parts, including two 
receiver valves and a rectifier, costs 

6 1os. 
Economy in maintenance cost, particu- 

larly on D.C. supplies, is a strong point, 
as total consumption of energy amounted 
to little over 25 watts -much less than 

A two -valve kit set; with indirectly heated 
high- voltage valves, and a field supply kit 
for obtaining energising current from A.C. 

mains. 

field winding of a moving -coil loud speaker, 
the directly heated high -voltage Ostar 
rectifying valves are particularly suitable. 
Their applications in this direction were 
described in our issue of March 23rd. A 
kit of parts at the price of 2 5s., includ- 
ing the valve, is now available for feeding 
standard field windings ; smoothing is 
effected by an electrolytic condenser of the 
aqueous type. 

JANUARY 27th, 1933. 

DISTANT 
RECEPTION NOTES 

8 IG changes are imminent in French 
broadcasting affairs, especially in the 
Paris area. It is reported on the one 

hand that the Eiffel Tower will shortly go 
out of business as a broadcasting station, 
rising to a higher wavelength and confining 
itself to time signals, weather reports, and 
so on. On the other hand, Radio- Paris, 
at present the property of a company, is 
to be taken over by the Government. 

There seems to be no justification for the 
retention of either Radio LL or Radio Vitus. 
They are both quite small stations, but the 
amount of interference that they cause is 
considerable. At present neither is work - 
ing on anything like its proper wavelength 
-not that either of them often does. 

The Russian broadcasting scheme now 
has six stations of ioo kilowatts at work. 
Four of these are situated in Moscow, the 
others being at Leningrad and Novosibirsk. 

A good deal of confusion arises from time 
to time ever the Hilversum and Huizen 
programmes. Actually, there are two 
transmitting stations, Huizen on 1,875 
metres, and Hilversum on 296.1 metres, and 
four broadcasting associations. Of the 
latter one, the Labour Radio Society 
(VARA) is a political body ; two, the 
Catholic Radio Society (KRO), and the 
Christian Radio Society (NCRV) are 
religious associations, and the last, the 
General Broadcasting Association 
(AVRO), is something which corresponds 
more or less -very much less than more - 
to the B.B.C. The VARA and AVRO 
nominally share the Hilversum programmes, 
whilst the KRO and the NCRV parcel 
out those of Huizen between them. 

So far so good, but now a complication 
arises. The long -wave Huizen has a much 
better service area than the shorter -wave 
Hilversum, and to ensure that fair is fair 
a change -over is made every three months. 
At the present time Huizen is Hilversum, 
sending out the VARA and AVRO 
programmes on 1,875 metres, whilst Hilver- 
sum is Huizen. transmitting those of the 
KRO and the NCRV on 296.5 metres. 

Luxembourg Testing 
Though refused, one understands, a wave- 

length by the Madrid Conference, Luxem- 
bourg is still conducting tests during day- 
light hours on a little below í,28o metres. 
Next to one's local this must be the world's 
easiest station to pick up, and the hetero- 
dynes caused are almost unbelievable. 

The best stations at the moment on the 
long waves are Huizen (which, of course, 
is temporarily Hilversum!), Zeesen, War- 
saw, and Oslo. Both Motala and Kalund- 
borg are distinctly off colour. 

On the medium waveband the choice is 
still a very wide one, though heterodynes 
spoil a good many transmissions. The 
worst crop of these that I can ever remem- 
ber is to be found now between 358 and 372 
metres, where every station appears to be 
heterodyning or jamming every other. The 
main cause of the trouble is the aforemen- 
tioned Radio LL, which is causing station 
after station to wander in self -defence from 
its wavelength. The stations best worth 
attention are Munich, the two Brussels 
stations, Langenberg, Rome, Katowice, 
Leipzig, Toulouse, Strasbourg, the Poste 
Parisien, Breslau, Bordeaux, Hilversum, 
Heilsberg, Trieste, Nurnberg, and Fécamp. 

D. EXER. 
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Practical HINTS AND TIPS 

WHEN building a mains- operated 
receiver it is usual to take a good 

deal of care with the arrangement of 
connecting leads carrying " raw " A.C. 
current ; the " go" and " return " leads 
are generally twisted together, and they 

are spaced as widely 
as possible from such 
danger points as detector -grid 
circuits, etc. 

In dealing with D.C. mains sets it is 
sometimes forgotten that almost equal care 
should be taken, particularly with regard 
to the heater wiring and the mains leads 
connected to the on -off switch, at any 
rate, if this component be mounted on 
the front panel. 

Electrostatic pick -up in the detector 
circuit-not forgetting the second detector 
of superheterodynes- should again be 
guarded against. 

Wiring of 
D.C. Sets 

ALMOST every user of a wireless set will 
have observed that various effects 

become evident if certain parts of the re- 
ceiver be touched with the finger-while it 
is in operation. It is sometimes held that 
rough- and -ready tests may be carried out 

in this manner, but it 
is by no means easy to 
draw a logical conclu- 
sion from the effects 
that may be observed. 

One result of touching the point in the 
receiver is to connect a resistance of high 
but rather uncertain value between that 
point and earth. Another effect, which in 
nearly every case is much more important, 
is to add a capacity of similarly undefined 
value between the same point and earth. 
Further, body capacity may act as an 
unwanted coupling between circuits, and 
so may produce instability. 

By touching the high- potential end of 
the grid circuit, it is generally reassuring 
to find that signal strength is decreased, 
thus indicating that the tuning of the cir- 

Testing 
by 

Touch 

AIDS TO ßET'l'ER RECEPTION 

cuit has been disturbed. It is possible 
that on touching the high -potential end 
of one of the tuned circuits of a ganged 
receiver, signals will become stronger. 
This effect conveys the warning that in all 
probability the circuit is out of alignment 
with the other, and has been artificially 
brought into tune by the addition of body 
capacity. 

A complicating factor, which shows the 
dangers of forming too hasty conclusions, 
is due to the " aerial " effect of the body. 
To avoid excessively loud signals, tests 
are often made with no aerial, or with a 
very short aerial, and in such cases the 
signal " pick up " of the body may over- 
shadow the effect of its capacity in detun- 
ing the circuit. 

IT will be fairly obvious that the use 
of the quiescent push -pull system, 

which offers extraordinary advantages in 
battery -operated sets, is by no means 
confined to simple det. -L.F. outfits of 
limited range. It works just as satisfac- 

t -o r i l y when the 
detector valve is pre- 
ceded by one or two 
stages of H.F. ampli- 
fication. 

Those who propose to employ this effi- 
cient and economical system would be 
well advised to adhere to the detector- 

Long- range 
Sets 

with Q.P.P. 

cede it, there is no reason why conven- 
tional practice should not be followed, 
and existing components of standard 
design may be employed. For the benefit 
of those working on these lines the circuit 
diagram givetr in Fig. r has been pre- 
pared ; it shows a satisfactory form of 
tuning system and intervalve coupling 
to work with the set in question. 

Probably the only detail that requires 
explanation is the method of obtaining 
variable bias for the H.F. valve. Al- 
though there are other ways of doing it, 
the method shown is probably as con- 
venient and economical as any other. A 
second potentiometer for controlling H.F. 
grid voltage is merely shunted across the 
potentiometer already provided for close 
adjustment of output -valve bias. 

In order to maintain the proper load 
on the grid -bias battery it is advisable 
to increase the value of the original 
potentiometer R5 from 25,000 to 50.000 
ohms, and the added " H.F." potentio- 
meter should have the same value. 

In the diagram the components asso- 
ciated with the detector -L.F. circuits 
have been assigned their original reference 
lettering ; suggested values for the addi- 
tional components are also shown. 
Coupling condensers for the input band - 
pass filter are marked CCr and CC2 ; if 
the " double capacity " method of 

Fig. x.- Adding an H.F. stage to 

output arrangements of the " Quiescent 
Push -pull Two " described last week, but 
with regard to an H.F. amplifier to pre- 

the " Quiescent Push -pull Two." 

coupling be employed these should have 
the capacities recommended by the makers 
of the coils. 
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LABORATORY TESTS 
MAGNAVOX " MAGNA " LOUD 

SPEAKER 
ITHAT the field strength in a moving-coil 

loud speaker is one of the most im- 
portant factors affecting the sensitivity and 
acoustic efficiency is well known. It is not 
generally appreciated, however, that an in- 
crease in the magnetic field is also capable 
of effecting a marked improvement in the - 
quality of reproduction. This is due to the 
fact that a strong magnetic field: in conjunc- 
tion with a closed circuit moving coil re- 
sistance of low value, introduces damping 
which considerably reduces the effects of any 
mechanical resonance which may be present 
in the diaphragm assembly. 

In the type DC142 " Magna " loud 
speaker tested this effect can be convinc- 
ingly demonstrated by lightly tapping the 
diaphragm with a pencil and at the same 
time switching the field current on and off. 

The new Magnavox "Magna" type loud 
speaker which incorporates an exceptionally 

generous magnetic circuit. 

With the field off, the natural period of the 
diaphragm at about 90 to Ica cycles can 
be distinctly heard, but completely dis- 
appears when the field current is switched 
on. 

The general quality of reproduction com- 
pares very favourably with loud speakers 
of similar type employing a lower flux den- 
sity in the field. There is no sharply de- 
fined bass resonance, and the bass output, 
which is' of a slightly higher order than that 
in the middle register, is spread over a corn - 
paratively wide band from 75 to 250 cycles. 
There is another region of increased output 
between 2,20o and 4,000 cycles, and the 
extreme top between 4,500 and 8,000 cycles 
is unusually good, being comparable in 
strength with the middle register. The re- 
production of transients is crisp, and the 
quality of speech is decidedly above the 
average. 

It is, however, in the matter of sensitivity 
that the " Magna " loud speaker excels. The 
general level of acoustic output for a given 
electrical input is fully six decibels above 
the average medium -sized energised moving 
coil. In actual fact the efficiency, as far as 
our tests are concerned, has only been 
equalled by one or two horn -type, moving - 
coil loud speakers in wwlich the directional 
effect of the horn plays a considerable part. 

The " Magna " series of loud speakers are 
made in two types with Tin. and 81in. dia- 

NEW RADIO PRODUCTS 
REVIEWED 

phragms. The DC142 tested is of the latter 
size, and costs Z.3 7s. 6d. complete with out- 
put transformer. The makers are Magnavox 
(Great Britain), Ltd., 89, Kingsway, 
London, W.C.z. 

LOTUS COMPONENTS TESTED 
/ALTHOUGH specimens of all the latest 

1- Lotus components have been sent in 
for examination, only a few can be dealt 
with here in view of the extensiveness of 
the range. Of the various L.F. transformers 
made, the Type 2 was chosen for test, as 
this is a medium -priced model made in i : 3 
and 1: 5 ratios, and costs 7s. 6d. With 
the 1: 3 ratio model connected in the anode 
circuit a valve of io,000 ohms A.C. resist- 
ance and with a current of 1.5 niA. flowing 
the amplification is maintained at a satis- 
factory level from zoo cycles up to 6,500 
cycles. The maximum amplification is at- 
tained at 3,500 cycles, when there appears 
a slight peak equivalent to an increase cf 
decibels above the general level -- measured 
at Low cycles. The D.C. resistance of the 
primary winding is r,000 ohms, and its in- 
ductince at 5o cycles with no D.C. flowing is 

2.5 henrys. 
D.C.1 output choke, which is rated at 

,_.nrys, has a resistance of 75o ohms, and 
will carry up to 20 mA. of D.C. This model 
is acre suitable, however, for use in small 
sets and eliminators where the normal work- 
ing, current does not exceed some 12 mA. 
under which conditions the rated value of 20 
henrys was obtained. With no D.C. flow- 
ing, the inductance was 83 henrys, but this 
fell to 25 henrys with a D.C. current of 
8 mA. passing through the choke. 

There is a wide selection of differential 
condensers available. One model, known 
as the Miniature -Type, is made in values of 
0.00015 and 0.00035 mfd., and the price is 
3s. These are of the solid dielectric type, 
and are ideal for use in reaction circuits, for 
their minimum capacities are very low in- 
deed. The specimentested showed a mini- 
mum capacity of 5.5 m- mfcis. on each side, 
the maximum capacities being 0.000237 

viz., 0.0003 mfd. and 0.0005 mfd. The 
minimum and maximum capacities of a 
0.0005 mfd. specimen were found to be 16.5 
m -mfds. and 0.000475 mfd. respectively. 

Three types of valve holders are now 
made ; the cheapest model is the V.H.K. It 
is an anti -microphonic four -pin valve holder, 
and costs 6d. The rigid type, which is for 
A.C. valves, is available with or without 
terminals, the prices being 9d. and iod. each 
respectively. A miniature anti -microphonic 
model measuring 1ä1n. in diameter costs 1s-. 
with or without terminals. 

The makers are Lotus Radio, Ltd., Mill 
Lane. Old Swan, Liverpool. 

HARBROS MAINS LEADS 
A SILK-BRAIDED mains load ready for 

L fitting to a mains receiver and terminat- 
ing in a universal lamp holder and two -pin 
plug adaptor is now obtainable from Hart 

Harbros silk -covered mains lead Etted 
with universal adaptor. 

Bros. Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex. 
There are two styles available, the one con- 
sists of a single pair of conductors, while 
the. other has three wires, one of which is 
intended to he used as a mains aerial. There 
is no direct connection between the aerial 
wire and the mains, the capacity between 
the leads providing adequate coupling for 
most purposes. 

The single -pair lead costs 2S. 9d. in 8ft. 
lengths and 3s. 6d. in 12ft. lengths, while 
the price of the three -wire style is 3d. extra 
in both cases. 

Selection 
of Lotus 

components. 

mfd. and 0.000238 mfd. respectively. 
Another style fitted with stout brass vanes 
and made in 0.00013 mfd. and 0.00034 mfd. 
cost, 4s. 6d. 

The Slow Motion Log Condenser is made 
almost entirely from aluminium, and, since 
the price complete with knob and dial is but 
6s. 6d., it should prove of interest to those 
concerned with the construction of an inex- 
pensive receiver. Two sizes are available, 

CATALOGUES RECEIVED 
British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 

Brocklev Works, Tyrwhitt Road, London, 
S.E._I.- Fifteen -page catalogue describing 
British General receivers and components. 

The British Ebonite Co., Ltd., Nightingale 
Road, Harwell, London, W.7.- Illustrated 
handbook of coils, wound on Becol formers, 
also circuit diagrams showing their applica- 
tion. 
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By Our Special Correspondent 

Inside the Organ 
IHAVE just been savouring existence in- 

side the new {,ro,000 organ at Broad- 
casting House. Three experts have spent 
many working days in this cramped cubby- 
hole, and will continue to do so for the next 
three weeks, by which time, so they tell 
me, the organ should be playable. 

Compression Marvels 
The whole thing is a miracle of compres- 

sion. " We have never had quite such a 
job before," one of the organ builders told 
me. " In cinemas, we often have to make 
the most of a small space, but we haven't 
so much to cram into it. This time the 
organ is a really big one. However, the 
whole job has been very carefully worked 
out and the results will be good." 

Like a Cave 
Impossible at present to judge from 

appearances whether the results will be good, 
bad or indifferent, for all that can he 
seen are pipes and conduits clustered like 
stalactites and stalagmites in .a cave. There 
are no bellows, as wind will be supplied 
direct from the electric fan to the wind 
chests at aumn,iatically regmatcd pressure. 

" Cinema Organ " to Order 
One thing I can and will reveal, namely, 

that this organ will be able to beat any 
cinema organ at its own game if the per- 
former so wishes. Within the instrument 
are " effects "- drums, triangle, cymbals, 
glockenspiel, and other contraptions -which 
would make an ordinary organ enthusiast 
go queasy. 

Happily, however, there is ample diapa- 
son material to provide the authentic organ 
tone. when required. 

A Suggested Time Switch 
A correspondent writes suggesting that 

the installation of the new organ is a good 
opportunity for the introduction of " a 
special time switch which would function 
when the player had (r) used the tremulant 
for two consecutive minutes or (2) used a 
nanny goat stop with tremulant for one 
minute, or (3) forgotten he wasn't blowing 
a nigger organ with the swell pedals. By 
means of the time switch all nanny goats, 
vox infantas, tremulants, and celestes would 
be immediately drawn in and securely locked 
for two hours." 

U.S. Calls Fleet Street 
" HELLO, Fleet Street," is the title cf a 

programme which National and Re- 
gional listeners will hear to- morrow evening. 
January 28th. The programme will origin- 
ate in one of the New York studios cf the 
Columbia Broadcasting System, who are 
presenting it as a final summing up in a 
series of round -table discussions which they 
have recently broadcast under the title of 
" America's Grub Street Speaks." The 
participants in the discussion on January 
28th will include Mr. Richard Roy Smith, 
a New York publisher of note, on the sub- 
ject of English and American Publishing ; 

Mr. George Jean Nathan, editor, author and 
critic, on International Relationships among 
Authors ; Mr. Ernest Boyd, the author, on 
International Criticism ; and Mr. Theodore 
Dreiser on World Affairs and Literature. 

A Mystery: B.B.C. and the Test 
Match 
HE B.B.C. " gets it in the neck " so 
often that I rejoice when an occasion 

arises to defend the Corporation at the ex- 
pense of the foreigner. Several readers have 
asked me why the B.B.C. account of the 
Test Match at Adelaide was so indistinct 
and upset by atmospherics as compared 
with the crystal clear enunciation of Alan 
Fairfax, picked up and relayed by Poste 
Parisien. 

The Explanation 
The explanation is simple. Poste Parisien, 

despite appearances, was not giving listeners 
a direct first -hand account from the Ade- 
laide cricket ground. The " story " was 
cabled and retailed at the Poste Parisien 
microphone. On the other hand, the B.B.C. 
account was heard from Adelaide direct, 
being transmitted over the Post Office 
Australia -England beans system. Which 
method is more popular with listeners? 

BEHIND THE SCENES B.B.C. engineers 
checking amplifier performance behind one of 
the panels in the Control Room at Broad- 

casting House. 

Talk by Gangster? 

EVERYONE at Broadcasting House, in- 
eluding Mr. Charles Siepmann, Director 

cf Talks, is asking about the " prominent 
American gangster" who is to defend 
racketeering in a forthcoming broadcast 
talk. No one knows of such a fixture, yet 
Colonel Moore -Brabazon, M.P., has sought 
the Speaker's permission to ask the Home 
Secretary whether, in his opinion, such a 
broadcast is for the public weal. 

Is the Colonel thinking of those despera- 
does, Haver and Lee? 

Roy Fcx from the Kit Eat 
AT least a temporary truce seems to ho_d 

sway between the B.B.C. and the 
General Theatres Corporation : indeed, to 
judge from certain circumstances, the two 
organisations are thoroughly good friends. 
Why else should the Kit Kat Club (which 
belongs to Gaumont British, which in turn 
is allied to the G.T.C.) undertake special 
structural alterations to enable Roy Fox to 
give of his best for broadcasting purposes? 

By the way, this sparkling dance -band 
leader and his equally sparkling band are 
to be huard more frequently on the ether. 

The Search for Variety 
If the B.B.C. ever hopes to form a vaude- 

ville repertory company of its own it has 
received little encouragement from the 
recent crop of auditions. - Some fifty aspir- 
ants are now being heard each week, and 
the B.B.C. feels hopeful if two out of fifty 
come within measurable distance of being 
" possibles." 

Cynics in the Making 
Views at headquarters are growing less 

sanguine on the question of the plentiful- 
ness of vaudeville talent in unexplored 
corners of this green and pleasant land. 
Apparently a spell of auditions has turned 
optimists into cynics. 

Malcolm Frost RI 
HERE'S wishing a speedy recovery to 

Malcolm Frost, the B.B.C.'s " Em- 
pire Ambassador," who has been checked 
on his world tour by an attack of malaria 
at Cape Town. This puts him at least four 
weeks behind schedule, for he should have 
been in India by now. 

Mr. Frost is engaged in distributing the 
special records of B.B.C. programmes for 
rebroadcasting from local stations up and 
down the Empire. 

A Plea for Poetry 
THE B.B.C. is constantly searching for 

new talent in music ; the Corporation's 
latest invitation is extended to poets. It 
wants the late five- minute readings at the 
end of each night's programme from the 
studio to be representative of the loveliest 
poetry not only of the past, but of the 
present, and it invites every listener to 
submit by February 28th poems from which 
a selection will be made. Those selected will 
be read at the microphone during the late 
readings in the month of April. 

Brevity a Merit 
Mr. Walter de la Mare and Mr. Eddie 

Marsh, editor of the volumes of " Georgian 
Poetry " will act as judges of the poetry 
submitted. 

Why Engineers See Red. 
EXTRACT from postbag of B.B.C. Tech- 

nical Correspondence Section : -" After 
midday at night the air is deadly silent." 
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0 NLY two or three years ago the 
opinion was generally held that a 
three -valve H.F.- det. -L.F. re- 
ceiver was not really sensitive 

enough for consistent long -range recep- 
tion, although the better examples were 
admitted to be capable of receiving 
foreign stations when conditions were 
good. Since that time we have modified 
our views ; many stations have increased 
their power, and, more important still, 
sets generally have become vastly more 
sensitive and selective. 

In the Six -Sixty Chassiset we have 
something more than just another ex- 
ample of modern tendencies in battery set 
design ; judged by any standard it is ex- 
ceptionally sensitive, and, what is equally 
important, has enough selectivity to 
enable full use to be made of its range. 

Although the essential circuit arrange- 
ment is conventional, there are many 
departures from standard practice ; the 
underlying aim of the designers seems to 
have been to simplify operation wherever 
possible. 

Double -acting Volume Control 

At the aerial end there is a band -pass 
filter with a link -circuit coupling. The 
choke -fed tuned -grid system is employed 
in the H.F. stage, and the detector 
operates on the grid leak principle. A 
directly connected transformer is em- 
ployed in the L.F. stage, and another 
transformer serves to link the high - 
efficiency output pentode (a Six -Sixty 
220 PEN) to a moving -coil loud speaker, 
which, as this is a, battery set, is, of 
course, of the permanent -magnet type. 
In the grid circuit of the pentode an H.F. 
stopping resistance is inserted. 

One of the most interesting circuit 
details is to be found in the combined 
volume- reaction control, which is effected 
by means of a variable resistance shunt 
across the aerial circuit in combination 
with the reaction condenser. Both these 
components are mounted on a common 
spindle and are controlled by a single 
knob ; as the resistance is progressively 
increased in value, reaction feed -back 
between anode and grid circuits of the de- 
tector is similarly increased. It should 

W'bellezo WouIld 

Six -Sixty 
Chassiset Type 3 -32 
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A Battery -operated Receiver with Exceptional 
Range 

be noted that matters have been in- 
geniously arranged for the same variable 
resistance to act as a gramophone volume 
control. For this purpose it becomes the 
variable limb of a potentiometer when 
the pick -up is thrown into circuit ; the 
second limb consists of a fixed resistance. 

Automatic bias voltage for the output 
valve is developed across a resistance in 
the negative H.T. lead in the usual 
manner ; the inclusion of this refinement is 
to be commended, as the non -technical 
user, without access to measuring instru- 
ments, can rest assured that, when H.T. 
voltage falls with increasing age of the 
battery, a commensurate reduction in 
bias voltage will take place automatically, 
and so the best possible quality of repro- 
duction will be maintained under all con- 
ditions without the need for adjustments. 

Provision h a s 
wisely been made 
for compensating 
for the varying 
capacities of differ - 
e n t aerial -earth 
systems, with the 
object of maintain- 
ing full sensitivity 
a n d selectivity 
under all con- 
ditions. This ad- 
justment, which 
need only be car- 
ried out when the 
set is first installed, 
is effected by a 
semi -variable aerial 
series condenser, of 
which the control- 

of light concentrated through slits in the 
container act as index marks, which are 
automatically transferred by operation of 
the wave -range switch to the appropriate 
part of the scale. The pilot lamps are 
automatically switched on as soon as the 
set is put into operation, but, to avoid 
wastage of battery current, they may be 
switched off, as soon as the desired pro- 
gramme has been tuned in, by means of 
an extra switch which is built into the 
tuning- control knob. 

As the necessary voltage -absorbing 
resistances for the various anode and 
screening -grid circuits are included in the 
receiver there are only two leads to the 
H.T. battery, and so the operation of fit- 
ting a replacement battery is greatly 
simplified. Another refinement is the 
provision of a safety fuse in the negative 

H.T. lead. 
As already im- 

FEATURES 
General. -A self -contained three -valve re- 

ceiver for battery feed and for operation with 
an external aerial -earth system. Permanent - 
magnet moving -coil loud speaker. Provision 
for gramophone pick -up and external loud 
speaker. 

Circuit. -Input filter, with "mixed" coupling. 
One tuned H.F. stage, parallel fed. Grid 
detector, transformer- coupled to pentode out- 
put valve. Transformer feed to loud speaker. 

Controls. -(1) Ganged tuning. (2) Combined 
on -off, wave -range and radio-gramophone 
switch. (3) Combined reaction and input 
volume control. 

Price. -1O guineas, complete except for H.T. 
and L.T. batteries. 

Makers. -Six -Sixty Radio Company, Ltd., 
17 - 18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, 
London, W. 1. 

ling screw projects 
through the back of the chassis in a posi- 
tion where it is sufficiently accessible for 
the purpose. 

A clue to the reason for the exceptional 
sensitivity of the Six -Sixty set is found 
in the three tuning coils, which are 
screened in copper pots of dimensions 
rather greater than usual. The medium - 
wave windings are of stranded litz wire, 
and have obviously been proportioned for 
maximum efficiency. 

Another constructional detail worthy of 
special mention is the large indicating 
dial, which, in addition to carrying a scale 
marked in arbitrary units, is station -cali- 
brated on both medium and long wave- 
bands. The dial is illuminated from the 
back by means of pilot lamps mounted in 
a container which revolves with the con- 
denser drive mechanism ; narrow beams 

plied, the m o s t 
impressive feature 
of the Six -Sixty 
receiver is its sensi- 
tivity. In t h is 
respect it will bear 
comparison with 
many mains - 
operated receivers 
with a similar cir- 
cuit arrangement. 
Performance is par- 
ticularly striking on 
the medium band, 
and sensitivity is 
maintained much 
better than usual 
towards the upper 
end of the wave - 

range scale. Although it might perhaps 
be a little more constant, reaction control 
works well, without roughness or overlap. 

On the long waves, the range of the 
set is perhaps not quite so striking, but 
is relatively good when .compared with 
the average standard. On both bands, 
selectivity is rather greater than one ex- 
pects to obtain from a three- circuit set, 
which means that it is sufficient for all 
reasonable requirements. 

Taking into account the fact that the 
total anode- current consumption, with an 
H.T. battery of izo volts, amounts only 
to 8 or 9 milliamps., the volume obtain- 
able is surprisingly high, which would 
indicate accurate matching in the output 
stage. But quality is at its best at a 
level slightly lower than that obtainable 
without running into obvious overloading.. 
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Modern Tendencies in Battery -set Design 
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Two views of the Six -Sixty Type 3 -32 chassis. The dial lights are fitted inside a rotating 
carrier. Inset : Complete circuit diagram of the receiver. 
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Correspondence 
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents 

Correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, " The Wireless World, " Dorset House, Tudor 
Street, E.C.4, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address 

What Does the Public Want? 
THERE appears to be a good deal of 

evidence pointing to the existence of a 
huge misunderstanding in receiver design. 

On the one hand, designers, reviewers, 
discussers, and critics almost invariably 
take it for granted that the most important 
function of a receiver. (home or factory 
built) is the reception of foreign stations. 
It is judged and discussed from that angle, 
and the suggestion that there are some 
listeners who have no particular desire to 
receive programmes other than the two 
locals is met with cynical amusement. 

On the other hand, my personal observa- 
tion has failed to reveal one single listener 
who has any sustained interest in hearing 
distant programmes. There are those who 
take a butterfly tour of the Continent, not 
to listen seriously to the programmes, but 
for the fun of it, just as a motorist may 
open out a sports car even though he has 
no desire to get to any particular place 
quickly. But I have never come across a 
person who makes a practice of listening 
continuously to foreign programmes. 

There are many things that can be said 
in explanation, confirmation, or refutation 
of these conflicting situations. I may have 
struck an exceptional patch of the genus 
Listener, and there may be no real dis- 
crepancy. That is to say, the designers 
and critics may be perfectly right in their 
estimate of the public demand. Paradoxi- 
cally, they may be right even if people do 
not want distant reception. For at least 
one " man -in -the- street " has told me can- 
didly that he invariably listens to the locals, 
but must have a set capable of reaching out, 
just for the psychological effect of posses- 
sion. In that case, all the vast amount of 
thought and expense which are devoted to 
the production of long -range super -selective 
receivers is required merely to sell them. 

Turning to the point of view of those who 
provide the sets, their estimate is based on 
two assumptions : - 

(I) that the B.B.C. programmes are in- 
ferior to foreign ones, and 

(z) that foreign programmes can be heard 
satisfactorily. 

Dealing with the second point first, we 
all know that for every receiver it is claimed 
that stations from abroad can be heard 
" with quality indistinguishable from that 
of the local station," or, more modestly, 
" with good programme value." The 
motive for these claims is, of course, not 
always disinterested, but allowing for that 
there are some who would not regard them 
as far -fetched. The only thing I can say 
about this is that their conception of 
" local " quality must be considerably lower 
than mine. It is easy to make oneself be- 
lieve quite sincerely, on tuning in to a far - 
off station, that reception is every bit as 
good as the best that can be obtained from 
a local. But this illusion is more difficult 
to sustain. The shop demonstration is no 

test, for the demonstrator takes good care 
to pass on to the next station in a few 
seconds. 

There are perhaps a few exceptional 
stations and times, but it is not very wide 
of the mark to declare that no listener who 
insists on the highest obtainable quality of 
reproduction can be satisfied for long with 
reception from any station at a distance 
greater than about 300 times its wave- 
length. Fading, heterodynes, atmospherics, 
machine noises, all combine to mar the 
result. To mention only one objection : 

audio frequencies over 4,000 or 5,000 cycles 
cannot be received entirely free from inter- 
ference unless the field strength of the 
wanted station is very much greater than 
that of adjoining wavelength channels. 

Wireless 
World 

SPECIAL 

RADIOGRAMOPHONE 

and Accessories Number 

Friday, Feb. 3rd, 1933 

QUITE apart from the self - 
contained instrument, a radio - 

gramophone is within reach of 
practically every wireless user. Most 
present -day receivers are ready fit ted 
for gramophone use and require only 
the addition of pick -up and turn- 
table. 

To assist readers in getting best results 
special articles in this number will be 
devoted to Volume Control and Pick- 
up Connections, and to the essential 
features of Modern Pick -ups, Gramo- 
phone Motors and Record- changing 
Devices. 

There will he useful Constructional 
Details of Battery and Mains 
Gramophone Amplifiers, Hints and 
Tips on Gramophone Reproduction, 
and pages of helpful illustrations. 

NOTE THE DATE! 
FRIDAY, FEB. 3rd. 

Granting the truth of this, there are those 
who fall back on point (r) : that the some- 
what lower standard of reliability and 
quality of reproduction is far outweighed by 
the brilliance of the foreign programmes. 
One of the arguments in favour of spon- 
sored programmes is that the greater 

revenue would permit of really first -class 
artists being engaged. 

It is easy to accuse the B.B.C. of failing 
to make use of the best entertainment avail- 
able, but it is very much harder to prove 
it by naming any person or item of appre- 
ciable value (other than those debarred by 
impediments such as copyright or còntracts) 
excluded from British programmes. It 
must be remembered, too, that top -line 
celebrities of stage, platform, or elsewhere, 
are not necessarily good broadcasting per- 
sonalities, and if they were, one can easily 
have too much of them. 

My, personal opinion, shared largely by 
the foreign listeners themselves, is that ex- 
cept for isolated items their programmes 
compare unfavourably with those issuing 
from these islands, and sets sold abroad 
must be guaranteed to receive Daventry 
clear of all others. 

Are manufacturers of long -range receivers 
(i.e., substantially all receivers) catering for 
an imaginary demand, a merely psycho- 
logical demand, or a real demand? They 
would be very pleased to know, for the per- 
plexities of technical design are as nothing 
compared with the perplexities of estimat- 
ing what the public wants. 

" DIAGNOSTIC." 

Are There Too Many Operators? 
MY attention has been drawn to the 

correspondence appearing Under the 
above heading in a recent issue of The Wire- 
less World, and which subject, I think, is 
not completely treated. 

Wireless operators do not, nowadays, 
secure appointments so readily as they did 
a year or so ago. N either, for that matter, 
does anyone else. It is agreed that the 
guaranteeing of appointments is ambiguous, 
for if the Government Ministers and others 
in authority who have every facility at their 
disposal are unable to foretell the trend of 
events, how can any ordinary individual be 
expected to do so? 

Even with shipping at its present very 
low state seagoing appointments are still 
obtainable by men who will seek them, but 
the day has passed when one can sit at 
home in " Slocum -in- the -Mush " and expect 
the employer to seek the operator. 

A successful man will look around for a 
suitable outlet for his abilities when the 
one in which he is interested is passing 
through a bad time, and in this respect the 
man with a P.M.G. Certificate is most for- 
tunately placed, for, with a suitable adapta- 
tion of his training, the whole field of broad- 
casting is open to him. 

in conclusion, I might add that some of 
the men who have secured P.M.G. Certifi- 
cates at this college recently have obtained 
seagoing appointments, one of these only 
having a second -class certificate. On the 
broadcasting side, those trained here for that 
work have secured appointments in all 
branches, but obviously a man who is only 
trained as a seagoing operator cannot expect 
to be engaged as a service engineer without 
additional training. Your correspondents 
should endeavour to realise that the fact of 
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a man having secured a P.M.G. Certificate 
does not signify that the holder knows all 
that there is to be known about wireless. 

GORDON S. WHALE, 
Colwyn Bay. The Wireless College. 

Electrolytic Condensers 

WE have read with interest Mr. P. R. 
Coursey's article on high -voltage elec- 

trolytic condensers, which appeared in The 
Wireless World on January 13th, 1933. 

The publication of information about 
these condensers is a very good thing, but 
so far we have restricted our remarks to our 
Own publications, particularly our booklet 
entitled, " The Design and Construction of 
Radio Power Units." 

It is gratifying to note that in general 
Mr. Coursey agrees with us, but we feel 
compelled to comment upon his comparison 
of sciai-dry with wet electrolytic condensers. 

As manufacturers of both wet and semi- 
dry types, we are perhaps in a happier posi- 
tion to judge their relative merits, and it is 
our opinion that the wet type is more re- 
liable. Our view is based on practical 
experience, as well as on the following 
grounds:- 

0) Composition of Electrolyte.-The wet 
type electrolyte contains 92 per cent. of 
water, while the dry type contains about 
r / to of this amount. Thus the dry type is 
ten times as sensitive to removal of water 
which is going on slowly by the electrolytic 
action of the leakage current. The wet type 

,VIlm.,Esoo%OOQl 

and time. Let us suppose that during the 
switching on surge an overload current of 
loo mA. passes for è minute: This is only 
equivalent to leaving the set switched on for 
an extra 33 minutes under normal condi- 
tions, supposing a steady leakage current at 
the normal voltage to be á mA. We have 
taken an extreme example rarely to bu 
met in practice. Overload currents are 
more usually of the order of 20 mA. 

We should mention here that the voltage 
limiting action of the wet electrolytic con- 
denser is a very useful property ; for ex- 
ample, it is impossible to impress upon the 
44o volt working wet electrolytic condenser 
a voltage much in excess of 460 volts, be- 
cause the condenser acts as a temporary 
load until the ordinary anode current load 
rises to its full value. Thus the condenser, 
when used for smoothing, acts as a protec- 
tion for subsequent apparatus. 

(3) The liquid electrolyte is able to carry 
heat by convection to the surface of the 
container. There is absolutely no possibility 
of local high temperature. The statement 
that the power factor of the wet type may 
reach as high as 25 per cent. to 30 per cent. 
is liable to be misconstrued. Of course, if 
we desired to make a bad condenser this 
figure could be achieved, but, in fact, the 
power factor of our wet -type condensers, 
in consequence of improvements introduced 
last April, is 15 per cent. at 50 cycles, while 
the power factor of the high voltage dry 
t,_i,e we agree may be from 5 per cent. to 

,.r cent. according to type. The , cliff r- 

WATCHING POINTS. A supervising engineer at Broadcasting House checking the quality of 
transmission through a loud speaker fed from a check receiver. Quality is sometimes judged 

direct from the transmission lines between London and Brookmans Park. 

will continue to work perfectly until at the 
end of about ten years the level of the elec- 
trolyte becomes reduced below the top of 
the positive electrode. After this the capa- 
city will slowly decrease. 

(2) Protection against Overload. -The wet 
electrolytic condenser cannot be damaged by 
voltage overload, assuming that the current 
is limited to reasonable values, for example, 
loo mA., which covers the use in most radio 
apparatus. Local charring of the liquid 
electrolyte is, of course, absolutely impos- 
sible, nor does the passage of the overload 
current do any harm, provided that it does 
not continue long enough to make a con- 
denser approach boiling point. 

The amount of electrolysis that takes 
place is measured by the product of current 

ence is not serious, however, in view of 
the easy dissipation of heat by the wet -type 
condenser and a 15 per cent. power factor 
has only a minute effect in reducing the 
effective capacity at roo cycles. 

To summarise, it appears that the dry 
type is useful when considerations of shape 
or position do not allow the use of the wet 
type with its far greater reliability. 

As makers of both wet and semi -dry elec- 
trolytic condensers, we are able to retake 
these comments without bias, as we arc not 
influenced by considerations of which type 
becomes more popular. 
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER 

CO., LTD., 
W. J. Cole, Managing Director. 

London, W.3. 
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CLUB NEWS 
Demonstrating a Kit Set 
"r111ì Lissen " Skyscraper " Consolette was 
11 effectively demonstrated at a recent meet- 

ing of the City of London Phonograph and 
Radio Society. AIr. Clarke, the hon. secretary, 
admitting that the Kit was the first radio set 
he had constructed, stated that the assembly 
occupied him a few hours only. The results of 
the demonstration were impressive both as re- 
gards selectivity and sensitivity. 

Hon. Secretary : 111r. R. H. Clarke, 50, Tyne - 
mouth Terrace, Tottenflam, London, N.15. 

Ultra -Short Wave Work in Liverpool 
ASUBJECT of great topical importance was 

dealt with under the title " Practical Ultra - 
Short Wave Work," by Mr. Eric C. Wilson 
(2AAZ), in a recent lecture before the South- 
port Society of Natural Science. After a com- 
prehensive summary of the work already per- 
formed on the very high frequencies, Mr. Wilson 
mentioned that several Liverpool experimenters 
were now transmitting cin 5 to ro metres. 

Hon. Secretary : Mr. John Clegg, i.1, Scaris- 
brick New Road, Southport. 

Rectification Explained 
RECT was the subject (halt with 
at a recent meeting of the Croydon Radio 

Society, when the lecturer, Mr. D. Ashby, of 
the Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal 
Company, explamed the assembly of a metal 
rectifier and discussed the various ways of using 
it on A.C. mains. A film was shown illus- 
trating generatia,g stations of alternating cur- 
rent. 

Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, 
Campden Road, S. Croydon. 

Radio Acoustics 
L'N CIRELY new ground was covered by Mr. 
I --f A. S. Radford, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., at the 

-t meeting of the Bristol and District Radio 
and Television Society at Bristol University, 
when lie gave a lantern lecture and demonstra- 
tion on "The Acoustic Side of Radio." Ile 
retuned the more recent developments of a 

fence which has grown up around the 
:,,lustrics of the gramophone, radio, and 
Ind fdin. 

1 i, ;... Secretary: Mr. G. E. Bcnskin, r2, 
Maurice Road, St. Andrew's Park, Bristol 6. 

Power from the Mains 
EMBERS of the Burton Amateur Radio 

I 1 Societe Iwilefited by a very lucid explana- 
tion of Alai's Transformers and Power Smooth- 
ing Chokes given by Mr. F. G. Sawyer, of 
Partridge Wilson and Company, at a recent 
meeting. 

Full particulars of the Society can be ob- 
tained from the Hon. Secretary, bir. \V. A. 
Mead (G5YY), Addiscombe, Branstone Road, 
Burton -on- Trent. 
Rotary Converters in Use 
"VOTARY Converters " formed the theme 

of a lantern lecture given by Mr. R. H. 
Woodall, of Messrs. Rotax, Ltd., at a recent 
meeting of Slade Radio, Birmingham. Parti- 
cular interest was shown in the hand type of 
rotary converter for use in emergencies and for 
generating sufficient current to summon help 
in remote parts of the world. A demonstration 
was given using an Eddystone All -Wave Four, 

. and L.T. being supplied by a 6 -150v. con- 
verter. The machine was entirely silent in 
operation, and it was stated that, using the 
converter, it was possible to get down to 8 -10 
metres in wavelength without interference. 

Hon. Secretary : r ro, Hillarics Road, Gravelly 
IIdI, Birmingham. 

In Kentish Town 
THI: Kentish Town and District Radio 

Society has resumed meetings after the 
Christmas recess with a very attractive pro- 
gramme. Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 
8 p.m. at the Holmes Road School, London, 
N.\W.5. 

Hon. Secretary: Mr. Eric A. C. Jones 
(2130C), 46, Lady Margaret Road, Kentish 
Town, London, N.W.5. 
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READERS' PROBLEMS 
THESE columns are reserved for the publication of 

matter of general interest arising out of problems 
submitted by our readers. 

Readers requiring an individual reply to their technical 
questions by post are referred to " The Wireless World" 
Information Bureau, of which brief particulars, with the 
' fee charged, arc to be found at the foot of this page. 

Extra Smoothing 
A S a rule, a loud speaker . field winding i when employed as a smoothing choke 

gives a suflìciehtly silent background for 
most purposes. In special cases, and partii 
cularly when the user of the set is intolerant 
of all extraneous noises, an additional 
smoothing choke is usually. recommended. 

A querist, who has decided that the hum 
level of his set might be reduced, asks ús to 
suggest a value for the extra choke, and alai 
to say where it should be inserted. 

A choke with an inductance of about rp 
henrys under working conditions should be 
adequate in such cases, and is obtainable 
with such low D.C. resistance that the loss 
in H.T. voltage should be practically neg- 
ligible in the ordinary receiver. It should 
be inserted between the rectifier and the field 
winding, a large condenser -being connected 
between the junction point and the negative 
H.T. line. 

Always in Alignment 
WHEN special care has been taken in 

the adjustments of a ganged tuning 
system it is, to say the least, disquieting 
to find that circuit alignment is no longer 
accurate when sensitivity is reduced for 
local -station reception. It is, of course, for 
short- distance work that one is naturally 
most eager to avoid any loss of quality due 
to imperfections in the tuning system. 

The introduction of variable -mu valves 
has largely solved this problem, but those 
who are using other types of .valves which 
do not permit of such perfect' control of 
volume. often encounter difficulties of this 
nature. 

A reader who has fitted a " local- distance 
switch " in order to desensitise his set for 
reception of his local twin stations is dis- 
turbed to find that the input circuit of the 
set is detuned in relation to the others 
when the switch is put into use. Desensitis- 
ing is actually effected by including a con- 
denser of extremely low capacity in the 

Fig. r.- -The " local- distance " switch is 
arranged to insert a small condenser in series 
with the aerial, and simultaneously to throw 
into circuit a balancing condenser which 

prevents "alteration of tuning. 

aerial circuit. We are asked to suggest a 
method of compensating for the reduction 
in transferred aerial capacity that is 
brought about by this addition. 

In this case we recommend the fitting 
of a semi- variable balancing condenser (of 
about 0.0003 maximum capacity) which 
may be connected to a double -pole double - 
throw switch in such a way that it becomes 
effective only when the switch is in the 
" local " position. The capacity of this 
condenser is, set initially to the value which 
gives loudest signals with the switch in 
that position, and it will not need subse- 
quent adjustment. Connections are shown 
in Fig. I. 

In order that sufficient reduction in aerial 
input may be made, it is worth while to 
point out that the extra aerial series con- 
denser must often have a very low minimum 
capacity ; a maximum of o.000r mfd. 
should be ample, and in many cases an even 
smaller condenser might be better. 

Fig. 2. -One of the simplest forms of tuned 
H.F. couplings ; a separate reaction coil is 

not required. 

Reaction Without a Reaction Coil 
A READER who proposes to add a tern- " porary H.F. stage to his receiver asks 
us to publish a circuit diagram showing 
how the functions of tuning inductance and 
reaction winding may be combined in a 
single centre -tapped coil which he wishes 
to use as a tuned intervalve coupling. He 
remembers having seen this arrangement 
described, but has forgotten the details. 

The method that our correspondent has 
in mind employs the well -known " Hart- 
ley " circuit, and is shown diagrammatic- 
ally in Fig. 2. This arrangement, although 
extremely effective from many points of 
view, has the disadvantage that it is not 
readily applicable to " ganged " receivers, 
but we assume this will not be a disadvan- 
tage in the present case. 

The reaction condenser R.C. should have 
an extremely low value (say, o.000r mfd. 
maximum), and it is always worth while 
to experiment with the capacity of the de- 
tector anode by -pass condenser, for which 
a value of 0.0003 mfd. has been tentatively 
assigned in our diagram. 

Connecting the Whistle Suppressor. 
THERE seems to be some uncertainty as 

to how the Whistle Suppressor (Wire- 
less World, Oct. 28th) should be connected 

to a loud speaker when a choice output 
system is employed as a link with the last 
valve. 

With the simplest possible arrangement, 
where the loud speaker is fed directly from 
an untapped choke, giving in effect a r : i 
ratio, it is a matter of complete indifference 
whether the anti -interference device in 
question be joined across the loud speaker 
windings or the choke. Readers can suit 
their own convenience in this matter, but 
will usually choose the loud speaker, as its 
terminals are likely to be rather more 
accessible. The same remarks apply when 
a low- resistance loud speaker is coupled by 
means of a step -down transformer, which in 
turn is fed from an untapped choke ; in 
this case the suppressor may be joined across 
either the choke or the transformer primary 
-never across the secondary. 

But where a tapped output choke, acting 
as a step -down auto -transformer, is em- 
ployed with a pentode valve, the best place 
for the suppressor. is across the choke -not 
the loud speaker or the primary of its trans- 
former, if one be fitted. It should be re- 
membered that the device works best in 
conjunction with a circuit of high im- 
pedance, and in the present case it is 
obviously best that it should work in parallel 
with the whole of the choke, and not merely 
with a section of it. 

Not Worth While 
THOSE who use an output valve capable 

of delivering but a few hundred milli - 
watts may question the desirability of out- 
puts in the order of 2 or 3 watts. But even 
if one does not wish for reproduction of great 
volume, it is an undoubted advantage to 
have a big margin of safety, and few who 
have become accustomed to a modern high - 
power set would willingly go back to any- 
thing less ambitious. 

Attempts to increase the undistorted out- 
put from an existing receiver are entirely 
laudable, but' it should perhaps be pointed 
out that it is hardly worth while to go to 
great expense to increase output unless, say, 
power is to be at least doubled. For in- 
stance, a correspondent writing to us on the 
subject of improving his receiver proposes 
to take a great deal of trouble in order to 
make it possible to employ an output valve 
which is rated to give about 4o per cent. 
more power than that which it is to replace. 
An increase of 40 per cent. corresponds only 
to about r2 decibels, which represents a 
barely audible increase in volume. 

The Wireless World 

INFORMATION BUREAU 
THE service is intended primarily for readers 

meeting with difficulties in the construc- 
tion, adjustment, operation, or maintenance of 
wireless receivers described in 7'he Wireless 
ll orld, or those of commercial design which from 
time to time are reviewed in the pages of The 
ll ireless ll'orld. Every endeavour will be made 
to deal with queries on all wireless matters, pro- 
vided that they are of such a nature that they 
can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter. 

Communications should be addressed to The 
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset 
House, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and must be accom- 
panied by a remittance of 5s. to cover the cost 
of the service. The enquirer's name and address 
should be written in block letters at the top of 
all communications. 
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